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John D. Rateliff

ABSTRACT

BEYOND THE FIELDS WE KNOW:
THE SHORT STORIES OF LORD DUNSANY

Edward John Moreton Drax Plunkett, Lord Dunsany (1878-1957),
was one of the great English short story writers.
of the most neglected.

He is also one

Ranked by his contemporaries with Shaw ,

Synge, and Yeats: admired by Hemingway and Joyce: he was famed in
his own time as a playwright loosely associated with the Irish
Literary Renaissance and is remembered today primarily for his
novel The King of Elfland's Daughter.

But it is as a short story

writer that Dunsany made his greatest contribution to literature.
He wrote over four hundred short stories and rightly considered
them the most important part of his work, yet this is the first
full-length study of them.
Dunsany's career as a writer of short stories can be sharply
divided into two periods:

1904-1914, when he wrote virtually all

of his best work, and 1925-1957, when he wrote only entertaining
light fiction.

One of the goals of this dissertation is to suggest

an explanation for the sudden change in direction and quality of
his stories, attributing it to Dunsany's harrowing experiences ir
the Easter Uprising and on the Western Front in 1916, as well as a

4

series of personal crises he passed through at the same time.

He

survived, but like Wordsworth and Coleridge never managed to repeat
his earlier triumphs.
This dissertation traces Dunsany's career as a short story
writer chronologically, from the early experiments of The Gods of
Pegana through the perfection of his art in A Dreamer's Tales, The
Book of Wonder, and The Last Book of Wonder, to late minor works
like The Travel Tales of Mr. Joseph Jorkens and The Little Tales of
Smethers

and

other

stories.

It

shows

not

only

how

Dunsany

developed as an author but places him in the context of his age and
points out some of the ways he influenced later writers.

Finally,

it argues that he deserves more attention than he has yet received,
both as one of the founding fathers of fantasy literature and in
his own right.

The time for a Dunsany revival is long overdue.
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INTRODUCTION

(i)

The Man Who Was Dunsany

Edward John Moreton Drax Plunkett, Lord Dunsany, 1 was a man of
many talents.

As a chess player, he won the Irish Championship and

played two World Chess Champions,

one of them to a

draw. 2

A

lifelong sportsman, he did everything from fox-hunting and snipe
shooting to big-game hunting on safaris in Africa and India.

A

first-rate cricketer, he organized the local County Meath teams for
many years and had his official portrait done wearing a cricket
shirt,

not

the

baronial

robes

of

his

ancestors. 3

A

failed

politician, he twice ran for a seat in the House of Commons as a
Conservative candidate, making a respectable showing at a time when
the rival Liberals dominated Parliament. 4

Designated by his father

to be a career military man, he was not allowed to attend Oxford
and study poetry as he wanted but instead was sent to Sandhurst,
the British equivalent of West Point.

He served at Gibraltar and

in the Boer War before opting out, and returned to fight in World
War I, the Easter Uprising, and in the Home Guard during the Battle
of Britain.

A society figure, one of the supposedly idle rich, he

was a member of the Irish peerage with a 12th century castle.

He

"did" the London Season each year, married the Earl of Jersey's
daughter, 5 and divided his time between his London townhouse, Kent
country home, and Irish estate.

Had he lived a generation earlier,

he would probably have been an explorer, like his mother's cousin
Sir Richard Burton, discoverer of Lake Tanganyiki and first

2
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European to visit Mecca.

And he wrote.

In his writings, Dunsany was as versatile as in his life.
wrote

short

stories,

novels,

memoirs, and translations.

plays,

poems,

essays,

reviews,

In his own day, fame came to him as a

playwright6 ~ today he is mainly remembered as a novelist. 7
is

as

a

writer

of

short

He

stories

that

he

made

his

But it

greatest

contribution to literature, and this dissertation will focus on
this aspect of his work.

Even within the narrow confines of a

single form, Dunsany shows tremendous variety, writing everything
from the anecdote to the prose poem, experimenting with fantasy,
the ghost story,
fiction,
story.

horror,

the detective story,
the sports story,

the club story,

the war story,

science

the hunting

He published more than four hundred short stories in all in

seventeen collections, with many more -- nobody knows exactly how
many

remaining

scattered

uncollected

in

contemporary

periodicals.
Despite their variety, all his stories can be divided into two
main groupings based on chronology: those written between 1904-1914
and those written 1925-1957. 8

The earlier group comprises his

great period, when he focused his energy and attention on the short
story and pioneered a breakthrough in fantasy.

The later stories

represent a falling off, tales intended as entertainments rather
than serious fiction.

While they make enjoyable reading, they are

not in the same league with his earlier efforts,
intended

to

be. 9

This

dissertation

will

nor were they

study

Dunsany's

development as a short story writer, from the pioneering work of

(
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The Gods of Pegana, Time and the Gods, and The Sword of Welleran,
through his mastery of the form in A Dreamer's Tales, The Book of
Wonder,

and The Last Book of Wonder,

to his abandonment of the

short story and his later return to it as a vehicle for light
fiction in the Jorkens series, The Man Who Ate the Phoenix, and The
Little Tales of Smethers.
This is not a biography, although a good biography of Dunsany
is badly needed. 10

It has,

at times, been necessary to discuss

points in Dunsany's life in order to explain why he abandoned the
short story and then later returned to it,

but the focus is on

using biographical data to shed light upon his career and not the
other

way

around.

Nor

does

this

dissertation

attempt

a

comprehensive overview of his entire career in all genres; ground
which has been covered, if in somewhat cursory form, by La Croix
(1956) and Schweitzer (1989).
Since so many stories are discussed in the course of this
dissertation, I have assumed that the reader will not be familiar
with every one of them and have therefore included brief summaries
where necessary to follow the argument.

This is not, however, a

"reader's guide" to Dunsany, and my analysis of the stories is no
substitute

for

reading

the

examining his work in detail,

stories

themselves.

Instead,

by

I hope to show the qualities that

characterize his stories and make them exceptional.

The focus is

less on individual works -- although some of his best stories do
receive a good deal of attention --

than on the interrelationship

between tales and the context in which they appear.

4
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The priority given here to Dunsany's short stories over the
rest of his work follows Dunsany•s own evaluation.

This was the

form he turned to 11 and the one he continued working in

first

longest, 12 as well as the one he felt most at home with.

He

approached playwriting with reluctance and turned to novels out of
a mixed sense of duty and frustration, but the short story was his
form of choice,

his first

love and his last.

It was his own

conviction that his early short stories represented his finest
work;

a

judgment I

agree with,

along with virtually all other

students of Dunsany's opus.

(ii)

The Case for Dunsany

The question might fairly be asked:
Dunsany at this late date?

The answer,

why this attention to
I

think,

First, there is the matter of literary history.
considered a

minor writer and remembered

--

is threefold.
Dunsany is now

if at

all

in

scholarly circles only for his tenuous connections with the Abbey
Theater and the Irish Literary Renaissance.
judgment of Dunsany•s contemporaries.
voice,

the peer of Shaw and Yeats,

But this was not the

They viewed him as a major
the heir of Synge.

If he,

unlike these others, has dropped out of the canon of literature,
this does not mean that his work is without merit.
For the canon of literature is not a fixed, unchanging body.
On the contrary, it is highly fluid.

Writers fade away and are

eclipsed, others are rediscovered, according to the tastes of the

(
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day.

The long neglect of Donne and Melville and the one-time

eminence of Barrie,

Kipling,

and Bennett 13 show the process of

reevaluation that is constantly going on.

Fitzgerald went through

a boom followed by neglect much as Dunsany did, the only difference
being that Fitzgerald has since been rediscovered.

The conception

of the canon that underlies the argument in works like Harold
Bloom's The Anxiety of Influence presupposes that the canon is a
monolithic wall whereupon the names of the masters are graven in
stone, rather like the Vietnam War Memorial.

In fact the canon is

more like an art museum which keeps its less fashionable wares in
storage. 14
By itself, the canon represents nothing more than an agreedupon basis for discussion. 15
vast majority,

regardless

The works in the canon are those the
of personal

preference,

admit to be

"literature," writing of permanent value worthy of serious study. 16
The experiment of seeing if writers currently out of fashion, for
whatever the reason, can profitably repay closer study is often a
rewarding one.

It is also revealing, because it focuses attention

on what the literary establishment of the day feels should be
excluded from discussion.

Hence the motivation for the recent

explosion of criticism on non-canonical writers in such formerly
disreputable genres as science fiction,

fantasy,

and mystery. 17

Sometimes an author who has dropped out of the main canon is taken
up by one of these new groups, which have canons of their own. 18
One such author is Dunsany.

6
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A second reason for studying a neglected author, aside from
the question of

literary history,

is that of

influence.

For

Dunsany was not just popular, but influential as well, and his work
had a great impact on contemporary and subsequent literature.

He

has long been considered one of the founding fathers of fantasy,
and rightly so.

A list of writers who show his influence reads

like a bibliography of modern fantasy: among them J. R.R. Tolkien,
H. P. Lovecraft, Fritz Leiber, Fletcher Pratt, Ray Bradbury, and
Ursula K.

Le Guin, many of whom have in turn passed along that

influence to their own disciples and imitators.

When Le Guin

dubbed Dunsany "the master 1119 it was not empty homage but a clearsighted appraisal that he holds a position in his field analogous
to that of Henry James:
a best-seller than a

a master craftsman and stylist who is less

•writer's writer'

'fantasist's fantasist').

(or, in Dunsany's case, a

No one has ever traced his influence on

subsequent fantasy in any detail, 20 but anyone steeped in Dunsany' s
work who reads widely in the field will find it hard to escape the
conclusion

that

very

twentieth-century
indirectly,

of

little

that

his

does

fantasy
not

influence.

has

bear
It

is

been

the
not

written

mark,
the

in

the

directly
goal

of

or

this

dissertation to catalogue Dunsany's influence -- such a task would
be a major undertaking requiring a dissertation in itself -- but
individual examples will be given when relevant in the following
pages.

The extent of his contribution may be guessed, however,

from the fact that he invented two new subgenres of fantasy, was
the first to ever chronicle a fantasy world from its creation to

(
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its destruction, and was the first fantasist ever to create his own
pantheon of gods, a feature that has since become a hallmark of the
genre.
Nor is it only fantasists who read or were influenced by him.
His books were the subject of essays and reviews by

w.

B. Yeats,

Owen Barfield, T. H. White, H. L. Mencken, Graham Greene, Evelyn
Waugh, Arthur

c.

Clarke, H.

P.

Lovecraft, Edward Thomas, Seamus

Heaney, Ford Madox Ford, Oliver Gogarty, Aleister Crowley, George
Russell ("AE"), Elizabeth Bowen, Padraic Colum, James Stephen, J.
B. Priestley, and Sean O'Faolain, among others.
was an early fan,

as was James Joyce.

Ernest Hemingway

A young James Thurber

starred in a production of one of his plays.

Jorge Luis Borges

considered

Scott

him

a

precursor

to

Kafka.

F.

incorporated a reference to him into his first novel.
Faulkner wrote a

Fitzgerald
William

short story which not only takes its name

"Carcassonne" -- from one of Dunsany' s stories but draws heavily on
several others for its theme and plot. 21
Ignorance of Dunsany's work not only prevents our being aware
of his influence but makes it difficult to understand it where it
occurs.

A reader who does not know who Dunsany is will have a hard

time understanding what Fitzgerald is trying to say by making his
hero an enthusiast for Dunsany's work.

The same invisible blind

spot also makes it nearly impossible to spot allusions when they do
occur.

For example, it is extremely unlikely that any reader today

would catch the sly allusion to Dunsany's "The Probable Adventure
of the Three Literary Men" in Flann O'Brien's The Third Policeman,

8
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but it would have been evident enough when the book was written. 22
The absence of any mention of Dunsany from most biographies and
critical books on his contemporaries is not so much evidence that
they were unaware of him as it is of selectivity on the part of
these books'

authors,

the latter-day scholars to whom his name

means nothing. 23

Even if Dunsany•s work was of slight merit in itself, it
would still be of value in helping us understand the literary
climate of the early part of this century, and important for its
role in shaping the direction fantasy took through its influence on
other writers.

But Dunsany deserves attention not as a literary

footnote or as a precursor but in his own right.

At its best, his

work is superb, and would merit reading and criticism even if no
one

had

read

it

from

his

day

to

ours.

The

qualities

that

distinguish his work are difficult to describe in the abstract, but
a

few

general

observations

can

be

made

of

features

which

characterize his work.
Versatility is perhaps the most important feature of his work.
Dunsany is always playing with ideas, looking for new ways to say
things,

and new things to say.

story to story.

He rarely repeats himself from

True to his Burton heritage, he is an explorer,

always experimenting.

This can be frustrating to some readers,

since Dunsany no sooner masters something than he tires of it and
abandons it to try something else.

It also means his work is less

even than that of authors who find one thing they do well and stick

9
to it for their whole careers.

But for those willing to follow

where he leads, this is the most exciting feature of his work:
never knows what to expect next.

one

It is perhaps this feature more

than any other that makes his work so valuable to other fantasists.
His stories are packed with ideas that he shows the potential of
but leaves for others to develop.
Hand in hand with the range of his ideas is his sense of
style.

Most writers have a distinctive •voice' that makes their

work instantly recognizable.
at

moving

from

grand

Dunsany had several, and was adroit

sonorous

prose

to

plain

juxtaposing the two in the same piece for effect.
his style 24 often make him sound like a

speech,

often

Descriptions of

latter-day John

Lyly,

possessed of only a single highly archaic and artificial tone.

In

truth the only •archaisms' he employed were those common in the
poetic diction of the day, and even these he used sparingly and
abandoned altogether while writing his third book.
Ezra Pound is often credited with weaning his friend Yeats
from using archaisms or poetic diction in his poems; in fact Yeats
had already begun to simplify his style shortly before Pound came
upon

the

scene,

spontaneously

did

about

the

the

same.

same

time

What

is

(c

1908-1909)

usually

cited

Dunsany
as

the

outstanding feature in Dunsany•s archaism, his parataxis (or, as Le
Guin put it, "a great many sentences beginning with 'And'")~

is

not an archaism at all but an attempt to catch the natural rhythm
of human speech.

Like the King James Bible, the single greatest

influence on his style, his work is meant to be read aloud.

He

10
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delighted in contrasting passages of his most evocative prose with
bits of dialogue in Cockney, sea slang, or political jargon.
Closely related to his skill with language is Dunsany•s gift
for nomenclature.

He had a rare knack for names unequaled among

fantasists except for Tolkien.

The list reads like a

litany:

Pegana, Mung, Sarnidac, Sacnoth, Welleran, Rollary, Young Iraine,
Bethmoora, Blagdaross, Mondath, Poltarnes, Alderic, Thulba Mleen,
Neepy Thang.
together

Dunsany's habit of making up names and putting them

just because he thought they sounded right

irritated

Tolkien, a trained philologist who devised his own languages and
developed complicated rules governing sound-changes to make sure
all the nomenclature in his tales was consistent and reflected
family and cultural affinities among characters.

But Tolkien did

not give Dunsany credit for what he does achieve.

Dunsany's names

may reflect a hodge-podge that no linguist could ever trace back
into an ur-language, but they achieve their purpose: they do 'sound
right'. 26

Each calls up an image in the reader's mind or creates

a mood appropriate to the story in which it occurs.
evidence

that

Dunsany

ever

read

Poe's

"The

There is no

Philosophy

of

Composition," with its rules for choosing sounds for their emotive
effect,

but there is also no doubt that he did the same thing

intuitively:

he never creates any egregious blunders such as

Eddison's Lord Juss, Goldry Bluszco, Spitfire, and Brandoch Daha
(all members of the same family, despite their wildly dissimilar
names, which makes one wonder about their mother). 27

Moreover it

is Dunsany's example and not Tolkien's that the vast majority of

(
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all

fantasists have followed -- not just because it is easier

(although

that

has

undeniably

been

a

factor)

paradoxically enough, it sounds more natural.

but

because,

We are a polyglot

culture when it comes to our family and place names, and anything
systematic sounds profoundly artificial to us.

Tolkien is gifted

enough and alert enough to the organic nature of language to escape
this problem; few of those who tried to imitate him were so lucky.
Even in Dunsany's non-fantasy stories he displays something of the
same talent.
are

all

Jorkens, Terbut, Linley, Steeger, Smethers, Anwrel

names that sound real

enough,

although

the reader

unlikely to share one of them or to know someone who does.

is

They

are unusual enough to sound real: 28 a story populated with Smiths,
Jones, and Johnsons would be far less convincing or true to our own
experiences.
One of the features usually found in fantasy that is by and
large absent from Dunsany' s

work is a

sense of subcreation or

secondary reality, the realistic description of a fantasy world
designed to ground the reader and give a sense of place.

The

ability to create and vividly present secondary realities is one of
the strengths of most great fantasists.

Dunsany's failure to do

this is not the result of inability -- as he shows in such stories
as "Poltarnes, Beholder of Ocean" and "Idle Days on the Yann"
but deliberate choice.

Whenever possible, Dunsany actually

disrupts secondary belief, stressing the unreality of his setting.
By using dream as his paradigm and the dreamer as his persona, he
seeks to recreate in some way the actual experience of dreaming. 28

12
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A final feature that underlies almost all of Dunsany's fantasy
is a witty cynicism.

This appealed strongly to such early readers

as Mencken and Lovecraft, and was a chief contributing factor in
his popularity among the intelligentsia.

Along with his love of

sudden twists, unexpected developments, and surprise endings, this
characteristic more than any other marks his work.

His amusing

vignettes show up human foibles so successfully that Ford Madox
Ford asserted that all Dunsany•s exoticism was a ruse designed to
divert attention from the true goal of his work, the writing of
acid pen portraits of his fellow countrymen. 29
demonstrates

the

remarkable

obtuseness

Ford

The remark not only
could

occasion, but shows how little he understood Dunsany.

display

on

Dunsany has

no agenda; few writers ever ascribed so strongly to the doctrine of
art for art's sake.

He sometimes passes devastating judgments on

his characters but never loses his sense of humor.

If he is saved

from being a pessimist by his sense of humor, then he is likewise
saved from being a lightweight by his very real sense of loss,
which he is often able to portray with great poignance.

It was an

ironical age, and Dunsany was one of its great ironists.
In the end, the final claim to whether an author is great or
merely interesting rests upon his or her ability with words; he or
she stands or falls by how well he or she writes.

As Horace

observed, there is always an element of personal judgment and taste
in any decision regarding the quality of a piece of writing.
I

(

think Dunsany' s

Yet

epigrammatic quality entitles him to serious

13

consideration as a great writer.

Eminently quotable, his lines

live long in memory.

(iii)

Dissecting the Butterfly

Like most prolific authors, Dunsany wrote, and published, too
much.

His bibliography is cluttered with lesser and minor works

which detract attention from his finest stories.
of this dissertation is to discriminate,

to

One of the goals
identify and draw

attention to his best work while separating it from the weaker
material that often overshadows it.

I

also hope to show that

criticism of Dunsany is not only possible,

but rewarding.

His

admirers have long maintained that analysis of his writings is both
impious and impossible, like dissecting a butterfly.
attitude does Dunsany an injustice.

I think this

His stories are not soap-

bubbles that will burst and be irretrievably lost at the touch of
a finger,

nor is the desire to find out more about his work a

destructive impulse.

To pursue the metaphor: there are more ways

to study butterflies than taking them apart.
be learned by observing them.

Much of interest can

Most writers hope that people will

read them with intelligence and attention, and I do not see why we
should not pay Dunsany the same courtesy.

One of the great short

story writers in English, certainly the finest in the specialized
field of fantasy,

Dunsany has been neglected for far too long.

This dissertation is an attempt to help redress the balance.

CHAPTER ONE

THE GODS OF PEGANA

15
(i)

The Gods of Pegana

In 1905, Dunsany published his first book, The Gods of
Pegana.

Many authors are quite derivative at the beginnings of

their careers and only gradually develop their own distinctive
voice.

Not Dunsany.

There had never been anything like The Gods

of Pegana before, nor has there ever been anything quite like it
again.

It is, in a very real sense of that much abused term, sui

generis, one of a kind.

For in this book Dunsany does something

wholly new in English literature: the creation not only of a new
world, Pegana, 1 but a whole new cosmogony, complete with its own
creation myth, pantheon of gods, and apocalypse.
It is true that stories about the gods were nothing new in
English literature -- Keats and Shelley were only two among the
many who had written about the gods of Greece and Rome, either
retelling a story out of classical mythology (Endymion) or
creating a new story from the old material (Prometheus Unbound).
But the Matter of Rome was old and threadbare by Dunsany's time.
Keats had correctly diagnosed that Psyche had come along •too
late' for belief and was best treated as an object of melancholy
poetic fancy.

Not even Swinburne, who certainly tried harder

than most, was able to generate any real belief in the relics of
Greece and Rome.
Others, realizing that the vein had been mined out but still
unwilling to abandon the imaginative potential alternative
mythologies had to offer, went further afield seeking more exotic
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disjecta, and tales of the gods of Egypt, Ireland, and the
Scandinavian north were soon being avidly collected, edited,
translated, and p~blished.

Anyone doubting the tremendous

creative impact such research and recovery had on the writers of
the time need only briefly review the work of the writers of the
Irish Literary Renaissance from Yeats to Joyce to see how much
the old myths revitalized the new writers, providing them with
fresh alternatives to a literature modeled on the old
neoclassical materials.
the disadvantage

Valuable as this influx proved, it had

that there was still only a finite quantity of

surviving material, much of it of inferior quality.
This problem Dunsany solved by creating a new mythology out
of the whole cloth.

He is the first writer in English (or, to my

knowledge, any language) to invent his own gods; no small
achievement in itself.

It is true that William Blake, a century

before, had concocted his 'prophecies' of Ore and Urizen, Los and
Urthona, but these figures were abstractions and not true gods.
Blake's poems are allegories -- admittedly dark allegories -- in
which the various Zoas represent parts of the human psyche and
their actions are dictated by Blake's theories regarding the
working out of the principles they represent, the whole being an
incredibly complex parable of the Fall and Redemption. 2

But

Psychomachia (e.g., Jerusalem) is allegory, not fantasy, and it
is fantasy that Dunsany is writing.

His gods are not, like Lady

Gregory's Lugh of the Long Hand, true gods of myth and legend,
once worshipped as divinities, although such gods do make guest

(
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appearances at rare intervals. 3

Nor are they vague poetical

abstractions personified, like Shelley's Demogorgon and Asia.
What Dunsany is doing is something else entirely: his gods are
not symbolic of anything beyond themselves; They simply Are.
MANA-YOOD-SUSHAI is the creator of Pegana, but it would be
difficult to see what he might stand for beyond that, and the
same is true of Dunsany's other gods, such as Limpang-Tung and
especially Skarl the Drummer.
A good example of Dunsany's method is Mung, god of death. In
the character of Mung, the god whose deeds come to most dominate
the tales of Pegana, Dunsany has given death (or Death) a name, a
personality, and (with the help of the remarkable S. H. Sime, of
whom more later) a face. Yet Mung is not a mere abstraction, but
a character; it is more important that he is Mung than that he is
Death.

Dunsany's method has been picked up on by so many other

writers since that we are likely to forget or at least overlook
how radical a departure it was.

Lovecraft's Cthulhu mythes and

all its apocryphal addenda, Tolkien's Valar, and the endless
modern imitators of these men, all derive at some remove from
this little-read little volume, which is thus one of the most
important in the history of fantasy.

"Before there stood gods upon Olympus, or ever Allah was
Allah, had wrought and rested MANA-YOOD-SUSHAI. 11
Dunsany's theogony is unusual first in that the supreme god
of his pantheon is not the demiurge and second in that he is
absent, sleeping to the music of Skarl the Drummer throughout the
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time the universe exists.

MANA-YOOD-SUSHAI makes the gods and

they, "the small gods," make the worlds and all that is in them. 4
Pray not to MANA-YOOD-SUSHAI, we are told, but only to the small
gods whom he hath made.

This is a dreamer's god who, having made

the gods, falls asleep and dreams eternity away, until at the end
of time he will "forget to rest"(p.l) "and there will be worlds
nor gods no more" (p.3).
Here Dunsany is working with an idea curiously like that
advanced by Lewis Carroll in Through the Looking Glass, where
Alice sees the Red King sleeping and is told that he is dreaming
her, and that if he should happen to wake "you'd go out --bang!-just like a candle" (Carroll, p.145).

As Carroll asks in the

poem which ends his book, "Life, what is it but a dream?"

The

similarity may seem fortuitous, but given the direct parallel
between the Baker's fate in The Hunting of the Snark and that of
characters in two of Dunsany's tales ("Of How the Gods Whelmed
Sidith" in The Gods of Pegana and "The King Who Was Not" in Time
and the Gods) I think not.

Like the Chinese tale of Chaung Tzu

and the butterfly, Dunsany is playing here with the notion of the
relationship between dream and reality, with the Boojum-inspired
spectre of nonexistence hovering nearby in the background. Bishop
Berkeley would have felt at home in Pegana, where the first and
wisest of the prophets sums up his knowledge thus:
Upon a night I slept. And in my sleep Pegana came very
near. And Pegana was full of gods .... And in that hour,
in the hour of my sleep -- I knew.
And the end and the beginning of my knowing that there
was, was this -- that Man Knoweth Not .••• Man must endure
the Days that Are, but the gods have left him his
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ignorance as a solace .•.• Seek not to know. Even I, Yonath,
.•• know only that man knoweth not.
once I set out seeking to know all things. Now I know
one thing only, and soon the Years will carry me away •••
set not thy foot upon that path.
seek not to know.
These be the words of Yonath.
("Yonath the Prophet," p.50-51)
Mark Twain would also at about this same time experiment
with a similar idea in

The

Mysterious Stranger, which concludes

with the central character's realization that he is God having a
nightmare; no external reality of any kind exists, and upon his
waking up to Lucifer's injunction ("dream other dreams, and
better") our entire apparent reality -- i.e., the universe -simply ceases to exist.
we ourselves.

Reality is as fragile and ephemeral as

The whole of Pegana -- its creation, gods, myths,

peo~les, prophets, and ultimate destruction -- takes up slightly
less than a hundred pages. We are such stuff as dreams are made
of, and our little lives are rounded with a sleep.

More

importantly, so far as Dunsany's book of myths is concerned,
MANA's falling asleep and his final wakening provide a frame for
the tales, a beginning and an ending, genesis and apocalypse,
giving a shape to the collection.

It can hardly be chance that

the book's first two pieces refer both to the creation and
destruction of Pegana.

Not until the tales of Jorkens more than

twenty years later would any of Dunsany's other books have as
strong a unifying principle, and even then it would be a linking
device and not, as here, an inherent part of the book's
structure.
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It is the small gods, the gods of Pegana of the title, with
whom the first half of the book is concerned.

We get a series of

short pieces, each. presenting the prime characteristic of the god
concerned:

Kib (the maker of life), Sish (the lord of time),

Slid (whose soul is in the sea), Limpang-Tung (the god of music
and merriment and, that rarest of creatures in Dunsany, a benign
god friendly to man), Yoharneth-Lahai (god of the "little dreams"
-- i.e., the dreams of men, as opposed to those of MANA-YOODSUSHAI; the dreams of the small gods do not figure in until the
next book), Roon "and the thousand home gods" (in essence, the
penates of the ancient Romans), Dorozhand (destiny), Zodrak (a
man who became a god; a theme repeated with significant
variations in the next book with "The Relenting of Sarnidac"),
and above all Mung, Lord of All Deaths.
Mung comes oddly to dominate this collection, for not only
is his piece ("The Deeds of Mung," p.18-20) unlike the others -far more immediate and narrative in style, almost as if one had
slipped out of one of the dryer bits of Deuteronomy into 1st and
2nd Samuel -- but later he comes into a number of the other
stories, unlike Sish, Kib, Dorozhand, Zodrak, Yoharneth-Lahai,
and the home gods, who never really come to life.

Whether he is

quelching "The Revolt of the Home Gods," "making the sign of
Mung" against the prophets, or fighting a battle with the Hound
Time at the end of the World (according, that is, to the heresy
of the Saigoths, for Dunsany produces not only orthodoxies but
heterodoxies as well), it is Mung as lord of Death who has the
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most to do with men and so makes the transition between the first
half of the book, the catalogue of the gods, and the second half,
the coming of the prophets of men.
This latter opens with a sequence of prophets, Yadin and
Yonath, Yug and Alhireth-Hotep, Kabok and Yun-Ilara, and finally
Imbaun, who is to men as Mung is to the gods:

a figure

representative and reoccurring through several stories. 5

The

general flavor of this whole sequence can best be grasped by
quoting one of the shorter pieces, "Alhireth-Hotep the Prophet,"
in full:
When Yug was Yug no more men said unto Alhireth-Hotep:
"Be thou our prophet, and be as wise as Yug."
And Alhireth-Hotep said: "I am as wise as Yug. 11 And men
were very glad.
And Alhireth-Hotep said of Life and Death:
"These be the
affairs of Alhireth-Hotep. 11 And men brought gifts to him.
One day Alhireth-Hotep wrote in a book:
"Alhireth-Hotep
knoweth All Things, for he hath spoken with Mung."
And Mung stepped from behind him, making the sign of Mung,
saying: "Knowest thou All Things, then, Alhireth-Hotep?"
And Alhireth-Hotep became among the Things that Were. (p.53)

The false prophets -- Yug, Alhireth-Hotep, Kabok, and
Ilara

Yun-

one and all fall afoul of Mungin a series of morality

plays which are meditations on belief and the need to believe, a
major theme throughout all of Dunsany's early works which lasts
as late as Lirazel's idol worship in The King of Elfland's
Daughter (1924) or even arguably in The Blessings of Pan (1928),
his last fantasy novel.

This need to believe becomes one of the

major themes of the next book, where it is treated humorously and
sympathetically in "The Relenting of Sarnidac," ironically in
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"Mlideen" and "While the Gods Slept," or scathingly in "The
Sorrow of Search."
By contrast, the true prophets -- Yadin, Yonath, and
Imbaun -- all affirm man's inability to understand What Is and
counsel a stoic acceptance.

Indeed, from Yonath on the dangers

of seeking to know become another recurrent theme, especially in
the next book with such works as "The Sorrows of Search," and the
penalties of gaining such knowledge in "The Secret of the Gods"
and "The South Wind."

It can even be said that on another level

the same stricture applies to the gods themselves, for we are
told of Hoodrazel, "a merry god," that he heard the muttering of
MANA-YOOD-SUSHAI in his sleep and so learned the secret of "the
wherefore of the making of the gods," and henceforth "became from
the moment of his knowing a mirthless god" who ever after sat
apart in silence ("The Eye in the Waste," p.43).

Having completed his depiction of Pegana -- its Creation,
pantheon, and prophecies -- Dunsany closes his book,
appropriately enough, with Apocalypse.

There have already been

many hints of "THE END" awaiting the gods and the gods' creations
(i.e., our universe), either in the early pieces where they break
like soap bubbles upon MANA's awakening or vanish at the wave of
his hand when by him weighed and found wanting ("Of Dorozhand"),
or as a prophesied event inexorable ("Of the Thing Which Is
Neither God Nor Beast") and dreaded ("Of How Imbaun Became High
Prophet in Aradec of All the Gods Save One"). When it finally

(
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comes in the narrative, however, the quarrelsome and fractious
gods meet it with surprising dignity and calm, setting sail on a
ship built not with Deadmen•s Nails, like the Norse Naglfar, 6 but
of dreams, to be gods no more ("The Bird of Doom and The End"),
or else "to be gods of nothing, where nothing is" ("The River")
while MANA-YOOD-SUSHAI shall think some other plan
concerning gods and worlds (p.91).

Of the fate of men in those times, the tales are silent,
aside from one very curious passage which occurs out of context
earlier (in fact, as a metaphor), where it is said Slid (god of
water) gathers up the waves in the sea "even as will at the Last
gather all the Lives of the People about the feet of MANA-YOODSUSHAI" (p.17).

Of the afterlife little is said, and that little

is a deliberate falsehood invented by the prophet Imbaun to
soothe his people with a myth of Heaven.

Imbaun tells them that

they will pass after their meeting with Mung to the Elysian
Fields of Pegana itself, to dwell in peace and content among the
beneficent gods -- to his credit, however, he does refuse to
invent for them a Hell for their enemies, much to their
disappointment ("Pegana").

Mung, who usually has the last word

and whom one would expect to be well-informed in these matters,
casts surprisingly little light on the subject, aside from a
brief exchange in "The Deeds of Mung" where a man meeting Mung
cries out
Alas that I took this road, for had I gone by any other
way then had I not met Mung
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To which Mung replies
Had it been possible for thee to go any other way then
had the Scheme of Things been otherwise and the gods
been other gods,
a grim thought and one well in keeping with the purely
Deterministic world

of The Mysterious Stranger. But Mung

continues
When MANA-YOOD-SUSHAI forgets to rest and makes again new
gods it may be that They will send thee again into the
Worlds; and then thou mayest choose some other way, and
so not meet with Mung.
In nothing else is it so clearly shown that Dunsany is
presenting a mythology and not a religion as in his failure to
provide an account of the afterlife, or even to affirm that there
would be one.

Finally, it is said that when the Great One (MANA)

"shall arise from resting, because it is THE END"
..• it may be that the old, dead days shall return from
beyond the Rim, and we who have wept for them shall see
those days again, as one who, returning from long travel
to his home, comes suddenly on dear, remembered things.
For none shall know of MANA who hath rested for so
long, whether he be a harsh or a merciful god. It may be
that he shall have mercy, and that these things shall be.
(p.40-41)

And so Pegana ends.

The subcreation exists in the book and

through the book, and Pegana's world ends when the book reaches
the final printed page.

Yet subcreation requires a reader's mind

with which to interact before it can take place, and turning to
the first page and beginning again re-creates the world at once.
Pegana is an ouroboros, a closed system, non-entropic, which can
be revisited an infinite (or at least innumerable) number of
times and still remain invariable.

(

Dunsany repays re-reading not
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for greater depth or understanding of his works one gains from
repeated immersions but because the experience does not fade; it
is always possible to read one of Dunsany's stories as if for the
first time. 7
That this recurrence was a theme which interested Dunsany is
clear from the persistence with which he worked references to it
into these and other early pieces:

the game of Fate and Chance,

as he called it, occurs again and again -- in The Gods of Pegana
in the words of Mung cited earlier, and most importantly in the
short untitled piece describing events "before the Beginning"
(and placed, appropriately enough, before the first numbered
page) which makes the winner of the game, whether Fate or Chance,
higher even than MANA-YOOD-SUSHAI.

The same idea reappears in

Time and the Gods in "The South Wind," where the gods are merely
pieces on their gameboard, while in the second part of "The
Dreams of the Prophet" we are told the two Players always begin
the game again as soon as it is ended, making always the same
moves,
So that those things which have been shall all be again,
and under the same bank in the same land a sudden glare
of sunlight on the same spring day shall bring the same
daffodil to bloom once more and the same child shall pick
it, and not regretted shall be the billion years that fell
between. And the same old faces shall be seen again .•..
And you and I shall in a garden meet again upon an afternoon
in summer when the sun stands midway between his zenith and
the sea, where we met oft before. 8
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(ii)

Time and the Gods

With his second book, Time and the Gods (1906), Dunsany
continues to develop the themes and concerns that we have already
seen in his first

-- the arbitrariness of the gods, the dream-

like nature of reality, the transitoriness of life, et al.

But

whereas most authors would have chosen (or seized) this
opportunity to consolidate their vision -- cf. Tolkien's slow,
careful transformation of The Book of Lost Tales into the whole
Matter of Middle-Earth

Dunsany begins to go beyond it.

No

sooner has he defined and begun to explore his secondary world
than he begins to transcend it. This restlessness, to which I
will return, soon becomes the leitmotif of Dunsany's career, both
his greatest strength and greatest weakness.
In many ways Time and the Gods is not a sequel to The Gods
of Pegana at all, but rather a companion volume designed to
complement it, while at the same time presenting almost an
antithesis to the central essence of the preceding book; a number
of its pieces seem in fact to be deliberate reversals of earlier
stories, as Blake's Songs of Experience are to his songs of
Innocence.

Time and the gods are at strife; ye dwell in the midst
thereof ... 9
The quote from Swinburne sets the tone, and before we have
completed the first story we are aware that this is a different
world from that of Pegana, despite all the surface similarities.

(
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In The Gods of Pegana the gods had, granted, always been under
the threat of MANA's awakening and judgment, and more distantly
still their actions may have been predetermined by Chance or
Fate.

But MANA was absent, sleeping, and the "Power Beyond the

Gods" problematical:
omnipotent.

leaving them, for all practical purposes,

And while it was possible to defy the gods, they

could not be thwarted, and the consequences of even attempting to
do so were exceedingly dire, as the lessons of "The Revolt of the
Home Gods" and "Of the Calamity that Befell Yun-Ilara," and of
all the false prophets make clear.

In Time and the Gods, the

case is far otherwise.
With the first story, the eponymous "Time and the Gods," the
new dispensation is made clear.

Like many of the other tales in

this book, this one falls into two parts.

First we have the

brief description of the gods dreaming the city of Sardathrion
into being 10 in a lyrical passage very much in keeping with the
tone of the first book. 11
Time

This is followed by latter days, when

now for the first time anthropomorphic, no longer a

ravening hound but a human figure with bloody hands and a sword-suddenly appears before the gods and announces his destruction of
their old city.

Not only has the servant now escaped from the

control of the masters, but the gods realize that Time has a
power over them and will one day, in his own time, slay them too.
The role played by Mung (or Death) in the first book has now been
given over unto Time, who has no other name nor need

of one. The

shift from the original conception of the first book could hardly
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be more complete, and it is this new foiling of the gods that
forms the central theme of the second book.
Their relative diminution is shown in other tales as well.
Thus in "The Coming of the Sea" the onslaught of Slid and his
oceans drowns fully half the earth with Pegana's gods powerless
to stop him;

he is defeated and they saved in the end only by

the steadfastness of one of their servants, the black mountain
Tintaggon. 12

By contrast, in Pegana' s "The Revolt of the Home

Gods" Mung had been able to deal with troublesome fellowimmortals promptly and effectively.

Again, in "The Secret of the

Gods," a prophet named Uldoon eavesdrops at the funeral of the
eldest of the gods (whom we saw Time eyeing predatorily in the
opening of _the book) and learns that a god dies when men forget
and cease to worship him. 13

(

He is prevented from sharing this

truth with the rest of mankind only by his accidental death by
means of a small snake.

The gods are pleased with Zyni Moe (the

snake), and designate him "Protector of the Secret of the Gods,"
but there is no indication that they sent him to work their will
on Uldoon; they are saved merely by fortuitous chance, or perhaps
fortuitous fate.

Finally, and most remarkably, in "The Jest of

the Gods" they are put to flight and forced to abdicate their
Godhood by a mere man, and a dead man at that.
How low have the mighty fallen, Swinburne might say.
yet the reader does not much sympathize with their plight,
because not only are the gods diminished in potency in these
tales, they are also much reduced in stature.

Their hubris,

And
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especially in the last-named story, deserved such a fall.

They

have also become less personalized; with the exception of only
three stories

"The Coming of the Sea," "A Legend of the Dawn,"

and "The King Who Was Not" -- none of the familiar gods of Pegana
appear in this second book.

Instead of Mung and company we have

a host of new gods, most of whom are names only ("The Sorrows of
Search," "Mlideen").

There is also a tendency to refer not to a

god but to gods in general as an undifferentiated group,
sometimes as "the gods of Pegana" but more usually just "the
gods."
The gods could be sinister gods, as we have seen before, and
the stories in this book tend to stress their darker side. In
those tales where the gods do still retain something of their old
powers, they use them quite maliciously.

Thus in "For the Honour

of the Gods" they bring warfare and internal strife down upon a
peaceful, happy people.

Discovering "a happy people which had no

gods," they reveal themselves in various guises purely in order
to foment pointless religious turmoil and wars, until what was
once called the Prosperous Isles grew "desolate but very
glorious, and all for the fame of the gods." (p.76)
Although the tale is largely a variant of Aesop's old fable
of the frogs wanting a king, the gods are actually malicious and
petty here in a way not at all reminiscent of their earlier
behavior; their moral stance is much diminished.

This cruelty

(as distinct from the dispassionate attitude of Mungin the
earlier book) is repeated in the first part of "The Dreams of the
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Prophet."

Faithful beneath their scourging, he is finally driven

to curse the gods for their wanton and merciless cruelty.

Then

he dreams that all the gods are dead, whereupon he forgives them,
and at once
heard a cry and awoke and found that I had dreamed, and
looking out of my house into the street I found that a flash
of lightning had killed a child. Then I knew that the gods
still lived. (p.120-121)
Finally there is the tale of Ord, a prophet who, like many
of Dunsany's prophets of this period, sees too much and suffers
even as foretold by Yonath.

Ord's fate is, however, particularly

grim, for he discovers the game of Fate and Chance, and that
"there is a power above the gods," and, worse yet, shares his
discovery with other men.
Terrible is the vengeance of the gods ••• They looked on
the head of Ord and snatched out of his mind all knowledge
of Themselves. And that man's soul sent wandering afield
to find for itself gods, for ever finding them not. Then
out of Ord's Dream of Life the gods plucked the moon and
the stars, and in the night-time he only saw black sky
and the lights no more. Next the gods took from him, for
Their vengeance resteth not, the birds and butterflies,
flowers and leaves and insects and all small things, and
the prophet looked on the world that was strangely altered,
yet knew not of the anger of the gods ... (p.93)
Finally they take from him first the world of sight, then of
sound, and even the inner world of memory in a frighteningly
accurate portrait of senility, until nothing is left but his
empty soul, of which they fashion the Wind to wander forever "and
not have rest" (p.95).
However, Dunsany does not leave the story there, as he might
have done in The Gods of Pegana, but adds a prophecy to end the
tale which introduces a new element to the portrayal of mortals

(
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in the hands of the angry gods:
But the business of the South Wind is with the North,
and it is said that the time will come when he shall
overcome the bergs and sink the seas of ice and come
where the Secret of the gods is graven upon the pole.
And the game of Fate and Chance shall suddenly cease
and He that loses shall cease to be or ever to have
been, and from the board of playing Fate or Chance
(who knoweth which shall win?) shall sweep the gods
away.
(p.95)
Thus, shall the gods, says the new dispensation, be undone
by what was once a mere mortal and, as in "The Jest of the Gods,"
he will be capable of doing so because of the gods' own acts.

A

thing they themselves have made is now able either to bring about
their downfall, as in the one tale, or to dismiss them by sheer
force of will in the other.

This is more than just a fable of

divine hubris, although it is that also; it signals just how far
the gods have fallen, relative to Man.

Tolkien wrote that tales

of Faerie, the Enchanted Realm or Otherworld, quickly turn into
the adventures of men in Faerie, 14 and the example of Dunsany
bears him out.
The best demonstration of Dunsany's changing attitude
towards the gods comes in a set of three plague stories ("How the
Gods Whelmed Sidith," from The Gods of Pegana, and "The Men of
Yarnith" and "The Vengeance of Men," both from Time and the
Gods), all of which are different meditations on a single theme:
the relationship of god and man.

In the first tale, set "in the

Fourth year of the pestilence and the second year of the famine,
and while ..• there was imminence of war" (p.62), recounts how
the people of Sidith, "who would fain have done with the gods,"
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decided at last to pray to MANA-YOOD-SUSHAI himself when it
became clear the small gods were determined to ignore their
prayers for deliverance, preferring to risk annihilation to the
continuation of their woes.

As one would expect from The Gods of

Pegana, the gods have their way while the Chief Prophet who
disturbs MANA's sleep is completely unmade for his boldness,
vanishing into nonexistence. 15
In "The Vengeance of Men" we get a very similar situation,
but the resolution is significantly altered:

here the gods send

the Pestilence down upon the men of Harza for no other reason
than, as in "The Dreams of the Prophet," petty spite:
... all men smiled in Harza and children laughed.
Then said the gods, "Earth is no place for
laughter."(p.25)
Again the people pray, and again the gods, although they hear
their prayers, cheer the Pestilence on.

Finally the people take

their final recourse, approaching their High Prophet.
the stories depart.

But here

For the High Prophet, declaring

11
• • • the gods have mocked at prayer.
This sin must now
be punished by the vengeance of men"

reminds the gods of the old prophecy "writ down in ancient lore"
-- i.e., by Imbaun and his fellow prophets from The Gods of
Pegana, whose works have now assumed a canonical status -- that a
time will come when the gods
shall be gods no more. And men shall gain harbour from
the mocking of the gods at last in the warm moist earth,
but to the gods shall no ceasing ever come from being
the Things that were the gods. When Time and worlds and
death are gone away nought shall then remain but worn
regrets and Things that once were gods. (p.28)
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Even though the gods destroy him at once, we are told that ever
after they "are fearing the fear that hath fallen upon the gods
because of the vengeance of men," not knowing if the prophecy is
true and being unable to find out, "for him who might have told
Them They have slain."

In this story we see then that the gods

are diminished in every conceivable way --in moral stature they
have become the equivalent of a lot of Olympian bullies, their
omniscience shrunken to less than that of a mortal man.

All that

remains is their power, but we are only shown its abuse.
With "the Men of Yarnith," the third in this sequence, we
get the same story yet again, and yet we have one radical
departure from the others that makes all the difference.

Again

we have the people's sufferings, this time from another of
Dunsany•s personified beasts, the Famine. 16

Again their prayers

to their patron god, Yarni Zai, go unanswered.

But this time it

is an ordinary man, one Hothrun Oath, and not a priest who
carries their message to the god, only to return horrorstrickened.

For he has learned

"Yarni Zai was wrought by the hands of men"
i.e., that their god is but an idol, and consequently
"There are no gods" (p.70).
Curiously enough, this revelation that their centuries of
prayer have been in vain and they are left without even the hope
of this last recourse does not drive the Men of Yarnith to
despair, but rather brings them new hope, for
when they knew that the Famine came not from the gods
[they] arose and strove against him •.. for they said:
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"If Yarni Zai be not a god, then is there nothing
mightier in Yarnith than men, and who is the Famine
that he should bare his teeth against the lords of
Yarnith?" (p.70)
And, more curious still, when in the end they have defeated the
Famine by their own efforts and sent it away "howling" back into
the Mountains from whence it came, they still even a thousand
years later offer up prayers to Yarni Zai, in the belief or hope
that those prayers "may roll upwards from his image as do the
mists at dawn, and somewhere find at last the other gods or that
God who sits behind the others of whom our prophets know not."
(p. 71)

Such faithfulness, in the fashion of the people of the olden
Greek city who paid homage to The Unknown God, is more than an
example of wistful thinking or hidebound traditionalism; 17 it is
a kind of unselfishness rare in any religion of which we have
record.

One sometimes gets the feeling in Dunsany, as evidenced

here, that the gods do not really deserve such loyal worshippers.
Thus in the tale "While the Gods Slept," the neglectful gods
relax their vigilance, allowing chaos and destruction to break
loose upon the world:
and down on the earth did Death's three children --Famine,
Pestilence, and Drought-- come out to feed (p.31)
Into this chaos come "three spirits of ill," the Yozi:

Ya, Ha,

and Snyrg, who sneak like snakes into the Garden and learn how to
be like gods.

They then depart seeking worshippers, but have

difficulty in finding any, for all the people they find are
faithful to their own gods, and, as in the case of the Men of
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Yarnith, clearly beyond the gods' deserts.

The men of Syrinais,

for example, learning that Pegana's gods sleep and that all
prayer to them is fruitless, declare "Though all the gods of old
shall answer our prayers no longer, yet still to the gods of old
shall all men pray here in Syrinais"(p.34).

Continuing on their

quest, the Yozis find also a people who worship "the years to
come, and •.• set the world in order for their coming, as one
layeth raiment on the road before the advent of a King" (p~36)
faithful to gods who, as Snyrg points out, can neither recompense
nor punish their worshippers.

Another folk "worship the things

that have been and all the years that were. Divinely have they
helped us, therefore we give them worship that is their due" -gods who, by their very definition, cannot help their worshippers
any longer.

More than just an allegory of those who work for the

good of a future they shall never see or remember and honor what
has gone before, Dunsany here presents the concept of a purely
disinterested religion unique in all fantasy literature (whether
it is matched by any known religion in our world is an
interesting question), made all the more striking by the laxity
of Pegana's gods, who clearly do not deserve such devotion as
this.
Sordid, petty:

the 'small gods' of the original myth have

now lived down to their name.

But as the gods recede, men come

to the fore, and in these stories they are shown to be worthy
replacements.

In Dunsany's next book, the gods would vanish

altogether, and leaving behind a world still fantastic but now
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human in its perimeters.

Perhaps "The Relenting of sarnidac,"

Time and the Gods' finest story, in a sense bridges that gap,
relating as it does the gods' exodus from this world. The people
who see the gods depart despair at being left in a world -- in
the words of Merwin -- empty, and our own, 18 but are left with a
little hope when the last and least of the procession turns back.
Sarnidac, "the god that [tarried and] had pity on the world," is
taken to the people's hearts for leaving them something to
believe in, a turn of events made all the more poignant by the
fact that they are self-deluded.

Sarnidac is not a true god but

only a lame shepherd, a simpleminded dwarf accustomed to being
mocked for his deformities who had followed the gods on their
exodus not even knowing who or what they were.

So guileless is

he that he never fully realizes what has happened and the final
denouement of the story comes with his gratitude for having found
a land "where [the people] had the custom of being kind to
Sarnidac."
There is plentiful material for mirth here, but Dunsany is
surprisingly hesitant about taking it up.

(He shows no such

hesitation in the later story of rival idols, "Chu-bu and
Sheemish").

Granted that Sarnidac is a ludicrous god for anyone

to worship, the nature of the recipient does not for Dunsany
invalidate the quality of the experience.

It is not so much what

we believe as the importance of belief itself; for him it is
almost an intransitive verb.

Whatever Dunsany's personal

beliefs, 19 his sympathetic understanding of idolatry was probably
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greater than that of anyone else in modern times.

Belief is one

of the most persistent themes in his works throughout Dunsany•s
long career, from the tales of Pegana to his final novel (Hi.§.
Fellow Men) almost half a century later.

The final third, roughly, of this volume is made up of one
long tale, or rather a long series of tales called The Journey of
the King.

Originally intended by Ounsany as his third book

(Patches p.123), its development was halted at its present
abbreviated form and it was included here at the request of his
publisher, William Heinemann. 20

As Ounsany's first sustained

attempt to write something beyond the length of prose poem and
short story, The Journey of the King is interesting less in its
own right than for the weaknesses it betrays.

Dunsany seems to

have believed that whereas a story told of one incident or event,
all that was required to write a longer fiction was to make a
series of adventures of episodes involving a central character
or, in this case, theme.

When a goal gave climactic force to the

events this worked well, as in "The Fortress Unvanquishable Save
For Sacnoth" or the first third of The King of Elfland's
Daughter, but here there is only sequence, no development.

Any

of this story's eleven parts aside from the frame of the first
and last could be exchanged, re-arranged, substituted, or dropped
altogether with little effect on the whole; they are only random
variations on a theme.

Here Dunsany lets his eclecticism run

riot, not for the last time, and the result is chaos.
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The frame tale itself, King Ebalon's symposium of prophets,
is strongly redolent of The Arabian Nights, no doubt deliberately
so. It is also considerably superior to the inset episodes; The
Journey of the King would have been a much stronger tale without
them.

After listening to eleven mutually contradictory accounts

of the afterlife, the King decides that of the making of many
myths there is no end, and much study is a weariness of the
flesh.

Proclaiming that wine is better than wisdom in the first

of Dunsany's remarkable eclogues on alcohol, he recalls his cup
bearer, singers, and dancing girls dismissed at the opening of
the tale and forgets about death in his enjoyment of life:
And Pattering Leaves came in and danced again, and
the King smiled, and Pattering Leaves was happy though
she had not the wisdom of the prophets. (p.178)
But Ebalon, the latest in Dunsany's series of Nebuchadnezzars who
are the dominant human characters of Time and the Gods, learns
too late not to ask a question unless you want an answer.

A

twelfth 21 silent prophet appears and teaches him about the
afterlife by sending him there.

Death himself shows that the

only way anyone can truly learn what death is like is first hand,
by experiencing it. As Paharn (the ninth prophet) had warned the
King earlier
"There was one man that knew, but he stands not here."
And the King said:
"Is he further than my heralds might travel in the night
if they went upon fleet horses?"
And the prophet answered: "He is no further than thy heralds
may well travel in the night, but further than they may
return from in all the years." (p.159)
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I noted before that Dunsany's schema in The Gods of Pegana
was incomplete due to his near-silence on the subject of the
afterlife or even whether there was going to be one. The
speculations of The Journey

of

the King redress that imbalance,

just as the tales of the main body of Time and the Gods like
11

Sarnidac 11 had humanized his myth.

One other omission -- so

large and startling that it passes entirely unnoticed -- is the
complete absence of women.

Like Lovecraft, 22 Dunsany's pantheon

is all-male, a conception possible because his is a Creation, not
Procreation; there is no Egyptian/Grecian mating of god and
goddess here but a Jehovian bringing into being out of pure void
and chaos, not divine substance.

Not until Time and the Gods'

markedly unsuccessful "A Legend of the Dawn" -- one of the book's
worst stories, but remarkable as being the only one he ever wrote
to feature the full pantheon of Pegana's gods, as one of his rare
allegories, and as the last appearance of Limpang-Tung et al.-does a female character appear, Inzana the Dawnchild.a

The

women of The Journey of the King then, minor though their role
is, mark another advance;

henceforth Dunsany would devote more

attention to women, occasionally -- although in fairness one must
admit rarely -- even making one the protagonist of a story. 24
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(iii)

The sword of Welleran

The Sword of Welleran is a transitional book, if the term
can ever be used of Dunsany, for whom each book was a new
experiment.

With his third book, Dunsany leaves the world of

Pegana and the gods behind.

A few minor tales, like "The

Whirlpool" (significantly, the first written 25 and a re-writing
of part 9 of The Journey of the King), seem to have been left
over from Time and the Gods, while others, like "The Highwaymen"
and "The Fortress Unvanquishable Save for Sacnoth," look ahead to
his major period, which began with his next book. In between we
find Dunsany groping toward a new mode. If much of The Sword of
Welleran feels like Journeyman work, this I believe is the cause.
In the process he sheds much of the remoteness of the first two
books, and the features which are most characteristic of his
mature voice, only sporadically present heretofore, come to the
fore.
Chief among them is the use

of the persona of the first

person dreamer as narrator, something he had dabbled in since
"The Dreams of the Prophet."

Like Poe, he excelled at first

person narrative: it is arguable that a chief cause of the
superiority of these early short stories over his plays and
novels is the absence of first person in the latter.

Of dream we

shall have more to say, in our discussion of A Dreamer's Tales.
The breakthrough came, according to Dunsany himself (Patches
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p.133), with "The Highwayman."

Based on a picture of Sime's

Dunsany happened across (in fact, although he did not learn this
until later, an illustration for "The Hand of Glory," one of The
Ingoldsby Legends 26 ) , it was his first story

to take place in

our world -- granted, a fictional and fantastic version of our
world, but unmistakably our world nonetheless.

One of Dunsany's

'grims', like its companion piece, "The Terrible Dream"
(published in A Dreamer's Tales as "Where the Tides Ebb and
Flow"), it is the story of a sentient ~ut inanimate corpse, where
the spirit is unable to depart the bones because of violent death
and unhallowed burial, or, in this case, the lack of any kind of
burial at all.

For when we first meet him, the Highwayman, Tom

o'the Roads, is nothing more than wet bones hanging swinging in
the wind from a crossroads' gibbet, 27 slowly decaying but never
finding peace (rather like Yun-Ilara in The Gods of Pegana),
mocked by a chorus of semi-animated old sins (cf. "The Ghosts"
below).

But having established that he had the makings of a

first-class horror writer, Dunsany goes on to provide a most
unexpected eucatastrophe, transforming the three villains of
Sime's drawing into friends.

"Will and Joe and the gypsy

Puglioni" are cheaters, murderers, robbers, and "the staunchest
friends that ever God had given unto a man" (p.161), who risk not
only death but damnation to give Tom o'the Roads burial in
consecrated ground.

In the Archbishop's tomb they have stolen

for him (having unceremoniously deposited the Archbishop's bones
elsewhere), Tom's bones find peace and his freed soul eventually
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reaches Paradise
But Will and Joe and the gypsy Puglioni went back to their
gin, and robbed and cheated again in the tavern of foul
repute, and knew not that in their sinful lives they had
sinned one sin at which the Angels smiled. (p.164)
Death and the afterlife (a misnomer if there ever was one;
the afterdeath might be more appropriate) continued to interest
Dunsany in this book as they had in the preceding. "The Ghosts,"
the earliest of what was to be a long line of ghost stories
ending a half-century later in "Autumn Cricket," has the narrator
seeing not only ghosts but the Things that haunt ghosts, the
bestially incarnated sins of their past lives.

The creatures

almost take over the narrator, trying to force him to commit
murder, but he escapes by remembering and reciting one of
Euclid's principles of geometry; a rare example of Dunsany
vaunting logic over imagination.
Another story, "The Doom of La Traviata," opens not in one
of Dunsany's fantasy lands but in Paris's Moulin Rouge.

It is

also a story bf damnation, presenting the trial of a prostitute's
soul before God -- not MANA-YOOD-SUSHAI or any of the small gods,
but a stern Old-Testament style Jehovah, and the subsequent
punishment of the angels who do not quite have the heart to
convey her soul all the way to Hell.

Dropped on the roadside

just outside Hellsgate, she becomes, quite literally, the fleur
de mal shown in Sime's drawing.
Death and what follows life are also the subject of "In the
Twilight," an eerie little piece describing what is usually
called "an afterlife experience;" i.e., what a man who almost
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died and was revived felt and thought. Just as twilight is the
time between sunset and darkness, when a little light lingers
before the onset of night (cf. Dunsany's earlier story in Time
and the Gods about the meeting of Night and Day), so "In the
Twilight" focuses on the state between life and death as it
retells the experiences of a drowning man. Rather than, as in the
old belief, seeing his whole life flash before his eyes, he sees
instead selected scenes of places and people that were most
important to him.

All the places dearest to Dunsany are here:

from the bogs of Ireland to the downlands of Kent, each related
with dreamlike clarity.

One by one they "go away," memories

stripped from him like layers from an onion, leaving him in a
grey nothingness not unlike poor Ord's, but detached, calm, and
peaceful, except for the final vision of a man (himself, although
he does not know this) walking away from a crowd of people who
are urgently trying to get his attention and calling his name.
Annoyed at the figure, he calls out the name himself, only to
awaken:
And with the effort I opened my eyes wide, and the name
that the people called was my own name, and I lay on the
river's bank with men and women bending over me, and my
hair was wet. (p.165)

From the personal to the epic: "The Sword of Welleran," the
title story, is the tale of a city protected by a legend, that in
time of greatest need its ancient heroes will come again and
deliver it from the foe. 28

Such a time comes, and sure enough

the legend comes true, but not in the way they expect.

For
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Dunsany, by the rules of his mythcraft, prophecy is always selffulfilling, a point implicit in his play The Gods of the
Mountains and explicit in The Laughter of the Gods.

The people

of Merimna believe their heroes will return to save them, but
Welleran and the others are all long dead.

So ingrained in the

dead men is the habit of defending the city, however, that their
ghosts are drawn back from Paradise when Merimna is threatened.
Unable to wield weapons~ or even to spread the alarm, 30 Welleran
shows the qualities that made him legendary by shrewdly assessing
the situation and finding a way to achieve his goals despite
handicaps that would drive most generals to distraction:
Then said Welleran to his comrades: "Our hands can hold
swords no more, our voices cannot be heard, we are stalwart
men no longer. We are but dreams, let us go among dreams.
Go ••. and trouble the dreams of all the men that sleep, and
... I will find a leader and make him take my sword."
(p.122)
This conflation of the land of dreams and the land of ghosts
highlights the dream motif which runs through the story. 31

By

forcing the people of Merimna to save themselves, Welleran,
Soorenard, Mommolek, Rollory, Akanax, and Young Iraine fulfill
the prophecy.

But the ghosts also awaken the people figuratively

as well as literally.

Once they see the Sword of Welleran in the

hands of a living man, the city-folk know their champions are
dead and will never return again.

Merimna is forced out of the

world of legend and back into the world of history.
rt is appropriate that it takes confrontation with death -the grisly field strewn with the corpses of men they have just
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slain, the final realization that Welleran and the others are
truly dead, the never-realized presence of the olden heroes -- to
bring Merimna back from its dreams to reality.

Death is almost

equated with the reality principle in this tale (a grim thought),
and the people of Merimna have avoided it too long.

The heroes

had ridden away to die in secret where their bodies would be
hidden exactly because the city could not face death, their
deaths, and in the end they bring that death back to the city.
Dunsany was proud of "Welleran," and rightly so.

A much more

complex story than any he had attempted before, it ranks with
"The Highwayman" and "The Fortress Unvanquishable Save for
Sacnoth" as one of Welleran•s outstanding pieces.

It was also

the earliest story he chose to include in his 1954 collection of
what he considered his finest stories, where he gave it the
prominence of making it the title story. 32
After the mastery of "The Sword of Welleran," "The Fall of
Babbulkund" is something of a disappointment.

The most Biblical

of all Dunsany's tales, it is an inversion of the story of
Jonah, 33 telling of a prophet who must pronounce anathema upon a
beautiful but idolatrous city
She is very beautiful, Babbulkund; alas, that I may not
bless her ... I could love Babbulkund with a great love, yet
am I the servant of the Lord the God of my people ••. Alas
for thee, Babbulkund, alas that I may not even now turn
back, for to-morrow I must prophesy against thee and cry out
against thee ... I go to do the work on Babbulkund of the
Lord ... Go now [he tells the narrator) and see the beauty of
Babbulkund before I cry out against her, and then flee
swiftly. • • • (p .13 7-138) •
This unexpected sympathy is an undeniably modern touch,~ and a
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welcome change from the single-mindedness of most Old Testament
prophets, most of whom take a disturbing glee in the prospect of
their enemies perishing horribly. 35
If Dunsany had written the story from the point of view of
the reluctant prophet, he might have achieved a psychological
masterpiece.

Instead, he removed the prophet's mission into the

distance and foregrounded it with a group of pilgrims on their
way to see the wonders of Babbulkund.

Inspired perhaps by

Conrad's Heart of Darkness, Dunsany experiments with a plural
first person narrator36 who assemble a vision of Babbulkund from
the second-hand reports of travellers they meet along the way.
But unlike Charlie Marlow, neither we nor the narrator(s) have
that brief encounter with the real thing in the end.

The tale

promises more than it delivers:

the "fall" takes place offstage

in the best Sophoclean manner. 37

This allows Dunsany to put the

reader on the exact same footing as his narrator:

both

experience Babbulkund only through words, the descriptions of
those who claim to have seen its wonders for themselves.

"The

Fall of Babbulkund" is the first of Dunsany's suspended tales,
promising a denouement that is deliberately withheld.

By the

time we finally arrive Babbulkund is no more, and the narrator
finds only
All around us lay the sand and rocks of the unchanging
desert .... Then we perceived that we had arrived too late,
and that her doom had come to Babbulkund; and by the river
in the empty desert on the sand the man in rags [the
prophet] was seated, with his face hidden in his hands,
weeping bitterly.
(p.141)

(
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"The Kith of the Elf-Folk," the next tale, is, despite its
masterly opening, one of the weakest in the book.~

It is

essentially an inoffensive trifle which cannot very well bear the
weight of its own theme, which is salvation.

Tolkien defined the

chief appeal of the fairy tale as Escape and the greatest escape
as Escape From Death; he also speculated that immortals, if they
existed, would have at the core of their fairy tales Escape From
Deathlessness. 39

"The Kith of the Elf-Folk" is just such a

story; it fits Tolkien's prescription for an elvish fairy tale so
precisely that one wonders if he wrote his definition with it in
mind.
The dilemma as portrayed by both Dunsany and Tolkien comes
straight from traditional folklore:

elves, being immortal, live

as long as the world endures but have no hope of salvation.

Men,

being mortal, die and have to leave the world but are reborn into
the heaven or hell of an afterlife.

One of the Wild Things (the

elf-kin of the title), 40 hearing the sound of evensong floating
out of a nearby cathedral, decides it wants to become

human, to

have a soul and go to heaven.
The rest of the story follows the adventures of our new
heroine, Mary Jane Rush, 41 in the world of men, and falls into
two parts:

Innocence and Experience.

At first treated kindly,

she is surrounded by "good things for a new soul to see" (p.150).
This lyrical interlude comes abruptly to an end when she is sent
away, banished to work as a factory girl in a drab, ugly Midlands
industrial city, a place which could have come directly out of
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the pages of Hard Times.

"And there was nothing in that town

that was good for a soul to see" (p.152).
Here she descends into a world where nothing is valued
except the ability to make money quickly, described in terms
Upton Sinclair might have envied.

Discovered by "Signor

Thompsoni, the well-known English tenor," she becomes an opera
singer in London, but by now longs only to be free of the world
of men.

Eventually she succeeds in disburdening herself of her

soul and returns to the marshes.
And I believe that there was a great rejoicing all that
night among the kith of the Elf-folk. (p.157-158).
One can see why Dunsany may have rated this story highly; it
is, after all, an important anticipation of much that was to
come:

the social criticism of Fifty-one Tales with its

juxtaposition of nature and the city, the hatred of machines of
The Last Revolution, the ubiquitous critique of the artificiality
of modern life best encapsulated in his late essay "What I
Believe" (uncollected), even the failure of Lirazel to cope with
life in our world in The King of Elfland's Daughter.

It also

contains some of the finest nature description he was ever to
write.
failure.

It is nonetheless a failure, although an ambitious
Ironically, for once the reason lies in Dunsany's

allotting too little space in which to tell his story.

He has a

theme suitable for development into a novel or at least novella;
he tries to do too much in too short a space.

Also the passivity

of his heroine keeps the reader from ever becoming greatly
involved in her plight, interesting though it is.

(

The closest
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thing to a pure fairy tale Dunsany ever produced, it is still
somehow not quite satisfactory.

The same cannot be said for the one remaining story in the
volume, "The Fortress Unvanquishable Save for Sacnoth. 11

If the

journeyman touch marks much of The Sword of Welleran, so that
"The Fall of Babbulkund" and "The Kith of the Elf-folk" fail to
live up to their promise, elsewhere Dunsany tried new things and
wholly succeeded, as in "The Sword of Welleran" and "The
Highwayman" and most of all in this story (hereafter referred to,
for purposes of brevity, as "Sacnoth"), which is his first
indisputable masterpiece.

Although the longest piece in the

collection, for once there is no padding, no incremental
repetition, no long series of interchangeable episodes.

•

True,

there is a sequence of encounters within the wizard's lair that
could easily lend itself to such treatment, but Dunsany rises
above the temptation and gives us instead a variety of challenges
and tests the hero must pass, each strikingly differentiated from
the rest.

Dunsany himself thought the story one of his best, and

said of it in his autobiography "As I look at this tale again, I
feel a mild surprise that nobody ever took any notice of it;
there seems rather more imagination in it than I can account for,
and I do not know how I came by it at all." (Patches, p.136).
It must rank as one of the great ironies in the history of
fantasy that Dunsany, arguably the most influential and imitated
author in the field, 42 never knew of his followers.

A major
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influence and inspiration for Tolkien, Lovecraft, Smith, Vance,
Leiber, et al., Dunsany abandoned writing fantasy short stories
at least partly because he thought no one was reading them.
Dunsany only found out about the Weird Tales school and all his
other American imitators near the end of his life, when J. F. La
Croix gave him some of Lovecraft's Dunsany pastiche to read in
March 1952 (La Croix p. 15

&

19).

It is useless to speculate on

what might have been the result had Dunsany realized that an avid
readership and a viable market existed for his tales which was
filled largely with imitations of his work.

What is important to

note in connection with "Sacnoth" is that here we have perhaps
the first 'Sword and Sorcery' story ever written, a fact which
justifies our examining it in some detail.
Almost all the elements traditionally associated with Sword
&

Sorcery are here from the beginning:

a doughty young hero

armed with a magical sword who sets out on a quest to defeat an
evil wizard culminating in a no-holds barred duel in the
villain's lair.

Unlike the leisurely romances of William Morris,

cited by de Camp and Carter as Dunsany's only predecessors in the
field,

Dunsany's novella features a quest which is specific and

urgent, pursued without digressions.

The only things missing

from this tale that one might expect to find in a typical Sword
and Sorcery story are a barbarian hero and gratuitous sex and
violence (there is violence, but muted; one could hardly tell the
story of a dragonslayer without a certain amount of swordplay).
There is no Howardesque bully here, or anywhere else in Dunsany's
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work, either, for that matter; the Anglo-Irish lord, unlike the
Texas redneck, did not consider savagery a redeeming characteristic.43

Conan, the Sword

&

Sorcery hero par excellence, is a

brute whose favorite pastimes are rape, rapine, and robbery, not
necessarily in that order; he is a freelance mercenary with an
Aryan bloodline that would have impressed the Third Reich, a
figure derived largely from the adventure yarns of Haggard,
Mundy, and above all Burroughs.
Leothric, by contrast, is no superhero but more a fairy-tale
type, heroic only in his willingness and his valour.

He wins the

sword by luck, determination, and pluck; once he has it, he uses
it to defeat Gaznak -- or perhaps it would be more fair to say it
uses him.

The sword itself brings the victories in the second

half of the story; Leothric's contribution is to have the good
sense to resist the various temptations placed in his way and to
get it where it has to go.

In a sense the sword almost becomes

the main character, but Leothric is still the hero for steadfastly bearing it to its destination and destiny.
Even discounting its historical significance, which is
considerable, "Sacnoth" remains a superb story, one of Dunsany's
best.

Of all the various elements that go to make up a short

story, Dunsany's great strength was his evocative power; he
excelled in the ability to create mood.

But he had problems,

especially at this stage, with two other basic components of
fiction:

character development and plot (his plots would greatly

improve in the second, post-war, half of his career).

(
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a number of interesting characters in his works -- the god Mung,
Chu-bu the jealous idol, the pirate Cap'n Shard, Master Thief
Nuth, Jaggers the butler -- but they are all static.

His

villains on the whole fare better than his heroes, who offer a
lesser variety of stereotypes to play with.~

Dunsany knew his

own weaknesses as a writer well enough, and so the fantasy
stories tend to have little or no plot, in this approaching the
prose poem in their (deceptive) simplicity, and the sparse,
reticent characterization found in fables and most fairy tales. 45
What is for most author.s the raison g'etre of their stories is,
for Dunsany, a framework, a medium for conveying what he is
really interested in, the images and the atmosphere of the piece.
This makes "Sacnoth" all the more unusual, in that,
atypically for a Dunsany work, it has not just an economical plot
but a hero who is both well-motivated and has a refreshingly
straightforward attitude toward his job.

His people are

suffering from a plague -- although, in a characteristically
Dunsanian touch, it is a plague of bad dreams -- and as the son
of their lord, he takes it upon himself to deliver them.

Acting

responsibly in a fashion rare for fantasy heroes, he first seeks
expert advice, consulting with a local mage to find out what must
be done and the best way of doing it, and even gets a good
night's sleep before setting off.

Since the evil dreams are the

work of the wizard Gaznak, who can only be defeated by the sword
sacnoth (hence the title), and since Sacnoth can only be achieved
by destroying the great dragon-crocodile Tharagavverug,
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Leothric's task seems at first hopeless:

Tharagavverug, like

Gaznak and many another personage of folklore and myth (Achilles,
Tallis, Lleu) is invulnerable save for one weakness -only die through starvation.

he can

The preliminary adventure of the

fight with Tharagavverug which takes up the first third of the
tale, while it reflects Dunsany's whimsy, also ranks as probably
the most original method of dragonslaying ever devised. 46
Once Tharagavverug is dead, after a ludicrous but strenuous
battle which lasts three days and two nights, Leothric
understandably enough catches up on his sleep before setting out
again on the next stage of his quest, now armed with Sacnoth.
It is important to note that Sacnoth is sentient:

crafted out

of Tharagavverug's carcass with one of his steely eyes set in
its hilt, it can see, and it has all the experience and guile
of old Tharagavverug to draw on; so that sometimes Leothric
wields the sword and sometimes one gets the distinct impression
that the sword wields him.

So far as I know, this is the first

example in modern fantasy of an intelligent weapon with its own
personality.

Whether it influenced Tolkien in his conception of

The One Ring in The Lord of the Rings and The Hobbit is
problematic, but it clearly inspired Farmer Giles' sword
Caudimordax ('Tailbiter'), and its direct influence on
Stormbringer, the evil intelligent sword of Michael Moorcock's
Elric series, is undeniable. 47
Once Leothric has the sword, the suspense in the story is
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effectively over:

once someone arrives at 'the Fortress

Unvanquishable save for Sacnoth' with Sacnoth, even the dimmest
reader can have little doubt of the outcome.

But this fact

affects the effectiveness of the story very little:

no reader of

Sherlock Holmes ever doubts for a minute that the detective will
solve the mystery in the end, whatever Watson might think, nor
are viewers of Elizabethan tragedies surprised when all the major
characters die in the final act.

The interest from this point on

is in seeing exactly how Leothric does it.~
In the Fortress he faces a multitude of foes:

veritable

armies of guards, a giant spider, magical musicians, courtiers,
seductive dream-women (perhaps the most dangerous of all, since
they alone tempt him to abandon his quest), and not one, or two,
but three dragons, before the final show-down with Gaznak
himself.

Often the sight, and name, of Sacnoth is enough to put

the enemy to flight, but not always, and it is this that saves
"Sacnoth" from being a mere swashing of buckles.

Just having the

sharpest sword in the world is sometimes not enough.

Leothric

would have died in the battle with Wong Bongerok had not SacnothTharagavverug remembered dragon-tactics and taken over during the
fight, and all Sacnoth's powers cannot enable it to figure out
how to find Gaznak's only vulnerable spot; Leothric does that.
It is only together that this curious partnership defeats the
evil master of dreams.
That Gaznak is throughout designated as "evil" marks another
important shift in Dunsany's philosophy.

(

As the gods and his own
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cosmogony recede, he begins to draw more and more on traditional
Christian mythology:

references to Jehovah, Satan, bishops,

angels, Hell, and Paradise appear in The sword of Welleran that
would have been wildly out of place in The Gods of Pegana or Time
and the Gods.

Under the old dispensation there was destruction

indeed, utter annihilation of the soul such as Christianity
deems to be impossible ("The King That Was Not," "How The Gods
Whelmed Sidith") -- but no damnation.

But salvation and

damnation are the very theme of "The Doom of La Traviata," "The
Highwayman," "The Kith of the Elf-Folk," and later stories such
as "Where the Tides Ebb and Flow" (in A Dreamer's Tales), "The
Reward," "The Demagogue and the Demi-Mende," and "A Moral Little
Tale" (all from 51 Tales). 49
The advance beyond the vague metaphysical speculations of
The Journey of the King is remarkable; another sign of Dunsany's
maturing and of his expanding his range to cover this as well as
other worlds, received as well as invented myths and theologies.
What Dunsany was doing was making his work less idiosyncratic and
more accessible; in the process, it was losing a good deal of its
originality and gaining the ability to be more than just a
private vision.
Perhaps the most significant development in The sword of
Welleran as a whole is the expansion of Dunsany•s repertoire to
include real-world settings, both contemporary("In the Twilight")
and historical ("The Highwayman"), along with his purely imagined
never-neverlands.

Of the dozen stories in this volume, only five
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-- "The sword of Welleran,

11

"The Whirlpool," "The Hurricane and

the Earthquake," "On the Dry Lands," and "The Fortress
Unvanquishable Save for Sacnoth" -- are set in the subcreated
fantasy worlds Dunsany had used up until now and which are
usually associated with his name.

An equal number -- "The Kith

of _the Elf-Folk," "In the Twilight," "The Ghosts," "The Lord of
Cities," and "The Doom of La Traviata" -- take place in
contemporary or near-contemporary settings.

The balance of the

book is maintained by "The Highwayman," a definite period piece,
and "The Fall of Babbulkund," with its faintly archaic feel which
deepens as the story progresses. 50

At the end of "Sacnoth," Dunsany appends a curious
postscript which demonstrates just how far he had come since the
days of Pegana.

We are told that there are three schools of

thought regarding the story we have just read:
This is the tale of the vanquishing of the Fortress
Unvanquishable, Save For Sacnoth, and of its passing away,
as it is told and believed by those who love the mystic
days of old.
Others have said, and vainly claimed to prove, that a
fever came to Allathurion, and went away~ and that this same
fever drove Leothric into the marshes by night, and made him
dream there and act violently with a sword.
And others again say that there hath been no town of
Allathurion, and that Leothric never lived.
Peace to them. The gardener hath gathered up this
autumn's leaves. Who shall see them again, or who wot of
them? And who shall say what hath befallen in the days of
long ago?
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Who?

Why, Dunsany, of course. In the course of his short

apprenticeship he had mastered his craft, and his major period
began with his next book, A Dreamer's Tales.

(

CHAPTER TWO

THE BOOKS OF WONDER

(
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(i)

The Little Magazines.

The years between the publication of The Sword of Welleran
(1908) and A Dreamer's Tales (1910) saw Dunsany's gradual entrance
into literary society and the growing acceptance of his work.
had,
book,

He

by his own account, 1 paid for the publication of his first
and most of the reviewers reviewed it not for Dunsany' s

stories but for the illustrations by Sime2
beginning.

--

hardly an auspicious

There can be no doubt that most dismissed his maiden

effort as the work of a dilettante.

Yet Dunsany persisted,

and

over the next several years achieved periodical publication for
several of his stories in little magazines.
His first periodical publication, "The Lament of the Gods for
Sardathrion"

(shortly to be published as the title story of Time

and the Gods), appeared in The Shanachie, a journal which ran for
only six issues in 1906-1907.
in good company:

Nevertheless, Dunsany was appearing

fellow contributors included W.B.Yeats,

Lady

Gregory, Synge, Shaw, George "AE" Russell, Padraic Colum, Seamus
O'Sullivan, Stephen Gwynn, and John Eglinton; Jack Yeats was one of
the illustrators3
Renaissance.
significant:
phenomenon

--

a veritable who's who of the Irish Literary

The journal's subtitle,

"An Irish Miscellany," is

If The Gods of Pegana established Dunsany as a unique
working

entirely

on

his

own,

the

inclusion

of

"Lament ••. ", "The Whirlpool," and "The Doom of La Traviata" in The
Shanachie put him firmly within the pale of a burgeoning literary
movement.

Within a decade, Dunsany would come to be universally
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identified as an

'Irish'

writer and part of the Abbey Theater

group, a not entirely apt label which would stick with him the rest
of his life.
His

next

appearance

in

a

periodical,

about the

Shanachie ceased publication, seemed to clench this.
good

graces

Dunsany' s

of

"The

his
Fall

Uncle
of

Horace's

Babbulkund"

kept
was

poet,

The

Through the

"AE"

published

time

Russell,

in A Celtic

Christmas (Dec. 1907), the holiday annual of The Irish Homestead. 4
This paper is best known to literary historians as the birthing
place,

only three years earlier,

series Dubliners. 5

of James Joyce's short story

Once again Dunsany seemed to be in the thick of

the Irish Literary scene, sharing the issue with O'Sullivan and
Russell

and,

the

following

year,

James

Stephens.

Previous

contributors included Douglas Hyde, both Yeats brothers, Katharine
Tynan, Shamus O'Grady, Lady Gregory, both Eva and Constance GoreBooth, Gwynn, and the ubiquitous Russell who not only edited and
wrote for the paper but also illustrated Dunsany's second piece to
appear there, "Poltarnes, Beholder of Ocean" (Dec. 1908).

Russell

may also have been responsible for the anonymous illustrations of
Babbulkund done in the same style the year before.
Once again we find the paradox of the Anglo-Irish lord's work,
which was

like nothing else in the Movement and was directly

antithetical to its goals and methods, 6 appearing in its organs and
in the company of its founders and their most loyal adherents.
Dunsany' s

love-hate

relationship

with

the

Irish

Literary

Renaissance was to go on for years, but this is not the place to
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trace all the details of that connection.

The deciding factor that

kept him from being drawn fully into the movement was his belief
that the Irish Literary Renaissance was, in a manner of speaking,
Yeats and Lady Gregory's pond.

While there might be room for two

kingfishers in that pond, there was certainly no room for a third.
In truth Dunsany was in the movement but not of it -- quite willing
to share its presses, its prestige, and its stage, but always going
his own way in his writing.
If his first two periodical outings had fixed him with a
label, his next was to help him break the mold.

Early in 1907 he

had taken a major step beyond being an amateur

by writing to a

literary agent to see if he could place a story for him "in any
magazine here or in America. 117

That Dunsany wanted to be taken

seriously is shown both by the agent he chose to approach -- the
great J. B. Pinker, probably the most renowned literary agent of
the day, who represented, among others, Henry James, Joseph Conrad,
Arnold Bennett and James Joyce -- and by the fact that all but a
very

few

of

his

almost

commercial publishers:
Methuen, et.al.

sixty books
Heinemann,

came

out

from

George Allen,

G.

mainstream
P.

Putnam,

The exceptions are due to people who sought him

out and requested odds and ends in order to have his name on their
lists:
Press,

the Yeats family's Cuala Press, Robert Gitting's Talbot
August Derleth' s

contemporary

Arkham House.

The contrasts with his

fantasists 8 could hardly be

greater.

Most genre

writers -- mystery, science fiction, gothic, or what have you -write for a clearly-defined, self-contained audience with its own
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specialty

publishers

and,

today,

its

own

clearly-delineated
Dunsany never

segregated shelves of bookstores and libraries.

wrote for a pre-existing audience or a guaranteed market;

he

created his own audience.
Nothing seems to have come of Dunsany's letter to Pinker, yet
it is curious that shortly afterwards one of Pinker's clients, the
ominously-named

Mrs.

Bland,

wrote

to

Dunsany

asking

him

to

contribute to her new journal and that the first piece she ran of
his was almost certainly the same story he had sent to Pinker the
year before. 9
Nesbit, 10

is

Edi th

Bland,

remembered

better known

today

as

the

to

author

the

world

as

E.

of

a

series

of

children's books, such as The Railway Children, Five Children and
It, and the chronicles of the Bastable family, but she was also one
of the most prominent of the Fabian socialists, a good friend of
Shaw (whom she tried to seduce), Wells (who tried to elope with her
daughter), Beatrice and Sidney Webb, and others.
upshot of all this was twofold:

The practical

The Neolith (so named not for its

stone-age nature but from the lithographic process by which it was
produced) featured Dunsany's work prominently throughout the rest
of its short life,

running four of his stories in all

"The

Highwayman" (Feb. 1908), "On the Dry Land," "The Mist," and "The
Hurricane" (all three in the August 1908 issue) -- and letting him
appear in the good company of such established figures as Shaw
(again), Chesterton, Laurence Housman, and Arthur Machen.

It also

introduced him to Nesbit's circle, which was largely composed of
fellow Fabians.
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One could

imagine Dunsany

finding the

society of Fabians

(dedicated as they were to the transformation of England into a
socialist state through gradual reform 11 ) profoundly uncongenial.
Yet, in point of fact, he and Beatrice quickly became warm friends
with Bland and her family,

exchanging letters and then visits.

Within a short period the two families were close enough that the
Blands were naming parts of their estate after places in Dunsany•s
stories and Bland was dedicating her 1911 novel Dormant to Lady
Dunsany.

Beatrice, for her part, wrote asking Edith's advice on

raising her son Randal. 12

Nesbit was Dunsany' s

first

literary

friend (later Gogarty and Kipling were others) and he loyally paid
tribute to her in his autobiography after her death at a time when
her reputation was eclipsed. 13
The Neolith, small press though it was, proved that Dunsany
was not limited in his outlets to Irish-only forums, that he could
move in other literary circles besides those originating out of
Dublin.

He finally escaped from the little magazines in March

1908, less than two years after he began to appear in them, when
"In the Twilight" became the first of many pieces to appear in The
Saturday Review. 14

Within a year he was sharing the task of drama

critic with Max Beerbohm and reviewing books for it as well: Shaw's
The Showing-up of Blanco Posnet (which he vigorously defended from
the censor), A.E.Housman's A Shropshire Lad,
Blue Bird, Synge's Deirdre of the sorrows,

Ella Young's Celtic

Wonder Tales

even Folk Tales

Japan 15 •

(

Maeterlinck's The

(illustrated by Maud Gonne),

of

The Saturday Review was to become his major outlet for the
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next decade; over eighty of his pieces appeared here,

including

almost all of the book Fifty-one Tales and several stories that
have never been collected in book form or reprinted since.

The

Saturday Review introduced Dunsany to a larger audience than his
books could reach, and he gratefully dedicated A Dreamer's Tales to
its editor, Harold Hodge.
The breakthrough had been made,

and Dunsany continued to

contribute regularly to periodicals of all kinds throughout the
remainder of his long career, everything from The English Review
and Mencken's Smart Set to Time and Tide, The Atlantic Monthly,
Saturday Evening Post, Harper's Bazaar and The New Republic to Good
Housekeeping. Ellery Queen's Mystery Magazine, The Tail-wagger, and
Punch.

By the time A Dreamer's Tales appeared, Dunsany had paid

his dues.

Far from being the unknown who wistfully dedicated The

Sword of Welleran to "those few known to me or unknown, who have
cared for either of my former books," he was an active member of
the Society of Authors and a

figure

in literary society.

The

apprenticeship was over, and it was a confident Dunsany who turned
to his next book.
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The Books of Wonder

This increased confidence is everywhere evident in A Dreamer's
Tales:

in the variety of subject matter and its treatment, in the

complex handling of narrative frameworks and point of view, in the
increased use of humor and surprise, Saki-like endings.
Sword of Welleran was a transitional

If The

book, a hodge-podge wherein

one experiment followed another, with A Dreamer's Tales Dunsany
found his metier.

The difference between the two books is almost

like contrasting a rough draft with a final published book:

the

author has found a way of expressing what he wanted to say all
along.

The three books of short stories focused on in this chapter

-- A Dreamer's Tales, The Book of Wonder, and The Last Book of
Wonder

represent

the

quintessence

of

Dunsany's

work,

an

achievement he was never able to surpass or even match in the forty
years that followed.
For the theme of A Dreamer's Tales, he returns to the original
conception of The Gods of Pegana,

of reality as a dream.

But

instead of dreams in the mind of God, the dreamer is now Dunsany
himself.

Dream is no longer a way of creating worlds:

means of travel between them.

In this triad of books the mundane

twentieth-century world intrudes for the first time,
backdrop for the stories.

it is a

forming a

Set against this everyday waking world

are the fantasy worlds of Dreamland.

These are the worlds of

magic, and wonder, the home of mythical creatures and marvellous
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cities.

the first

There are many ways to get there from here

and foremost being through the dreams of the narrator;
title.

hence the

But it is also possible to reach the Lands of Dream through

drugs or drink ("The Hashish Man," "A Tale of London"), a method at
least as old and time-honored as Coleridge's "Kubla Khan" and a
great favorite of Poe.

Another way is through possession of a

magical talisman ("The Wonderful Window") or through a meeting with
a denizen of the Dreamlands who has somehow wandered out of its
world into ours (most strikingly in "Miss Cubbidge and the Dragon
of Romance").

Yet another way is by walking round a corner or into

a shop ("A Shop in Go-by Street, 11 "The Avenger of Perdondaris, 11
"The Bureau D'Exchange de Maux") and thereby suddenly stepping out
of reality as we know it into another realm.
there through

insanity

One can even get

( "The Coronation of Mr.

Thomas Shap") ,

another major Poe device.
Such a journey is not simple escapism: it can be dangerous, as
any shaman can tell you.

Thomas Shap goes mad when he becomes too

engrossed in his fantasies.

The nameless Hashish Man almost dies

when he allows his dream-self to wander too far away from his
corporeal body.

Dunsany' s persona narrowly escapes madness himself

when his dream-self is almost eaten by the wild beasts of the woods
in "A Shop in Go-by Street;" had his dream-form not escaped, he
tells us, his body might have lived for years, quite mad, in some
asylum. 16

Dunsany is no Joseph Campbell, to blithely counsel a trip

into the abyss as a good way to "follow your bliss. 1117

For him, the

Dreamlands are a place of marvels, home to both unearthly beauty
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(Poltarnes,

Bethmoora,

the

princess

Saranoora)

and

evil

of

unsurpassed danger and malignancy (Thulba Mleen, the Gibbelins, the
gnoles).

To venture there is to risk your life, your sanity, and

perhaps your soul.

But, he believes, the risk is worth taking.

It is not surprising that the spirit should be able to survive
the loss of the body (Hashish Man) and vice versa (Go-by street),
nor that Dunsany considers the spirit by far the more important of
the pair.

The dichotomy between the two is at least as old as

Christianity and any Christian, Gnostic, or Romantic would take the
same position. 18

But Dunsany, as we have seen in Chapter One, is

rarely satisfied with simple solutions, and he adds a thoroughly
typical twist by taking the body's part in the rope's tale from
"Blagdaross" and in "The Unhappy Body," the final story from A
Dreamer's Tales.

In both he portrays the soul as a

tyrannous

master that the poor body is well rid of.
The

importance of the division is that

independence of the two worlds.

it emphasizes the

Even time moves differently in

them, in the best folklore tradition.

Only a short time goes by in

our world, "the fields we know," between "Idle Days on the Yann"
and "A Shop in Go-by Street," while centuries have passed in the
Lands of Dream, and all the narrator's friends from the earlier
story are long dead, the ship Bird of the River a sunken hulk.

The

point is underscored in a scene from the third and final story in
this sequence, "The Avenger of Perdondaris:"
And I feared that we might never meet again, for time moves
differently over the Lands of Dream than over the fields we
know; like ocean-currents going different ways and bearing
drifting ships. And at the doorway of the ivory palace I
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turned to say farewell and yet I found no words that were
suitable to say. And often now when I stand in other lands
I stop and think of many things to have said; yet all I
said was "Perhaps we shall meet again." And she said that
it was likely that we should often meet, for that this
was a little thing for the gods to permit •••• 19
So separate are the two realms of existence that even the gods of
Dreamland -- among whom "Mung and Sish and Kib, the gods of Pegana"
make a final fleeting appearance -- are powerless to affect our
world.
In a

final

Europe to his

touch,

friend

Dunsany' s

persona describes Ireland and

the captain in "Idle Days on the Yann,"

"whereat the captain and all the sailors laughed, for they said,
'There are no such places in all the lands of dreams'" (A Dreamer's
Tales p.35).

Their world is fantasy to us, so it only stands to

reason, in Dunsany's view, that ours would be as fantastic to them:
a point best made by Liralu the Troll's experiences in The King of
Elfland's

Daughter.

entertained by his
called London,
Bethmoora

So the

Sultan

in

"A Tale

hashish-eater's visions

of a

of

London"

wondrous

is

city

just as Dunsany and the Hashish Man tell us of

and the

court

of Thulba Mleen.

The

point

is made

explicit in "Carcassone," a tale of a long, heroic, foolish, and
futile quest by a king, his bard, and band of warriors to reach the
fabled land of Carcassone -- in fact, a medieval walled city in the
south of France.

Our world is mythic to them just as theirs is to

us, and they never find Carcassone although they spend the rest of
their lives searching.

Similarly, in "The Long Porter's Tale," a

man journeys into fairyland seeking a lost memory from his childhood; it no longer exists anywhere in our world, but there in
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the other world he finds what he is looking for. 20
Dunsany is unusual as a fantasist in that he wrote both of the
two major kinds of fantasy:

what we may call Wordsworthian and

Coleridgean. 21 Wordsworthian fantasy takes our world and introduces
supernatural elements into it, either awaking us to a sense of the
wonder of the ordinary, what Chesterton called "Mooreeffoc 1122 and
Tolkien "Recovery, 1123 or else undercutting our sense of what reality
is, as in Surrealism.

Coleridgean fantasy creates a fantasy world

and then tries to make it coherent and believable to the reader;
what Tolkien calls Subcreation. 24

Fantasists tend to stick in their

work mainly to one or the other of these two approaches,

but

Dunsany moved back and forth between them, often within the same
story.
Tales),

Thus

in the Mooreeffoc of

streetlights

'shipwreck'

become

"The Beggars"

lighthouses

(A

guarding

Dreamer's
against

on the shores of night and London smog becomes the

long-imprisoned coal dancing with joy at its release.

"From the

Life of a Mouse" repeats the same trick of giving us a new and
startling perspective on commonplace things, particularly in its
description of a clock as a sentinel standing guard against the
forces of Silence:
•.• you would say that man had contrived it because he feared
the silence and had set this tireless, silence-hating thing to
defend him from its coming; yet at every beat of the clock the
silence that man will never overthrow takes one step nearer to
him. 25
"The

Bureau

D' Exchange

du Maux,"

"The Wonderful

Window, "

"Thirteen at Table," and "The Madness of Andulsprutz" introduce an
element of magic into the everyday world.

This is the standard
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paradigm both for the ghost story (and indeed two of these tales
are ghost stories, of a sort) and for urban fantasy, the dominant
strain of the genre in the 1980s.

Finally, some stories take place

entirely within one of his invented worlds, one of the dreamlands:
"Poltarnes,

Beholder of Ocean," "The Probable Adventure of the

Three Literary Men," "The Quest of the Queen's Tears," "The Hoard
of the Gibbelins.

11

Many defy categorization by beginning in one

world and moving into the other, as in the "Beyond the Fields We
Know" series,
Tale,

11

"The Bird of the Difficult Eye," "The Long Porter's

"The City on Mallington Moor," and "How Nuth Would Have

Practised His Art Upon the Gnoles;" the impetus of the story comes
from the juxtaposition.
Dunsany is best known for the purely fantastic dreamland-type
story, but he also had the gift of making a story out of almost
anything.

"Blagdaross" is set in a town dump and its characters

are the things that have been thrown away:

the cork from a

winebottle, a match, a broken kettle, a bit of rope used to hang a
man, and the title "character," an old rocking horse.
one of his simplest and most sinister stories,
description
disaster.

of

a

field

full

of

flowers

and

a

"The Field,"

is simply the
premonition

of

Dunsany called "Where the Tides Ebb and Flow" a story

about mud,

specifically

"the mud

of

the

Thames

at

low tide"

(Patches p.138).

It is that, but such a description hardly does

justice

badly

to

this

underrated

masterpiece,

which

vividly

describes a potter's field from the point of view of the narrator's
corpse.
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The range of ounsany's stories is usually forgotten, even by
those who greatly admire his work.

Thus when Ursula

Le

Guin

criticizes imitation Dunsany as "a lot of elaborate made-up names,
some vague descriptions of gorgeous cities and unmentionable dooms,
and a great many sentences beginning with 'And' , 1126 it is clear she
is thinking only of the imaginary world stories; i.e., those tales
to which the adjective 'Dunsanian' is likely to be applied.

But

one is then forced to admit that Dunsany wrote a great many stories
which are by no means 'Dunsanian', so defined.

Like Poe, ounsany

cannot easily be pigeonholed; both men are generally associated
with a particular type of story, but there is no such thing as a
'typical' Dunsany or Poe story, and the vague paradigm most people
have of one is only achievable by ignoring two-thirds of the tales
in

question. 27

Lin

Carter,

with

characteristic

hyperbole,

maintained that Dunsany invented the fantasy short story; 28 a claim
as interesting as it is untrue.

Again like Poe,

who is often

credited with inventing the short story itself, ounsany was not the
creator of a form but the first to see its full potential.

Dunsany

did not write the first fantasy short story -- that honor should
probably be awarded to Poe's "Silence" (1839) -- but he did write
almost every kind of fantasy short story there is.
Hence the enormous influence and impact of his experiments on
those who followed.

Fables, prose poems, ghost stories, Arabian

Nights-style

parables

tales,

and

prophecies,

creation

myths,

satires of contemporary manners, wry re-writes of traditional fairy
tales ("Little Snow White Up To Date"), quest stories, both heroic

(
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sword-and-sorcery derring-do and tales of clever thieves and their
fates, cautionary tales, pseudo-folktales, 'pure' fantasies about
the dreamland ...•

Le Guin's praise --"Dunsany mined a narrow vein,

but it was all pure ore, and all his own" 29
from the mark.

--

could not be further

It marginalizes his work rather than showing how he

came to be the primary influence on virtually every fantasist of
this

century

too

old

to

be

influenced

by

Tolkien.

Dunsany

established what the fantasy short story -- and by extension,
fantasy itself -- could do and all the things it could be.

(
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(iii)

A Dreamer's Tales

In A Dreamer's Tales,

this variety expresses itself in a

multitude of ways within a fairly narrow scope.

Given the premise

of the book -- that these tales are things seen or experienced by
the

narrator

in

his

dreams

Dunsany

manages

to

avoid

the

formulaic trap he fell into later with the Jorkens stories, which
quickly

become

as

rigid

and

artificial

as

crossword

puzzles.

Instead, he offers us a sequence of sixteen tales which explore
dream through a bewildering variety of frame tales and variations
between first and third person, united only by his new persona of
the dreamer.

A third of these stories continue his experiments

with first person begun in The Sword of Welleran:
dream-journeys,
experiences

and

visions

The

Dreamer,

("Where the Tides Ebb and Flow,

they are dreams,

Dunsany•s
11

persona,

"Bethmoora, 11 "Idle

Days on the Yann," "The Beggars," "The Field").

Roughly another

third are straightforward third person narratives, mostly set in
the dreamlands, which present people and places directly to the
reader ("Poltarnes, Beholder of Ocean," "Carcassonne," "The Sword
and the Idol," "The Day of the Poll," "The Unhappy Body").
The remaining third are more difficult due to the presence in
each of a frame -- each is a narrative within a narrative.

Thus

"Blagdaross" is a collection of first person narratives within a
third person frame, while "The Idle City" neatly reverses this,
presenting third person tales within a first person frame.

"In

Zaccaroth" is third person throughout, with a devastating first

(
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person postscript at the end.

"The Madness of Andelsprutz," · 11 The

Hashish Man," and "Poor Old Bill" are stories within stories in
which Dunsany or his persona meets a person who tells him the main
tale.

This Ozymandias effect ("I met a traveller from an antique

land/ Who said ..• ") is a perfect distancing technique, but that is
not,

for Dunsany,

its main use -- after all, given his subject

matter there is hardly any need for additional distancing.

In his

hands the technique becomes a way of manipulating the reader.
Again like Poe, who always gave his readers reason to doubt
his narrator's reliability whenever he included any supernatural
event,

Dunsany has discovered for the first time the unreliable

narrator and all the possibilities it has to offer.

But he is

faced with a difficulty in employing it, since for him dream is not
a

way

to

explain

away

the

fantasy,

Wonderland, but an essential part of it.

a

la

Carroll's

Alice

in

In Dunsany•s metaphysics

the dream-journeys and dreamworlds of the stories are real~ they
are not delusions on the part of his characters but an actual part
of

the

world. 30

fictional

Rather

than

destroying

his

own

credibility as The Dreamer -- thereby demoting the whole collection
from visions to tricks -- Dunsany displaces the censure onto a
secondary narrator.

Hence his resort to the Ozymandias effect,

which rather neatly enables him to have his fun with his new toy
without compromising his own stance as the narrator.
As a device,
fantastique:

it fits in well with Todorov's theory of the

for Todorov, any story dealing with the supernatural

falls into one of three categories.

(

The uncanny are those stories
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which provide a rational explanation in the end -- it was all just
a dream, the ghost turns out to have been someone dressed up in a
sheet, there was a secret passage no one knew about, person A is
really person B, and so forth.

The marvellous reverses this by

denying that any possible explanation exists;
has been broken,

and we are in a

here the natural law

fantasy where the impossible

(magic, ghosts, timeshifts, whatever) can happen because the laws
of our reality no longer apply.
the two is the fantastigue,

Poised on a knife's edge between

those stories where we simply can't

tell whether we're in the presence of a supernatural or a natural
event -- the most famous examples being Henry James' The Turn of
the Screw, which Todorov takes as his paradigm, and Poe's "A Tale
of the Ragged Mountains."

Poe provides an explanation, but it is

one which leaves the narrator of his story unsatisfied, while James
significantly casts doubt upon his internal narrator's ability to
distinguish between reality and imagination.
Dunsany uses James' method in "The Hashish Man," a sequel to
"Bethmoora"
hanging

which

at the

abandoned?

purports

end

to

of the

answer

the

earlier story:

great

question

why was

left

Bethmoora

In narrative terms it is Dunsany's most self-reflexive

story yet and the only one in which he poses as the author of
another of his stories.
another

dreamer,

one

For the first and only time Dunsany meets
who

claims

Dreamlands than he does himself. 31

to

know even

more

about

the

But should we believe him?

Dunsany never gives us cause to doubt his own trustworthiness, and
the flat unadorned style in which he reports his movements tends to
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lull us into accepting whatever he says as truthful.

But this

rival dreamer is, by his own admission, a drug addict whose dreamjourneys are the result of his taking hashish.

This in itself need

not disqualify him as a reliable witness, 32 but it justifies our
viewing him with some suspicion, which proves warranted when the
police come for him at the end of the tale and he escapes by
jumping out the window and vanishing.

Is he a criminal or (more

likely) a lunatic? -- we never find out, but his bizarre behavior
casts doubt on everything he has said.
Paradoxically enough, Dunsany employs the unreliable narrator
as a way of maintaining his own credibility. Dunsany

himself

escapes any backlash; he has only reported the Hashish Man's words.
Similarly, in "Poor Old Bill," Dunsany's fantasy re-working of
W.

S.

Gilbert's

"The

Yarn

of

the

Nancy

Bell,"

the

secondary

narrator is, like the man Twain meets in "Cannibalism in the Cars,"
either a madman or a cannibal,
character in his own story.

since he claims to be the main
Dunsany only used the Ozymandias

effect a few times in the Books of Wonder stage of his career, but
it came to completely dominate his work in the years that followed:
every Jorkens story is told by Jorkens to a nameless, colorless
narrator; not once do we get a Jorkens story straight from Jorkens'
decidedly unhorselike mouth.

We will return to the effect of these

displaced first person narratives in the next chapter; for now it
is enough to say that although unreliable narrators were eventually
to have a thoroughly malign effect on his work,
Wonder this was not the case.

(

in the Books of

Here it added new richness and
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subtlety to his repertoire.
In many ways, A Dreamer's Tales does more to develop Dunsany's
fantasy world than any other of his books.

In most of his stories

where they happen is relatively unimportant: there is very little
sense of place beyond the immediate surroundings.

In a few tales,

this

most

is

reversed,

so

that

element in the story.

setting becomes

the

The chief example of this is "Poltarnes,

Beholder of Ocean," A Dreamer's Tales' signature story.
with

echoes

progress so

from

important

Duns any I s

first

three

books,

far and moves beyond them.

it

Redolent

recaps

his

This tale creates an

idyllic land free from all the woes of the world, as isolated as
by mountains, magic, and desert.

oz

The greater part of the tale is

devoted to building up this perfect place,

as perfect as human

habitations can come at any rate.
Yet people leave Mondath and the other Inner Lands to climb
the Mountains and see what lies beyond, never to return.

The hero

is sent by the kings of the Lands to find out what so enraptures
them and makes them forget their near-paradisal home:

they are

confident he at least will return, since he is bound by his love
for the king's daughter.

But once he climbs the hill and sees the

Sea below he abandons her and his country to live the rest of his
days by the seashore, like all the rest of the expatriates, leaving
the princess to an empty and unrequited life without so much as a
second thought.

The point is not just to celebrate the rapture of

the sea or to define wanderlust as a basic human trait:

Dunsany is

seriously calling into question Mondath's ability to satisfy

(
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mankind.

It is too perfect.

Better the life and death the Sea has

to offer, described here much as the author of the anonymous Old
English poem "The Seafarer" had a millennium before. 33
If Dunsany had ever found himself in L. Frank Baum's Oz, he
would probably, like Dorothy Gale, have at once tried to get out.
But what Dorothy misses is not Kansas but the people she had left
behind there, Uncle Henry and Auntie Em, and once they are brought
to Oz she settles down there happily ever after.
Baum,

Dunsany, unlike

is not writing for children and his attitude is much more

complex.

For Dunsany it is the dynamic between the two worlds,

"The Fields We Know" and "The Lands of Dream," that provides the
interest.

Each has its own innate attraction~ each appeals to part

of our psyche that can be satisfied in no other way.
The give and take between the worlds is worked out in the
series of stories given the overall title "Beyond the Fields We
Know."

The first story,

"Idle Days on the Yann," is Dunsany's

best-developed portrait of the Dreamlands.

As his narrator takes

a leisurely boat trip down the river we are shown marvel after
marvel.
plotless.

Each exists for its own sake,

for the story is quite

For once there is no quest, no adventure.

given us an anomaly,

Dunsany has

a report of a vacation in Faerie.

And it

works.
Not since Pegana has any of Dunsany' s
realized in such depth and variety.

fantasy worlds been

One by one he brings to life

the ship "Bird of the River" and its crew, especially the captain,
noting their ways and customs, the river itself, and all the cities
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along its banks:

Mandaroon,

city of sleepers: Astahahn, where

everything is done according to ancient custom ("Nothing •.• was new
at Astahahn"): Perdondaris and its merchants: Nen and the strange
gypsy folk who visit it, The Wanderers.~
ramble rather than a quest.

It is a quiet story, a

Characterization is muted, as always

in Dunsany, yet only here in all his dream-tales does his solitary
narrator have companions, which may account in part for the story's
unexpected warmth.

Plot is reduced to its most basic component of

what happened next: the most dramatic incident in the whole piece
is the scene where the captain and merchant bargain to set a price
for the ship's goods. 35
story

comes

closest

Perhaps because of its very quietude, this
of

all

Dunsany' s

tales

to

capturing

the

ambiance of an actual dream.
The most ambiguous element in the series is also the most
interesting:

Dunsany's indecisiveness in choosing which of the

worlds he prefers.

At the end of "Idle Days" he speaks with regret

as if he would soon no longer be able to enter the Dreamlands
for my fancy is weakening as the years slip by, and I go
ever more seldom into the Lands of Dream. (DT p. 52)
By the beg inning of the next tale, "A Shop in Go-by Street, " he has
forgotten the way and must resort to the magical aid of the shop in
question to reach the dreamlands.

He uses the same method in "The

Avenger of Perdondaris," but this time is not even able to find his
way back to our world.

Faced with the prospect of remaining

forever in Dreamland, he wistfully thinks on the world he has lost.
When he finally does return he goes wild with joy at the sight of
commonplace things:

(
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the first thing that I saw was a taximeter running into a
hansom cab.
And I took off my hat and cheered. • . I •••
bought a penny paper ••. and I read it from cover to cover -patent remedies for incurable illnesses and all -- and I
determined to walk, as soon as I was rested, in all the
streets that I knew and to call on all the people that I had
ever met, and to be content for long with the fields we
know.
The point Dunsany seems to be making is that our world by
itself soon grows stale, but that if suddenly deprived of it all
the marvels of the imagination could not console us for its loss.~
Thus in "Bethmoora" the narrator first describes the beauties of
London, devoting the opening third of his story to celebrating a
London

dawn

Bethmoora.

before turning

to

for

the

lost beauties

of

Bethmoora is all the more desirable to him because it

is now forever unobtainable.
day,

sigh

Bethmoora

Abandoned by its inhabitants in a

is the most poignant of all

his

ruined cities

because we get to see

it and

its people as they were before

disaster overtook them.

Babbulkund was a cruel city of slaves and

tyrant which never became more than a house of cards for the
reader.

Zaccaroth likewise has a hubris which alienates all our

sympathy.

Andelsprutz we see only in ruin, after its genius loci

is dead.

But Bethmoora is presented to us as a

town full

of

dancing and laughter, not just a place of beauty but a good place
to be.

The suddenness of its fall and the flight of its people --

based very closely on a prophecy of the end of the world in the
Gospel

(Matthew 24: 16-18; Luke 21: 21) -- makes its exotic but

homey charm all the more missed.

The buildings themselves survive,

but without the people it is a town no longer.

Not knowing why it

was so suddenly abandoned, the narrator is afraid to ever go there
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again, leaving him tantalized: Bethmoora still exists, but he will
never see it again.
Between them, these stories build up a more coherent picture
of the dreamlands than Dunsany offered anywhere else in his work.
In the amount of sheer geography they offer, they go further than
any of his other works in building up his fantasy world.
in the

frequent

references

in passing to

Moreover,

other cities,

countries which the narrator does not see on this trip,
promise that there is far more to come.

other
they

A world has opened up for

both Dunsany and the reader, and the heady triumph of A Dreamer's
Tales had only begun to scratch the surface.
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S.H. Sime

The Book of Wonder smoothly picks up where A Dreamer's Tales
left off; not surprising, since the first tale was written less
than a month after the last of the Tales appeared in The Saturday
Review and all but four had been completed before the earlier book
was

printed. 37

The

main

difference

between

the

books

predominance in the latter of Dunsany's illustrator,

s.

is

the

H. Sime.

Actually "illustrator" is a misnomer, since 'illustration' carries
with it the implication of something designed to make the story's
contents clearer, like diagrams or figures in a technical manual.
Nothing could be farther from the truth:

Sime once stated in an

interview that he had "a natural bent towards mystery," and it has
been noted that his goal in a piece of art was to make it "ever
more mysterious."

(Heneage

&

Ford, p. 7).

This fit in well with

Dunsany's instinct always to add another twist of the rope, another
turn of the screw.

Sime may even have been responsible for, or at

least contributed to, this tendency in Dunsany -- it is not very
evident in The Gods of Pegana, the only book Dunsany wrote before
they met, but it is a major feature of all the books that followed
which Sime had a hand in.
Dunsany's partnership with Sime began when he took his first
book to a publisher in 1904.

Dunsany, who was an amateur artist in

addition to his many other interests, 38 had originally illustrated
the book himself, 39 but his publisher seems to have felt that the
services of a professional were required.

When asked to name who

he would like, Dunsany said it would have to be either Gustav Dore
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ors. H. Sime: a choice which reveals not just the high opinion he
had of his own work -- Dore was the premier illustrator of his
time, known mainly for his work on Dante's Divine Comedy -- but the
esteem he had for Sime as well.
from

Amory's

description

of

There is every reason to think,

Dunsany I s

drawings,

that

he

had

deliberately tried to imitate Sime's style before opting for the
real thing. 40
In Sime Dunsany found someone he could look up to.

Not only

was the older man (he was forty when he accepted the Gods of Pegana
commission,

Dunsany only twenty-six)

a

friend to

such eminent

artists as Augustus John, with the experience of having been owner
and editor of several journals, including The Idler, which he took
over from Jerome K. Jerome: 41 he was one of the great figures of the
Yellow Nineties.
(if

at

all)

Today he is almost wholly forgotten, remembered

only

as

Dunsany•s

illustrator or perhaps

historians as a sort of lesser Beardsley.
stress

that

this

is

the

exact

reverse

by

art

It is important to
of

the

contemporary

situation, where there is some evidence that Beardsley was looked
upon as a lesser Sime and Dunsany's first readers were drawn to him
by the fact he had attracted Sime as his illustrator. 42
It was not just that Sime was interested in fantasy: he was
interested

in the

same

kinds

of

fantasy

as

Dunsany.

It was

probably this similarity of tastes that attracted Dunsany to Sime
in the first place.

Sime•s drawings are marked by a whimsical,

rather mordant sense of humor, a fascination with dreams and death,
a tendency towards the grim and sometimes gruesome: 43 all features
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that were either part of Dunsany•s work or, perhaps from working
with Sime,

soon came to be.

Even the inclusion of gratuitous

detail, Sime's trademark, little extras not related to the main
picture, parallels the final twists Dunsany was so fond of adding
to his stories.
The full extent of Sime's influence on Dunsany has never been
fully credited and cannot be detailed here.

However, he was, in a

very real sense, not Dunsany•s "illustrator" but his collaborator
from 1904 to 1914, and the single greatest influence on his work.
A few examples will serve to underline the point.
Long before A Dreamer's Tales. Sime had been depicting some of
his pictorial fantasies as dream-journeys in his series "From a Dim
Ultimate Thule,"

four sketches published in The Idler in June,

July, August, and September 1897.

In 1905 he went a step further

and did a map of the Land of Dreams.~

Sime's Land of Dreams is not

Dunsany's, although Dunsany did borrow the name and bits of his
partner's map found their way into his stories. 45
River Yann,

or Bethmoora,

Here there is no

or Thulba Mleen's desert.

But it is

'Dunsanian', before Dunsany himself wrote the stories that earned
him the adjective, as well as representative of all the elements in
Sime's work, from the horrific ("Ogre's Cave," "Ghouls," "Putrid
Pit") to the evocative ("The Amber Mountains," "The Castle of the
Pale Lady," "Sea of Floating Islands," "Wild Beast Wood") to the
silly ( "Octopuses Jump Up Suddenly," "Here Be Pink Spiders, Big
'Uns").
One of Sime's drawings even inspired Dunsany's first play.

(
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The Glittering Gate was written as the result

of Yeats'

deft

maneuvering of Dunsany to fill the gap left in the Abbey stage by
the death of J.M. Synge,~ but the plot is pure Sime.

It is not

surprising to discover that Sime had earlier done several drawings
on the same theme as the play -- the recently deceased trying to
get into Heaven's gate -- as part of his Ye Shades series; one of
them, now in the Sime gallery at Worplesdon, clearly the basis for
the play. 47
Just as Dunsany was fond of writing stories without always
bothering

to

provide

them

with

contexts,

Sime

often

created

illustrations to which no stories were attached, like his "Drawings
to Unknown Tales" (1901).

A superb illustrator, as evidenced by

the masterly pieces he did of scenes from the Arabian Nights {"The
Brother of Ali Baba Lost in the Woods") , The Ingoldsby Legends
{"The Hand of Glory"), The Book of Revelations {"The Vision of St.
John on Patmos"),

and Mother Goose

{a series of nursery rhyme

illustrations done for Pall Mall Magazine in 1903), Sime seems to
have preferred creating

'illustrations'

exist outside the picture itself. 48
for a professional artist
medium.

for stories that didn't

Furthermore, Sime was unusual

in that he had a

poor sense of his

The technology of his time for reproducing pictures in

books and magazines was poorly suited to the kind of detail he
always included in his pictures, so that they invariably came out
dim

and

cleaned.

muddy,

like

centuries-old

oils

have

never

been

Compared with the photogravure book plates, the originals

in Dunsany Castle take one's breath away.

(

that

To give only one
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example, Thulba Mleen's robe and the designs ("the names of God in
Yannish") on the background tapestry in the "Hashish Man" drawing
are picked out in tiny dots of china white meant to represent seed
pearls on the original.

The sharpness of these details, however,

is completely lost in all reproductions.

Dunsany was willing to

pay extra to have Sime's illustrations reproduced in photogravure
instead of photo-offset, the usual method, 49 but to no avail.

Sime

clearly worked in a world of his own, putting far more into his
pictures than was necessary or even wise for their ostensible
purpose.

Like the pre-1916 Dunsany, he cared very little for his

audience; he even turned down a lucrative contract to illustrate
Poe on the grounds that "I am looking forward to meeting Poe in
Hell and am loth to do anything that would embarrass the encounter"
(Heneage

&

Ford, p. 31).

All of these factors combine to give Sime's pictures a life of
their own quite apart

from their role as

illustrations

--

as

demonstrated by Dunsany's ability to construct the entire plot of
"The

Highwayman"

from

Sime's

"The

Hand

of

Glory."

independence was not to everyone's liking -- Arthur Machen,

This
for

one, vetoed the set of drawings Sime did for his The House of Souls
(1906) . 50

But Dunsany admired this quality in Sime and in 1910

the two decided to capitalize on it by trying an experiment without
precedent in the world of fantasy. 51

Instead of Dunsany writing the

stories and giving them to Sime to illustrate, Sime would create a
series of drawings and then hand them over to Dunsany for him to
write stories for.

It is a tribute to the measure of trust Dunsany
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had in Sime that he agreed to this scheme (in his autobiography, he
claims credit for having thought of it52 ).
decision.
through

It was also a wise

Having something to work from forced Dunsany to think
his

stories

more

carefully

than

was

his

wont.

His

characteristic failings -- a tendency to ramble and to go off on
tangents -- are never less evident than with this book, where long
digressions

are

replaced

by

short

evocative

asides.

In

the

original periodical appearance of these tales, the two men shared
a dual by-line; 53 this was not modesty on Dunsany•s part but simple
justice.

It is a tribute to both men's talent that The Book of

Wonder brought out the best in them both.

(
'

(
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The Book of Wonder

The Book of Wonder represents the peak of Dunsany•s career,
because he managed, with Sime•s help, not just to sustain the high
level of A Dreamer's Tales but actually to surpass it in some ways
by the addition of new Sime-inspired elements.

The chief of these,

from which all the others sprang, was humor.

Dunsany had always

had

a

light

worldview.

touch

and

a

witty

way

of

expressing

his

ironic

Now he added to it a Sime-like sense of grim whimsy

until humor began to compete with wonder as the main effect he was
trying to achieve.

In his own words, his writing was "guided by

two lights that do not often shine together, humor and poetry," and
at this point the two elements were most perfectly in balance.

The

humor found expression in many ways, but the two most important are
the use of sudden twists and surprise, Saki-like endings, and the
casting of the most unlikely characters for the heroes of his
stories to help belie reader's expectations.
Fantasy was still a new genre when Dunsany wrote,
antecedents went back for centuries:
quest myths, chivalric romance.

folk tales,

but its

fairy tales,

All of these had in common the

figure of the hero, what Campbell called "the hero of a thousand
faces," not realizing that it was a thousand heroes each with his
or her own story.

Dunsany plays with readers' expectations to turn

the cliches of the fairy tale on their heads.

Sometimes this

proves disconcerting even for the characters in the stories, as in
"The Quest of the Queen's Tears," where Queen Sylvia shocks
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tradition by refusing to be cruel to her suitors:
This was not the way, they said, to treat princes in their
splendour, and mysterious troubadours concealing kingly names;
it was not in accordance with fable, myth had no precedent
for it. She should have thrown her glove, they said, into
some lion's den, she should have asked for a score of heads
of the serpents of Licantara, or demanded the death of any
notable dragon, or sent them all upon some deadly quest ••.• It
was unheard of -- it had no parallel in the annals of romance!
(p.62-63)
Each of The Book of Wonder's "heroes" is decidedly un-heroic.
Mr. Sladden in "The Wonderful Window" is a junior clerk into whose
life comes a bit of magic, for which he wisely gives all that he
possesses.

Thomas Shap, another salesman, is a Walter Mitty who

escapes the boredom of his life by building a world of daydreams so
seductive that he eventually loses himself in sheer solipsism.~
"Pombo the Idolater" is a rascally fellow quite aside from being an
iconoclast, 55 and Captain Shard of "The Loot of Bombasharna" is a
pirate who murders and steals for his trade. "Miss Cubbidge and the
Dragon of Romance" replaces the virgin princess of myth with a
politician's daughter 56 from No. 12A Prince of Wales Square, who is
carried off to become the dragon's pet.

Once in the dragon's world

she slowly sheds her callowness and modernity:
she forgot those advertisements of pills that are so dear
to England; even she forgot political cant and the things
that one discusses and the things that one does not, and
had perforce to content herself with seeing, sailing by,
huge gold-laden galleons, with treasure for Madrid, and the
merry skull-and-crossbones of the pirateers, and the tiny
nautilus setting out to sea, and ships of heroes trafficking
in romance, or of princes seeking for enchanted isles .•..
Perhaps she became one of those princesses of whom fable
loves to tell...
(p.59-61)

Besides these unprepossessing individuals, the heroes of other
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tales are downright thieves and scoundrels.

I have already argued,

in Chapter One, that with "The Fortress Unvanquishable Save for
Sacnoth" Dunsany invented a new genre,
'Sword and Sorcery'

what came to be called

by later practitioners,

interest in it and moved on to other things.

then quickly lost

Dunsany's priority as

the creator of Sword & Sorcery may be challenged, since who came
first

is,

as

Borges observed

("Kafka

and His

Precursors"),

construct, depending largely on how one defines the genre. 57

a

But

he did develop one particular form of Sword and Sorcery that was
all his own: what we may call the thieves' tale.
have formed a sub-genre,
undercurrent

through

straightforward

and

These stories

a thread which has run like a subtle

Sword

and

simpleminded

unfortunately dominated the form.

Sorcery,

modifying

'barbarian'

story

the

more

that

has

It is through them that Dunsany

has exercised a guiding influence on such later writers as Clark
Ashton Smith ("The Tale of Satampra Zeiros 1158 ) , Jack Vance ("Liane
the Wayfarer", from The Dying Earth) , and most of all Fritz Leiber,
whose Fafhrd

&

the Grey Mouser series combines the best elements of

both kinds of Sword and Sorcery in its two characters.
What makes these stories work as adventures, despite their
often unsavory lead characters, is the challenge involved.

In each

case, the thief is attempting something that has never been done
before,

because anyone who has tried has met with a singularly

unpleasant fate.

However sordidly motivated -- Dunsany says of

Alderic's plan to steal the Gibbelin's Hoard "Alas that I should
say of so perilous a venture, undertaken at dead of night by a
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valourous man,

that its motive was sheer avarice" (p. 75)

the

adventure is a dangerous one, requiring courage, skill, wits, and
luck.

We admire not so much our heroes' characters (some of them

are pretty vile 59 ) as their daring and craftsmanship.

Alderic makes

painstaking preparations before setting out on his journey to the
Gibbelin's lair; Thangobrind the Jeweller anticipates and avoids
every trap; Nuth trains his apprentice, Tommy Tonkers, meticulously
in all the tricks of their trade -- none of which in the end do any
of them any good.
horrible
Nuth. 60

death,

Each of our adventurous thieves meets with a
usually

involving

being

eaten,

excepting

only

True, his apprentice gets caught by the Gnoles ("And where

they took him it is not good to ask, and what they did with him I
shall not say"), but the Master Thief himself gets away ("Nobody
ever catches Nuth 11 )

•
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Stories about thieves and other rogues are, of course, not new
with Dunsany.

The legends of Ali Baba and Robin Hood, Blackbeard

and Cap'n Kidd,

Jonathan Wild and our own century's Bonnie and

Clyde all testify to our continued fascination with the theme.

But

fantasy as practiced by Morris, MacDonald, and Meredith, Dunsany•s
main precursors, gave us the trials, tribulations, and triumphs of
basically good men.

It may be that Dunsany was shrewder than most,

and saw clearly the amount of mayhem most traditional fairy-tale
heroes cause. 62

He clearly did see that often the villainous foil,

like Peter Pan's Captain Hook

and Nayland Smith's Dr. Fu Manchu,

are often far more interesting than their virtuous rivals.~
writing stories in which the heroes

(

were equivocal and the

By
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villains often heroic, he introduced all kinds of grey into the
heretofore

relatively

black-and-white

morality

of

fantasy,

important step in gaining it acceptance as a modern genre.

an

Dunsany

found fantasy the stuff of nostalgia and brought it firmly into the
new century.
The most important probable influence on him in the creation
of the thieves' tale was external to fantasy.

Ounsany's youth saw

that great outpouring of detective fiction that followed the debut
of Sherlock Holmes in 1887.~

The stereotype was soon established

of the infallible detective who easily solved every puzzle, but in
1899 E.

w.

Hornung, Conan Doyle's brother-in-law, firmly put the

shoe on the other foot with the publication of Raffles: An Amateur
Cracksman. 65
to

outwit

These exploits of a dashing thief who always manages
the

law

proved

extremely

popular

and

provided

the

inspiration for a host of imitators down to our present day, from
Hodgson's Captain Gault to the movie The Sting.
directly copy R.
adapted

the

idea

J.

as

Raffles
a

in his thieves'

Dunsany did not

tales:

instead he

way of mocking convention and,

in the

process, created a new convention of his own that has in turn been
widely imitated.
Two other features stand out in The Book of Wonder.
the presence of women -- or, more accurately,

One is

female characters

(not all of them are human).

The Book of Wonder has more women, in

a greater variety of roles,

than any other Ounsany book.

From

vulgar Cockney Mrs. Tankers (mother of the unfortunate Tommy) and
callow socialite Miss Cubbidge to the regal and distant Queens of
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the Forest and Bombasharna, we are given a gallery of women from
all walks of life.

But their roles in the stories are chiefly that

of either goal or victim.

The two are usually linked:

Ackronnion

may take his failure to win Sylvia's hand in "The Quest of the
Queen's Tears" mildly enough, but Captain Shard in "The Loot of
Bombasharna 11 acts more like Miss CUbbidge's dragon.
is the "Loot" of the story's title:

he descends upon her city,

sacks and burns it, and carries her off.
her,

His intended

After he forcibly marries

he is puzzled to find that she does not much care for his

tactics:
And Shard on his island offered the Queen of the South the
choicest of the old wines of Provence, and for adornment gave
her Indian jewels looted from galleons with treasure for
Madrid, and spread a table where she dined in the sun, while
in some cabin below he bade the least coarse of his mariners
sing; yet always she was morose and moody towards him, and
often at evening he was heard to say that he wished he knew
more about the ways of Queens. So they lived for years ••.
Captain Shard trying to please the Queen of the South, and
she never wholly forgetting Bombasharna .•.. And almost [they]
lived happily ever after, though still at evening those on
watch in the trees would see their Captain sit with a puzzled
air or hear him muttering now and then in a discontented way:
'I wish I knew more about the ways of Queens.' (p.52-54)
Another tale, "The Bride of the Man-Horse," features the courtship
of a centaur and a sphinx which is so short that one critic, with
only slight exaggeration, has called it a rape.~

In

a

book

of

robbers marked by the continual balking of readers' expectations,
we find male-female relationships presented as

failed

romantic

quests ("The Quest of the Queen's Tears"), as decidedly unorthodox
relationships that nevertheless work ( "Miss Cubbidge and the Dragon
of Romance") , and as out-and-out abductions ( "The Bride of the ManHorse," "The Loot of Bombasharna").

The material, and Dunsany's

•
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handling of it, moves beyond the cliches of fairy-tale endings.
If

his

treatment

lacked

the

eroticism

of

Morris

or

the

salaciousness of Cabell, this is deliberate; with only very rare
exceptions humor is Dunsany's goal in his depiction of romance.
It is disappointing, then, that after the promise of these stories
Dunsany veered off in other directions and did very little more in
this vein.
Finally, there are the surprise endings.

Like all his other

reversals, these are part of his regimen for upsetting the fairytale conventions:

brave knights who fail ignominiously in their

quests or else succeed but still don't win the hand of their lady
fair; bold thieves who, unlike beanstalk Jack, run out of luck at
just the wrong time; couples that don't quite live happily ever
after. 67

All fairy tales have a fate-like inevitability about them

which sometimes makes one sympathize with the giants, witches, and
wicked stepmothers, none of whom ever have a chance against, say,
the third son of a widow.~
fairy-tale

world

sabotaging

the

by

giving

conventions

By luring us into accepting his as a
us

all

the

right

trappings,

which go along with

such

Dunsany opens up the material to any use imaginable.

a

then
world,

A story like

"The Quest of the Queen's Tears" or "The Hoard of the Gibbelins"
shows that the predictability of the form has been turned in on
itself and now literally anything can happen.

No longer does a

fairy tale have to adhere rigidly to a recognizable pattern; it can
depart from the convention at any point.
It might be objected that Dunsany has merely substituted one

(
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convention for another,

that of the trick ending replacing the

eucatastrophe Tolkien assured us was the one true ending for a
fairy

tale.

But

Dunsany

is

aware

of

the

trap;

once he has

established the new convention of the trick ending in his thieves'
tales, for instance, so that we begin to realize each will end in
the spectacular demise of the lead character, he reverses that,
allowing Nuth to escape unscathed.
stingers

Not everyone approved of these

Tolkien sharply criticized the

final

Distressing Fate of Thangobrind the Jeweller."~

line of "The
But they are a

distinct and effective feature of his work, and his use of them is
as adroit as that of his contemporary, Saki (Hector H. Munro), a
writer he resembles in many ways.ro
All in all, The Book of Wonder can easily stand as the high
point in Dunsany's career.

One excellent book (A Dreamer's Tales)

preceded it and another (The Last Book of Wonder) was to follow;
there are differences but no slacking off of quality in any of the
three.

Furthermore, it is (thanks to Sime) the most tightly-knit

of the set.

There is no sign in it of the impending disaster that

was shortly to overtake him, and if all three books have about the
same number of truly superb stories, The Book of Wonder probably
has the fewest weak ones.
bu and Sheemish,"

the

There is almost no filler at all.
final

story written

for

"Chu-

the volume,

is

arguably his single best story; not because it is of such outstanding quality as to eclipse the other contenders 71 but because
it embodies all that is best in his work without having any of the
flaws that sometimes mar it.

(

This tale of two jealous idols who
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share the same temple is one of the few stories where character,
plot, and setting are all present and working together.

Nothing is

missing from the story which would add to its effect,
present which does not fit.

(

nothing

It is a masterpiece of economy.
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Fifty-one Tales

Dunsany's next book, if we exclude his first collection of
plays (Five Plays, 1914) and

w.

B. Yeats' Cuala Press anthology

(Selections from the Writings of Lord Dunsany, 1912), was highly
atypical of his other work.

The accurately if unimaginatively

named Fifty-one Talesn is a collection of fables.

An extremely

mixed bag, the best of them are worthy to stand beside any of the
Books of Wonder, while the worst are inoffensive trifles.
range of these short-shorts

The

(many of them only a single page in

length, the longest only a few hundred words) is extremely broad.
There are re-written traditional fables ("The True History of the
Hare and the Tortoise"), modern-day fables ("The Demagogue and the
Demi-Mende,"

"The Sphinx in Thebes,

Mass."),

ecological

fables

("Furrow-Maker"), stories about Time and Death that harken back to
his

first

two

books

("Time

and

the Tradesman,"

"The Guest"),

attacks on patent medicines and food additives ("The Reward," "The
Food of Death") and even billboards ("What We Have Come To"), not
to mention a few stories which are quite unclassifiable.

Among

these latter are some of the most interesting in the collection;
eerie

little

stories

that

convey

an

overwhelming

sense

of

foreboding, like "The Work.man" or "Taking Up Piccadilly" or "The
Trouble

in

Leafy-Green

Street."

Imaginative

supplements

to

classical mythology ("Death and Odysseus," "Charon," and the tales
about Pan) and meditations about Fame make up most of the rest.

(
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In a way, the collection's sheer variety blunts its impact.
Story follows story with little regard for the coherence of the
book as a whole; as a result, it has none.

Properly arranged, its

pieces show that Dunsany ranks with Kafka and Borges as a modernday writer of fables.

His fables stand apart from his other work

of the period through their directness and simplicity.

The twists

and turns and doublebacks that are so much a feature of his tales
vanish here, replaced by direct progress to a single point.
too are his stylistic flourishes;

Gone

the word-music spiced by the

occasional anachronism gives way to simple, direct modern speech.
Actually, though strikingly different from his other books,
the

stories

in

Fifty-one Tales

Dunsany' s working methods.

cast

a

good

deal

of

light

on

Edgar Poe maintained the superiority of

the short story over the novel because the former could be read in
a single sitting to produce a single unified effect.

A novel, by

contrast, is too complex to hold in the mind in its entirety at any
one time.

Its effectiveness depends upon the degree to which its

parts work together cumulatively.
with writing as well.

By analogy, the same holds true

Almost all of Dunsany's stories were written

in a single sitting using one of two methods.

His usual method was

to shut himself up in the quietest room of the house for hours at
a time, writing either with a homemade quill pen or little colored
pencils, not coming out again until he had finished.
this way of writing produces an intense,
creativity and a tightly-knit end product.

At its best,

concentrated burst of
Alternatively, he often

dictated stories to Lady Dunsany, who devised her own shorthand to
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Ursula Le Guin has commented on the

be able to keep up with him.

influence of daily speech on his stylen
it:

and there is a reason for

a Dunsany story is meant to be read aloud.

The sound is as

much a part of the overall desired effect as the imagery.

Both of

these methods contributed to the success of his early fantasy
stories, one emphasizing his lyric gifts and demanding great care
on his part in the selection of words and syntax, the other giving
a compactness and coherence to material which might otherwise fly
off in all directions

(The Journey of the King being a case in

point).
Ideally, the fable was a form tailor-made for a writer with
Dunsany•s habits of composition, and this book admirably
the flaws and strengths of this way of writing.

shows up

The shortest of

its tales were probably completely worked out in his mind before he
set plume to paper.

But Dunsany had one other quirk as a writer

that needs to be taken into account for the drastic effect it had
on his work.

Aside

from

revised anything he wrote.

a

light proofreading,

Dunsany never

His rationale for this was that re-

working a story might interfere with the initial inspiration.

A

good analogy would be trying to touch up a watercolor; once it's
been painted, any tampering is more likely to ruin than improve
upon

the

original.

Dunsany

had

a

very

Victorian/Romantic

conception of inspiration which swallowed whole Shelley's claims in
"The Defense of Poetry, 11 and it served him badly as an author.
Some of the Fifty-one Tales are thin and need more thought to reach
their potential; a little more work would have greatly improved

(
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them.

But that would have been against Dunsany's creed, and so we

get decent stories where we could have had good ones, good ones
that could have been great, with the exceptional story far rarer
than it need be.

The short fables in this book also demonstrate

why, when it did work, Dunsany•s system was so effective.
But elsewhere his doctrine of writing in short, independent,
concentrated bursts without revising lead him into trouble.

As his

ambition led him to write full-length plays instead of one-act ones
(the latter he had written like his stories, all in one sitting,
usually between teatime and supper), and novels instead of short
stories, his problems mounted.

For Dunsany a novel was a series of

episodes all of roughly equal importance.

There is very little

sense of climax; the story just goes on until it ends.

Any of his

novels could have a section of 100 pages added or extracted without
greatly affecting the structure of the work.
stories

his

standards,

to

theory

of

compress

composition
what

he

forced

had

to

In the fantasy short
him

say

into

to

raise

the

his

smallest

possible space; in the novels he relaxes and, as a result, dilutes.
In the short shorts, the fables, he compresses so much that each is
a distillation, a poignant drop exploring a single idea.
No one theme unites this book, which is perhaps the reason
Dunsany gave it such a neutral title.
would expect, but not every tale.

Nemesis haunts it, as we

Juxtaposition casts timeless

things into cheap modern settings or contemporary events into a
timeless framework; in both cases the best of these pieces have the
detached, jewel-like quality of fine miniatures.

(

This has enabled
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them to age extremely well.

In fact, one feature of the book that

is surprising is how modern many of its concerns are.

It must have

startled readers who had followed Dunsany's career up to this point
to see him suddenly depart from his fantasy worlds to condemn
billboards ("What We Have Come To"), the work ethic ("The Songless
Country,"

"The

City"),

cancer-causing

food

additives

("The

Reward"), pollution ("The Latest Thing"), urbanization ("The Three
Tall Sons," "The Prayer of the Flowers," "Time and Nature") and
even

the

industrial

revolution

("Furrow

Maker") . 74

With

our

chronological snobbery we like to think of these as problems unique
to our generation, forgetting that Upton Sinclair's The Jungle and
the Pure Food and Drug Act it inspired both date back to 1906.~
Only in this book do we get an idea of what kind of politician
ounsany might have made had he succeeded in following his father
and uncle into Parliament.
Kent,

If he had only run as a candidate for

where he had his country house and was well-known to his

neighbors, rather than standing for a seat in Wiltshire where he
was utterly unknown and only his eccentricities stood out when he
campaigned, he might have had a long and successful career.
not to be.

In 1908, following his second consecutive defeat, he

retreated from politics for good.
wrote the tales
Saturday

for this book,

Review,

publisher for it.n
Dunsany,

It was

then

spent

over the next four years he

most of which appeared in The

another

three

trying

to

find

a

It was a collection which meant quite a lot to

judging from the trouble he went to make sure it got

published, but once again it was an experiment he never repeated.
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In 1914 came The War, and soon the Georgian period, which had seen
the flowering of Dunsany's and Forster's and Saki's and Hodgson's
careers, was to end.
period.

And with it came the end of Dunsany's great
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1916

1916 was a catastrophic year, not just for Dunsany, but for
all

of Western civilization.

There burst upon him,

in rapid

succession, the death of his mother, a quarrel leading to permanent
estrangement from his only brother, the onset of middle age, the
Easter Uprising, a near-fatal wound, imprisonment at the hands of
the Irish rebels,

a break with the rest of the Irish Literary

Renaissance for taking the British side in the quarrel,

and, as

soon as he recovered, being sent to the trenches of the Western
Front.

A year later he was pulled out of the trenches and put to

work writing anti-Kaiser propaganda.

He fully expected to die when

ordered to the Front, and with good reason, and so he wrapped up
his

career,

putting his

affairs

in

order before he

departed.

Against all odds he survived the ordeal to live another forty
years, but it was a kind of posthumous existence; the Dunsany who
had written A Dreamer's Tales and The Book of Wonder never made it
through the War.

By the time the war was over it had been four and

a half years since he had written any fantasy stories and too much
had happened to him in between for him to simply pick up where he
had left off.

Furthermore, by the time he was demobilized, he was

world-famous as a playwright, making it still harder to go back to
his old career.

He had lost Sime when his partner retired in 1914

and the world had changed:

so much so that his whole career can be

divided into two unequal parts:
works were written,

(

1904-1916, when all his great

and everything that followed, which I call
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"The Ghost Years."
In order to understand what happened to make Dunsany abandon
the genre he most enjoyed writing in and in which he did his best
work, it is necessary to examine the events of that momentous year,
1916, in some detail.
him by unharmed.

The first few years of the war had passed

As befit a loyal veteran of the Boer War, he had

enlisted at once on the outbreak of hostilities in August 1914,
first

in the abortive

Inniskill

Fusiliers,

Irish volunteers and then

in the Royal

but spent the next two years

in training

camps, writing nothing, bored and depressed by turns.

He narrowly

missed the debacle at Gallipoli when (to his vast irritation) he
was re-assigned just before his battalion left to take part in
Churchill's 'third front' -- fortuitously, since he would almost
certainly have been

killed

barracks conditions

Dunsany,

had he

accompanied

his men.

Under

who required peace and quiet and

complete isolation to work, was unable to write.

Except for a few

poems and the official propaganda he wrote after his return from
the front, his output fell to zero during the war years.
To the boredom and tension caused by the war were added a
series of personal crises.
died.

The two had been estranged for years and he had not even

been told she was ill.
became ill,
come.

At the end of February 1916 his mother

Still, the news upset him so badly that he

too ill to attend the funeral.

There was worse to

In her will Ernlen left everything to Dunsany's brother,

Reginald, presumably on the theory that since Dunsany had inherited
his father's lands and title, her other son deserved all her
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possessions.

At his brother's wedding in mid-April he and Dunsany

quarreled, with the result that Dunsany sued to break his mother's
will.

He succeeded in getting his childhood home, Shoreham Priory

in Kent, but at the cost of a brother.~
close

--

Amory

remarks

how

it's

The two had never been

possible

to

read

Patches

of

Sunlight as the autobiography of an only child (Amory, p. 15)
but after this they never spoke again.
Yet worse was to follow.
Easter,

revolution

broke

Only a week later, on the day after

out

in

Dublin.

Most

of

the

Irish

literati, while they considered the rebels hotheaded buffoons, at
least had some sympathy with their cause.

Not Dunsany.

It was not

just that as a commissioned officer, a Captain in the British army,
he would have been committing high treason to give any aid to the
rebels; it went deeper than that.

Most people saw the conflict in

terms of two countries, Ireland and England, and bitterly resented
English dominance of occupied Eire.
was only one country,

Britain,

For Dunsany, however, there

to which they all belonged.

He

could no more conceive of the Irish legitimately wanting a separate
state than the average German or Italian today could imagine these
nations dissolving back again into their constituent parts.

For

him, Sir Roger Casement, who conspired with the Germans to time the
uprising to coincide with a planned offensive at the Somme,~ was
purely and simply a traitor; the Sinn Fein simply terrorists.
1 i ttle he understood the spirit of the times

How

is shown by his

managing both to get himself shot by the rebels and later arrested
by the government:

no other Irish writer managed this remarkable
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feat. 80
Of all the misfortunes that overtook Dunsany in that year,
being shot and then held as a

prisoner of war by his

countrymen was undoubtedly the most harrowing.

fellow

The wound was a

serious one -- he was shot in the head in an ambush while on his
way to report for duty8 1 --and that he survived at all was the
result of a near-miracle:

the bullet which hit him was a ricochet

which had lost some of its force.

Instead of penetrating to his

brain, it hit him in the face and lodged in a sinus cavity below
the left eye.

Surprisingly, he was treated kindly by his captors,

who took him to a hospital rather than a prison.

Even so, there

were a few tense moments when they debated finishing him off or
executing all prisoners rather than allowing them to be recaptured.
There was also the problem of a severe fire that broke out near the
hospital.

No fire fighters were being allowed in the war zone, so

Dunsany had the

unenviable

experience

of

lying helpless

in

a

hospital bed listening to the fire raging in the streets outside
and wondering if the wind was going to blow it in their direction.
To have come so close to death and to have escaped shows
amazing luck.

Dunsany apparently made a complete recovery with no

permanent side effects -- impaired mental faculties, paralysis, or
disfigurement.

But the experience was traumatic enough to leave

its mark even if cosmetic surgery succeeded in hiding the scar
after the bullet was removed.

For the rest of the year Dunsany

awoke each night from a vivid nightmare convinced that he was dying
(Patches, p. 281).

(

Moreover, he was ordered back to active duty
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after only a single month's leave.

Apparently the Army judged the

situation in Ireland grave enough that he was forced to return to
his post before having fully healed.
he was sent to the Front.
a

As soon as he was fit enough,

At age 36 he'd been too old, but now at

badly-stricken 38 he was needed to replace the half-million

younger men who had died or been invalided out in the Somme.
Dunsany

promptly

fell

ill

again

from

trench

conditions

tonsillitis, which he was not able to get properly treated for the
remaining two years the war still had to run.
He never forgot the horror of what he saw there on the Western
Front.

The deaths and carnage that staggered most soldiers Dunsany

seems to have taken in stride, cushioned perhaps by his Boer War
experiences.
appalled him.

But what the war had done to the towns and landscape
"The desert

of the Somme",

he

called

it,

and

remarked "I saw .•. more ruin [there] than any traveller would see in
the whole of Egypt. 1182

Early in 1918 he was recalled and sent to

London, where the War Department put him to work writing propaganda
about the "Huns" and "Kaiser Bill" -- a soul-destroying task if
ever there was one.M
Dunsany's position in the late spring and early summer of 1916
was not a pleasant one.

His world was crumbling around him, he had

lost his family,~ he had narrowly escaped death once and knew that
as soon as he had recovered sufficiently he was to be sent into the
bloodiest battle in all of recorded history.
now 38

Furthermore, he was

no great age, but significant when we remember that his

father had died at the age of 43 and his eldest uncle at 35: 85 only

(
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Uncle

Horace

survived

of

the

male

members

of

the

preceding

generation, and he had been a frail man all his life and was now
suffering

There are

from cancer.

indications everywhere that

Dunsany considered himself a man under a death sentence.

He spoke

of plans for a collected edition of his work, implying that there
would be no more of it.~

He changed the name of his forthcoming

Book

of Wonder to The Last Book of Wonder (the

book from The Second

English publishers ignored this title, no doubt feeling that it was
too depressing,

and used Tales of Wonder instead 87 )

elegiac preface to it.

and added an

One of the two best pieces of non-fiction

prose he ever produced,~ it is clearly meant to stand as his own
epitaph.

He even bluntly stated that he never expected to come

back from France alive.

At a literary party he attended shortly

before his departure, hostess Katharine Tynan twitted him with a
remark that she supposed he would write war poems when he got back,
to which he replied, "I shall never come back ..•• A man as tall as
I am never comes back. 1189

Accordingly, he set all his affairs in

order, insofar as he was able, bade farewell to his career, and
went off to what promised to be an ignoble and unpleasant death.

Farewell my readers. Though the Press Bureau
Is dumb about the way by which we go,
Yet somewhere close I know there waits for me
A nameless ship upon a censored sea.
And so farewell, for bits of nickelled lead
Flit all day long about our destination.
A poet, if he gets one in the head,
Does no more singing in that incarnation.~

(
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(viii)

The Last Book of Wonder

rt is astonishing that the book which appeared under these
conditions

is Dunsany's most light-hearted.

The Last Book of

Wonder is the third and last in the triad of masterpieces,
fully

the

equal

of

its

predecessors.

rt

is

also

his

and
most

substantial collection yet, with nineteen stories to A Dreamer's
Tales' sixteen and The Book of Wonder's fourteen, and half again as
many pages as the later book. 91

Begun as a continuation of The Book

of Wonder, its original title was "The Second Book of Wonder," and
it was under this heading that six of its stories appeared with
Sime illustrations in The Sketch in 1914. 92

So close are its ties

to the 1912 collection that we are told (Patches p. 182) one story,
"The Loot of Lorna," was only left out of the first book because it
had already gone to press.

It is not surprising then that, for the

first time in Dunsany's career, his newest book breaks little new
ground; it is a continuation rather than a fresh start.

The Book

of Wonder had differed a good bit from A Dreamer's Tales because of
the new approach Dunsany and Sime had taken in writing it.

The

Last Book of Wonder combines elements of both books, in many ways
offering a middle ground between the two.

Several stories could

fit easily into The Book of Wonder and were written in the same
fashion; others return to the first-person Dreamer persona of the
earlier book.

Instead of innovation we find development; Dunsany

is consolidating his achievement.
One of the ways he does this is through cross-referencing.

(
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The recurrence of a name, a place, a character from story to story
has a profound effect in building up the sense of a shared world so
important in fantasy.

Repeating such touches from book to book

creates the impression that they are all part of the same body of
Once this sense has been established, even stories which

work.

contain no reference whatsoever to anything in any earlier story
are subsumed:

the reader assumes there is a connection which is

never made explicit.
work.

Yet actual sequels are rare in Dunsany' s

If we leave aside the stories about Pegana, which can hardly

be called 'sequels' since they are all interdependent parts in the
same story cycle, in all eight of these books there are only five
sequels out a total of 174 stories.~

And from this number one is

a sequel only in the sense that its hero is the son of the hero of
a previous tale94 and another is actually a prequel -- the first,
to my knowledge, in fantasy.~

Yet the use of casual references,

to 'Yannish' in "The Hashish Man" and to Bethmoora in "A Shop in
Go-by street," has its effect, as does the rather neat trick of
making one of Nuth' s victims another thief's client in a later
story.%

More than a garnish, these occasional references in one

story to people, places, and events in another97

work to create a

sense of a whole greater than any of its individual parts,

an

effect underscored by the original designation in The Sketch of The
Book

of

Wonder

and

The

Second

Book

of

Wonder's

stories

as

'episodes'.
Colin Manlove has argued that the serial -- an open-ended
series of stories all featuring the same character -- is the
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essential form for science fiction and fantasy.

If so, this

observation only highlights how unusual Dunsany was as a fantasist.
Between The Gods of Pegana on the one hand and The Travel Tales of
Mr. Joseph Jorkens and The Little Tales of Smethers on the other
lies a gap of over twenty years in which it is extremely rare to
find two stories about the same character.

Furthermore, it should

be noted that his sequels are sometimes better than the stories
that inspired them, a very rare thing indeed.

The two follow-ups

to "Idle Days on the Yann" may be pale imitations of the original,
and "The Hashish Man" has irritated some by attempting to offer an
explanation to the perfect mystery of "Bethmoora," but The Last
Book

of

Wonder's sequel-stories are distinctive improvements over

their The Book of Wonder counterparts.
diluting.

Here Duns any is adding, not

"The Bird of the Difficult Eye" is a much better story

than "The Distressing Tale of Thangobrind the Jeweller" and

11

A Tale

of Land and Sea II a vast improvement over "The Loot of Bombasharna. 11
In the first Captain Shard tale we are given to believe he is the
wiliest of pirates, but the story itself doesn't offer much proof
of it.

Instead, he comes off as a thoroughly unsavory character in

a rather sordid story.

In the prequel,

however,

his guile and

daring make him a much more appealing figure, especially since he
is fighting (and winning) against overwhelming odds the whole time.
Pursued by five navies, with the entire English fleet close behind
( "They were not gaining much ••. yet they were closer than was to his
liking, and they interfered with business.") and the Spanish and
the French lying in wait ahead, he escapes by fitting his ship with

(
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wheels and sailing across the Sahara, fighting Arabs all the way:
A journey almost due South from near Algiers to Akassa .... Let
it be a stimulus to younger men.
(LBW p. 150)
Sometimes The Last Book of Wonder's additions don't
affect a single story but create a whole new category.

just

Such is the

case with his stories of pirates and sailors (the two are virtually
indistinguishable in Dunsany; perhaps a sly dig at his brother, a
career navy man).
Dreamer's Tales'

There is no particular reason to connect A
"Poor Old Bill" with The Book of Wonder's "The

Loot of Bombasharna" or Fifty-one Tales' "The Man With the Golden
Earrings" until they are drawn together and a new category created
by the addition of . The Last Book of Wonder's "The Secret of the
Sea," "A Tale of Land and Sea," and "The Three Sailors' Gambit.

1198

In keeping with his fascination with badmen's tales, as expressed
through the thieves' tales of the previous book, his sailors are

(

daring rascals with a powerful hankering for strong drink.

The

only

one

thing

suspects,

that

separates

the

sailors

from

the

pirates,

are · the circumstances under which the narrator meets

them. 99
The Last Book of Wonder also marks the apotheosis of the
teaser tale,

something Dunsany had been playing with since "The

Fall of Babbulkund. 11

His love of surprise endings,

of balked

expectations, had led him to offer in "Bethmoora" a mystery without
solution, and then to give one in "The Hashish Man," only to make
sure we couldn't believe it and to in turn provide a fresh mystery
by interrupting his unreliable narrator before we find out how his
story ended.

But "Why the Milkman Shudders When He Beholds the
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Dawn" goes beyond starting a story and deliberately withholding the
ending.

In this case it is the story itself Dunsany withholds.

The title describes an ancient story told only to milkmen.

We are

told a good deal about the story second-hand, a la "The Fall of
Babbulkund;" but since we,

the readers,

are not members of the

ancient and excellent guild of milkmen, he cannot tell us the story
itself.

Like Lovecraft's Necronornicon and the book that inspired

it, R. W. Chambers' The King in Yellow, all we ever know about the
tale is people's reaction to it.
value of reticence,

a

Dunsany was well aware of the

lesson he may have learned from Sime or

perhaps from the example of M. R. James, the master of the ghost
story (whose Ghost Stories of an Antiquary appeared in 1904, the
same year Dunsany began writing), and a technique he employed much
more

adroitly

than

Lovecraft.

Lovecraft

often

pretends

to

reticence, but in a rather salacious way designed to convey what it
purports to hide with righteous horror. 100

James, a professional

antiquarian, is well aware of how much is lost over the course of
time and uses gaps of information as an authenticating device; part
of what happened can be recovered by the writer but not all. 101
Dunsany the goal is yet again different.
re-create the effect of a

dream,

For

He uses omission to help

where we' re often teased and

oppressed by the sense that there's something we're missing or have
forgotten,

or where we sometimes awaken suddenly, never learning

how the dream came out.

In "Where the Tides Ebb and Flow" what

he's forgotten is the very fact that he is dreaming; in "Lobster
Salad" it is the knowledge of how to wake up before his dream kills

(
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him.

Sometimes his sense of mischief carries him away, but his

instinct is sound: to stimulate the reader's own imagination. 102
In a way The Last Book of Wonder recapitulates the whole of
Dunsany•s career to date.

There are stories about the gods ("The

Exiles' Club") and idol worshippers ( "The Bad Old Woman in Black"),
fabled cities ("The city on Mallington Moor," "A Tale of London,"
"A Tale of the Equator"), attacks on the noise and pollution and
hurry of modern life

( "How Ali Came to the Black Country,"

"A

Narrow Escape"), ghost stories ("Thirteen at Table," "The WatchTower"), a thieves' tale ("The Bird of the Difficult Eye," the last
and one of the best), the pirate and sailor stories, teaser tales,
a

second

hashish

story

("A

Tale

of

London"),

even

a

story

reminiscent of Time and the Gods' melancholy longing for the lost
past ("The Long Porter's Tale").
There are also new beginnings, signs of the direction Dunsany
was taking when the War intervened.

For one thing, his persona

shows more concern as a collector of stories than heretofore.

In

A Dreamer's Tales he seemed primarily concerned with reporting his
own experiences; now we find him more interested in other people's
tales,

sometimes

deliberately

seeking

out

stories

for

his

collection.

He also seems to be taking his role as chronicler more

seriously.

In "A Story of Land and Sea," where the narrator is

only a fleeting presence in a way reminiscent of "The Sword of
Welleran," he goes so far as to add a "Guarantee to the Reader" at
the end concerning the story's veracity despite the geographic
problems it displays (such as ignoring the Atlas Mountains).

He
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says the story must be true, for he got it from a drunken sailor,
trusting in the proverb

"in

vino veritas. 11

The motif of priming a

reluctant witness or storyteller with strong drink

the very

foundation of the Jorkens stories

has its origins here in this

book,

of

in

the

stories

"The

Secret

the

Sea, 11

Mallington Moor," and "The Three Sailors' Gambit"

"The

City

on

{in "The Long

Porter's Tale," the inebriant of choice is bash).
Another innovation is the appearance here of his first 'deal
with the devil'

story

Infernal Jokes."

{later a

Dunsany' s

recurrent motif 103 ) ,

"The Three

devil delights in dealing in small

properties; here, he bargains not for the character's soul but for
his odd knack of seeing all women as equally ugly. 1~

In return the

man gains the three jokes of the title, guaranteed to make anyone
who hears them "simply die of laughter" (p. 203).

Unfortunately this

proves not to be a figure of speech and the poor fellow soon finds
himself not the life of the party but on trial as an unwitting mass
murderer, escaping only by telling one of his jokes to the court,
whereupon all within earshot laugh themselves to death.

No devil

appears in "The Bureau D'Exchange du Maux," but the principle is
the same.
for

A bargain is made, a small swap of one person's problem

another's

and

the

•evil

old

man'

effects

the

transfer.

Operating on the principle of the grass always being greener, the
narrator trades one phobia for another, having wisely decided not
to dabble in anything very significant.

The whole story, one of

the book's best, hinges on a linguistic pun so obvious most readers
are likely to miss it:

(

most shops deal in 'goods'; Dunsany is
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imagining what it would be like to find one that deals in evils.
As in the case of 'dying' of laughter, he is having fun with taking
literally an everyday turn of phrase.
By far the most important change in The Last Book of Wonder
from its predecessors is the predominance of humor.

Dunsany has

not abandoned any of his serious concerns, but he has shifted his
emphasis.

He had always had a light touch, earning him the title

from Dreiser of "philosopher-humorist, 11105 but he had usually let
the humor remain as an appetizer,

not the main dish.

macabre recedes somewhat into the background.

Now the

There are no grims

in this book, although there is a considerable amount of mayhem.
"The Three

Infernal Jokes,"

absurdity of the thing,
matter-of-factly stated.
material for laughs.
all his plays,
trifles,

for

instance,

concentrates

not on the grisly details,
Instead,

on the

which are

Dunsany is now playing the

He had a considerable talent for comedy.

it is the comedies,

which he dismissed as mere

which are the most enjoyable. 106

would establish him as a

Of

The plays he thought

dramatist have not aged well,

while

Atalanta at Wirnbleton, His Sainted Grandmother, and the final part
of Fame and the Poet have lost none of their sprightliness over the
years.

They have a sparkle that captures the best of the Twenties,

and I think Noel Coward would have been proud to have been able to
claim any one of them.
In his stories as well humor had always played an important
role

it was one of the qualities he shared with Sime -- and this

was no doubt one reason for his popularity at the time and the

(
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neglect

he

suffers

today.

Ever

since

the

second

book

of

Aristotle's Poetics was lost, as Umberto Eco pointed out i n ~
Name of the Rose,
seriously.

critics

have

found

it hard to

take

comedy

There have, of course, been notable exceptions, but

even they have often been valued by literary critics for values
other than their humor -- Twain's The Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn is an ideal example.

The rule has been that a work which is

funny can be enjoyed but not considered as important as more solemn
works. 107
This

critical

bias

has

served

Dunsany

ill,

both

by

marginalizing him as an author and by bringing to the fore those of
his works which best conform to such preconceptions, such as The
Curse of the Wise Woman and The King of Elfland's Daughter, which
are by no means his best work.

Students of fantasy unacquainted

with his oeuvre often conscientiously read the latter and, with
some justice, read no further, dismissing him on the basis of that
one

book

as

a

minor talent,

however

interesting. 108

To

push

Ounsany's more 'serious' and longer works to the fore is to do him
a disservice and to miss much of his best writing because of a
critical prejudice.
Such
fantasy,

a

misapprehension

is

particularly

inappropriate

in

because humorous fantasy has been a major part of the

genre since its inception.

George Meredith, Lewis Carroll, Edward

Garnett, James Branch Cabell, James Stephens, Ernest Bramah, Thorne
Smith,

James Thurber,

Flann o' Brien,

the Unknown Worlds school

(especially Fletcher Pratt; incidently a student of Dunsany's

(
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work 1~), Mervyn Wall, Myers Myers, John Bellairs, Tom Holt, Barry
Hughart, and Terry Pratchett are only some of the more important
writers

of

comic

fantasy,

but

their

work

is

overlooked in critical discussions of the field.

often

unjustly

Dunsany thought

his work rather unusual for combining humor and fantasy. Actually,
this is one of the things that puts him firmly in a great but
unappreciated tradition.

Of all his books, The Last Book of Wonder

is perhaps the most overtly humorous, and its humor is one of the
book's most winning aspects.

It is ironic that in a career filled

with ironies Dunsany managed to bring out his funniest book at the
grimmest point in his life.
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Lionization

(ix)

In 1919 Dunsany emerged from the war to find himself famous
and his

career completely at

loose ends.

Almost without his

noticing it, he had gained a great following in America, where John

w.

Luce, Boni

&

Liveright (Modern Library), and Little, Brown were

vying for the rights to bring out his work.

His plays ran in New

York to great acclaim, 110 and numerous articles appeared hailing him
as one of the greatest writers of the new century.
"Smart Set" adopted him as their darling,

Mencken's

just as they were to

catch up Cabell after the famous 'Jurgen' trial a few years later.
There had even been a

book devoted to his work:

Dunsany the

Dramatist (1917) by Edward Hale Bierstadt, which proved so popular
it went through a second revised and expanded edition two years
later. 111

Demand for his work was so great that Stuart Walker, the

actor-manager who staged several of his plays in America, wrote a
book of imitation Dunsany plays, Portmanteau Plays (1917), which
seems to have done fairly well in its own right. 112
By now Dunsany was well
renowned literary figure.
all across Europe.

on his way to becoming a

world-

Not only was he popular in America but

His plays had been performed in pre-war St.

Petersburg and post-war Czechoslovakia.

Joyce, hiding from the war

in neutral Zurich, was interested in staging one of them through a
theatrical group he had organized called The English Players. 113
The only place which seemed immune was England, where sales for his
books continued small and he continued to have great difficulty in
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getting his plays staged.
Dunsany began to feel that he was unjustly neglected at home;
that prejudice against his title and jealously of his talent were
causing critics and producers to conspire against him.
that

if he had

followed Lord Howard de Walden

He believed

(Thomas Evelyn

Ellis) 's example and published his books under his name (Edward
Plunkett)

rather than his title

gotten a fairer reception.

(Lord Dunsany)

they would have

As he wrote in a satiric poem, putting

the words ("inky spite") into the mouth of a reviewer,
"We do not like the kind of thing
That lords", they say, "most likely write. 11114

Yet the impression one gets from the distance of over half a
century is that Dunsany was treated quite fairly and that he had
not done at all badly in the first fifteen years of his career in

(

making a name for himself.
become

friendly

with

a

He had published a dozen books.
number

of

major

writers

of

He had

the

day,

including Shaw, Wells, Yeats, and Kipling, who welcomed him into
the world of letters.

He had his work published by important

publishers like George Allen (publishers of Ruskin) and Heinemann
as well as smaller but quite reputable firms like Elkin Matthews
and Grant Richards.

He had appeared in major literary journals

like The English Review as well as popular magazines like The
Saturday Review and a host of prestigious little magazines like The
Irish Review.

If he was not yet a household name or best seller

that was not surprising; his works were unlikely to make much of an
impression on the popular fiction market.

Besides, it takes time
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for

a

writer,

especially

a

writer

recognition from the reading public.

of short

stories,

to

gain

Even today 'new voices' and

•overnight successes' are often those who have been publishing for
a

decade

or

more.

Few

writers

become

established,

easily

recognizable 'names' until they have been laboring away for twenty
or thirty years.
But Dunsany, although he had done so well for such a young
writer,

was not a young man.

He was over forty when the war

finally ended, in poor health, with no idea how much longer he had
to live.

He was impatient for the credit he thought was due him

and could not understand why the praise he was getting from all
sides had not translated into making him a famous writer, a prophet
with honor in his own country, as it were.
subject took two forms:

His brooding over this

a kind of paranoia about those who were

out to rob him of his due and a series of stories and plays about
Fame.

It led him to a decision which was to have a momentous

effect -- that to be taken seriously he would have to abandon the
short story altogether.
It should be stated at the outset that Dunsany was his own
worst

enemy.

He

was

quick to

take

offense,

jealous

of

his

prerogatives, and had a knack of alienating those who could best
help him.

No sooner had Yeats gotten King Argimenes and the

Unknown Warrior, only Dunsany's second play to reach a theater,
staged

at

the

Abbey

than

Dunsany

accused

plagiarizing it for her own The Deliverer. 115

Lady

Gregory

This ridiculous

charge did much to lose Dunsany Yeats' support: he never had

(

of
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another play at the Abbey.
later when

Dunsany met

H.

The pattern was repeated eight years
L.

publicize his works in America.

Mencken,

who

had

done

much

to

Mencken, who had admired Dunsany•s

work so much from afar, was so unimpressed with Dunsany in person
that

he

stopped

henceforth. 116

publishing

him

in

any

of

his

magazines

Dunsany was enough of an egoist to be completely

unaware of how he came across and charming enough that no one seems
to have ever told him; he merely notes having a pleasant luncheon
with Mencken and his co-editor, George Nathan (Sirens p. 30) • 117
He was equally unlucky in his dealings with publishers.

He

was always quarreling with them and leaving one to find another for
his next book, with the result that his opus was soon scattered
amongst a half-dozen different firms, none of which had exclusive
rights.
(

'

He also included in all his contracts a provision that all

rights reverted to him after a few years.

The idea was to keep

control over his writings, but the result was that when the rights
expired

the

books went

out

of print,

quickly

taking

all

his

earliest (and best) work out of circulation.
These

two

factors

worked

greatly

to

his

disadvantage

by

insuring that (a) it was impossible to assemble a complete edition
and (b)

it was in no publisher's interest to keep his works in

print as part of their 'Dunsany catalogue'.

In 1921 we find a

German translator trying to convince him of "the necessity of
having united in one publishing house all your work.
it •.. [is] in your interest, absolutely.

11118

Believe me,

But Dunsany was simply

too difficult for any publisher to put up with for long. 119

In

123

(

America he fared rather better, largely because he had less say in
the

matter,

but

even

so

he

soon

was

scattered

among

four

publishers:

Luce, Boni

and Putnam.

There were also, beginning in the teens but growing to

&

Liveright' s Modern Library, Little-Brown,

a flood in the twenties, translations of his works appearing in
pre-revolutionary Russia, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Sweden,
Holland, Czechoslovakia, and Switzerland. 1~

Rather than rejoicing

in these signs of how his fame was spreading, Dunsany mainly saw
them as attempts to pirate his work without paying him proper
royalties.
published

He scotched Joyce's attempt to get A Night at an Inn
in

a

new

magazine

a

friend

of

his

was

launching,

oblivious to the fact of the good Joyce's endorsement would have
done him irrespective of payment. 121
It is hard now to convey just how popular Dunsany was in the
decade centering around 1919-1920.

Mencken considered it a coup to

get his stories for The Smart Set and to be the one to introduce
him to the American public.
right to put on his newest play.

New York theaters fought over the
Film studios in Germany, England,

and America all tried to negotiate contracts to make movies out of
his plays or to have him write scripts for them. 122

F.

Scott

Fitzgerald includes a scene in his first novel where his young hero
goes through a 'Dunsany period' at college (immediately after his
Portrait of Dorian Gray stage), when he and a friend take turns
reading Dunsany' s poetry back and forth to each other. 123

Ernest

Hemingway took his tales along with him on a camping trip and read
them aloud to his friends at night around the campfire~ in typical

(

124

(

laconic fashion, Hemingway contributes the briefest evaluation of
Dunsany on record ("He's great") • 124

James Thurber starred in a

college production of A Night at an Inn which was apparently a
great success. 125

When J. B. Pond lured Dunsany over on a lecture

tour from October 1919 through January 1920

he was feted and

lionized, ranked with top authors of the day like Spanish novelist
Blasco Ibanez

(The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse)

and recent

Nobel Prize winner Maurice Maeterlinck (The Blue Bird).

Between

engagements he spent his time socializing with the Maeterlincks and
ex-President Roosevelt's family,

and meeting Kahlil Gibran

(The

Prophet), Mencken, and, as he casually remarks on one occasion,
"all the poets in America. 11126

Everywhere he went he was deluged by

reporters, who wanted his opinions on every topic imaginable.

His

lectures were packed; they were so successful that Pond made plans
for him to tour the West as well as the East.

At a lecture in

Boston he so impressed one writer in the audience, H.P. Lovecraft,
that Lovecraft devoted the next seven years to writing imitation
Dunsany. 127

On all sides Dunsany was treated as one of the greatest

living writers, by public and intelligentsia alike.
On the one hand he reveled in it, and on the other it made him
uneasy.
it,

Dunsany had waited for recognition, he had dreamed about

he had written a whole series of stories and plays on the

theme, but when it actually came he was rather disconcerted by all
the hullabaloo.

Like many Europeans, he found American enthusiasm

pleasant but rather overwhelming.

Besides,

he had long since

convinced himself that any fame he ever found would be posthumous.

(

125

(

Thus in "The Assignation" (Fifty-one Tales' opening story) when the
poet rebukes Fame for ignoring his devotion and wasting her time on
ephemeral things, she looks at him with love and promises to meet
him "in the graveyard at the back of the workhouse in a hundred
years."

Fame is always a woman to Dunsany, a Greek goddess, and

the relationship between her and the writer one borrowed from the
courtly love tradition.

The writer is cast as the devoted lover

suing for his lady's favor, which she haughtily withholds until she
pleases -- usually changing her mind too late to benefit the writer
in any way.
But

Fame,

when

she comes,

Dunsany discovered for himself.

is never what

is expected,

as

For one thing, there is also false

fame, or Notoriety, goddess of flash-in-the-pan reputations, who
must be distinguished from the real thing.

Then, too, Fame herself

has "many moods" and can appear in a number of guises, not all of
them easy to recognize.

In Fame Cornes Late the young poet had

dreamed of her as a
glorious figure, the goddess with the golden trumpet, and the
wreath of bays in her hair, and the flash in her eye" (Plays
of Earth and Air, p. 7)
but she does not arrive until he is an old man and she, too, is a
feeble crone he must tend ("she's been looking for me all these
years; she must have had a long way to come").

Not until he dies

does she revert to her former glory.

More amusingly, in Fame and

the

first

Poet,

written when

Dunsany was

being discovered

America, 128 she turns out to be a strumpet with a trumpet.
smokes, she talks slang like a guttersnipe, and -- to his vast

in
She

126

(

embarrassment

--

she

shouts

out the window his

nickname, · his

favorite color, and what he had for breakfast, each time to the
roarous cheers of the crowd.

He finally tries to send her away on

the excuse of not being worthy, to no avail.

She's decided he's "a

bit of all right" and the play ends with the ominous words
"I've come to stay, I have" (Plays of Near and Far, p. 245).

In real life Dunsany was to find his fame in America just as
tawdry

reporters

described

his

leather

underwear" -- but far easier to be rid of.

waistcoat

as

"fur

He simply cancelled the

second half of his lecture tour, much to Pond's chagrin, and came
home again.

The momentum continued for some time on its own, but

by the mid-twenties had died down as the postwar enthusiasm for
Irish writers passed and an explosion of homegrown talent, led by
Fitzgerald, Hemingway, and Faulkner, took the field.

In England,

too, a new group of writers, including Joyce, Woolf, and Eliot, was
coming to the fore with the triumph of Modernism.
wanted

change

from

the

heavy

realism

of

the

Dunsany had
Edwardians 129

(paralleled in America by the Naturalists, equally realistic but
more

pessimistic

Georgians

had

Romanticism.

in

hoped

their depictions) ,
to

lead

English

but

he

and his

literature

into

fellow
a

new

Instead, for one of the few times in literary history

the avant-garde took center stage.

Today the Georgian movement is

remembered only as a kind of footnote, a false start that quickly
dead-ended.

This dismissive attitude distorts the fact that the

war killed the movement before it had properly gotten started.

127

Most of the best Georgians died in the fighting,
Edward Thomas. 130

like Saki and

Others, like Dunsany and James Stephens, found

that they had been left behind by the tide of new developments,
labelled part of the pre-war world; what a callow young Robert
Graves rejected with the phrase "goodbye to all that."
If Dunsany had been able to pick up his career where he left
off, all might yet have been well.
was no longer possible.

But to make matters worse, this

It was not simply a case of having written

himself out -- although 174 stories and 14 plays represent quite a
respectable output for a decade's work -- but that the traumas of
the war years had effectively isolated him from his pre-war self.
One by one the sources of his inspiration were cut off.

Sime had

retired

had not

and

no

longer worked as

an

illustrator.

He

abandoned his art; in fact he continued to work harder than ever,
painting hours each day,
black and white
(Heneage

&

developing new techniques,

for color,

Ford, p. 27-28).

of him were a

abandoning

putting on shows in 1924

and 1927

But all Dunsany was able to coax out

few frontispieces and,

in 1926,

a

set of color

illustrations to help launch the Jorkens series.

The kind of

collaboration that had contributed so much to the success of The
Book of Wonder was now out of the question; Dunsany's best source
of ideas and only partner was now lost to him.
In

addition,

Renaissance.

he

had

drifted

from

the

Irish

Literary

His only real ties with the movement had been those

of friendship with many of its members,

ties that were largely

severed after the outbreak of revolution and civ~l war.

There is

128

no evidence that Dunsany was actually ostracized by his peers,
although his unpopular opinions have certainly contributed to his
neglect by modern critics.
actively

anti-English,

Most of his contemporaries were, if not

at

least

pro-independence.

Dunsany,

outspokenly pro-British and anti-independence, accordingly found
himself out of sympathy with his fellows.

He drifted out of touch

with most of them; only the irrepressible Gogarty stayed close.
And finally,

of course,

there was The War.

More than any

personal factor, the problem of having survived forced Dunsany to
a decision over what he was going to do with the rest of his life.
He had not expected to

live and had brought his career to a

dignified close with the preface to The Last Book of Wonder.

Now

he had to decide what to do with the extra time so unexpectedly
granted him.

This was made all the more difficult by the fact that

he had downed pen when his work had been at its most light-hearted
and humorous.

He could no longer re-capture that mood.

Some kind

of new start was necessary if he was to continue as a writer.
At the war's end a sobered and much-aged Dunsany was haunted
with the thought that he needed somehow to justify his survival
when so many others had perished.

We find him in early 1919

depressed, "oppressed ... with the thought that I might not do as
much work as I felt ought to be done by anyone who had survived the
war"

(Sirens

p.

12).

He

takes

the

phrase

"It

is

a

great

responsibility to have survived the war" as his motto and put it in
the front of a blank book he intended to write stories in; but the
book, Amory tells us, remained blank (Amory p. 159).

He even

129
abandoned his U. s.

tour after three months because he felt "a

writer's job is to get on with his writing" (Sirens p.31).
But how?

A friend quotes him as having said at the time "that

the difficulty in building one's life after the experience of the
Great War was that the war was a brick bigger than the building"
(quoted in sirens p. 10).

One thing was clear:

the future did not

lie along the lines he had followed hithertofore;
departure was called for.

a whole new

He had written very few stories since

1914, and those had been during his American tour; now six long
years would pass before he would write another, and he would never
again resume the style he had perfected.

Did Dunsany find himself

unable to write the kind of story he wanted?

Or did he make the

conscious decision not to, to turn to new things?

The answer seems

to be that a combination of both factors was at work.

Whatever the

reason, in 1920 he abandoned the short story and decided henceforth
he would be a playwright and novelist:
he wrought his finest work was ended.

the 'great period' wherein

130

*

(

(x)

Tales of Three Hemispheres

As if to put a capstone on this decision, a final collection
of wonder tales appeared in the U.

s.

following

Hemispheres

year.

Tales

of

Three

postscript to Dunsany's early career.

in 1919 and in England the
forms

a

Unfortunately,

kind

of

it is not

just the last but the worst of all his early books, a clear decline
from

the

mastery

of

The

Last

Book

of

Wonder

back

into

tentativeness of Time and the Gods or The Sword of Welleran.

the

It is

also something of a mystery when its stories were written and how
it was published.

Every story whose provenance can be traced pre-

dates the war 131 ; only one short snippet, apparently reproduced from
a newspaper report of a speech in New York, is contemporaneous with
the

book.

existed. 132

No

Sime

illustrations

were

used,

although

some

It is not even clear if Dunsany put the book together

himself or if his publisher, J.
market without his permission. 133

w.

Luce, snuck it out onto the

A sort of poor relation to the

Books of Wonder, it is nonetheless genuine Dunsany.

Most of its

weaknesses can be ascribed to the fact that it is a collection of
leftovers.

Dunsany once planned a book of essays to be called From

an Old Drawer; 134

this collection of odds and ends, the scraps of

his pre-war era,

would have merited the title.

Since we have

already touched on several of its stories earlier in this chapter,
stressing the elements they have in common with A Dreamer's Tales,
The Book of Wonder,

and The Last Book of Wonder,

this closing

section will be devoted to highlighting such features as set it

131

apart.

In this way we might glean some clue as to the direction

Dunsany's stories might have taken had not the war disastrously
intervened.
The first impression a reader gets coming to this book after
having read A Dreamer's Tales, The Book of Wonder, and The Last
Book of Wonder is a

sense of deja vu; much of Tales of Three

Hemispheres consists of variations on stories we have seen earlier,
and its best story, "Idle Days on the Yann," is actually a reprint
from A Dreamer's Tales, reproduced here to fill out the volume.
Most if not all of its material is composed of stories Dunsany
rejected when compiling The Last Book of Wonder.
is not without merit:

Still, the book

the appearance of "Yann" is given a new

context through inclusion with it of its two sequels, "A Shop in
Gaby Street" and "The Avenger of Perdondaris"

(their first book

publication), 135 the whole being called Beyond the Fields We Know.
Also, even second-rate Dunsany possesses some of the appeal of his
best work.
Of the new stories, "How the Office of Postman Fell Vacant in
Otford-under-the-Wold" is a simple variant on Dunsany' s other tales
about the unhealthiness of curiosity, going back to "The Secret of
the

Gods"

(Time

and

the

Gods).

In

style

it

bears

a

great

similarity to "Why the Milkman Shudders When He Beholds the Dawn,"
which was written at the same time.

"How the Gods Avenged Meoul Ki

Ning" is a slight piece which would also have fitted nicely into
Time and the Gods with its depiction of the gods' pettiness and
incompetence.

"The Prayer of Boob Aheera" carries on the Arabian

132

(

Nights mode but is far inferior to The Last Book

of

Wonder's ·"How

Ali Came to the Black Country," being virtually devoid of plot
-- a feature it shares with several other stories in the volume,
which is overall quite static.

"A Petty Quarrel" reprises "How

Plash-Goo

None' s

Came

to

the

Land

of

Desire"

with

the

innovation that the shoe is on the other foot this time.

minor

Instead

of a giant trying to extirpate a dwarf and meeting with a welldeserved comeuppance, this tells of how the dwarves made war upon
the half-gods, with disastrous effect.

With only rare exceptions,

the general impression a reader gets while going through all these
stories is that we've seen it all done before, and better.
A few
succeed.

stories,

while

admittedly

covering

old

ground,

Rather Wellsian

in tone, 136

"The Old Brown

do

Coat,"

a

modern-day story, is written with great understatement and would
have fit in nicely in The Last Book of Wonder.

The same is true of

"The Sack of Emeralds," the last of Dunsany' s
tales.

Economical,

almost terse,

"nameless doom"

it is one of Tales of Three

Hemispheres' best stories and suffers only from being essentially
the same story as "The House of the Sphinx" told over again in a
different setting.

With the possible exception of "Postman" and of

course

Fields We Know,

Beyond the

justification for

the book;

all

these stories are the only

the

rest

is

filler.

Dunsany

himself had been well aware of this, and it is no doubt why he had
left them out of earlier collections.
Poor though they are as stories compared with his best, three
of the tales here

(

-- "East and West,

11

"How the Gods Avenged Meoul

133

(

Ki Ning," and "An Archive of the Older Mysteries"
a new element: the Far East.

do introduce

Earlier Dunsany had dabbled in the

Near East of Arabia, and a Middle Eastern flavor had hung over his
kings and emperors from the beginning, but with the possible and
sinister exception of Thulba Mleen in "The Hashish Man" the Orient
had never entered into his world before.
enough to dominate the collection.

Now it does, strongly

The second and third of these

tales we can dismiss as inconsequential, but "East and West," while
not one of his best,

does succeed admirably in contrasting the

pointless hustle and hurry of our civilization --here represented
by

a

Phineas

Fogg-like

hansom-cab

race

Piccadilly "going round by the long way"

from

Pittsburgh

to

(p.28)-- with the calm

poise of China, in the guise of a Manchu shepherd. Never mind that
China

was

at

revolution;

the

time

of

writing

undergoing

civil

for Dunsany it is the ideal of China,

infinitely patient, that matters. 137

war

and

ancient and

This was also one of the most

popular of Dunsany's early pieces, being reprinted five times in
only four years. 138

One can see why.

Dunsany has taken the plot-

element (the trans-continental horse-cab race), which most writers
would have made the centerpiece of their story,
trivial irrelevance.

and made it a

The whole force of the story comes not from

the action but from the inaction of the observer.

The story's form

and style mimic its theme.
One
mention,

final

story

in

Tales

of

Three

Hemispheres

deserves

not for any virtue it possesses but because it was a

harbinger of things to come: "The Last Dream of Bwana Khubla.

(

11

134
Inspired by Dunsany's 1913 safari and his seeing a mirage while
driving past Phoenix Park, Dublin (Patches p. 246, 260), it is a
simple and fairly uninteresting story.

On its own merits, the only

feature that stands out is Dunsany's use of sub-Sahara Africa for
a setting for the first time. 139
history of

career, 140

Dunsany' s

Jorkens stories.

But the story is important in the
for

it clearly anticipates

the

The setting (tropical Africa), theme, even the

narrator's inability to confirm the travellers' story are all the
same.
When

The only thing missing is the character of Jorkens himself.
Dunsany returned

to

the

short

story

after twelve

years'

abeyance, it was here that he found a loose thread, something he
could pick up on to build himself a new career.

Thoroughly minor

in its own right, "Bwana Khubla" was, unknown to anyone (including
Dunsany himself),

a

signpost marking the direction he was

follow.
But for now, all that lay in the future.

to

The final words of

Tales of Three Hemispheres, written ten years before, turned out to
be prophetic, when Dunsany's persona decided to think no more for
a time of the Lands of Dream, and "to be content for long with the
fields we know."

(

CHAPTER THREE:

THE GHOST YEARS

(

136

(

(i)

Along Came Jorkens

At the end of February 1926, Lady Dunsany wrote the following
brief letter to Herbert Thring of the Society of Authors:
Dear Mr. Thring.
Lord Dunsany would be very greatly obliged if you could
kindly tell him to what reviews or magazines you would
recommend him to send short stories of 2000 or 3000 words?
It is many years since he has published short stories
in that way and he would like advice as to what periodical
would be likely to care for his work and to pay well.
Yours truly
Beatrice Dunsany
Thring responded at once, as was his custom, recommending Dunsany
buy The Writer's and Artist's Year Book (the contemporary British
equivalent of Writer's Market), get an agent, and give the PearsonCassell-Harmsworth groups a try. 1
Dunsany was indeed writing short stories again, after a lapse
of almost a dozen years.

In the interval he had attempted to

consolidate his standing as a playwright but had seen his dreams of
becoming a major dramatist end in frustration and failure.

IF had

been a great success in 1921, but Lord Adrian, his planned followup, failed even to have a London premiere and vanished without a
trace.

It was not that audiences had suddenly turned against

fantasy

plays,

these.

especially not

fantasy

in modern

settings

like

Barrie's continued popularity and the later success of such

plays as Noel Coward's Blithe Spirit

(1941), Mary Chase Smith's

Harvey (1944), and the movies based on Thorne Smith's Topper prove
the enduring appeal of such themes.

Nor was Lord Adrian inferior

to IF; on the contrary, it is better in every way, being far and
away his finest play.

(

Dunsany's own explanation -- that a

137

(

conspiracy of jealous producers organized a boycott of his work and
blackballed any new productions (see chapter three of Sirens, "The
Veto," p.16-18) -- is far-fetched, to say the least.

The truth of

the matter is that his failure was due to a combination of bad luck
and mismanagement on Dunsany's part.
out

to

be

far

less

tolerant

of

Theatrical producers turned

authorial

intrusion

than

his

publishers had been, and Dunsany's insistence that his vision be
adhered to, that the actors faithfully reproduce each nuance as he
instructed them, was bound to lead to disaster.

His plays had been

so successful in America and elsewhere during the war years largely
because he had not been on hand to interfere, giving Stuart Walker
and others a freer hand with them.

Only by directing his plays

himself -- an option that seems never to have occurred to him -could the fights that ended every attempted production have been
avoided.
Bitter at the way things turned out, he stopped writing plays
after finishing Lord Adrian in October 1922, after which his career
as a serious playwright ends.
1926-1927

Although he resumed writing plays in

(Seven Modern Comedies)

and wrote the occasional play

thereafter,

it had definitely become a side-interest for him by

that point.

Most of his later plays were written for the BBC, some

of them cannibalized from his early short stories -- badly, if the
examples

published

in

Plays

of

d' Exchange," "Golden Dragon City")

Earth

and

Air

("The

are any indication. 2

Bureau
He was

still writing plays well into the 1950s, although by that time he
was making no effort to get them published or produced -- a pity,

(

138
since at his best he was an original and highly amusing playwright.
Dunsany•s other major activity of. the
launching of his new career as a novelist.

interregnum was the
He wrote four novels

between 1921 and 1927, one of which, The King of Elfland's Daughter
(1924), is his single most famous work and would be his magnum opus
at one-third the length.

All Dunsany's novels are too long:

they

are short stories or novellas that have been put on the rack and
stretched to volume length.
case

in

point.

The

story

The King of Elfland's Daughter is a
told

in

the

first

ten

chapters

(incidently, the part of the story covered in Dunsany's original
outline 3 ) is masterly, as is the conclusion, but in-between Dunsany
added

a

23-chapter

happens.

And The

interruption
King

of

in

Elf land's

which

essentially

Daughter

is

nothing

the best of

Dunsany's fantasy novels, the one he was proudest of4 and took the

(

greatest pains over, trying to re-create his short-story techniques
in longer fiction.

His usual attitude to novel writing was much

more cavalier, as the following confession shows:
It was neither inspiration nor quite free choice that drove
me to writing novels, but rather a belief that, for some
reason unknown to me, the public did not care about short
stories, at any rate not about mine. Personally, it appears
to me that in a page of a short story there must be more art
than in a page of a three-volume novel, just as in a square
inch of an ivory-carving there is more art than in a square
inch of a wall of a palace: everything in fact in a short
story must be fairly intense, as in a play, whereas there is
room for a certain amount of rambling in a novel. However
it may be, I preferred the short story, dominated all the way
by its plot and ornamented by good prose.
(Sirens p. 38)
His lack of feeling for the form comes through even more tellingly
elsewhere:

(

139

(

•.. I started again on that very laborious undertaking, writing
a novel.
An idea had suddenly come to me; and, when I sat
down to write, it easily worked itself out. That is to say
the story unrolled itself without any difficulty, but the
labour of writing seventy thousand words is not easy, and
that is the length that a novel has to be. It may be longer,
but God forbid that I should take longer than that to tell
a story.
(Sirens p. 85)

(

It

is

Dunsany' s

no

wonder,

with

such

preconceived

notions,

that

novels are failures compared with his short stories,

especially when he tried to write them to fit purely external
criteria ("the length that a novel has to be") without much regard
for internal coherence.
argument

that

unconvincing.

no

one

To use his own term, they ramble, and his
will

notice

is,

to

say

the

least,

Given his evident distaste for the job, it is also

no surprise that after four tries he gave up on novels in 1927,
having

failed

to

figure

out

what

"the public"

wanted,

only

resuming them six years later in different form and under very
different circumstances (see section ii below).

If the alternatives Dunsany had abandoned the short story in
order to pursue had by and large failed him by the mid-to-late
twenties,

this still does not explain why he resumed the short

story rather than moving into yet another field,

such as poetry

(which he began to write seriously in April 1928,
Fifty

Poems

a

year

later

criticism (the chief occupation,

cf

Sirens

p.105ff)

resulting in
or

literary

in one form or another, of his

final decade in his campaign against modernism).

If he had wanted

to prove to himself and others that he was more than a dilettante
peer, he had surely done so by now and could simply have lapsed

,
(

140

into

(

silence,

following

the

good

Forster or predecessor Sheridan.

example

of

his

contemporary

Two things seem to have prevented

him from becoming the Salinger of his generation.

One was that

writing had long since become more than a hobby to him;
become a way of life.

Far from being a way he passed the time,

writing was essential to his own idea of who he was.
never have given it up.

it had

He could

The few times he was not writing he was

either suffering from writer's block, as during the war, 5 or taking
a much-needed break from which he returned refreshed and full of
new ideas.

It seems certain that even if he had been assured of

not being able to publish his works,

Dunsany would still have

continued to write, as is shown by the testimony of his late plays.

But just at the period when he returned to the short story he
had a very pressing need for a publisher, as the final words of

(

Lady Beatrice's letter to Thring imply.

In short, the Dunsanys

were having a fiscal crisis and the Jorkens series was Dunsany's
answer to it:

a deliberate attempt to write for money.

Being

hereditary landed peers, they were exactly the people hit hardest
by

Lloyd

George's

"People's

Budget"

and

its

successors: 6

a

situation complicated by their living and owning land in both
England and Ireland, so that after independence Dunsany had to pay
taxes in both countries on the same income.

Close on the heels of

this news came another, major, financial disaster: the coal mines
in which Dunsany had most of his money invested ran out, leaving
them faced with a serious retrenchment. 7

I

(

Not that they were on the

141

(

(

verge of poverty, but, as Amory puts it,

"economies were needed"

(p. 206), such as skipping the London season, renting out their new
townhouse, shooting game seriously for food as opposed to just for
sport,

and

generally

activities for a

cutting

time.

back

on

all

their

expenses

and

Faced with this sudden curtailment of

income in 1925-1926, Dunsany created the Jorkens series in direct
response.
Jorkens was a great departure for Dunsany in many ways.

Not

only was he writing for money for the first time -- that is, he was
writing with saleability in mind, not just to please himself

but

for the first time he was drawing directly on his own experiences,
writing what was
fiction.

As

in effect a

kind of autobiographical

Dunsany himself was

at pains to point

travel

out,

the

settings of the Jorkens stories, however fantastic and exotic, are
real places, usually ones he had visited in person. 8

Only Jorkens

himself is fictitious.
The setting of most of the stories, the Billiard Club, was
probably inspired by the Beefsteak Club, to which Dunsany had just
been elected a member (Sirens p. 48-49) and which he found to be
full of storytellers.

One of these,

Dunsany

in

describes

him

Sirens

very

Pepys Cockrel,
like

sounds as

Jorkens:

a

born

storyteller who had been everywhere and seen and done everything
and was impossible to shut up, turning any topic for discussion
into a monologue (one of Jorkens' most noted traits).

But however

much Jorkens may have been inspired by Dunsany's fascination or
annoyance with his friend, this does not obscure the fact that

,
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Jorkens is in large measure Dunsany himself, as close comparison of
passages of description in his autobiographies and certain of the
tales makes clear.

Sime, probably the shrewdest of all Dunsany's

friends, certainly thought so:

in his illustration for "The Abu

Laheeb," the first story, he gave Jorkens Dunsany's face; his only
portrait of his old partner. 9
Some identification is unavoidable.

After all,

Dunsany' s

avowed intent in starting the series was to find a way to make
fictive use of his own experiences (Sirens p. 78), something he had
always avoided (in fact, had disclaimed) hitherto.

It would have

been practically impossible, given such a brief, to have kept a
good deal of Dunsany from creeping into his creation.

Yet Dunsany

holds himself aloof as much as possible, especially in the early
stories,

by

making

Jorkens

a

decidedly

unpleasant

character,

although he warms to him as the series develops.
Initially,
figure.

however,

Jorkens

is

anything

but

an

admirable

In keeping with Dunsany's fondness for rogues described in

the preceding chapter, he made the central figure of his new series
something of a rascal.

Dunsany's own description of Jorkens as an

old drunken liar cadging for drinks (Sirens p. 78) pretty much says
it all.

This forlorn and not particularly likeable figure is the

kind of man who would try to seduce a nun ( "The Lost Romance, "
J.II.1) or bet against a friend if he thought he was going to lose
( "How

Jembu

Played

for

Cambridge, 11

J. I. 3.) ,

unconcerned

with

niceties such as having enough money to cover his bets ( "A Deal
with the Devil," J.IV.23); a man who prefers skipping out rather

'
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than settling his debts ("African Magic," J.III.p.24O-241).

He is

a bootlegger ("A Drink from a Running Stream," J.I.9) and poacher

(

("One

August

in

the

Red

Sea,"

J.II.6)

and,

on

at

least

occasion, murderer ("The Ingratiating Smile, 11 J .IV.2O) • 10

one

Many of

his stories recount his involvement in a number of shady deals
(e.g., "The Angelic Shepherd," J.III.1O), such as the time he tried
to bilk

a million pounds out of the government but only succeeded

in getting ten pounds out of a
Property," J. III. 3),
( "The

Bare Truth,"

widow

( "Jorkens Handles a

Big

or his attempt to sell a salted gold mine
J. II. 7) •

If

all

this

were

not

enough to

indicate that Dunsany did not exactly intend him as a role model,
we even learn that he believes in cutting off dogs'

tails

( "On

Other Paths," J.V.5; "The Verdict," J.V.26) and was once involved
in a scheme to market a cheese substitute, Chewit ("A Matter of
Business," J.III.21), things which rank high in Dunsany's private
pantheon of sins. 11

He is also a moocher, continually "borrowing"

drinks (sometimes without asking).

Finally, he is an alcoholic.

He can only bring himself to admit this once ("The Charm Against
Thirst," J. I. 4) but which is testified to by his need of a drink to
"pull himself together" ("A Daughter of Ramses," J.I.1O) and by his
inability to not drink.

The one time he tries to tell a story

without a drink in hand ( "The Walk to Lingham," J. II. 4) he only
lasts for four pages before he caves in.
Furthermore, Jorkens as we initially meet him is clearly a
defeated man.

He is old:

the narrator and his friend Murcote not

only explicitly tell us so (J.I.p. 4-5), but they continually

I
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address him as "Mr. Jorkens"
respect

that

can

only be

(p.

6, p. 56, p. 58)

due to

age

and

-- a sign of
It

experience.

certainly not his personal graces that win him this formality:
are told his snoring sometimes drives everyone else away

is
we

("The

Electric King," J.I.8. p. 151), his wheezing can clearly be heard
when he climbs the stairs up to the club (J.IV.14. p. 82 & J.IV.24.
p. 284); and, in one particularly vivid portrait, that the reason
for his unpopularity at the club is due to other members being
bored •.. by his long reminiscences, irritated by his lies,
or disgusted by the untidy mess that intemperance made of
his tie (J.I.3. p. 34-35).
Hardly a pretty picture.
For

all

condemnation.

that,

Jorkens

is

more

an

object

of

pity

than

He is an old drunk who keeps himself in whiskey by

telling stories of the remarkable things he'd seen and done in his
youth.

Many of his tales tell of fortunes he has almost made, or

found only to lose again at once.
great:

The range of these is very

the discovery of a diamond several miles across ("A Large

Diamond," J.I.6); a temple full of emeralds, rubies, and sapphires
( "The Golden Gods,

11

J. II. 17) ; a beach covered with pearls

( "The

Pearly Beach," J.II.3) or a valley filled with diamonds ("A Nice
Lot of Diamonds," J.V.2) or an island covered with nuggets of gold
("Jorkens Retires from Business," J.III.2), all just waiting to be
picked up.
when he
J. II.14) .

Occasionally science or pseudo-science is involved, as

acquired

a

recipe

for making

gold

("Earth's

Secret,"

Sometimes the treasure is more mundane, like the time

he almost won

thirty thousand pounds by using magic to fix the
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Irish sweepstakes, or when, acting on a tip from a reliable fortune
teller, he nearly won a fortune betting on horses.

Only once does

he actually gain and keep a treasure, and then it is thanks to his
father's expert planning ("The Jorkens Family Emeralds," J.III.6).
Along with his boasts about how he could have been wealthy
with a little more luck, come repeated assertions of his own importance,

of how he once moved in Society 12 and had a good public

school education at Harrow ("Jorkens Looks Ahead," J.III.16) and
Cambridge ( "How Jembu Played for Cambridge, 11 J. I. 3) • 13 Not only did
he "have more money in those days" (J. III. p. 254) ; he was an important person, often consulted by businessmen to help bring inventors
of new products together with potential investors ( "Making Fine
Weather," J.IV.l; "The Lost Invention," J.V.4. p. 28).

Sometimes

he even gives himself airs of having been involved in schemes of
national and international importance -- such as being consulted by
the Treasury on how to dispose of all the world's bullion once the
Depression had forced countries off the gold standard ("Jorkens in
High Finance," J. III. 8; he has them dump it in the ocean disguised
as sewage), or of having "angered the Germans" during World War II
so much that they torpedoed the boat he was on for the sole purpose
of getting even with him ("The Welcome," J.IV.6. p. 89). 14
Hand in hand with his dreams of lost wealth and importance
come Jorkens' dealings with the ladies, back in the days when he
was younger ( and thinner) and all the girls called him Yorkens.

We

are told of at least five great romances, each of them the "love of
his life," and two wives, and all of them exotic:

'

(

a mermaid ("Mrs.
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Jorkens, " J. I. 12) ,
J. I .13) ,

a

islander

nun

( "The

a willow-witch

( "The Witch of the Willows,"

( "The Lost Romance," J. II .1) ,
Escape

from

the

Valley,

11

Liria the Grecian

J. II. 5) ,

Siranda

the

Spanish senorita ("The English Magnifico," J.IV.27), his Zulu wife
( "Jorkens'

Ride, " J. IV. 12) ,

and his four Arabian f iancees

("An

Idyll of the Sahara," J.V.16), besides hints of "other company in
youth," as the Wife of Bath might put it (J.II.5).

Yet for all

that, Jorkens when we meet him is quite alone, and it's hard to
reach any other conclusion than that it is entirely his own fault,
since over and over again we see his romances flounder because of
his own irresolution and fear of commitment ("Mrs. Jorkens," "The
Witch of the Willows,"

"The Lost Romance").

For all his huge

acquaintance, Jorkens seems to have had great difficulty in ever
actually making a friend -- we only learn of one, his old landlady,
Mrs.

Mergins

J.II.15).

("Earth's

Secret,"

J. II .14;

"The

Persian Spell,"

Perhaps this is because of his tendency to want to make

a profit out of every relationship.

Hence he courts the South

African lady in "A Nice Lot of Diamonds" not for her charms but
because he wants to get the location of the diamonds out of her.
This unlovable trait
evident.

no doubt caused the

solitude that

is

so

The reason we never see anything of his life outside the

Club is that he hasn't got one.

He has no signs of a family, aside

from his late father, who shared both his wanderlust and his knack
for finding treasures (and losing them), but who was also, unlike
Jorkens,

kindhearted and generous. 15

The only

friends Jorkens

really has, if one can call them that, are fellow members of the

'
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Club, a point we will return to later.
All in all, it must be said that Jorkens has all the qualities
of an unappealing character, and the question arises of why Dunsany
created him and, having invented him, then stuck with him for over
thirty years.

Psychologically, making his lead character so deeply

flawed and so unlike himself in most respects may have helped ease
Dunsany's feeling that by writing these stories he was prostituting
his art -- and Sirens leaves us no doubt that that is, at least
initially, the way he felt.

But there is more to it than that.

Jorkens is a reprehensible old scoundrel, true, but as we've seen
in Chapter Two,

Dunsany had a

soft spot for Reprehensible Old

Scoundrels~ viz. Captain Shard and the hero-rogues of his thieves'
tales.

Jorkens may be a rascal, but he does have a curious charm.

Perhaps a large measure of it is audacity, a trait he shares with
many of Dunsany•s earlier heroes.

He is indomitable in defeat.

Youth, love, wealth, importance have all fled,
had them.

if he ever really

All he has left are his memories and his gift for

telling stories.
his memory.

But he is the kind of person who lives through

It is this, more than any other feature, which led to

the mellowing of Dunsany I s

attitude towards him as he too grew

older and came to realize that most of his travels and adventures
were behind him as well.

For Dunsany too was a world traveller who

had seen and done more things than would seem credible to many
people: an adventurer-turned-storyteller.
Jorkens•

fondness

(weakness)

While he did not share

for whiskey and was by no means a

shady character, he shared those two common ties with the old

I
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reprobate, and it is not surprising that he came to identify with
Jorkens more as he grew older himself and gradually to portray him
more sympathetically.

From being rather a pathetic sight in the

first book, he evolved in the final stories into a quick-witted and
silver-tongued raconteur.
written in the 1920s and

Far from the old bore of the stories
1

30s, the Jorkens of the stories written

in the '40s and '50s is an entertainer whose stories brighten up
dreary days and are often enjoyed even by his fiercest skeptics ("A
Walk at Night," J.V.8)).
he

has

become

its

From being an embarrassment to the Club,

chief

attraction.

He

is

also

in

easier

circumstances in the final stories -- we hear of a little house he
has purchased in Surrey 16

--

almost as if Dunsany were pensioning

him off for services rendered.
It is important to grasp the fact that Dunsany•s persona in
the Jorkens tales is not Jorkens but the anonymous narrator to whom

(

he

tells

stories.

As

in Joel

Chandler Harris' s

Uncle

Remus

stories, it is the storyteller who is the dominant personality, but
the relatively passive audience also has an important role in
shaping the story.

It

is one curious

feature of the Jorkens

stories that never once does Jorkens tell us a story.

We,

the

readers, are always distanced by Dunsany•s persona, who records
Jorkens'

stories and passes them on to us.

This

frame-tale,

present in every Jorkens story, serves not just to prevent Dunsany
from being confused with Jorkens -- something which, as will be
clear from the preceding, he was particularly anxious to avoid.

It

also enables Dunsany to cast each story into dialogue, so that he

'
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could put the

skills he

learned as a

dramatist to good

use.

Dunsany was very skilled at dialogue, whether grandiose monologue
or capturing conversation in print.

For the Jorkens stories he

adopts a plainstyle that wonderfully reproduces the way ordinary
men (and women) actually talk.

If Dunsany errs at all, it is on

the side of realism, reproducing the hesitations and repetition of
everyday speech in all its banality:
"It's not a golf-club," he said.
"Not?" said I.
"No," he replied ..•
"I quite thought it was a golf-club," said I.
"No," he replied.
"It's a club, as a matter of fact,
for poets."
"For poets?" I said.
"Yes," said the secretary, "and what may quite surprise
you, for the poets of all time."
"Of all time?" I said.
"Yes," he repeated •.•
("The Club Secretary," J.II.20)
There can really be no doubt that the anonymous narrator, the
"I" of the frame tales, is Dunsany himself.
of a coincidence,

for example,

It would be too much

if Dunsany and the narrator both

just happened to live in Shoreham, Kent. 17

He had used this device

before in the tales of wonder, where the only clue that Dunsany was
the

narrator

had

character refers
stories.

come

in

"The

to him as

Similarly,

Hashish

the author

Jorkens

makes

Man,"

when

of one

occasional

the

of the

title

earlier

reference

to

Dunsany•s publishing stories about him, as in the letter he writes
complaining about a detail the narrator has gotten wrong in "Mrs.
Jorkens" (J.I.12, p.270-271).

He even comments in one story on a

book review of an earlier volume, taking umbrage at the reviewer's
comparison of him to Baron Munchausen. 18

'

The intertexuality of a
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character's complaint to the author helps create a sense of the
character's reality.
imagination

to

We do not expect a figment of the narrator's

chastise

him

in

this

way;

the

illusion

of

independence thus projected helps set the wholly realistic Billiard
Club apart from the fantastic events and exotic locales of the
inset stories.
The role of Dunsany's persona in the Jorkens stories is simple
enough, and an extension of one he played with in some of the later
wonder tales, such as "The City of Mallington Moor," "The Secret of
the Sea," and "The Three Sailors' Gambit."

He is a collector of

tales, rarely passing judgment on the stories he records, but
with all a

collector's passion for capturing rare and unusual

specimens.
Not that he is a totally passive audience -- on the contrary,

(

he often interrupts Jorkens when on the verge of digression and
forces him to finish the story he began with (e.g., "Making Fine
Weather," J.IV.l. p. 9).

More importantly, he works to create a

favorable atmosphere in the Club for Jorkens to tell his stories
in, discouraging interruptions (J.V.21. p. 170), prodding Jorkens
along with appropriate polite noises which he compares with little
dry twigs to keep a fire going (J.I. p. 59), and keeping him well
oiled with whiskeys.
not

just to

He deliberately draws Jorkens out (J.I.10),

hear him talk but

in his

self-appointed

role

as

unofficial "biographer" (J.I.5. p. 69).

He is rather like Holmes'

Watson

is actually

except that whereas Watson

involved

in

Holmes' adventures, Dunsany's narrator remains only the chronicler
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of Jorkens'.

He is a device, not a character • .

The one other character of the series besides Jorkens himself
is not the narrator but Terbut, a lawyer.

Originally just the most

visible and vocal of the clubmembers who wish Jorkens would quit
holding forth and give someone else a
Jorkens' special rival.

chance,

he comes to be

Unlike Jorkens, Terbut has a high regard

for the truth and a passion for accuracy.

He is always quizzing

Jorkens on specific points, pressing him for details.

Where did

the story take place, and when?

What was the other person's name?

How did Jorkens get involved?

He is for all the world like a

lawyer cross-examining a particularly unreliable witness.

Jorkens

always adroitly sidesteps Terbut's attempts to pin him down.

Only

once does Terbut turn the tables: the one time Jorkens ever deigns
t6 produce solid evidence that a story is true, Terbut is able to
shoot him down with a single word

("What Jorkens Has To Put Up

With," J.II.8). 19
The introduction of Terbut was a masterstroke on Dunsany's
part.

His running feud with Jorkens is one of the most memorable

things about the stories, introducing some badly-needed dramatic
tension into the framework.

Terbut keeps Jorkens on his toes, in

effect issuing the other man a standing challenge.
bored or apathetic audience,

Jorkens'

Faced with a

insistence on being the

center of attention is rather sad; confronted with a skeptical or
actively hostile circle of listeners,
men's

verbal

sparring

begins

the

he comes alive.
moment

of

The two

Terbut's

first

appearance in the third story and lasts right up to the last story
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of the last book, and beyond (Dunsany kept writing Jorkens stories
right up to his death, some of which remain uncollected) • 20
Like Jorkens himself, Terbut changes a good deal, evolving as
a character, as the series progresses.
who doubts Jorkens'
Jorkens'

foil.

veracity,

From just another skeptic

he is given a

recurrent role as

At first he is unlike Jorkens in every way

younger, 21 more successful, apparently established in a reputable
profession,

with a

logical turn of mind that is quick to spot

inconsistencies {"The Showman," J.I.11. p. 241).
more like Jorkens, almost his shadow-self.

Later he becomes

For example, whereas

Jorkens is ageless -- he is an old man when we first meet him in
19 2 5 and an old man stil 1, though no less active, 22 when we last see
him some thirty years later23
with him.

Terbut ages until he catches up

Midway through the series we are suddenly told "Terbut

is just as old as Jorkens"
changes as well.

(J.III.12. p. 155).

There are other

We are told that Terbut is jealous of Jorkens

because he has never travelled (J.III.7. p. 101; J.III.11. p. 136;
J,V.31. p. 234) and

-- something never so much as hinted at until

Dunsany suddenly springs it on us fairly late in the series {"The
Story of Jorkens' Watch," J.V.22. p. 173) -- that the two men are
rivals because Terbut is a storyteller too.
his reactions to Jorkens'
like:

plausibly

One can imagine from

tales what Terbut' s

circumstantial,

without

a

stories would be

hint

of

magic

or

nostalgia.
Yet
enmity.

Terbut's

relationship

with

Jorkens

goes

deeper

In a very real sense, Terbut is Jorkens' only friend.

than
The
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narrator flatters Jorkens and buys him drinks,

but only to get

another story out of him; he is motivated by a kind of avarice
particular to collectors.

The Terbut of the later books enjoys

arguing with Jorkens for its own sake, as is clear from the way the
two men bait each other:
TERBUT: We were talking about a friend of yours [the devil].
JORKENS: He has often mentioned you to me.
(J.V.17. p. 134)
Instead of trying to shut Jorkens up, as in earlier stories, Terbut
deliberately tries to draw him out in the later ones -- buying him
drinks (J.V.4. p. 29

&

33; J.V.8. p. 62; J.V.14. p. 104; J.V.22. p.

176; J.V.30. p. 233), asking him leading questions ("Influenza,"
J.V.12), on occasion refraining from interrupting because it might
discourage him from telling the story ("On Other Paths," J.V.5. p.
34

&

35).

Once he even urges Jorkens to tell them all a ghost

story ("'Oh, come,' said Terbut.
210).

'Try and remember.'" J.V.27. p.

In fact, Terbut slowly takes over the narrator's function,

so that by the final stories he has become the one who interacts
with Jorkens to extract our story; sometimes the narrator almost
entirely disappears (J.V.4; J.V.ll;J.V.12; J.V.15; J.V.17; J.V.21).
With their constant squabbling and bickering,

the two men

resemble nothing so much as an old married couple who fuss and
fight continually but couldn't live without one another.
a phrase, they are best enemies.

To coin

Amory, seeing the insults they

trade but not the zest with which they do so, calls Terbut a kind
of Iago, full of "motiveless

malignity, an overwhelming desire to

destroy and humiliate a character built on a grander scale than his
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own." (Amory, p. 225).

This misses the point entirely.

Not only

is it debateable, as we have seen, that Dunsany held such a high
opinion of Jorkens ,. but Terbut is not such a bad fellow as Amory
paints

him.

On

rare

sympathy for Jorkens

occasions

he

shows

genuine

("The Black Mamba," J.II.11).

would be lost without him.

concern

and

And Jorkens

Any practitioner of an art, whatever it

is, finds there is nothing like a worthy opponent to sharpen one's
skills. 24

And Terbut is worthy,

as he shows by his ability to

produce a perfect parody of Jorkens' style in the sole story he
tells, "Greek Meets Greek" (J.V.34), one of the very best of the
whole series.

The other members of the Billiards Club are not so sharply
defined

as

the

triumvirate

effacing narrator.

of Jorkens,

Terbut,

and the

self-

In a sense the Club itself 25 is a character, a

kind of corporate personality out of which an individual will
occasionally emerge for a single story before fading back into
anonymity.

It is a varied lot: we meet Alton and Taravel, lawyers;

Ellary and Tregart, travellers; Chemsohn and Midgely, scientists;
Peakes, a retired general; Corbet and Hennings, doctors; and many
others besides. 26

Only two appear more than once:

Alton, who is

featured in "Mrs. Jorkens" (J.I.12) and "The Witch of the Willows"
(J.I.13), and Murcote, who after a promising start (he plays the
vital role of introducing the narrator to Jorkens and the Club),
disappears from the series after the narrator is elected a member
in his own right, the need for his presence having thus been
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removed.

Dunsany uses these men as background to set off Jorkens'

more flamboyant personality.
expert

witness

J.IV.24)
point.

to

confirm

Occasionally one serves as a sort of
("Strategy

at

the

Billiards

or challenge ("Jorkens' Problem," J.Ad.1)

Club,"

some specific

Only rarely does another member turn out to know more about

a situation than Jorkens

("A Lost Romance," J.II.1;

City of Krakovlitz," J.IV.7).

"The Sacred

Usually they are there to support

Jorkens' version of events or simply to introduce some variety and
a touch of realism.

Jorkens' audience becomes more clear to us as

we catch fleeting glimpses of Soppit with his little car he is so
proud of, Malken boasting of his business acumen, Meakers and his
pumpkin, and the unfortunate Carter, expelled before we ever meet
him for having doubted Jorkens' veracity a little too bluntly ( "The
Abu Laheeb ,

11

J . I . 1 . p . 6) .

The Billiard Club is more than just a setting for the stories;
it is part of the stories, and an increasingly more important part.
A reader who reads through all five books in chronological order
finds the interest shifting from the inset stories to the frametale:

Jorkens' and Terbut•s running feud becomes more absorbing

than the current pretext for it.

This is partly because Jorkens is

not the only storyteller, nor are all the stories he tells of his
own adventures.

This had the advantage of vastly extending the

range of the series.

Sometimes a tale is a "Jorkens story" merely

by benefit of Jorkens'
Mistake," J.Ad.3).

presence in the audience

"Fatal

This flexibility also increases the complexity

of the frame by moving beyond a single storyteller.

(

(e.g.,
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Towards the very end, the series shows signs of transmuting
itself into "Tales of the Billiard Club," shifting the center of
attention away from Jorkens himself.
tiring of Jorkens.

At any rate,

Perhaps Dunsany was at last

two of the last four stories

written ("Greek Meets Greek," J.V.34; "Fatal Mistake," J.Ad.3) have
narrators other than Jorkens.

In one of them Jorkens sleeps

through the telling, awakening at the end to find himself in the
unaccustomed role of skeptic.

The narrator becomes increasingly

less important in these final stories, his role gradually being
taken over by Terbut and other clubmembers -- as in, for example,
"The Verdict"
"We. 11

(J. V. 26), where the narrator fades into a silent

Interestingly enough, while Terbut is becoming more like the

narrator in one respect, Jorkens acquires the narrator's passion
for collecting other people's stories and even his trick of plying
them with drinks to extract their tales ("Near the Back of Beyond,"
J.Ad.4).

The stories themselves -- that is,
tales

Jorkens

himself.

tells

-- have

no

the inset stories,

common element

the

except Jorkens

Many are fantasy (Todorov's marvelous) or, rather, they

would be were it not for the frame.

Mediated by Jorkens, the most

unreliable of all Dunsany's narrators, they become fantastigue, so
that

we

never

impossible

know

events

or

impossible about them.
say,

Jorkens'

if

we

not.

are

getting

Others

authentic

have

reports

nothing

of

inherently

There is a world of difference between,

claim to have married a mermaid

("Mrs.

Jorkens,"

J.I.12) and his account of having suffer~d a near-fatal snakebite
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( "The Black Mamba,
a

run-in

with

J.V.30).

11

J. II. 11) , and from that to his description of

juvenile

delinquents

( 11 A Desperado

in

Surrey, "

In some stories Jorkens sticks strictly to possibilities

("The Angelic Shepherd," J.III.10; "A Royal Dinner," J.IV.30); in
others he deliberately flouts them ("A Doubtful Story," J.III.15).
The
Memories,

stories
11

range

from

ghost

stories

("In

the

Garden

of

J. II. 12; "Jorkens Among the Ghosts," J. III. 17; "A Friend

of the Family," J.V.10)

to science fiction

("The Slugly Beast,"

J.II.13; "The Greatest Invention," J.V.20; "Misadventure," J.V.31)
to science fiction ghost stories ("Strategy at the Billiards Club,"
J. IV. 24;

"The Gods

Street," J. V. 27). 27

of

Clay,"

J. V. 20;

"A Conversation

in

Bond

There are stories of time travel ("The Persian

Spell," J.II.15; "Lost," J.IV.26) -- always second-hand and always
in Dunsany due to magic rather than some kind of scientific device
(cf. his 1921 play .IT) -- and predictions of the future ("The TwoWay War," J.V.1; "An Absentminded Professor," J.V.33).
wartime

spy

stories

( "The

Ingratiating

Smile,"

Along with

J. IV. 2 O;

"The

Strange Drug of Dr. Caber," J.IV.22; "Among the Neutrals," J.V.15)
there

is the occasional murder mystery

( "The Invention of Dr.

Caber," J.III.4; "The Track Through the Woods," J.V.23;

"A Long

Memory," J. V. 32), showing that his interest in detective stories as
expressed in The Little Tales of Smethers and Other Stories (see
Chapter III section iii) was working its way back into his other
series.

There are even a few horror stories ("Mgamu," J.IV.2; "A

Walk in the Night, " J. V. 8) ,

though these are rare; one of them,

"The Welcome" (J. IV .16), is particularly effective because we never

(

•
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learn, any more than Jorkens does, exactly what it is he escaped
from.
One of the beauties of the Jorkens series,

from Dunsany' s

point of view, was, as noted earlier, that it was so open-ended.
Any story he had a mind to write could be turned into a Jorkens
story by the simple device of letting it be a story Jorkens had
heard ("Mgamu;" "The Electric King") or by assigning it to another
member of the Club.

Perhaps the freedom of choice was the reason

Dunsany stuck with the series for so long.
almost anything,
Devil, 11 J. IV. 23;

It could accommodate

from deals with the devil
"An Unrecorded Test Match,

Among the Willows," J.V.17)

11

("A Deal
J. V .13;

with the
"The Devil

to political satire ("A Life's Work,"

J.IV.19) to some of Dunsany•s favorite jokes ("Jorkens' Revenge,"
J.III.1;

"On the Other Side of the Sun," J.IV.10;

"Out West,"

J. IV. 32) .

By far the largest group of stories, not surprisingly with
Dunsany, are those dealing in some way with fantasy.

At times it

seems as though he tried to arrange for Jorkens to meet one of
every kind of mythological creature he could think of:

mermaid

("Mrs. Jorkens," J. I. 12) , willow-witch ( "The Witch in the Willows,

11

J.I.13), malevolent idols ("The Golden Gods," J.II.17; "On Other
Paths," J.V.5),

cannibals

("The Correct Kit," J.II.18;

"A Royal

Dinner," J.IV.30),u siren ("The Grecian Singer," J.III.5), satyr
( "The Development of the Rillswood Estate," J. III. 12) ,

unicorn

("What Jorkens Has to Put Up With," J.II.8), sphinx ("The Secret of
the Sphinx," J.IV.13), the great god Pan ("A Doubtful Story,"
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J.III.15; "An Idyll in the Sahara," J.V.16) and possibly Circe ("A
Queer

Island,"

J.I.7),

Welcome," J.IV.16),

what

ape-men

are

very

likely

vampires

("Which Way?" J.V.29),

a

("The

leprechaun

("Fairy Gold," J.IV.29), an angel ("Echoing Dream," J.Ad.5), and
more ghosts than you can shake a stick at ("A Daughter of Ramses,"
J. I. 10; "In the Garden of Memory," J. II .12; "Jorkens Among Ghosts,"
J.III.17; "The Haunting of Halahanstown," J.IV.3; "By Command of
Pharaoh," J.IV.17; "A Friend of the Family," J.V.10).

Dunsany even

invents a few himself, such as the Abu Laheeb (J.I.1), which is
almost but not quite human, and the Sivver-Verri ("Mgamu," J.IV.2),
a terrifying lycanthrope.

The Ozymandias principle ensures that

the reader has only Jorkens' word that any of these wonders exist,
since Ounsany does not allow his narrator to witness any of them
for himself, and for the more outrageous claims -- such as having
flown to Mars and back in an airplane -- we do not have even that.
Why Ounsany should be concerned about Jorkens' credibility after
having his narrator firmly brand him a liar in the very first story
(J.I.1. p. 5) is anyone's guess, but nevertheless he takes care to
assign some of the more dubious exploits to other characters who
tell them to Jorkens
primary,

secondary,

(creating a box within a box situation of
and tertiary narrators)

or to the narrator

directly.
The division of veracity is curious.

Jorkens sees Pan but

learns of his elopement with a valkyrie in a thunderstorm from a
drunken shepherd; he sees the abu-laheeb but not the sivver-verri,
although he meets the only man who has; he knows a satyr but met

(
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him only after he had been tamed and Eliza-Doolittled by a brother
and sister.

He seems never to have met the devil, although three

of the stories hinge on characters who have. 29 Schweitzer (p. 115)
says that Dunsany gives Jorkens the fantasy tales and creates
additional narrators like Terner
"The Slugly Beast, 11 J. II. 13)

( "Our Distant Cousins," J. I. 5;

and "Ryan"

( "How Ryan Got Out of

Russia," J.II.19) for the science fiction tales, but this greatly
oversimplifies the situation.

From the very beginning Jorkens has

claimed that other men tell tales besides which his are tame, and
quite early on he undertakes to prove it.

Unfortunately for him,

neither Terner the alleged spaceman nor "Ryan" the absinth-drinker
inspires much confidence as a reliable witness. Sometimes Jorkens
gets a story from a madman ( "The Electric King," J. I. 8) or some
other inmate of an asylum

( "The Persian Spell," J. II .15;

"The

Warning," J.IV.6; "Lost," J.IV.26), or through a medium (the "Bond
Street" trilogy), ·a murderer ("Near the Back of Beyond," J.Ad.3),
a

swindler

("A

Matter

of

Business,"

scientific genius (Dr. Caber).

J.III.21),

or

an

evil

His sources are occasionally liars

( "A Deal with the Devil," J. IV. 23)

or drunk

( "A Long Memory,"

J.V.32; "Near the Back of Beyond," J.Ad.4) as well.

Beside this

lot, Jorkens himself seems a relatively harmless entertainer.

It is difficult to evaluate the Jorkens series as a whole,
simply because it is so diverse.
fully

developed,

while

the

The earliest stories are the more
later

tales

become

increasingly

perfunctory, due to Dunsany's shift of interest from the inset tale

(
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to the frame.

It is no surprise to anyone familiar with Dunsany's

philosophy of the eternal wolf at the door that the best of the
stories deal in one way or another with Nemesis.
(J. I .11),

a prime example,

features a

"The Showman"

zookeeper who spends the

first half of his life exhibiting apes in cages and the rest of it
a

prisoner

(J. III .18)

of

gorillas

recounts

a

in

the

hunter's

jungle.
efforts

"Elephant
to

bag

a

Shooting"

particularly

impressive old elephant, but he does not reckon on the intelligence
of his prey and it shoots him with his own rifle: the verbal of the
title is a participle, not a gerund.
a

vain

braggart

sure

he

will

"The Sign" (J.III.9) tells of

be

reincarnated

in

appropriate form in his next life: he is, as a snail.

some

more

Other self-

important men meet with similarly suitable fates in the oddly named
"The

Sultan,

the

Monkey,

"Pundleton's Audience"

and

(J.III.24).

the

Banana"

(J.III.23)~

and

"The Invention of Dr. Caber"

(J.III.4) tells of a murderer who ages himself to escape detection
and dies of premature old age.

"Jarton's Disease" (J.IV.9), one of

the simplest and best of the stories, chronicles a man who invents
a new disease as a way to get rich and immediately dies of it: "A
Charm Against Thirst"

(J .I.4)

of a man who buys a talisman that

prevents him from dying of thirst, only to drown in the Sahara in
a flash-flood.

Clearly, Dunsany lost none of his pessimism, irony,

and sense of poetic justice in his post-War career.
Other tales are effective because of Dunsany' s extraordinarily
vivid description -- of what it feels like to be dying of snakebite
("The Black Mamba") or to endure the horror of an inescapable
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nightmare ("The Golden Gods") or to leisurely travel the length of
the Nile

( "The Ivory Poacher"). 31

others eerie ("The Welcome").

The

Some are poignant

("Lost") ,

most disturbing of all, "The

Electric King," tells of a man desperately fighting off insanity
and losing; his mania takes the particularly unpleasant form of his
being haunted by the image of a dying rat. 32

It is a horrifying

story, as effective in its way as Charlotte Perkins Gilman's "The
Yellow Wallpaper."

Dunsany made the startling statement that he

thought this bleak tale his best story (Sirens p.148); a revealing
judgment but one few others would subscribe to.
Despite the occasional grimness, though, the prevailing tone
of the Jorkens tales is light-hearted,

best represented by two

stories. "The Development of the Rillswood Estate" is a silly and
entertaining tale about a brother and sister's efforts to train a
wild satyr in the ways of Victorian society (Dunsany had obviously
seen Pygmalion; other examples of the theme occur in "Mrs. Jorkens"
and

"A

Doubtful

contrast,

Story") •

"The

Jorkens

Family

Emeralds,"

by

is a fastpaced Indiana Jones type adventure where for

once one of Jorkens' schemes

comes off splendidly. 33

The zest with

which Dunsany tells these and other stories does much to account
for the series' popularity.

Compared with his early masterpieces,

they fare badly, but taken on their own terms they succeed.

With

a few exceptions they are no more than light entertainment, but
they are entertaining.

Dunsany had modest goals with these stories

which he did a very good job in achieving.
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The Billiard Club represents Dunsany•s final solution to the
choice between Wordsworthian and Coleridgean fantasy.

By setting

Jorken's fantastic stories firmly within a realistic setting, he
gives priority to the frame while investing a greater amount of
space and interest in the other.

His storyteller has degenerated

from the prophet of The Gods of Pegana and the dreamer of The Book
of Wonder to

an

old drunken

liar.

Herein

lies

the

greatest

difference between early Duns any and late: in a word, "the world is
too much with him."

He is no longer confident enough to divorce

his stories from some setting which will provide an excuse for
them, 34 a more or less plausible realistic explanation.

Coleridgean

fantasy vanishes utterly from his work, except for a few scattered
stories discussed in section iv, and even Wordsworthian fantasy is
severely

constrained

fantastigue.

from

the

The Jorkens

marvelous

to,

at

stories are amusing,

best,

the

entertaining,

enjoyable, but they lack any involvement on Dunsany's part; they
are 'clevers' he wrote for the money without investing his heart
in.

They achieved their goal: they not only got published, helping

the Dunsanys out of their
popular,
Dunsany

financial problems,

but proved very

especially the early ones, which were often reprinted.
managed

to

create

a

new demand

for

his

stories,

and

continued writing new entries in the series until he died.
Perhaps the chief thing which separates the Jorkens stories
from his earlier work, even more than his motive for writing them
(i.e., money; pandering to an audience), is that they do not stand
alone.

Each of the fantasy stories is an independent entity; the
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Jorkens tales depend on being part of a series.

It is easier to

write yet another episode than it is to make a whole new beginning,
and the temptation is always there to slide into formula and do
again a simple variant on what you did last time or perhaps the
time before.

Judged by these standards,

acquits himself well;

Dunsany on the. whole

if there are far too many of the Jorkens

stories, there are enough good ones to make it worth reading the
rest.

If Dunsany had humbled himself and was writing for money

now, he was honest enough to want to make sure the reader got his
or her money's worth.
Others thought more highly of the series than Dunsany himself
ever did.

Croix calls Jorkens

La

"one of the most memorable

persons in twentieth century fiction" and considers the Jorkens
books "Dunsany's supreme achievement" (La Croix, p.7).

(

Certainly

they were influential -- without quite realizing it, Dunsany had
once again begun a

new genre,

the fantastic club story.

Club

stories themselves did not originate with Dunsany and Jorkens
one could trace them back perhaps as far as Addison's Sir Roger de
Coverley papers,
(1833)

certainly to Poe's

and Dickens'

combination

of

a

"Tales of the

The Pickwick Papers
central

(1837).

storyteller,

club

Folio Club"

But Dunsany's
setting,

and

predominantly fantastic suoject matter inspired much imitation, and
the basic paradigm was loose enough that individual authors could
adapt it in a number of ways.
Arthur

c.

Clarke, acknowledging Dunsany as "One of the major

influences on my own writing career,

(

1135

deliberately based his Tales
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from

the

White

Hart

( 1957)

on

the Jorkens

important innovations as he did so:

model,

making

two

he translated the club into a

neighborhood bar or pub as a venue more likely to be familiar with
his readers and took the concept firmly

into science fiction.

Meanwhile, in America the ardent Dunsanyist Fletcher Pratt and his
colleague L.

Sprague de Camp started their own pseudo-Jorkens

series, Tales from Gavagan's Bar (1952; 1957).
chose a bar as the nearest U.S.

Like Clarke, they

equivalent to an English club.

While they remained true to the predominantly fantastic orientation
of Dunsany' s

original series,

unlike Clarke they abandoned the

single narrator in favor of a succession of storytellers, much as
Dunsany himself was doing in his final Jorkens stories written at
about the same time.
Later writers in the same vein include Isaac Asimov, whose
Tales of the Black Widowers (1974)

and its sequels picked up on

Dunsany•s club detective stories, both Jorkens and otherwise (e.g.,
"The Experiment"

--

see

section

iii

below).

Spider Robinson

brought the genre to its lowest ebb with Callahan's Cross time
Saloon

(1977)

sentimental
Lanier's

The

and its sequels,

pseudo-science

where the form degenerates into

fiction.

Peculiar Exploits

of

Far

better

is

Brigadier Ffellowes

Sterling
(1972).

Lanier, the most faithful of Dunsany•s heirs, retains not only .the
fantasy orientation of the originals but the club setting, complete
with a caricature of Terbut, and a single well-travelled Englishman

as his storyteller.

Taking such stories as "The Welcome" and "The

Golden Gods" as his exemplar, his are primarily weird tales on the
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borderline between fantasy and horror.~

Dunsany little knew what

he had begun, or how many directions it would be taken.
final

judgment

is

the purely negative

one

of

silence:

His own
when

selecting the stories he wanted to be remembered by in 1954, not a
single Jorkens story was among them.
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The Man Who Ate the Phoenix37

The Irish Period:

The next set of stories Dunsany took up after beginning the
Jorkens series was, like it, motivated not by an inner muse but an
outside force.

w.

In 1932

B. Yeats organized The Irish Academy of

Letters to help fight censorship and mortally offended Dunsany by
only offering his old acquaintance an associate membership.
vain George Russell pointed out that T.
accorded

the

same

honor:

in

vain

Yeats

E.

In

Lawrence had been

protested

that

full

membership was reserved for Irish authors who wrote about Ireland
-- i.e., those who lived up to the original vision of the Irish
Literary Renaissance.

Dunsany, egged on by a mischievous Gogarty,

attributed the inadvertent slight to jealousy on the part of that
"cad"

Yeats

(Amory p.

231).

The

incident quickly blew over:

Gogarty proposed Dunsany for full membership in 1934~ and Dunsany
was soon trying to pack the Academy with rel a ti ves 39 and proteges. 40
A few years later he even became the group's president, a position
he took so lightly that he immediately left the country for England
in order to take part in the Battle of Britain,
abroad

for

a

year's

University of Athens.

appointment

as

Byron

and then went

Professor

at

the

When, some time after his return, he saw a

reference to someone else as the Academy's president,

he wrote

angry letters to Sean O'Faolain and Lennox Robinson protesting such
shabby treatment, asserting that he had been expelled without even
being

informed

of

the

fact.

Robinson

meekly

replied

that,

unnoticed by Ounsany, his term had expired some time ago: a fact
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Ounsany would have been aware of if he ever attended any of the
business meetings. 41
The whole

episode

quickly passed,

throughout Dunsany' s career.

like

similar

incidents

But unlike those others, this time it

had a direct impact on his writing.

Stung by the imagined insult,

Dunsany decided to prove to Yeats and the world that he could be
just as Irish as the next writer.
period,

when

for

the

first

The result was his "Irish"

time he wrote

stories to what he

imagined to be Yeats' prescription, using Irish characters in Irish
settings along the lines laid down by Synge and Gregory.

The

conventional wisdom of Dunsany criticism, as embodied in Amory and
Schweitzer, holds that these are the most autobiographical of all
Dunsany's works, where for the first time he draws directly on his
own

experiences

countryside.

and

his

knowledge

of

the

Irish

people

and

On the contrary, it's difficult to avoid the feeling

that Dunsany invested less of himself in his Irish tales than in
any other part of his corpus.

He maintained his whole life that

realism was a lesser art than fantasy;

that anyone could write

about things he or she knew, but it took real talent to capture
imaginary

places

in words

and

bring them alive

to

a

reader.

Accordingly he revealed more of what he thought and felt in the
early wonder tales
Dunsany,

we

are

than

in

these

never nearer

the

1 ighthearted trifles.
inner man

than when we

With
are

farthest from the incidents of his external life.
Furthermore, Dunsany was singularly ill-equipt to write about
the Irish.

Although he occasionally had flashes of insight, he was
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not a perceptive man, nor was he sensitive to what other people
felt or thought.

An egoist, he had trouble creating characters

because it was difficult for him to think in terms of more than one
person at a time (a problem he circumvented by mainly writing in
the first person).

And he was separated from the Irish by language

(having been unable to understand his grandfather's tenants as a
boy),

by

religion

(the

family

had

converted to

Protestantism

several centuries before), by his upbringing (he grew up in Kent
and, like Yeats, lived most of his life in England), and most of
all by his position -- he was Ascendancy, one of the hereditary
land-owning upper class, as far removed from the day-to-day life of
his

Irish

tenants

farmworkers.

as

a

New-World

hidalgo

from

his

mestizo

A Kentishman to the core, he used Dunsany Castle

mainly for a winter home, and the evidence of the autobiographies

(

shows plainly that he paid more attention to the neighborhood
wildlife than he did to its people.

He was a

good landlord,

apparently, but more because it was expected of him than because he
had any feel

for it;

significantly the only inhabitant of his

estate who figures in the autobiographies is the gameskeeper who
accompanied him on his shooting expeditions to the bogs.
Thus when Dunsany came to write about the Irish he always
viewed

them

occasionally

from

a

tinged

distance,
with

essentially ethnic jokes,

with

bitterness.

affectionate
His

Irish

condescension
stories

the only ones he ever wrote

are

( if one

excludes his savage wartime pieces on the Germans, discussed in the
Appendix);

it is entirely appropriate that most of them were
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published in Punch.

The diction is all on the level of "stage

Irish" and the names as stereotypical as the characters:

Ryan,

Flynn, Maguire, Murphy, with first names like Paddy and Mick.
the

settings

ring

true,

and

even

then

only

in

the

Only
vivid

descriptions of the countryside with its hills, marshes, and bogs.
Two striking features make the Irish stories stand apart from
the

rest

of

his

work.

One

is

that,

oddly

enough,

for

once

Dunsany's novels are better than his stories in the same genre: "An
Old Man's Tale,

11

"The Rose By-Pass, 11 and "Where Everyone's Business

Is Known" are poor stuff compared with the carefree romp of Rory
and Bran or Up In the Hills.

The more serious novels, The Curse of

the Wise Woman and The Story of Mona Sheehy. are paradoxically less
interesting than the fluff, largely because Dunsany had always been
extremely good at light comedy and apt to become ponderous and
didactic when trying to write "serious" literature (compare,
example,

for

the dreadful Alexander and the delightful Atalanta at

Wimbledon) .

Neither Rory and Bran, about a dimwitted lad and a

clever dog trying to get their cattle to market,

Dunsany' s

own

modern-day Irish version of Jack and the Beanstalk, 42 nor Up In the
Hills, about two rival gangs of Irish youngsters having a friendly
war, is encumbered with anything remotely resembling an idea.

In

each Dunsany sets out solely to entertain the reader and succeeds.
The Curse of the Wise Woman, by contrast,

is a melancholy story

told by an old man, recalling his father's murder by terrorists,
the loss of the love of his youth due to his own religious bigotry,
and the foiling of a development project to drain a nearby bog by

(
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a local witch at the cost of her own life.
Sheehy,

The Story of Mona

the closest thing to a straightforward mainstream novel

Dunsany ever wrote,

is perhaps his worst book,

a mean-spirited

diatribe against trends he deplored and people he disliked.
His final novel, His Fellow Man, falls somewhere between the
two groups,

as he attempts to deal with a

lighthearted manner.

serious issue in a

Dunsany•s most ambitious work, it follows the

quest of a young man orphaned by the violence in Northern Ireland
for tolerance.

Unfortunately, Dunsany is no

D. W. Griffith, and

he unwittingly sabotages his own book by making his hero a fool who
defines "tolerance" as agreeing with anything anybody tells you and
doing whatever he or she asks, with the result that he is always
getting

caught

in

compromising positions

(toasting

the

king's

health the day after he joined the revolutionary underground, or
taking a drink right after joining a church of teetotallers), with
disastrous results.

The book reminds one of a late Chaplin film,

where unneeded slapstick ruins a potentially impressive theme; it
is interesting but not wholly satisfactory.
I have dwelt on the novels at such length because only here,
in his Irish period, did Dunsany write both stories and novels in
the same genre at the same time. 43

His fantasy novels came only

after he had abandoned the fantasy short story, and he never wrote
a Jorkens novel or a detective novel, although he would surely have
found a ready market for either.

The reason for the superiority of

Up In the Hills, Rory and Bran, The Curse of the Wise Woman, and
His Fellow Man to any of the Irish stories is I think simple: the

(
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only good thing about Dunsany' s

writings about Ireland

is his

loving description of the Irish countryside, and the novels give
him more

scope to

indulge

in this

than the

anecdotes

(it

is

significant that Mona Sheehy. the worst of the novels, takes place
mostly in London} .

The best of the short stories,

"The Widow

Flynn's Apple Tree," is good precisely because it shares this same
strength; most of the others rely on wit to win over the reader,
and if they were ever funny their charm has not lasted.
The other element that sets the novels and short stories of
Dunsany's Irish period apart from the rest of his work is in his
attitude toward the wonders.

The Charwoman's Shadow, one of the

four fantasy novels, is full of impossibilities: imitation shadows
that

never

change

their

length,

rester ing an old woman' s youth.

evil

magicians,

spells

The Story of Mona Sheehy,

for
by

contrast, has a heroine believed by her neighbors to be the result
of her father's tryst with the Queen of Elfland, but Dunsany makes
sure the reader knows all the while that her mother is the flighty
Lady Gurtrim.

The same applies to all

the wonders and magic

throughout the Irish tales, with only two exceptions (see below}.
Thus in the story cycle "The Man Who Ate the Phoenix," there is no
phoenix, only a golden pheasant a careless keeper let escape.
title character,

Paddy O'Hone,

The

is a poacher who begins to see

visions and wonders after eating the 'phoenix' largely because he
is a simpleton

(the result of too much intermarriage among his

ancestors}

hallucinates

who

anything to drink.

(

whenever

he

gets

excited

or

Only in one episode, "The Dead," does the

has
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treatment rise to anything approaching Dunsany's normal standards;
the rest can be relegated to the category of delirium tremens, and
is of no greater interest.
Schweitzer44 sees this shift in Dunsany's approach to fantasy
elements as the ebbing of Elfland and ascribes it to a progressive
loss of vision (i.e., imagination) on Dunsany's part; Joshi (p. 80)
as a "repudiation or renunciation of fantasy."
quite

real,

but

the

cause

encroachment of old age,

is

not

The difference is

chronology,

as Schweitzer argues,

the

resulting

but genre.

To

Dunsany the famed Celtic magic that inspired Yeats to write The
Celtic Twilight and edit Celtic Fairy Tales was so much blarney.
For magic he preferred his own myths and imaginings; Irish legends
he saw as the hallucinations of whiskey-soaked bumpkins.

Therefore

he treats the wonders in these stories much less respectfully than
even in the Jorkens stories, where it is only the frame-stories
that make us dubious; in the Irish stories we are told flat out
that

there

is

no

magic,

no

marvel;

only

lies

and

overactive

imaginations (cf. "A Day's Shooting," Punch).
The two exceptions to this rule are "The Widow Flynn's Apple
Tree" and "The Mad Ghost."

In the former a young lad accused of

stealing apples claims instead to have been turned into a wild
goose by a witch and gives a detailed account of his experiences.
We are never told the truth of it; Dunsany presents us with two
stories -- Mickey Maguire's tale and Sergeant Ryan's report -- and
lets us choose between the two of them (contrast this with "A Royal
Swan," where an Irishman makes up a similar story to wheedle
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someone out of money for drinks).

"The Mad Ghost," a story written

by Dunsany from a plot sent to him by Kipling, 45 tells of four
terrorists who meet Jonathan Swift's ghost while burying a body in
a bog and go mad from the experience.

While Dunsany has used

madness as a distancing device before (witness "The Warning" and
other Jorkens stories) that does not seem to be the case this time;
something drove those four men insane, and from their character and
occupation it is extremely unlikely it was remorse.
Both of these stories are distinctly a cut above the rest:
"The Mad Ghost" begins impressively with the narrator's coming
across a village in western Ireland and four catatonic madmen one
by one.

This eerie opening effectively builds suspense so that the

reader is as edgy as the character when the first sane villager
appears.

But

the

curiously enough,

story

goes

just at the

rapidly downhill
spot where

after

Dunsany

opening onto the plot provided for him by Kipling.

that

--

grafted his

The rest of the

story, told to the narrator by one of Dunsany's typical implausible
Irishmen, hides a grim story in too-cute language; rarely are the
shortcomings of Dunsany•s Irish stories so apparent as in the two
contrasting halves of this one short tale.
startling.

The simple,

direct,

The dichotomy is

and effective language of the

opening gives way to the windy mannerisms of Dunsany's pseudoIrish,

and

the

carefully-planned

completely dissipated.

impact

of

the

beginning

is

Even more disastrously, Dunsany makes the

fundamental error of distancing the reader from the event itself,
so that what would have been a chilling tale becomes only mildly

(
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interesting, promising more than it finally delivers.

The other

tale, "The Widow Flynn's Apple Tree," contains a tour de force of
what life is like as a wild goose.
similar episode in T.

H.

Strongly reminiscent of a

White's The Book of Merlyn. 46 it uses

Dunsany•s lifelong experience as a sportsman to envision the world
as geese see it, and enables him to bring to bear all his love of
wildlife and the countryside.

As good as it is, one is forced to

conclude that Dunsany finds Mickey Maguire more interesting as a
greylag goose than as a person, and that this probably accurately
reflects his estimation of Ireland's inhabitants: given a choice,
he preferred to spend time with the animal rather than the human
ones.
The rest of the Irish short stories are nonentities which
testify only too well to Dunsany's wisdom in not writing about
Ireland before 1933; one only wishes that his resolution had held
out.

One better than average example will serve to illustrate the

point. "The Judgment of Mullaghagraney" is the story of a man who
is unable to get a pension from the new Irish government until he
is seen late one night burying a policeman's body, after which he
is granted a pension with alacrity for "services rendered."

But

nosey neighbors discover that the body was faked, and conclude that
the man is too clever by half and not to be trusted.

Like Synge's

Playboy of the Western World, treated as a hero so long as he is
thought to be a murderer, the story is a wry comment on the Irish
typical

of

Dunsany's

anecdotes

conscious, and obliquely critical.

(

of

the

period:

short,

self-

More popular in England than in
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Ireland,

the short stories of Dunsany•s "Irish period" have aged

almost as badly as the war stories, and have little to offer a
modern reader.

(
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(iii)

Tales of Detection:

The Little Tales of Smethers and Other stories

In contrast to the Irish tales, which can best be regarded as
a

1 apse on Dunsany' s

success.

part,

Duns any' s

next venture was a

great

He had always been fond of 'grims', and in October 1930

(Wakes p. 6) decided to put his talent for gruesomeness to use in
a new way, by writing a detective story.

The result,

"The Two

Bottles of Relish," is easily one of the best stories of his entire
post-war period.

So well did he succeed in his aim that it took

him over two years to find any editor willing to print it.

After

gathering an unprecedented number of rejections it was finally
accepted by Time and Tide

(Wakes p.6; Queen's Quorum p.92)

and

quickly became one of his most popular and oft-reprinted stories. 47
One of its admirers was Frederic Dannay, half of the writing team
known as Ellery Queen, who called it "that undeniable classic, 1148
and "an unqualified tour de force •.•. One of the most unforgettable
short stories of detection-and-horror ever written, 1149 ranking the
collection it appeared in as one of the 125 best detective books of
all time .

Another was Alfred Hitchcock, who when asked near the

end of his life to describe his "dream project" replied that he'd
always wanted to film "The Two Bottles of Relish" but that the
networks would never allow it: 50
television

episode,

"The

Leg

one suspects that his most famous
of

Lamb,"

was

his

sly

revenge,

substituting as it does the murderer's ingenious disposal of the
murder weapon for Dunsany•s identical method of removing the
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corpse.

Encouraged by such a favorable response, Dunsany wrote

eight more stories about the same characters and some two dozen
other murder stories, most of them collected in Smethers as the
"Other Stories."

His detective stories,

along with the

final

volume of Jorkens, represent his major output for the last decade
of his life.
For Dunsany, as Schweitzer aptly puts it (p.122), the question
is never so much "whodunit" as how.

"The Two Bottles of Relish,"

the very first story, sets the tone:

the police know that Steegers

has murdered his lover, Nancy Elth, but cannot prove there has even
been a murder without locating a body.
disappearance are

( 1)

the murderer,

Their only clues after her
a

vegetarian,

ordered two

bottles of relish and (2) every day he went out and chopped wood.
The amateur detective, Lindley, is a chess player who solves the
problem without ever

leaving his

room in the best Nero Wolfe

tradition, 51 relying on the police and his roommate, Smethers, to
investigate the scene, gather the evidence, and tell him whatever
he needs to know to solve the case.
Rohmer-Christie tradition,

In keeping with the Doyle-

the stories are narrated not by the

clever detective but by his "everyman" sidekick.
that Watson
stories~

is the real

certainly

"The

It has been said

reason for the success of the Holmes
Little

Tales

of

Smethers"

owe

their

effectiveness and charm not to Lindley, who is deliberately left
colorless and remote, but to Smethers.
Smethers is the most appealing character Dunsany ever created.
Unlike Jorkens, he is modest and self-effacing, admitting that he
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is only "a small man" in a small line of work (he is a commercial
traveller; what we would call a door-to-door salesman) •
is remarkable.

Jared Lobdell,

that all Dunsany' s

The effect

in an unpublished paper, 52 argued

work belonged to what he called "the self-

deprecatory tradition in English light fiction."

While this is a

very dubious claim when applied to the whole of Dunsany, it is a
shrewd assessment of how the Smethers stories work.
Smethers is a type one would hardly have expected Dunsany to
warm to or even understand.

Uneducated, humorless, he wistfully

hopes that by sharing a flat with a gentleman some of Lindley's
"Eton and Harrow" culture might wear off on him.

His world is

bounded by his modest job and even more modest prospects; he counts
his successes and failures in terms of the number of jars he sells.
His ambition is to one day graduate to selling something more
difficult

than

Numnumo

correspondingly greater.

so

that

his

commission

will

be

There is ample room for satire here, but

Dunsany is surprisingly gentle with little Smethers, letting him
reveal his limitations ("you don't have to quote the whole of the
Inferno to show you've read Milton; half a line may do," p. 8-9)
without ever delivering the devastating judgment on him we have
come to expect.
as

in

the

late

Perhaps Dunsany was mellowing in his old age, here
Jorkens

stories,

impression that he likes Smethers.
like:

his wistfulness,

his modesty,

for

one

gets

the

definite

And indeed there is much to
his complete confidence in

Lindley and lack of jealousy over the other man's greater wealth,
intelligence, and opportunity, 53 his nostalgia when he spends his
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wartime leave revisiting the bombed-out site where the flat he
shared with Lindley used to stand, his pluck (he is quite willing
to

beard

a

murderer

in

his

lair

when

he

realizes

that

his

professional ability as a salesman makes him the only one who can
get the man to open the door).

In brief, Smethers is salt of the

earth, an archetypical portrait of a little Englishman, the kind of
person that inspired Tolkien to create his hobbits. 54
It had taken Dunsany the greater part of his career, but he
had finally learned how to create a realistic character.

Once he

had discovered Smethers he used him sparingly, writing only nine
stories over a twenty-two year period, as opposed to some ninety
Jorkens stories in the same timespan.
stories

may

wish

for

more,

it

was

Much as admirers of the
wise

of

Dunsany

to

avoid

overusing the characters and reducing the series to a formula, as
happens with Jorkens.

By only writing a new Smethers story when he

felt like it, and giving himself plenty of time to let the ideas
come, he kept Smethers as a refreshing break from his bread-andbutter work with the Jorkens series, and it shows.
The Smethers stories, and the detective stories in general,
are marked by both freshness and variety.

Within a short space of

nine stories we have murder, espionage, attempted assassination,
and a missing person.
be pinned down.

As in his earliest books, Dunsany refuses to

Having established a paradigm in the first story,

he left it to Rex Stout,

author of the Nero Wolfe stories,

exploit and gleefully departs from it whenever he chooses.

to
As

often as not he lets the murderer escape unpunished, flaunting one
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of the cardinal rules of the detective story -- a fact which, as
Schweitzer points

out,

accounted

for

the

furor

over

"The

Two

Bottles of Relish" even more than the cannibalism. 55
Thus in the four stories chronicling Lindley and Smether's
encounters with Steeger,

a

highly-successful murderer,

Steeger

escapes scot-free twice ("The Two Bottles of Relish," "The Shooting
of Constable Slugger"), is stalemated once ("The Second Front") and
is only caught years later when he commits a third murder too much
like the first ("Once Too Often").

The non-Steeger stories include

a delightful application of Poe's Purloined Letter Principle as
Lindley seeks to penetrate a masterspy' s disguise
Disguise") 56 and

"The Clue,

ingenious of the lot.

11

("Kriegblut' s

the last-written and perhaps most

It is a tale of pure detection, a perfect

example of the "ratiocination" or logic-puzzle Poe had in mind when
he invented the form.

A man has been murdered, the only clue left

behind a crossword puzzle the murderer worked on while awaiting his
victim.

From

murderer
so

forth.

it

Lindley

constructs

a

mental

picture

of

the

his hobbies, level of education, special interests, and
The antithesis of his

first Smethers story in its

complete absence of any elements of the thriller, it is a triumph
of the thinking detective.
His other detective stories which do not feature Lindley or
Smethers are equally good and reflect similar concerns.

Dunsany

had little use for the romantic conception of murderers as dashing,
Byronic figures -- rather surprising, given his usual sympathy with
wrongdoers.

He put his point of view succinctly in a warning to
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the reader in his first story:
••• perhaps this is the point at which to stop reading my
story .•.. For don't you rather want a murder story with a
bit of a romantic twist, and not a story about a real foul
murder?
(p.20)
He says the same thing again even more bluntly elsewhere:
••• I ought to warn you this man was a murderer ••• the woman
had been made away with, a nice pretty little girl too, and
the man that had done that wasn't necessarily going to stop
at things you might think he'd stop at •••• Murder tales seem
nice things sometimes for a lady to sit and read all by herself by the fire.
But murder isn't a nice thing, and when
a murderer's desperate and trying to hide his tracks he isn't
even as nice as he was before ..•• Well, I've warned you.
(p.12)

Dunsany

returns

to

this

romantic

infatuation

with

murderers

elsewhere, making it the theme of the story ("An Alleged Murder").
A woman is so impressed by a serial killer's charm and daring that
she marries him right after his acquittal, puts all her money in
his name,

and promptly vanishes;

her former boyfriend

is

left

bleakly wishing there had been some way he could have saved her
from herself but realizes no one will ever believe him.
This attention to the character of the victim is unusual in
Dunsany•s detective stories: in most he pays little attention to
the

personality

exception is

of

the

victim,

murderer,

"Murder by Lightning, "

or

detective.

An

another outstanding story,

where a village policeman comes to realize an accidental death was
actually murder by careful observation of the dead man's neighbor
and acute knowledge of human malice.

But al though these two

stories prove he was very good at it when he chose, in most Dunsany
shows little interest in the psychology of the crime.

Nor is he

concerned with setting, as in the famed "English country house
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murder," a favorite of the period (cf T. H. White's Darkness at
Pemberley and Christie's The Mysterious Affair at Styles or The
Murder of Roger Ackroyd).

He departs from the convention of the

eccentric private detective by making Lindley -- unlike Holmes,
Wimsey,

Poirot,

or Wolfe -- a

sane,

nondescript,

well-balanced

individual distinguished only by his intelligence and ability to
grapple with challenging intellectual problems --as Lindley is fond
of repeating, murder is not nearly as interesting to him as chess.
Dunsany • s
method,

real enthusiasm in his detective stories is for

and here he gave his considerable ingenuity full range.

Among the unusual murder weapons used are a bullet made of ice
("The Shooting of Constable Slugger"), an exploding coat ("The Two
Assassins"), a dog, a shark, and an elephant ("The Strange Drug of
Dr. Caber,

11

J. IV. 2 2 ; "The Track Through the Woods, " J. V. 2 3 ;

11

A Long

Memory," J.V.32), champagne and cocktails ("The Waiter's Story"),
a snake's fang hidden beneath the false sole of a boot ("An Enemy
of Scotland Yard"), fleas ("A New Murder"), an atomic bomb ("The
Lost Scientist"),
Dunsany's

only

the head of Medusa

fantasy

detective

("Murder by Lightning") • 57

("The Shield of Athena,"

story),

and

a

lightning

rod

In one story ("An Unwritten Thriller"),

he even makes the search for a new way to kill somebody the core of
the plot: a man sets out to write a detective story and comes up
with an absolutely infallible plan for the perfect murder but then
doesn't write the book because, as he puts it, the idea is "too
good to waste."
A master of misdirection, Dunsany is adroit at keeping the
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reader on his or her toes.

His refusal to reduce the stories to a

recognizable formula means that it is impossible to predict how any
given story will turn out.

We know that Holmes will always solve

the case, that Miss Marple has never been wrong about human nature,
that Nay land Smith will invariably foul Dr.
insidious plot.

Not so with Dunsany.

Fu Manchu's latest

Sometimes there has been no

murder; sometimes the murder is prevented; sometimes despite the
victim's knowledge that his life is in danger and his pleas for
police protection he is killed anyway (cf. "A New Murder," "An Enemy
of Scotland Yard," "A Tale of Revenge").

Sometimes the murderer is

caught; sometimes he goes free, although he is never unidentified.
The stories abound in exceptions so much that each story has to be
taken on its own terms; there is no room for complacency.
An

(

ideal

example

is

"The

Speech,"

praised

by

Joshi

as

"devastating" and "one of the most remarkable stories in Dunsany's
later corpus" (Joshi p. 82-83).

This masterpiece of misdirection,

set ~n the early days of the century, concerns an M.P. who intends
to make a speech in the House of Commons that will start a world
war.

A shadowy terrorist group warn that they will not stop at

murder to prevent him.

The police take incredible precautions to

see that he reaches Parliament safely, but all in vain.

Shortly

before he is to make his speech the terrorists strike, killing his
elderly father, an obscure peer.

The firebrand is now a nobleman

and constitutionally forbidden to speak in the House of Commons; an
international crisis has been avoided and peace assured.

Like "The

Two Bottles of Relish" the story is scrupulously fair: all the
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clues are given to the reader early on, yet it is doubtful if any
guess the turn the plot is going to take.
The obvious sympathy Dunsany shows throughout this story for
the terrorists' aims, coming as it does after his grim musings on
murderers in "The Two Bottles of Relish," is just another example
of his refusal to abide by the hobgoblin of little minds.

Perhaps

another important factor is in his portrayal of the victim.
"Murder by Lightning,

11

In

where the victim is an innocuous, decent

sort, Dunsany paints his blackest portrait of a murderer:
Premeditated for years •.•• He enjoyed waiting. He was one of
those malicious types. Malice was what he seemed to live for,
as other people live for their different hobbies .••• [T]here
was that devilish look in his face and that concentrated gaze
of the wicked eyes .•• he made me think of one of those devils
you sometimes see carved in stone on the top of an old cathedral, looking down in envy at the quiet worshippers. (p.207-9)
By contrast,

"The Experiment," a story to delight the hearts of

animal rights activists, concerns two men who get into an argument
over the morality of skinning seals alive.

One man, a professional

skinner, insists that it doesn't really hurt~ the other, being a
curious sort,

decides to prove it and skins him alive.

Midway

through the experiment he ungags and questions his victim,

who

declares "it was all right for seals but simply damnable for men"
{The Man Who Ate the Phoenix, p. 186).
side

of

the

killer here,

since he

Dunsany is clearly on the

includes

five

witnesses

(a

sporting couple and their daughter, a bishop and his wife) who hear
the victim's screams but refuse either to interfere or to testify
against his killer.
As Dunsany put it elsewhere, this is one of those cases of an
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evil one had intended for another coming home to oneself (Smethers
p. 154).

Like "Jarton•s Disease" (J.IV.9), "The Showman" (J.I.11),

and "The Sleuthing of Lily Bostum"

(Phoenix),

"The Experiment"

testifies that Dunsany's philosophy had changed little, if at all,
since he wrote "Alhireth-Hotep the Prophet" and "The Jest of the
Gods" for his first two books.

The detective stories are the most consistently successful of
all Dunsany's late fiction.
chess

problems

He had always been fond of writing

and constructing brainteasers

for

his

friends,

defining a really good puzzle as one that looks absurdly easy and
yet can't be solved

(Smethers p.

93;

Sirens p.64).

With the

detective story he had finally hit on a form which brought out the
best qualities of his later fiction: ingenious plots and mordant
wit.

If Jorkens was his money-maker, these were his relaxation,

designed more to amuse himself than the public, like the fantasy
stories of his earliest days.

Designed to amuse and entertain,

they do both, and represent a minor triumph of Dunsany's decline.
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(iv)

Against the Age: Miscellaneous Short Stories

Along with the Jorkens stories, the Irish stories, and the
detective stories, Dunsany wrote a great many other stories during
the

later half of his

life which do not

fit

easily

category but which nonetheless deserve some attention.
included

in The Man Who Ate the Phoenix;

uncollected at

his

death.

A few

into any
Some were

many more were left

of these were

assembled

by

Schweitzer for his collection The Ghosts of the Heaviside Layer
(1980); others remain buried in the periodicals where they first
appeared

(see Bibliography: Uncollected Stories).

Most of them

were light fiction not very different from the stories in his
various series, but a few stand out, and a handful are worthy of a
place alongside the stories of his great period.

Perhaps the most interesting, though far from the best, of his
late stories are those which were part of his great crusade against
Modernism.

Beginning in the late 1940s and continuing up until his

death 58 he wrote articles, poems, stories, and lectures all designed
to prove the same thesis:

that Modern Poetry was a deliberate hoax

designed to destroy English literature.

Where the impetus for all

this activity came from is not very clear.

For decades Dunsany had

paid very little attention to what his younger contemporaries were
doing.

For example, he read no Joyce until 1947, when he reviewed

an anthology containing a brief excerpt from A Portrait of the
Artist as a Young Man and was pleasantly surprised to find he liked
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it. 59

Occasionally a new author's work would come his way, as when

he discovered Mary La.vin's short stories in 1939, and he could be
enthusiastic and full of praise.

In La.vin's case he did more than

just praise; he actively encouraged her to keep writing, helped her
with advice about how to get her work published, and even wrote a
preface for her first collection, Tales of Bective Bridge (1943).~
But as he entered his seventies he suddenly began to read some of
the major poets of the decades following the Georgians.
His reaction was horror mixed with disbelief.

Dunsany, who

had grown up in the age of Tennyson and as a young man been part of
the Georgian movement,

received all the shocks of the Modernist

revolution in one blow.

For him free verse was a contradiction in

terms.

Poetry had to be

thoughts,

"poetic;"

preferably in lofty,

it had to

melodic

language.

express poetic
The

subject

should be either description of nature or personal experience -"emotion recollected in tranquility."

Above all, it had to scan:

if it didn't have a regular rhyme scheme it couldn't be a poem.
None of these ideas was startling; they had all been the accepted
norms in the late 19th and early 20th century.

They also very

neatly sum up the attitudes that Ezra Pound had declared passe in
1911 and set out to replace with a new poetry for a new century.
Thus
Russell

in

"the

keeping
finest

with
poet

these

ideals

Ounsany

Ireland ever produced"

ranked

George

(Wakes p. 28),

thought Francis Ledwidge had the potential to be another Keats
("Some Irish Writers I Have Known;" rpt Heaviside Layer p.151) , 61
and apologizes for the later Yeats, arguing that the poems he wrote
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in old age should not be held against him
Heaviside Layer p.161).

( "Four Poets,"

rpt

He had no use for Dylan Thomas, claiming

his "touch of insanity prevents him from using English properly"
(Amory p. 279),

thought e.

e.

cummings a

special place in infamy for T. S. Eliot.

joke,

and reserved a

So different were Eliot's

poems from his conception of what poetry ought to be that Dunsany
decided it had to be all

a

hoax:

that Eliot was deliberately

writing nonsense and attempting to pass it off onto an unsuspecting
public.

With this idea in mind he took up the banner in defense of

the whole tradition of English poetry from Shakespeare on.
Dunsany was not alone in his dislike of Modernism, especially
in his identification of T.
English poetry went.

s.

Eliot as the Antichrist so far as

c. S. Lewis was bitterly opposed to Eliot and

all he stood for, never missing a chance to slight him, and even
went so far as to declare that the man had done serious damage to
the language. 62

H.

P. Lovecraft had written and,

unfortunately,

published a parody of The Waste-Land ("Waste Paper") years before.
J. R.

R. Tolkien, who took modern literature, good and bad,

far

less seriously, contented himself with a note to the effect that
Eliot's poems were like bales of hay tied loosely with twine.M
Fantasists in general have tended in the twentieth century to be
very conservative in their approach to form1 not until the 1960s
and 1970s did the first borrowings from the great innovators of the
1920s begin to percolate down, and even then they were met with
widespread derision on the part of most readers (and writers)
the genre (e.g., cf. de Camp, p.5).

in
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outside the field of fantasy,

in literature in general, the

forces of reaction were also very strong.

It is. easy to forget,

now that we are on the far side of the Modernist revolution, how
hard fought the battle was on both sides and how narrow the victory
for the side that won.

Eliot's work initially was met with the

same charges of being incoherent and meaningless that had greeted
Browning a half century before and Coleridge a half century before
that,

or that

Cezanne,

Van Gogh,

encountered in their own fields.

Picasso,

and Stravinsky all

Dunsany' s views, had he expressed

them in 1922, would have found many sympathetic listeners.

But he

waited until

really

interested

in

the war was

over to sign up:

1957 whether a

no

one was

poem published thirty-five years

before conformed with the standards of the late 1800s or not.

The

enfants terrible of the preceding generation had become the Grand
Old Men of English and American letters.

If anything was wanting

to put the nail in the coffin of Dunsany's critical reputation near
the end of his life, his fervid attacks on the whole of modern
poetry did the trick.
The one redeeming grace of Dunsany's stories damning Modernism
is that they are funny.

However angry he got ( and his notebooks at

Austin prove reading Eliot sometimes made him very angry indeed~),
he

kept his

mockery.

temper

and made his

stories

on the

theme

gentle

Two of the best, "A Fable for Moderns" and "The Awaken-

ing," both use analogy to make their point.

In the first, Dunsany

introduces a bank clerk (a deliberate dig at Eliot, who worked for
a time for Lloyd's Bank) who, carried away by his enthusiasm for
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modern verse, decides why let the poets have all the fun?

This

iconoclast carries the revolution into arithmetic:
he made two and two equal three among the pounds, and five in
the column of shillings, while, so as to be fair to old
prejudice and to show he could work just as well as the
Victorians could, and in their own medium, he made two and two
equal four among the pence.
When all this was done on the
same page, adding up the items of one account, it will be
realized that a novelty was produced [ in] the routine of
[that] bank.
(The Ghosts of the Heaviside Layer, p. 117)
Dunsany

completely

ignores

the

question of whether mechanical

metrical regularity produces good verse, but then this is not his
point:

he takes it as a given that strictly regular meter is a

basic requirement without which something cannot be "verse" at all.
His goal is to suggest that mere anarchy is loosed upon the world,
and the first sign of it to appear is in poetry. 65

Most of all, he

wants to discredit poetry that he cannot understandM by showing
that the same techniques he thinks went into writing it would
produce chaos if translated into any other field.
"The Awakening" is another example of Dunsany' s having fun
while slandering the whole of modern poetry, this time by having a
would-be reader of modern verse agonize because he cannot find any
beauty in the poems of "Pornick" (another pseudo-Eliot, his name
undoubtedly meant to remind us of the gentleman from Porlock whose
interference lost us the conclusion of "Kubla Khan").

Try as he

might, Mr. Binnet cannot see in "Mud on the Mantlepiece" any of
what he sees in Keats, whose Odes he continues to shamefacedly read
on

the

sly,

Shakespeare."

despite

being

told

Keats

is

"Out-of-date

Listening to what he imagines to be the musical

setting of a Pornick poem, he finally feels he understands the
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message of the verse, only to discover that he's been listening to
a piano tuner instead (a clever twist, only slightly undercut by
Dunsany's admission in Patches p.12 that he'd always been fond of
the sound of piano-tuning).
By

keeping

the

tone

light,

Dunsany makes

however reactionary in intent, amusing trifles.

these

stories,

They succeed in at

least getting a laugh, unlike his essays on the same subject -- the
most representative of which, "Modern Poets Fail in Their Duty,"
was torn apart by John Ciardi when it originally appeared as part
of "A Debate on Modern Poetry" the month of Dunsany's death. 67
Ciardi correctly points out,
entirely upon straw men:
Eliot's

and

cummings'

Dunsany' s

As

muddled argument relies

rather than quote actual examples of

verse

he

makes

up

parodies

of

it

and

triumphantly demonstrates that the parodies have no meaning, as if
this proved anything (Ciardi retorts:
forgery

qualifies

any

man

as

an

"I cannot see that a poor

expert

on

coinage"

p.

138).

Typical of Dunsany's argument is his attitude toward the opening
line of The Waste Land: "April is the cruelest month."

This is not

poetry, in Dunsany's view, because it is not true; April is very
pleasant month -- nice weather, spring flowers.

As Ciardi says,

"Dunsany ... has no trouble understanding the message.
does not like what it is saying" (p. 138).

He simply

The very reductio ad

absurdum that makes the stories work destroys any credibility the
essays might have, leaving Dunsany looking like a crusty old relic
speaking to an audience of little old ladies. 68

Of all the crusades

Dunsany undertook in his career -- against proofreaders' correction
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of his punctuation,

against the practice of cutting off dogs'

tails, against pollution and food additives and pesticides, against
the shape of lamp shades and putting salt in shakers, against faked
antiques -- this last hobby horse hurt his standing the deepest.
The minor notoriety it brought him could not outweigh the portrait
it left of him as spokesman for the philistines in the minds of
Ciardi's generation, who avenged themselves by completely ignoring
him and allowing him to be forgotten.

Of the unrelated short stories of Dunsany•s post-World War I
period,

the largest gr:ouping is undoubtedly his ghost stories.

Ghost stories were nothing new for Dunsany; he wrote them all his
life, from "The Watch-Tower" and "Thirteen at Table" (The Last Book
of Wonder) to "The Ghosts of the Heaviside Layer," "The Ghost of
the Ballet," and "Autumn cricket" (all 1950s).

Darrell Schweitzer

goes so far as to suggest that "if Dunsany had lived a few years
more he might have written enough of them to fill a book" (p. 5).
Perhaps; but, then again, perhaps not.

What is certain is that the

break between his early and later fiction is at its weakest in the
ghost stories.

"Autumn Cricket" and "The Return," two of his

finest, could easily have fit into The Last Book of Wonder, a claim
that cannot be made for many of his later stories.

Dunsany' s usual

spice -- what Kipling called his "comprehension and venom"
Note 45 )

is largely absent here.

(see

"Autumn Cricket," a sort of

precursor of Field of Dreams, tells of a very old man who every
night watches the ghosts of famous cricketers that only he can see
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play

on

his

favorite

field.

His

neighbors

try

to

have

him

committed, but before they succeed he plays one final game and dies
on the field,

joining his heroes

forever.

This oft-reprinted

story69 is one of Dunsany•s quietest pieces; avoiding any dramatic
touches, he keeps it simple and effective.
"The Return," another tour-de-force of his decline, is also a
ghost story, but of a very different type.

This story is one of

the few things Dunsany re-wrote and offers convincing proof that he
should have done so on a regular basis.

Originally called "The

Ghost in the Old Corridor," it was an unimpressive piece using
typical

late

Dunsany

devices:

a

frame

tale

narrator enclosing a first-person narrative.

and

an

anonymous

When he came to re-

write it for the BBC two years later, he discarded the frame and
put the whole story from the ghost's point of view, removing the
more obvious clues so that the reader or listener never learns
until the final sentence that it is a ghost speaking.
by

Dunsany

to

write

"an

original

ghost

story"

This attempt

(Wakes

p.

19)

produced only mediocre results the first time, but the recasting
for the radio gave him a chance to cut everything extraneous to the
story itself.
years,

One of the only unmediated fantasies of his later

it shows how much the frame stories fettered him and how

much better off he was without them.

That the frame-stories had become a habit with him is
shown by the presence of several other club stories that can only
be called "non-Jorkens."

(

Each has a setting indistinguishable from
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the Billiards Club although occasionally called by a different name
and several of them a narrator identical with Jorkens' biographer,
but for one reason or another Dunsany did not take the final step
of making them part of the series. 70

In two cases, "Ardor Canis"

(about a man who is injected with essence of dog to perk him up and
takes on the personality of one as well) and "The Honorary Member"
(about Atlas retiring and joining the club because the world has
gotten

too

scientific

and

he

was

feeling

unappreciated),

the

wonders take place in the club itself, thereby breaking the rule
Dunsany had set himself to leave Jorkens the only authority for his
stories.

"The Great Scoop" (Phoenix) and "The Speech" (Smethers;

discussed in section iii above) form a mini-series by themselves,
being two recollections by an elderly retired journalist named
Gauscold -- Dunsany's reasons for not making Gauscold a member of
the Billiards Club are anyone's guess, but perhaps he wanted these
two

serious

stories to avoid

the taint of

Jorkens series might attach to them.

frivolity

that the

The same cannot be said of

the episodic The strange Journeys of Col. Folders, recounting the
experiences of an old bigot after he insults an Indian mystic; here
it seems that Dunsany•s motive was to give himself a free hand from
the increasingly complex frame of the Billiard Club stories.

"The

Experiment" (Phoenix) and "An Unwritten Thriller" (Smethers), both
discussed above, are also strays which use Jorkens-like settings in
decidedly un-Jorkensian ways.

Aside from demonstrating the overlap

found in so many of Dunsany•s later stories and the difficulty of
choosing which element it is best to categorize them under, these
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stories testify to Dunsany's need to get away from Jorkens once in
a while.

Another
Dunsany' s
Jorkens

amorphous

science
stories

inventions

or

grouping

fiction
(see

messages

with

stories.

section
from

i),

Mars

ambiguous
Almost

all

dealing
(never

boundaries

of these were

with

lost

concerned

with

either

very

are

consistency, Dunsany gives four mutually contradictory accounts of
what life is like on Mars 71 ) , but one is a detective story ("The New
Master") and another a ghost story ("The Ghosts of the Heaviside
Layer").

Normal divisions between genres begin to dissolve when

Dunsany gets playful, and these are prime examples.

Late in life

Dunsany began to worry that machines were beginning to take over
the world,
stories

and after trying out the theme in two minor Jorkens

( "The Warning," J. IV. 6,

and "Misadventure," J. V. 31)

he

wrote two versions of the same plot in "The New Master" (Smethers)
and The Last Revolution (1951, his penultimate novel).
ably, the short story, although minor, is better:
of a

chess-playing robot which murders

Dunsany

full

scope

to

develop

his

a brief account

its creator that gives

machinophobia.

belabors the point and suffers because, again,
years too late.

Predict-

The

novel

Dunsany is fifty

His startling new idea, that robots might try to

one day take over the world, had already been handled much more
impressively by Karel Capek in R. U. R.: Rossum' s Universal Robots in
1923; by the early 1950s this was more than common property of all
science fiction writers, it was a cliche.

(

It is good to know,
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given the heavy-handedness of both the novel, and the story, that
Dunsany mocked his own views in another story, "An Eccentricity of
Genius" (J.V.11): here the all-powerful strategy computer decides
military maneuvers are boring and refuses to do anything except
play chess (this story later inspired a very similar one by Arthur
C. Clarke, "The Pacifist," as one of his Tales of the White Hart;
Clarke's version is even better than Dunsany' s;

see section i

above).

Other stories can only be labelled as "miscellaneous."

Some

of them bear a distant resemblance to the early wonder tales while
others, written as the mood took him, are highly uncharacteristic.
"Little Snow-White up to date" (Phoenix), written for an anthology
called The Fairies Return (1934), is a wonderful little modern-day

(

parody of the classic story,

substituting a gramophone for the

magic mirror and attributing the poison in the apple to the use of
pesticides.

Written with no other motive than pure fun in mind, it

succeeds beautifully.

"The Pirate of Round Pond" (Smethers), one

of only three stories for children he wrote (the others are the
execrable "The Wind in the Woods," reprinted in Phoenix, and "The
Dwarf Holobolos

and the Sword Hogbi ter,"

discussed below) ,

is

another fun piece about three boys who rig their toy boat with
miniature torpedoes and sink other boys' boats in Hyde Park; it is
an entertaining bit of fluff.
"The First Watch-dog,"

another uncharacteristic piece,

unusual in that unlike "The Sword and the Idol," his only other
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story to treat of prehistoric days, there is nothing condescending
about it, either in his portrait of the man or the dog.
"just-so story,
For

all

It is a

but it avoids the cuteness of Kipling's tales.

11

Dunsany I s

love

of

dogs,

he

usually

treats

them

like

blithering idiots ("Ardor Canis," "The Use of Man," "A Moment in
the Life of a Dog, 11 My Talks with Dean Spanley) ; only Rory and
Bran, this tale, and the wicked "The Cut" (about a dog who learns
the value of money and sells himself) portray them as having any
sense at all.n
Saki

story,

"Ardor Canis" itself is a shameless steal from a

"The Remoulding

of Groby

Lington,"

just as

Tibbet" (Phoenix) is an uncharacteristic imitation of
La Carte."

"Rose

o. Henry• s "A

"Old Emma" (Phoenix) harkens back to "In the Twilight"

(The sword of Welleran) and is an early example of an afterlife
experience: a man dies on an operating table and is revived.

(

In

the few minutes when he is temporarily dead he goes to Heaven,
where

he

childhood.

looks

for

The

the

hosts

maid who
of

was

Heaven

so

march

kind
by

to

him

in

his

"practising

for

Armageddon," led by four great archangels, and while he is peering
about for Old Emma one of the archangels addresses him:
"Why, Master Tom, 11 it said;
watching soldiers" (p. 168).

"you always was a

Other stories strike a somewhat grimmer note:
Dinner Speech"

(Phoenix)

and "After Forty Years"

one to be
"The After-

(Phoenix)

both

reflect Dunsany•s occasional feeling of having outlived all the
people he grew up with (cf Patches p.32-33); the latter is however
amusing in its account of a teacher suddenly confronted with the
image of what the students in his class will look like when grown.
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"The story of Tse Gah"

(uncollected)

anticipates Le Guin' s The

Tombs of Atuan by almost a quarter of a century and tells the story
of a young boy thought to be the reincarnation of a god.

Taken and

trained from childhood by monks, he leads a miserable life as their
tame god until the monastery is destroyed. Convinced by this time
that he is a god, he runs to the mountaintop to make thunder and is
struck and killed by a bolt of lightning.

A pathetic little tale,

it vaguely recalls "The Relenting of Sarnadac"

in its general

outline but the idealism of the earlier tale is missing; the will
to believe has turned into calculated cynicism on the worshippers'
part.

Even more pessimistic is "The Coming Party"

which a

(Punch),

in

woman wants her young son to succeed in politics but

doesn't want him to be held back by her beliefs and forced to join
Being far-sighted,

the Conservatives (Dunsany's own party).

she

thinks the Conservatives, Labour, and even Communists will all go
the way of the Liberals, so she decides from her reading of the
daily

newspaper

Terrorists.

that

the

party

of

the

future

will

be

the

Dunsany was not usually a very reliable predictor of

trends, but something about this short piece strikes a chill even
now,

over

forty-four

years

later.

Finally

there

is

"The

Policeman's Prophecy," imagining the world after man is extinct.
After hearing news of the first atomic bomb, Dunsany had written
"a new era started yesterday ••• henceforth we are all people with
a mission, a strange mission, not to destroy the world." (A Glimpse
from a Watch Tower, p.41-43).

But "The Policeman's Prophecy" had

been written long before, in 1929, and is of a piece with the
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visions in "Where the Tides Ebb and Flow" and "The Avenger of
Perdondaris," as well as the warnings in various of the Fifty-one
Tales (e.g., "Furrow Maker"):
The mouse will remember houses, the cat will remember soft
rugs, the jackdaw for many a year will remember chimneys, but
the dog will remember man.
And what an odd memory it will
be ...
We must be content with whatever memory we can get when we are
gone.
(Phoenix p. 96)

Memory itself, or the loss of it, forms the subject of two of
his very best late stories,

his tales of amnesia:

"A Lapse of

Memory" (Phoenix) and "By Night in the Forest" (Heaviside Layer).

s.

T. Joshi has suggested that Dunsany's Irish stories reflect a

conception of fantasy as something which exists in people's minds,
so that reality becomes a totally relative concept and wonder can
be found literally anywhere (p.56-57).

While I do not think this

is true of the Irish stories, for the reasons stated in section ii,
Joshi's remark casts an interesting light on these two late pieces.
"A Lapse of Memory," as the title indicates,

is about a man who

wakes up totally unaware of who he is or how he came to be there.
Unfortunately, he finds himself between the trenches on the Western
Front, with no idea which is his side.
to distinguish
enemies

are

friend

shown

to

from foe,
be

As he tries painstakingly

the things which separate the

completely unimportant

--

a

slightly

different color uniform, a slightly different design of helmet.

An

extremely effective oblique criticism of war, the story ends with
the character still stuck in the mud waiting vainly for some sign
that will tell him who he is and who it is he's supposed
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to be fighting.
The other story,

"By Night in the Forest," is I

single best of his post-war period.

think the

Simple in plot and language,

it describes a man in armor riding through the woods at night.

He

is heavily armed with arquebus and lance but, due to a fall from
his horse, cannot remember what it is he is riding toward; all he
has to go by are the elaborate precautions he evidently made before
he lost his memory.

After a harrowing ride he arrives at a house

where people greet him and award him a prize,

and he gradually

realizes that it's a costume party and there was never any danger.
But -- and it is an important but -- the story closes with Dunsany
telling us that all his life he remembered the forest as it had
been to him during that ride.
The implications of these two vivid nightmare-like experiences
recorded in prose are suggestive:

it is almost as if reality has

won its battle with Dunsany and he has given up his attempts to
write fantasy except for the occasional ghost story, but then gets
his

own back by showing that reality is only mundane when it

conforms

to

all

our

expectations.

I

know

of

no

more

demonstration of Recovery or Mooreeffoc than this story.

vivid

Reality

may have won, but given any chance wonder will re-assert itself.

Finally, there are Dunsany's late fantasies.
just sad echoes of what had gone before.

Mostly these are

"The Shield of Athena"

(Smethers) is a minor effort, an attempt to graft fantasy into his
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detective stories.

It is not particularly successful,

experiment was not repeated.

and · the

"The Opal Arrow-head" is of more

interest for its chronology than its content, being one of only
three stories known to have been written between the disaster of
1916 and the creation of Jorkens in 1925 (see Note 5 ) .

As such, it

both looks forward and back -- back to the great days

in its

mention of Gorgondy, the wicked drink of the gnomes described in
"The Secret of the Sea"

(The Last Book of Wonder),

and to the

thieves' tales with its account of the main character's attempt to
tempt fate by stealing it from them a second time~ forward in being
the first of Dunsany's club stories, although he uses the club only
in the opening scene as a very effective stage-setter and does not
use it as a device to distance or discredit the story.

Written

during Dunsany's American visit in late 1919, it should have gone
in Tales of Three Hemispheres,

where it would have fit nicely;

instead it had to wait until 1947 1 s The Man Who Ate the Phoenix,
where it is a forlorn reminder of better days.
his early days is "The Finding of Mr. Jupkin,
about 1931-32,

a

Also reminiscent of
11

probably written

slight but amusing piece written in the same

deliberate mock-politeness as "How Ali Came to the Black Country."
But these minor pieces only emphasize how far Dunsany had
fallen.

The evidence of his manuscript notebooks, now at Austin,

reveals that he repeatedly tried to write fantasy in his final
years and was unable to: each piece remains unfinished or a mere
plot-outline.

Only twice did he manage to complete one of these

late fantasies, and one of these he decided to leave unpublished.
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Each is redolent with echoes of his early work: each is intriguing
and promising; each ends with Dunsany unable to continue.
one to see print,

The only

"The Traveller to Thundercliff," written in

1949,n is a short, powerful piece about a man who flees the clamor

of Terra Cognita for the quiet of Elfland, reminiscent of "The Long
Porter's Tale,

11

but ending with a hint of power held in check.

Elusive and haunting, there is · nothing to distinguish it from the
work he had done forty years earlier.

The other completed piece,

the only known unpublished short story, was written for his sevenyear-old grandson, Edward John Carlos Plunkett, in 1946.~

Called

"The Dwarf Holobolos and the Sword Hogbiter," it is a long story
best described as a blending of "Fortress Unvanquishable Save For
Sacnoth" with Don Rodriguez, borrowing its style from one and the
flavor · of its marvels

from the other.

Amusing but not up to

Dunsany's usual standard, it nevertheless deserves to see print.
Of the four abandoned tales, one, "On a Picture by Sime," is
an attempt by Dunsany to return to the source of so many of his
best stories, two years after his former partner's death.

Whether

the picture described by Dunsany in this piece actually exists or
not is unclear:

he seems to have been trying to re-create in his

mind and on paper an archetypical Sime design.

In any case, the

story, what little he wrote of it, is pointless and meandering and
he soon abandoned it: either imitation Sime would not do (and there
was no longer any way he could get the real thing) or the method
that had produced such good results for him in 1907 and 1910 no
longer worked.

(

The second piece, "Charon in London," is similar
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and may also have been inspired by one of Sime•s early "Afterlife"
cartoons; slightly better than "On a Picture by Sime," it is still
inferior to the "Charon" of Fifty-one Tales and it too ends without
giving us any idea of where,

if anywhere,

it was going.

Giants Plan War on the Gnomes," the third fragment,
better;

written

only

a

few

days

after

"The

is decidedly

Dunsany

completed

"Holobolos," it clearly benefited from his writing of the longer
tale.

His inspiration renewed, he set to work at once on a new

fantasy -- clear proof,

if we needed it, that this is where his

heart had always remained -- but after only a little over a page he
stopped and never resumed writing on it again.

A pity, since while

this piece forms a parallel to "A Pretty Quarrel" and a sort of
companion piece to

"How Plash-Goo Came to the Land of None' s

Desire" it is actually better than either, from what little we see
of it.

Finally there is "The Sick Man's Dream of His Club."

Unlike the others this is a detailed synopsis of a story complete
with beginning, middle, and end.

Like "Old Emma" it is an account

of a peculiar vision or dream, quite unlike anything else Dunsany
ever wrote.
would

If he had been able to go back and flesh it out it

probably have

been

one

of

his

although he intended to~ he never did.

best

ghost

stories,

but
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CONCLUSION

Dunsany wrote many short stories -- all readable, some good,
a few brilliant.

In the end it is by the books he published in the

first part of his career that he will be judged, for it is here
that

he

made

his

greatest

contribution.

But

Lovecraft would have him,n the Great Apostate.

he

is

not,

as

He ceased writing

the kind of story he most loved because he had no choice:

the

fragments at Austin make it clear he was no longer able to write
what he wanted to write, whatever the reason.

But he had dedicated

his life to writing~ he had abandoned his parliamentary career to
it, and he had passed the point of being able to give .it all up
when his gift left him.

Viewed in light of his diminishing talent,

there is something heroic in his continuing to write.

He cast

about for something still within his capabilities, since he could
no longer write what he wanted to write, and the result was the
Jorkens stories.

When these began to pale, he tried other things:

ghost stories, detective stories,

et cetera --occasionally with

great success, sometimes disastrously.

But he never gave up, for

which we may be grateful -- as poor as many of his late stories
are, there are a few gems that would be sorely missed -- "By Night
in the Forest," "The Return, " "The Two Bottles of Relish II among
them.

s.

T. Joshi has argued that the idea that there was any great

decline in excellence in Dunsany's work after his early years is a
fallacy.

(

He makes an excellent case for taking the later books
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seriously and points out their virtues.

But he fails to convince

me, and Dunsany himself held the opposite view.

His later works

are of interest, yes; Dunsany began as a writer of genius and even
after his genius failed he still had talent, and his wicked sense
of humor remained unabated to the end of his life.
the Books of Wonder that we should judge him.

But it is by
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APPENDIX:

DUNSANY THE PROPAGANDIST

Tales of War (1918) and Unhappy Far-Off Things (1919), the two
collections of wartime stories Dunsany wrote as part of his work
for the propaganda division of the War Department in 1918, have
long been something of a problem for admirers of his work.
ignored by La Croix,

and Schweitzer, 1 they are both an

Joshi,

embarrassment and an anomaly.
ages so badly as propaganda:
of us all.

An embarrassment, because nothing
like it or not, time makes neutrals

An anomaly, because these stories are completely unlike

what came before or followed after.
they

do

Largely

not

peripherally.

reflect

his

own

More or less written to order,

concerns

or

interests,

except

They represent not part of the main line of his

development but a side track that quickly dead-ended.

For these

reasons, I have felt justified in leaving them out of the main body
of this study.
Still, the subject of this dissertation is Dunsany's short
stories, and these pieces do take the form of the short story.
is necessary,
appendix.
tour

of

therefore,

to consider them briefly;

It

hence this

Except for the three tales written during his American
October-December

1919

("The

Opal

Arrow

Head,"

"The

Emperor's Crystal," "The Inspiration of Monsieur de Cerise") , these
forty-four stories are the only short stories Dunsany is known to
have written between August 1914 and July 1925.

One would expect

them to represent a transition between his intense early mode and
the relaxed, chatty style of his later tales.

(

In fact, their stark
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contrast from either shows just how clear the break between the two
halves of his career was.
It is difficult, and painful, to read these tales seventy-two
years after they were written:

their sheer virulence makes it

almost impossible to judge them as works of art.

Propaganda, by

its very nature, depends on a crisis mentality in its readers to be
effective.

Too much history has

intervened for us to blindly

accept Dunsany's thesis that the Kaiser was solely responsible for
the war;

that

this

evil

War

Lord

and his

Huns

plotted world

conquest and only Britain and France, with their disinterested love
of liberty,
official

stood in the way.

This is, purely and simply, the

British government version of the conflict. 2

It was

Dunsany's job to try to make this piece of hypocritical selfjustification credible.

As a loyal soldier and staunch imperialist

he did his duty and unquestioningly accepted the official version
of the war.

These tales are his gesture of putting his most prized

possession, his talent as a writer, at the service of his country.
But if the events of 1916 (see Chapter II section vii) had not been
enough to traumatize Dunsany the writer, his work as a propagandist
seems to have completed the job.
There can be no question but that Dunsany believed his country
was in the right and Germany wholly in the wrong.
against

the

(uncollected;

Germans
1912)

shows
and

up

even

as
"The

early

as

Madness

"The

His prejudice
German

Spy"

of Andelsprutz"

(A

Dreamer's Tales, 1910); it was an attitude he shared with many,
probably most, of his fellow countrymen in the pre-war years (cf.
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Saki's When William Came and John Buchan's The Thirty-nine Steps).
Yet,

as we have seen over and over,

one of the most striking

features of Dunsany's career is his inability to adopt a single
position and hold to it.
cannot

resist

beliefs.

playing

His work is full of contradictions as he
devil's

advocate

to

his

own

ideas

and

No matter how intensely Dunsany believed in something,

his innate puckishness would eventually lead him to express "the
other side."

Examples abound:

"To the Birds" (Mirage Water) tells

of how the animals he spent his life hunting will celebrate his
death (The strange Journeys of Colonel Polders can be considered a
more extended exercise of the same sort);

"The Jorkens Family

Emeralds" (J.III.6) and "A Nice Lot of Diamonds" (J.V.2) show his
awareness of the ugly side of imperialism; the pastiche-reviews of
his own work, such as the one published in G. P. Putnam's autobiography, reveal that he could see how hostile critics would view
his next book; even the Sinn Fein terrorists, mass murderers in his
eyes, are affectionately described in The Curse of the Wise Woman
and portrayed in Up in the Hills as a bunch of overgrown boys.
But in his war stories, there was no such outlet.
accepted

the

job

of

writing

official

government

Dunsany had
propaganda

demonstrating the justness of the British cause, the brutality and
war crimes of the Germans,

the personal

responsibility of the

Kaiser for all the carnage, the courage and determination of the
British troops.

He was not allowed to deviate from this:

the one

thing propaganda cannot afford is the suggestion that the other
side may have a point.

Dunsany himself would have dismissed such
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Therefore these

thoughts as disloyal and possibly treasonous.

There are no

stories lack the complexity of his earlier work.
twists, no tension between stories, and no subtlety.

As a result,

these stories are the least interesting in his corpus.
not variations on a
rather

than

theme but repetitions of

explorations.

The

games

Dunsany

it,

They are

reiterations

plays

with

his

readers, the unpredictability that stands as a challenge in other
works, vanish here without a trace.
And

yet,

ironically,

there

are

hints

which

suggest

that

Dunsany was not nearly as single-minded as these pieces would
indicate.

He was horrified when he learned from a captured German

officer that the Germans referred to the English as "Huns;" he was
appalled during a post-war visit to occupied Germany to see the
effects of the war on German civilians. 3

There is precedent for

arguing that these pieces only partly reflect Dunsany•s attitude in
his behavior at the time of the Boer War.

The Plunketts had a long

tradition of military service, going back at least to the Battle of
the Boyne.

Hence when Dunsany•s eldest uncle died and his father

became next in line for the title, he decided his son could not go
to Oxford (following in the footsteps of Uncle Horace, who as a
third son had been allowed this eccentricity) but instead had to
attend a military academy.
man,

Dunsany was groomed to be a career army

just as his brother was assigned to the navy.

But unlike

Reginald, who had a long and honorable career, 4 Dunsany quit the
army mid-way through his first war.
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The conditions under which he did so are interesting, and
revealing.

The Boer War was internationally controversial at the

time and has never ceased to be since; so unpopular was the British
conduct

of

the

war

that

International

Brigades

of

Russian,

American, and Dutch volunteers fought on the Boer side.

Dunsany

seems to have acquitted himself well in the Battle of Modder River
before

being

Capetown. 5

assigned

to

work

as

assistant

press

censor

at

He thus missed active participation in the second, more

unpleasant, stage of the war, when the defeated Boer (whose 80,000
men had won a surprising number of victories before succumbing to
the 450,000 men Britain put in the field) took to guerilla warfare.
The British response was to invent the concentration camp, where
they put Boer women and children, some 26,000 of whom died from
malnutrition and disease there (not to mention another 13-14,000
Africans).

The last Boer commandos did not surrender until 1902,

three years after the war started and two after the last battle,
but by then Dunsany had already resigned his commission, quit the
army,

and gone home.

That he would abandon his career without

having another in mind (he did not begin writing for another three
years, and filled the meantime with socializing) suggests more than
a distaste for army life; that he would not wait until the war was
over to do so suggests a private disapproval of the British policy
of

carrying

the

war

biographer,

Hone,

sympathetic

to

to

civilians.

Yet

when

George

Moore's

quoted Moore's opinion that Dunsany had been

the

Boers,

Dunsany

forced

"accusation" with threats of a libel suit. 6

him

to

remove

the
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If Dunsany felt any similar qualms about The Great War, they
are

not

reflected

autobiography.

in

these

tales,

Schweitzer

and

thinks

only

obliquely

otherwise;

in

in his

his

brief

discussion of Tales of War and Unhappy Far-Off Things he argues
that Dunsany reveals "a certain sympathy for the Germans" (p. 144).
I

disagree;

what Schweitzer sees

polemical purpose.

as

sympathy

always

Let us take several examples:

serves

a

"Two Degrees of

Envy" shows an English soldier jealous of a wounded pal being taken
from the trenches to a clean,

quiet hospital, while the German

soldier envies a friend killed several days before.

"The Home of

Herr Schni tzelhaaser" portrays an elderly German couple on the
verge of starvation after the deaths of their four sons at the
Front.
get

"The Road" describes the brutal treatment German soldiers

from their officers.

"The Punishment"

describes desolate

German widows mourning over their dead husbands.

Yet in each case

the goal is not to evoke sympathy for the enemy

(elsewhere he

refers to the Germans as "a murderous people;" Tales of Warp. 72).
We can understand this better if we consider Dunsany's audience:
the English soldiers themselves.

From this point of view,

"Two

Degrees of Envy" shows that the Germans are on their last legs and
losing their will to fight.

"The Home of Herr Schnitzelhaaser"

ends with a call for the German people to rise up and assassinate
the Kaiser for all he has done to them.

"The Road" reminds Allied

soldiers that, however much they may resent their officers, they
are lucky compared with the German compatriots.

"The Punishment"

uses the forlorn widows only to prove that the Kaiser's crime is
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not just against Belgium or France but his own people as well.
The intransigence of these stories is frightening: 7 no gesture
which might show William II (Queen Victoria's favorite grandson) to
be human

can be allowed

carefully countermanded.

to

Each must be

pass unchallenged.

Thus a news report of his stopping to

pray in a cathedral ("Lost") is discounted as an empty ritual: if
the Kaiser had been sincere, Dunsany says, he would have knelt to
pray.

His orders to have two wounded enemy soldiers he spotted

during a tour of the front taken to a hospital and treated kindly
("A Deed of Mercy") is equated with Judas•s single deed of mercy in
Matthew Arnold's famous poem ( "Saint Brendon") ; like Judas, Dunsany
says, the Kaiser will be given one day's holiday a year from Hell.
But,

far from exonerating the Kaiser,

Dunsany uses his act of

kindness to remind readers of the Lusitania (p. 156), as well as
putting him on the level of the arch-betrayer of all time.

Not

content with urging his own people to murder him ("The Home of Herr
Schni tzelhaaser") ,

Dunsany uses

another

story to

advocate

his

execution as a common criminal after the war ("The House with Two
Stories").
How far

these stories are

from Dunsany' s

pre-war work is

perhaps best indicated by "Anglo-Saxon Tyranny," where he condemns
the commander of the German navy as a pirate.

Forgotten are all

the loving depictions of pirates in "The Three Sailor's Gambit,"
"A Story of Land and Sea," "The Man with the Golden Earring," "The
Secret of the Sea," and "Poor Old Bill;" now Dunsany sees pirates
as murderers of woman and children.

(

This is, of course, exactly
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what they are, but the contrast with his earlier view is so great
Arthur Machen's

that it descends upon the reader like a crash.
wartime stories, collected in The Angels of Mons:

The Bowmen and

other legends of the war (1915), manage to damn the Germans with
equal

ferocity

children,
vision.

et

as

barbarians

al.,

without

who

enjoy murdering

abandoning

Machen's

priests

and

characteristic

His stories are fantasies, and a recognizable development

out of his earlier work.
absolute departure.

Dunsany's are stark realism,

and an

Stories about watching Charlie Chaplin films

("A Famous Man") jostle with descriptions of ruined villages ("The
cathedral

of Arras,"

"On an Old

Battle

Field,"

"A Garden

in

Arras") •

He even devotes a few stories to portraying states of

mind, the kind of psychological analysis he had always eschewed in
his earlier work
Seventh,"

("What Happened on the Night of the Twenty-

"England,"

"The

English

Spirit").

That

he

does

a

credible job is an indication of his talent, and perhaps encouraged
him later, after he had abandoned the fantasy short story, as proof
that he could write in other modes.
In the end,

it is difficult to evaluate these stories l i

stories because Dunsany did take his assignment so seriously.
Their purpose is purely didactic; they are a case of tenor which
utterly overwhelms vehicle.

Only very, very rarely does a story

retain any interest in its own right.

The best of these is "The

Prayer of the Men of Daleswood," where a small group of soldiers
cut off behind enemy lines

realize that

if they die a

whole

generation from one small village will be lost; the lyricism and
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pathos of their attempt to set down for others what Daleswood means
to them gives the story more than topical appeal (compare Fifty-one
Tales'

"The

Countries,"

Workman").
and

"Weeds

and

"The Last Mirage"

Wire,"

"The

Nightmare

come closest to effectively

capturing the horror of the desolation of NoMan'sLand, a landscape
so ravaged by war that it became the largest man-made desert in
history.

"The Punishment" would be an extremely effective tale of

a leader being forced,

Ebenezer-Scrooge fashion,

to realiz• the

human cost his people have to pay for a war if only the nightmare
were extended to include,

one by one,

all the

leaders of the

belligerent nations; as it stands, the polemic underlying it rather
sours the tale.

Finally, "The Last Scene of All" builds upon "An

Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge" by•giving us the experiences of a
man who, unknown to himself, has just died.

The first and last of

these, in particular, manage to transcend their context and do not
require a pathological hatred of Germans to appreciate.
All in all,

it is hard not to conclude that these stories

deserve the neglect they have received in recent decades.

Alone

of all his works, his wartime propaganda (in which category we may
include the poems, stories,

and novel he wrote during World War

Two 8 ) fail to speak to a modern audience.
seem to have influenced no one,

Alone of his tales they

although one anonymous critic

suggested Hemingway's sparse prose style might have owed something
to them, a suggestion I find exceedingly dubious. 9

Flann O'Brien

might have taken a hint for The Third Policeman from Ounsany's dead
man that does not know he is dead ("The Last Scene of All"), but
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there is nothing to show this is the case beyond the similarity of
theme.

Their importance in Dunsany•s career is purely personal.

Because of them, he got taken out of the trenches on the Western
Front and given the only 9-to-5 desk job he was ever to hold in his
life.

Because of them, he got to experience what it was like to be

part of a group of writers all working independently towards the
same goal.

He clearly enjoyed the work, enjoyed the companionship

of his fellows

(among whom were fellow fantasists A. A. Milne,

future author of Winnie the Pooh, and

w. w.

Tarn, author of now-

forgotten classic The Treasure of the Isle of Mist). 10

Even more

importantly, Amory recounts how M.I.7.B.(i) made plans for Dunsany
to give a series of propaganda lectures in America as part of
his job[,] but when the war ended, the plan naturally
collapsed.
However a Mr. Pond appeared and revived the
idea ••. (Amory p. 162)
Thus the triumphant 1919 American tour,

the high water mark of

Dunsany's fame, was a direct outgrowth of his war job.
Of little value in themselves,
served their purpose:

these stories nevertheless

keeping Dunsany alive by keeping him away

from the front, so he did not share the fate of Saki, Thomas, and
Hodgson; introducing him to new readers (Amory claims, p. 149, that
they were published in "newspapers all over the world"); proving to
him

that

he

inspiration

could
was

still

lost.

write

stories

Artistic

even

failures,

uninspiring prelude to his post-war career. 11

if
they

his

earlier

formed

an

It is not surprising

that, after this interlude, it was five long years before he could
make a fresh start as a writer of short stories.

NOTES
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NOTES TO THE INTRODUCTION
1

Since there has been some confusion between Dunsany's name
and his title, it seems best to elucidate the matter here. He was
born Edward Plunkett; not until his father died did he inherit the
title and become "Dunsany." He chose to use his title as his pen
name, much as George Gordon, Lord Byron, had a century before. His
friends called him Eddie; his wife's nickname for him was Pony (and
his for her was Mink).
Throughout this dissertation he will be
referred to by the name he chose, Dunsany.
For the record, "Dunsany" is not pronounced DUN-sa-nay, as has
traditionally been the most common usage in this country, but DunSAY-ny (rhymes with "rainy"). See Dunsany' s letter of October 26th
1916 to Stuart Walker on the proper pronouncation of the name (rpt
in Bierstadt, p. 185).
Incidently, the nickname 'Lord Insany'*
given to him (without his knowledge) at the University of Athens in
1941, confirms this pronouncation.
*related to me by a-colleague of Dunsany's at Athens in a May
1987 interview.
2The Irish Championship game was in 1924 (Sirens p. 61-64).
The World Chess Champions were Jose Capablanca (Sirens p. 112) and
Alexander Alekhine (Wake p. 40).
The game with Capablanca, the
former world champion at the time, took place in spring 1929 as
part of an exhibition tournament in which Capablanca played twentyone other players simultaneously, winning eighteen of the games.
His game with Dunsany was reproduced in the Chess Column of the
London Times. Dunsany's game with Alekhine in August 1938 was also
not one-on-one and ended "as games against Alekhine usually do end"
-- i.e., in Dunsany's defeat. A fine player, like his Uncle Horace
Plunkett and son Randal, he did not devote enough time to chess to
truly excel, feeling that

chess can completely fill a lifetime, and .•• if I was ... to
to work for the sake of those who read my tales, I had to
overcome the temptation to stray from the world of green
fields to that of alternative squares. (Wake p. 18)
His stories "The Chess-Player,
The Financer,
and Another"
(Phoenix), "An Eccentricity of Genius" (J. V .11), and "The Two
Bottles of Relish" (Smethers) all testify to his fascination with
the game, as does "The Three Sailors' Gambit" (The Last Book of
Wonder), called by E. F. Bleiler "the best chess story ever
written" (Gods. Men & Ghosts, p. ix).
Dunsany also wrote many
chess problems for the London Times and made one Jorkens story out
of a chess problem: see "Jorkens' Problem" (J .Ad.1) and Chapter III
section i.

(
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3This

picture now hangs in the Castle at Dunsany.
For
Dunsany' s cricket stories, see "A Cricket Match" (uncollected),
"How Jembu Played for Cambridge" (J. I. 3) , "A Cricket Problem"
(J.IV.18), "The Unrecorded Test Match" (J.V.13), "The Devil Among
the Willows" (J.V.17), and his finest, "Autumn Cricket" (Heaviside
Layer).
4

1905, the year Dunsany first ran, was the year of the great
Liberal sweep; 1908, when he made his second try, saw them win an
even greater majority in Parliament.
See The Strange Death of
Liberal England by George Dangerfield for more information about
the party politics of the era.
5Lady

Beatrice Child-Villiers.
Lady Dunsany's importance to
her husband's work is hard to exaggerate, and has never received
the credit it deserves.
He began writing the year they married.
He dictated many works directly to her, and she handled the
majority of his correspondence. Furthermore, she is probably the
only person who ever read all his works besides himself, as she
copied everything by hand before it went out to a typist in case it
got lost in the post ~this fact is recorded by a horrified T. H.
White; Chapter II Note 17 ). Had it not been for Beatrice, we would
probably never have gotten any of Dunsany's work.
6Thus the New Cambridge Bibliography of English Literature
lists him as an "Anglo-Irish Dramatist" (in the process erroneously
placing him in the 19th-century volume).
Most other standard
reference works repeat this classification.
The first book on
Dunsany, Bierstadt's Dunsany the Dramatist (1917), and the first
dissertation, Fritz Gallas' Die dramatischen Werke L. Dunsanys
(1935), both reflect this contemporary estimation.
7
In Ireland as the author of The Curse of the Wise Woman, in
England and especially the United States for The King of Elfland's
Daughter.
8
A third minor group consists of the wartime propaganda
Dunsany wrote to order as part of his work for the War Office
during 1918. These atypical pieces were collected in Tales of War
and Unhappy Far-Off Things and are considered separately from the
main text, in the Appendix.

9

This point becomes clear through Dunsany's autobiographies,
where he refers repeatedly to the low opinion he had of stories set
in the real world, which he held required less imagination than
stories set in imaginary realms. This did not, however, stop him
from writing them, for the reasons explained in Chapter III.
1°Mark

Amory's 1972 biography is largely a pastiche of
Dunsany's three autobiographies, filled out with excerpts from Lady
Dunsany's diaries, letters, and other family papers. It is of
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value chiefly because of the amount of primary material
reproduces, not for any synthesis or perspecitive it offers.
closely does Amory follow his sources that the bibliography
Dunsany•s works given at the back is one written from memory
Lady Dunsany just before her death at the age of 91

he
So
of
by

11 When

still at Eton, Dunsany attempted to write a story about
"the Great Thirst" with Lord Howard de Waldon (Thomas Evelyn
Ellis).
They did not finish the tale, but he mentions it in his
autobiography as his first taste of authorship.
This is
significant, since his first published work was a poem, "Rhymes
from a Suburb," published in the Pall Mall Gazette when he was 17.
Both Dunsany's uncle, Sir Horace Plunkett, and his grandfather, the
16th Lord Dunsany, wrote, as did Dunsany's own brother in later
years. But their books were of a political or instructive nature.
By turning to the short story, Dunsany was charting an independent
course for himself right from the beginning.
12 ounsany

had largely given up writing plays by the late
nineteen-twenties; see Chapter III section i. Likewise, his last
novel was published five years before his death, and he told La
Croix the following year that, disappointed by the reception of the
last few, he intended to write no more (La Croix, p. 28). But he
was writing and publishing short stories up until the time of his
death; many of the uncollected stories discussed in Chapter Three
come from this last period of his life.
13
This 'ebb and flow'is also demonstrated by Edwin Arlington
Robinson's gradual disappearance from syllabus and anthology and
the increasing prominence of William Carlos Williams and Wallace
Stevens in both.

14

Eliot I s 'statues in the garden' thesis implies that works
once added to the canon never leave it, although they can be hidden
from view and attention diverted from them by newer additions.
Perhaps not, although sometimes a work's fall from grace can be so
precipitous as to leave doubtful whether it will ever return to
favor (cf. Macpherson's Tamera).
15

The canon is the subject of so much interest by specialinterest groups (e.g., African-American or feminist) for precisely
this reason: admission to, or greater representation in, the canon
is tantamount to acceptance, and legitimization, by the profession
~s a whole.
16

An exception was the late F. R. Leavis, who sincerely tried
to discourage others from reading anything except works he approved
of.
Despite the popular conception of professors and scholars,
Leavis's attitude is rare enough to be notable.
17The

attention.

western,

for

some

reason,

has

yet to

spark similar
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18A case in point is H. G. Wells, once a leading Edwardian
novelist, now best remembered not for Tono-Bungay, Mr. Polly. and
Kipps but for his early science fiction stories.
19The

Language of the Night (1979) p. 173

20

The only detailed study looking at Dunsany' s influence on
another author is T. E. D. Klein's Some Notes on the Fantasy Tales
of Lord Dunsany and H.P. Lovecraft: A Leisurely Voyage Along the
Yann to the Cerenarian Sea. written as an honour's thesis at Brown
University in 1969. His arguments are repeated, in more succinct
form, as the introduction to s. T. Joshi's revised edition of Dagon
and Other Macabre Tales by H. P. Lovecraft ( Sauk City: Arkham
House, 1986).
2111

carcassonne, 11 Collected Short Stories of William Faulkner,
p. 895-900.
The stories of Dunsany's that have a demonstrable
influence on this story are "Carcassonne" itself, "Blagdaross,"
"The Tired Body," and "How One Came, As Was Foretold, To The City
of Never."
22
0 'Brien may also have taken one of the ideas in his first
novel, At Swims-Two-Birds, from Dunsany; see Chapter III Note 2

a parallel case, w. H. Auden was a student of J. R. R.
Tolkien and first picked up a taste for Old English metrics from
Tolkien's lectures.
Yet Tolkien is not mentioned in any of the
early books on Auden, presumably because he was an obscure Oxford
academic.
After Tolkien became world-famous in his own right as
author of The Lord of the Rings, he began to be mentioned more and
more in Auden criticism. Yet Tolkien' s influence on Auden had been
the same throughout. Selectivity is a primary and necessary part
of any scholarly enterprise, but it does make much harder the
tracing of interrelations involving less well-known individuals.
In a separate example, there is no mention of Dunsany anywhere
in Adaline Glasheen's Third Census of Finnegans' Wake. This does
not necessarily mean that none occur, but only that none have been
identified.
Given Joyce's interest in Dunsany and the utter
referentiality of Finnegans Wake,
it offers an intriguing
possiblity, but one which has gone unexplored to date.
23 In

24

Cf. , for example, Le Guin: "Today his works probably seem
old-fashioned
He wrote in a biblical-grand-Irish-romantic
language, a very mannered style." Interview with Larry Mccaffrey,
printed
in
Across
the
Wounded
Galaxies:
Interviews
with
Contemporary American Science Fiction Writers, ed. Larry Mccaffrey,
Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1990.
I am grateful to
Douglas A. Anderson for drawing this interview to my attention and
for providing me with a copy.
2511 From

Elf-land to Poughkeepsie," The Language of the Night,
p. 89. It is interesting to note that the very element Le Guin

(
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singled out for special praise in 1974 was the one she criticized
the same author for 16 years later: his distinctive individualized
style.
26 Even Tolkien admits this elsewhere, when he cites Dunsany's
"Chu-bu" as personifying for him a particular self-important type
of individual. See Letters of J. R. R, Tolkien, p. 375.
27
Juss, Goldry, and Spitfire and brothers: Brandoch Daha and
his sister Mevrian are cousins.
Eddison is not to blame for the
coincidence of one of the same names being chosen twenty years
later for a type of aircraft, but the incompatability of the names
is patent. The reason for this is that Eddison first came up with
these characters when he was ten and retained the names when he
wrote the novel at age forty.
He did much better in his later
books with the quasi-renaissance nomenclature of the Zimiamvian
series.

28A

curious exception to this is the names he gave his Irish
characters, which are always 'typical I Irish to the point of
parody: see Chapter Three section ii.
29

Ford Madox Ford, "Literary Portraits:
Outlook, April 11, 1914, p. 494-495.

(

Lord Dunsany,

11

l1lg_
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NOTES TO CHAPTER ONE
1The

name Pegana probably derives from the Latin pegagna,
"the country" -- that is, the countryside as opposed to the city,
with suggestions to the modern Anglo-Irish ear of 'The Pagan
Country•. Hence Pegana in a sense equals "the pagan lands."
I am grateful to Mr. Taum Santoski for providing me with this
etymology.
2

Laurence Housman's Gods and Their Makers, 1896, is the only
other serious challenger to Dunsany's priority. His "gods",
however, are idols which come to life upon their worshippers'
deaths. They are not true deities but parasites, and have no
divine powers. While fantasy, Housman's book is interested not
in the 'gods' but the 'makers' -- that is, humans like ourselves;
it is a bitter indictment of belief.
3

Odin and Thor appear in "The Return of the Exiles" (Fiftyone Tales), Atlas in "The Honourary Member" and of course
Poseidon in "Poseidon" (both in Phoenix). Athena does not show
up in "The Shield of Athena" (Smethers), but her property does as
well as the head of Medusa.
Circe may or may not appear in "A
Queer Island" (J.I.7). Pan seems to have been Dunsany's favorite
traditional diety, and comes into "An Idyll of the Sahara"
(J .v .16), "A Doubtful Story" (J. III.15), and The Blessing of Pan.
4

Compare Tolkien's conception in his mythology, where
Illuvatar creates the Ainur, who then sing --i.e., Subcreate-the world into existence while Illuvatar remains for the most
part remote outside it. The Gnostics also maintain that the
creator of this world is not the Supreme Being, and in fact has a
lot to answer for.
511
Of How Imbaun Became High Prophet in Aradec of All the
Gods Save One" (i.e., MANA-YOOD-SUSHAI, who needs no priests nor
prophets), "Of How Imbaun Met Zodrak," "Pegana," "The Sayings of
Imbaun," and "Of How Imbaum Spake of Death to the King" (and,
incidently, learned how unwise it is to do so).

6This is not the only echo of Ragnarok in Dunsany's mythos
-- in particular, the Hound Time "ravening through the worlds"
devouring all, until he is slain by and slays in turn Mung, is
very like the Fenris Wolf to Mung's Odin. My thanks to James
Lowder for pointing out the parallel to me.
7

This is not strictly true of some of his •trick' tales,
most importantly "The Two Bottles of Relish" and "The Return" and
to a lesser extent much of the Jorkens series, but such stories
belong to a later period and will be discussed in Chapter III.
8Time and the Gods, p.121-122.
It is tempting to see in
this uncharacteristically tender passage a rare personal
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reference, and to read "you and I" as Dunsany and Beatrice.
Although not demonstrative, the two were very close and he wrote
her long letters almost every day when they were apart. At about
the time this was written they had been married a year and were
expecting their first (and only) child, who was born about the
time the book appeared.
9
Dunsany later claimed (Patches of sunlight, p. 121) to have
been unaware of the source of the title, Swinburne's "Hymn to
Proserpine," at the time he wrote the book. In any case, he and
Swinburne are of much the same mind in regretting the passing of
an age of so much variety. Both men are also equally nostalgic
at the loss of a part of the past; cf. the following dialogue
from Dunsany's play .n::

DAOUD: I am sad, master, when the old gods go.
JOHN: But they were bad gods, Daoud.
DAOUD: I am sad when the bad gods go.
10
The theme of a beautiful city dreamed into existence and
then lost was borrowed by H.P. Lovecraft as the starting point
of his novel The Dream-Quest of Unknown Kadath, except that in
Lovecraft's story it is a man, Randolph Carter, who dreams the
city which the gods, finding it good, steal for themselves (an
act thoroughly in keeping with divine nature as expressed in Time
and the Gods, we should note).
11 sardathrion is clearly only another version of WornathMavai, the city beloved of the Gods, even Sish lord of Time, in
"Concerning Sish", The Gods of Pegana p.11-13. The contrast
between the two versions of the story helps highlight the
fundamental change Dunsany has made in his gods' potency.

12The

description of Tintaggon in this story very strongly
resembles Tolkien's Tel Eressea, the island which stands sentinel
off the coasts of Valinor. See especially Tolkien•s painting of
Tol Eressea, reproduced in Pictures of J. R.R. Tolkien (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin, 1979). Dunsany•s Tintaggon was probably based
on his memories of Gilbratar, where he was stationed 1898-1899.
13The same point is made in the first of the inset stories
of The Journey of the King. and more recently and more powerfully
by one of Dunsany•s admirers, Ray Bradbury, in his story "The
Exiles."
14
J. R. R. Tolkien, "On Fairy-Stories," Tree and Leaf
(London: George Allen & Unwin, 1964), p. 14. This classic essay
is the basis of most fantasy criticism, and I have drawn freely
on its ideas throughout this dissertation.

15 H.P.Lovecraft

modelled the fate of Barzai the Wise in The
Dream Quest of Unknown Kadath upon this incident, just as he
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seems to have taken the name of one of the chief of his Elder
Gods, Nyarlethotep, from one of Dunsany•s extremely minor
deities, Mynarthitep ("The Sorrows of Search", Time and the Gods,
p.54). For more on Lovecraft's borrowings from Dunsany•s early
books, see T.E.D.Klein's pieces mentioned in Note 20 to the
Introduction.
16Besides the Pestilence ( "The Vengeance of Men") and the
Famine ("The Men of Yarnith"), the most impressive of these is
Umbool the Drought, also called The Beast of Mung ("The Revolt of
the Home Gods"). Sime drew effective pictures of both Famine and
The Beast.
17Although

Dunsany was well aware of the comic potential of
tradition carried to extremes, as witnessed in this description
of Tor, a town
where archers shoot ivory arrows at strangers lest any
foreigner should alter their laws, which are bad, but not
to be altered by mere aliens.
("The Distressing Tale of Thangobrind the Jeweller," DT pl4)
1

8w. S. Merwin, "To a Coming Extinction."

19
L. Sprague de Camp asserts (Literary Swordsmen and
Sorcerers, p. 49 and again p. 245) that Dunsany was an agnostic;
however, he does not produce any evidence to support this other
than his theory that all writers of fantasy are agnostics, an
attitude which causes him a good deal of trouble when considering
a pious Catholic like Tolkien. Since Dunsany never discusses his
private religious beliefs in his writings, it is difficult to
determine exactly what he believed.* In general he seems to have
been a typical lapsed Anglican of his generation (he occasionally
condemns things as "unchristian;" cf. Wake p. 16-17); Jorkens, we
should note, was also an Anglican (J.III.20. p. 107) and
Conservative (J.IV.21. p. 111), like his creator. Dunsany did,
however, have a pronounced antipathy for professional churchmen:
clergymen are almost uniformly portrayed as worldly ("The Ghosts
of the Heaviside Layer," The Raffle), incompetent (The Blessing
of Pan), or intolerant (The King of Elfland's Daughter); a rare
exception occurs in "Jorkens Among Ghosts" (J.III.17). Certainly
Mencken, Crowley, and others read Dunsany as a disbeliever and
interpreted his works as attacks on faith; see Crowley's review
of A Dreamer's Tales discussed in Chapter II Note32 • It is
because Dunsany kept his actual beliefs, whatever they may have
been, out of his work that his admirers have included such an
extremely wide range: Crowley, a Satanist; de Camp, an agnostic;
Le Guin, a Taoist; Lovecraft, an atheist; and Tolkien, a
Catholic.
Perhaps Dunsany•s most revealing statement on
traditional religion, written late in life, are the following
lines assigned to the narrator of "The Waiter's Story"
(Smethers):
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11 • • • I
believed in the Devil in those days. I suppose I was
a bit superstitious. But no use teaching us all about the
Devil, if we don't come to believe in him.
I don't believe
in him any longer. Don't see the necessity for him •. I have
seen men in my time that can do all his work for themselves.
Doesn't seem any need for more." (p.106)

*The late uncollected essay "What I Believe" states
Dunsany's philosophical, not his theological, position.
20 Heinemann

felt that Time and the Gods ran too short to be
a full-scale book by itself; The Journey of the King was added to
fill out the volume (Patches p.123). Since The Journey of the
King is the weakest of all Dunsany's early work, we can be
grateful to Heinemann for preventing Dunsany from spending any
more time on it than he did and thus freeing him to go on to the
material that became The sword of Welleran.
21

Why twelth and not, as one might expect, thirteenth?
Perhaps Dunsany was simply not superstitious; the use of seven in
"A Legend of the Dawn" is after all merely dictated by the number
of days in the week. On the other hand, "Thirteen at Table" and
"The Three Infernal Jokes" (both LBW) indicate that he was well
aware of the effectiveness of traditional numerological
symbolism.
The answer may lay in the unwritten expansion the tale would
have undergone had it continued to the length of a full-scale
book (i.e., the number of episodes between the frames may be
purely fortuitous).
Or -- an intriguing but unfortunately more
elusive possibility -- Dunsany may have intended to balance the
prophets• tales by the songs of Dream of the Sea and Song of the
South. With the dancing girls Pattering Leaves, Silvern
Fountain, and Summer Lightning and old Intahn the cupbearer, they
had eloquently protested the King's turning away from the joys of
this world they could provide him for tidings of the next.
Dream
of the Sea's song at the final banquet is not recounted, but the
brief summary of it (p.178) makes clear that it too told of a
paradisal fate awaiting her master; perhaps we are to count this
as the twelth tale, making Death's revelations the unlucky
thirteenth.
22 sandy

Peterson, compiler of the Call of Cthulhu
sourcebooks, has redressed this in the case of Lovecraft by the
simple expedient of making one of Lovecraft's dark gods female
(though hardly feminine): Shub-Nuggurath.
Bsignificantly, Inzana is not a woman but a girl, although
Sime in one of his oddest illustrations portrays her as a woman
-- winged, mature, and, startlingly, nude. The absence of the
feminine is not so noticable in the books largely because of
Sime: the frontispiece of The Gods of Pegana featured wellendowed goddesses as well as gods, and the only drawing for The
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Journey of the King is not of the prophets, one of their tales,
or King Ebalon, but of Intahn with Dream of the Sea and Pattering
Leaves. This latter illustration is, incidently, Sime•s most
Beardsleian work.
2411 The

Kith of the Elf-Folk" (The Sword of Welleran), "Miss
Cubbidge and the Dragon of Romance" (The Book of Wonder), and The
story of Mona Sheehy.
25 Dunsany

kept very careful records of when he wrote each of
his works and where it was first published; unfortunately, this
ledger has never been made public, except for the entries for
1912, which appeared in Bierstadt's book (p.212-213). However, he
relied heavily on these entries when writing his autobiographies,
and a careful reading of these three books makes possible a
partial reconstruction of chronology of composition. Fortunately,
Dunsany also had the habit of always dating his manuscripts, and
those at the Harry Ransom Humanities Research Center at the
University of Texas at Austin give much information on his later
years, those not covered by the autobiographies. Based on the
information in Patches, p.132-136, the sequence of composition
for the tales in The Sword of Welleran is as follows:
"The Whirlpool" --written first, immediately following Time
and the Gods
"The Highwayman" --early 1907.
"The sword of Welleran" --written in Paris, April 29-30,
1907.
three short tales --written in London, May 1907. These are
not given by name, but would have included three of these
four: "In the Twilight," "The Ghosts," "The Doom of La
Traviata," and "On the Dry Land." We have no indication
of when the fourth tale, whichever it was, was written.
All four deal with death in some way.
"The Fall of Babbulkund" --July 1st, 1907
"The Hurricane and the Earthquake" (title later shortened
to the considerably less apt "The Hurrricane") --August 1907
"The Kith of the Elf-Folk" --September or October 1907
"The Lord of Cities" c. October 1907
"The Fortress Unvanquishable Save for Sacnoth" October or
November 1907.
2
6The Ingoldsby Legends: a very popular collection of
humorous ghost stories, legends, and saint's lives, written
pseudonymously by Rev. Richard Barham in the 1830s and 1840s.
Virtually every popular illustrator of the time -- Cruikshank,
Tenniel, and Rackham among them -- tried his hand at it. "The
Hand of Glory" is Sime's only known illustration to the work: its
connection with Ingoldsby has heretofore gone unnoted.
A "Hand of Glory" itself is a potent magical artifact made
of the severed hand of a hanged man, each finger coated with
tallow of his fat and topped by wicks of his hair. It has the
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ability to paralyze any who see it besides its wielder.
27Leaving

the bodies of malefactors to rot at the wayside,
particularly at crossroads, was the actual practice of the time
the story takes place, e.g. the eighteenth century; cf.
Wordsworth's The Prelude. Not only was this held to set •a good
example' for others, it was also considered prudent and
practical, as it was believed that this bound the soul of the
victim and prevented his ghost from wandering free to possibly
seek vengeance. Suicides were similarly buried in such a manner
to prevent the soul's leaving the body -- as Dunsany realized,
effectively damning the person perpetually. Cf. the curse on
Melichus' gravestone in John Bellairs' The Face in the Frost
(1969), p. 78.
28Here Dunsany was clearly drawing on the legend of King
Arthur, who is often said to be waiting to come again when the
Britains most need him. An alternative legend says that he is
dead; cf. Malory's Le Morte d'Arthur. Dunsany here finds a way
to combine both legends so that each is equally true.

~In this they are unlike the ghost-heroes of Arthur
Machen's "The Bowmen." This World War I story, probably inspired
by Dunsany's tale, relates the rescue of the British
Expeditionary Force in 1914 by the ghosts of long-dead British
soldiers. It gained such widespread acceptance that Machen was
soon beseiged by credulous readers who believed it to be a true
account, much to his annoyance, as he was justifiably proud of
having invented the incident. The legend of the 'Angels of Mons'
flourished, despite Machen's repeated attempts to set the record
straight, and is still occasionally cited today as a historically
verified event; a rare example of a literary ghost story passing
into folklore.
30

Thou art in great danger, Merimna •.•. Must thou perish
to-night because we no more defend thee, because we cry out
and none hear us .•• ?
Thus spake those strong-voiced battle-ordering captains
.•• and their voices came no louder than the whispers of
little bats that drift across the twilight in the evening.
Then the purple guard came near, going round the ramparts
for the first time in the night, and the old warriors called
to them, "Merimna is in danger! Already her enemies gather
in the darkness!" But their voices were never heard because
they were only wandering ghosts. And the guard went by and
passed unheeding away, still singing of Welleran.(p.121-122)

31

Thus we are told that our almost-invisible narrator is "I,
the dreamer, that sat before my fire asleep" (p.115) and that he
saw Merimna and the events in the story over a period of years in
his dreams. The ghosts can speak to the living in dreams
(p.123). The dream motif is even carried to the level of
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metaphor in this description of the ghosts' becoming aware of
Merimna's troubles:
the souls of Merimna•s heroes became half aware of some
sorrow far away as some sleeper feels that some one is
chilled and cold yet knows not in his sleep that it is he.
(p.120)
32 The

sword of Welleran and Other Tales of Enchantment
(1954), not to be confused with the 1908 volume, The sword of
Welleran and Other stories. The prefatory note to the 1954
collection reads
The sixteen stories in this book were selected by Lord
Dunsany, with the assistance of Lady Dunsany, from various
of his books which have been long out of print. They are
the stories by which the author most wishes to be
remembered.
since it is a revealing selection, here are the stories and the
books in which they originally appeared:
"The Sword of Welleran" and "The Kith of the Elf-Folk" (The
sword of Welleran, 1908)
"Bethmoora," "Poltarnes, Beholder of Ocean," and "Idle Days
on the Yann" (A Dreamer's Tales, 1910)
"The Distressing Tale of Thangobrind the Jeweller" and "The
Bride of the Man-Horse" (The Book of Wonder)
"The Assignation" and "The Hen" (Fifty-one Tales)
"The Three Sailors' Gambit," "The Wonderful Window," "A
Story of Land and Sea," and "The Exiles' Club" (The Last
Book of Wonder)
"East and West" (Tales of Three Hemispheres)
"The Widow Flynn's Apple Tree" and "The Return" (The Man Who
Ate the Phoenix)
It will be noted that fourteen of these sixteen stories predate
1916, and none of Jorkens are present. The absence of any
Smethers stories, on the other hand, may simply be due to the
fact that these were still in print, the Little Tales having
appeared only two years before.
33Jonah

sought to evade his mission and went most
unwillingly to Nineveh; he was aghast when, heeding his message
to repent, its people did forsake their iniquitous ways and their
city was spared. The nameless prophet of this tale does not need
a sojourn in the belly of a whale to teach him that the Lord's
will will inexorably be done. He brings not a warning but
destruction; he is not the harbinger of disaster but its
instrument.
This is not the only Biblical parallel here. The King of
Babbulkund's dreams of the six birds and the inability of all but
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one of his wise men to interpret them are clearly modeled on the
story of Joseph and the dreams of Pharaoh. Finally, the opening
words of the tale "I said: 'I will arise now and see ••• '" (p.127)
are very close to the opening line of Yeats' "The Lake Isle of
Innesfree", "I will arise and go now ••• ", which Dunsany himself
pointed out Yeats had borrowed from the Gospel story of the
prodigal son ("Four Poets," rpt Heaviside Layer p.162). Given
that Dunsany cited his childhood reading of the Bible as the
greatest influence on his style, it is actually surprising that
there are not more of these borrowings.
~For a more extended exploration of the same kind of
dilemma, see James Blish's novel A Case of Conscience, where the
main character, a priest, gradually finds himself in the same
position as Dunsany's prophet.
35 Take,

for example, the 137th Psalm: many people are more
familiar with its poignant first verse -- "By the waters of
Babylon, there we sat down and wept, when we remembered Zion" -than its bloodthirsty last:
"Happy shall be he who takes your
little ones [i.e., the children of Babylon] and dashes them
against the rock!"
36
ounsany does not return to the plural first person
narrator again until very late in his career, when he begins to
move toward it in his club stories, especially in the final
Jorkens volume. See Chapter III section i p.156.

37

The same is true of virtually all of Dunsany•s other
cataclysms; cf Sardathrion ("Time and the Gods"), Zaccaroth ("In
Zaccaroth"), Perdondaris ("Idle Days on the Yann").
I

~A judgment Dunsany would not have agreed with, it seems,
since he included it in his final collection (see Note32 above)
as one of the tales he most wanted to be remembered by.
Perhaps
he valued it as his first piece of social satire and social
criticism of the modern world, a concern which was gradually to
grow into an obsession, much to the the detriment of such late
works as The Story of Mona Sheehy (itself modelled very closely
on "Kith") and The Last Revolution.
39

J. R. R. Tolkien, "On Fairy-Stories," p. 61.

40

A race of Marsh-Dwellers who live in the Fens of East
Anglia; they bear a strong family resemblance to one of Dunsany's
most memorable characters, the troll Lurulu in The King of
Elfland's Daughter.
41

As a Wild Thing, it was nameless and neuterless; as a
young woman, she choses Song of the Rushes, Terrible North Wind,
or Star in the Waters for her name. The local Dean instead dubs
her Mary Jane Rush. The play on names continues throughout,
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a good example of Dunsany•s abiding interest in nomenclature (see
Introduction, section ii).
Later, when she becomes a singer,
convention dictates she become Signorina Maria Russiano, despite
her continued preference for Terrible North Wind and Song of the
Rushes. See also discussion of names in "The Bird of the
Difficult Eye," Chapter II Note96 •
42 certainly,

Dunsany was the most widely imitated author of
fantasy in the first half of this century just as Tolkien has
been the most imitated in the second half; if one considers that
many authors who were themselves widely imitated, like Tolkien
and Lovecraft, were strongly influenced by Dunsany, then this
claim, put forward by L.Sprague de Camp, Lin Carter, Darrell
Schweitzer, and others, becomes extremely plausible.
43
Just the reverse: in 11 A Word for Fallen Grandeur"
(Heaviside Layer) he argues that the elegance and civilized
standards of the Ancien Regime should be taken as mitigating
factors in its favor.
44
His favorite being the fortunate naif, like Jack in "Jack
and the Beanstalk," who finds true love, fame, and fortune more
in spite of than because of his rather muddled efforts in that
direction (both Rory in Rory and Bran and the title character of
Don Rodriguez are good examples of the type).

45 Fantasy

literature is often criticized for its lack of
characterization in the modern sense. While it is true that the
kind of character exploration found in most novels is largely
missing, this does not mean that characters are not strongly
drawn.
Two examples should suffice to show the method:
casual
readers of The Lord of the Rings often confuse the two hobbits
Peregrin and Meriadoc, yet Tolkien provided a number of small but
telling clues to show that Peregrin is an empty-headed fool and
Meriadoc a quiet, thoughtful planner. Similarly, the character
of "Poor Old Bill" is implicit rather than explicit; he paints
himself as helpless, but from the story it emerges that he is
actually a quite ruthless pirate, mutineer, and cannibal.
46other

praiseworthy departures from the norm include Will
Shetterly's trick in Cats Have No Lord (1986) of finding a brave,
dumb, and trusting hero and feeding him a sizable dose of dragonpoison just before he rushes into battle, and Tolkien's classic
Farmer Giles of Ham (1949), where the 'hero' decides that the
safest way to ensure he survives a battle with a dragon is not to
fight it at all but to bargain instead (the dragon, a prudent
beast, concurs).
47The

only example I can find of a sent~ent sword before
"Sacnoth" is in the Finnish Kalevala, where at the end of the
tale of Kullervo his sword speaks very briefly, having shown no
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sign it was capable of this until the last few minutes of its
existence. There are certainly enchanted swords aplenty in legend
and folklore -- Tryfing, Excalibur, Durindal .•• -- but Sacnoth
seems to be the first which can think and act.
~Compare Dunsany's detective stories, written in his old
age, where the killer is almost always known and the interest in
the tale derives from working out exactly how he pulled it off.
49 Dunsany•s

newfound interest in the topic may have come
from Sime, who began his career with a series of cartoons about
the afterlife, portraying life in Hell and occasionally in
Heaven. See Chapter II section iv.
50Thus

it is not China but 'Cathay', not his majesty's
dominion of India but 'Ind', not the Ottoman province of Arabia
but 'Araby', an Arabian Deserta described not much differently
here than in the books of Moses.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER TWO
111 1

paid for the publication of my first book; indeed I paid
for it twice, for I took it to two publishers and only the
second one, Mr. Elkin Matthews, published it. [the first
having gone out of business after accepting the book and
apparently initiating the Dunsany-sime partnership]
But
never since then have I spent a penny on anything I have
written, believing that such things should make their own way
in the world." (Patches of Sunlight, p. 116).
For more on the publication of The Gods of Pegana, see Elkin
Matthews: Publisher to Yeats. Joyce. Pound by James G. Nelson
(Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1989), p. 109-111.
It
should be noted that Matthews also published first books by Kenneth
Grahame (Pagan Papers) and James Joyce (Chamber Music), as well as
such other important titles as Pound's Lustra, Wilde's Salome,
Synge's The Aran Isles and Riders to the Sea, and Yeats' Wind Among
the Reeds.
As a small press, he often asked authors to assume
printing costs, but then paid royal ties if the book's profits
covered expenses. We should also note that Joyce offered on his
own accord to pay for the printing of Dubliners if Matthews would
publish the book, which he declined. Schweitzer's description of
this as a vanity press publication (p.8) is, then, not the whole
truth: Matthews' was more a partnership with the author, and he
rejected books he thought good but not suitable to his line.
2Sime

was already in 1905 an established figure in the
artistic and literary world, contributor and sometimes editor to a
series of little magazines from the Yellow Nineties:
see the
account of his early career in Heneage & Ford.
Frank Harris,
writing a few years later, uses his essay on the two men in
Contemporary Portraits: Second Series (1919) to point out all of
Dunsany's shortcomings and predict (correctly) that his reputation
would not last, while calling Sime "an original thinker and a
master of English prose" (p. 154), the peer of Cezanne and
Rembrandt.
3

Dunsany maintained, quite wrongly, that George Moore was also
one of the writers he shared that issue with (Patches, p. 132).
Not only does Moore's name not appear in this or any other issue of
The Shanachie, but Edwin Gilcher's bibliography of Moore rules out
a pseudononymous appearance. Is Dunsany then simply inventing the
connection? I think not. He certainly knew and corresponded with
Moore (and later took Moore's biographer to task for ascribing to
Dunsany what he considered too-liberal opinions).
The confusion
seems to have been caused by two factors:
the presence in that
same issue of illustrator George Morrow, and Dunsany and Moore's
joint appearance five years later in the first issue of The Irish
Review (March 1911). When writing his autobiography thirty years
after the event, Dunsany's memory played him false and he either
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mistook the author of Esther Waters for the illustrator of '.!'.b,g
Marvellous Land of Snergs or else confused the two occasions.
4

It should also be noted that The Irish Homestead was owned by
Dunsany 's uncle, sir Horace Plunkett, who had encouraged his
nephew's writing since his first poem had appeared in The Pall Mall
Magazine a decade before; see Horace Plunkett: An Anglo-Irishman
by Margaret Digby (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1949), p. 152.
5Joyce I s
stories "The Sisters, 11 "Eveline, 11 and "After the
Race" appeared on August 13th, September 10th, and December 17th,
1904, respectively, all under the pseudonym 'Stephen Daedalus'.
6

I.e, to revitalizing Irish literature by encouraging authors
to write on specifically Irish subjects. Dunsany's early work had
nothing identifiably 'Irish' about it; not until 1933 would he
begin his "Irish period" {see Chapter III section ii).
The only
piece prior to that which had considered Ireland was "How the Lost
causes Were Removed from Valhalla" {1919; rpt Heaviside Layer).
7

The letter, dated "Feb. 23/7" -- i.e., February 23rd, 1907 -is now in the Harry Ransom Humanities Research Center in Austin.
On Castle Dunsany letterhead and in Lady Dunsany's handwriting, it
reads in full:
Dear Sir
I should be much
obliged if you could
place the enclosed story
in any periodical
here or in America if
you think there is any
chance of a magazine
taking this kind of work.
Yours sincerely
Dunsany
Mr: J.B. Pinker
The story, unnamed here, was almost certainly "The Highwayman "
which we know Dunsany wrote in early 1907 {see Chapter One, Note~)
and which
he considered a complete departure from his earlier
work, opening up new possiblities.
He omits any mention of this
attempt to get Pinker as his agent from his autobiography, probably
because he was unsuccessful.
He seems not to have had a formal
agent before cl930 {see Chapter Two, Note 1 ) , relying instead on the
secretary of the Society of Authors and admirers of his work like
Stuart Walker to help him place works and collect royalties. The
chaos this caused is demonstrated by the fact that as late as 1946
Harrison Hale Schaff of Luce, his chief American publisher before
1920, was still collecting royalty payments for reprints of Dunsany
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stories, although Dunsany had not heard from him since 1919.
(See
Dunsany's correspondence with August Derleth, now in the collection
of state Historical Society of Wisconsin, especially Dunsany' s
letter of September 11 1946 and Derleth's reply of October 7th.}
This is all the more to be regretted, since it was Luce's claims to
ownership of all Dunsany' s American copyrights which dissuaded
Derleth from his plans to publish an omnibus of Dunsany's early
fantasy in the late 1940s.

8H. P. Lovecraft, for example, never managed to publish a
single book in his entire life and has yet to have a volume appear
from a non-genre publisher.
J. R. R. Tolkien's The Hobbit only
reached a publisher when one of their employees, having heard of
the book I s existence through a mutual friend, showed up at his
doorstep and asked if her firm could please see it. William Morris
started his own press and published all his fantasies himself.
9

Bland' s letter to Dunsany is reprinted in Dorothy Langley
Moore's E. Nesbit: A Biography (1933; rev. ed. 1966}, p. 220 and a
summary of the correspondence is in Julia Briggs I A Woman of
Passion: The Life of E. Nesbit 1858-1924 (1987}, p.276.
Briggs
says he originally submitted "The Sword of Welleran, 11 which was
rejected by Bland as too lengthy.
10

E. [Edith] Nesbit, by the way, should not be confused with her
contemporary Evelyn Nesbit, the actress and unwitting cause of the
most notorious murder case of the decade when her mad husband,
millionaire Harry Thaw, killed her lover, the great architect
Stanford White.
The Nesbit case inspired Dreiser's An American
Tragedy as well as The Girl in the Red Velvet Swing and (in part}
E. L. Doctrow's Ragtime.
11

i.e., "creeping socialism", a concept the Fabians originated
to meliorate Marx's call for violent revolution.
12
The letter appears in Moore, p. 257.
of the friendship, see Patches p. 140.

For Dunsany's account

13

Loyalty was one of Dunsany's most admirable traits; compare
his praise of James Stephens after his death ("Some Irish Writers
I Have Known;" rpt Heaviside Layer}, his defense of Kipling in the
1950s (recorded by Ray Bradbury in his introduction to Sidney H.
Sime: Master of Fantasy. ed. Paul W. Skeeters (Pasadena: Ward
Ritchie Press, 1978}}, and his championing of Tennyson when he was
most out of favor ("The Club Secretary," J.II.20; see also Chapter
III section iv}.
14 on

March 7th, 1908.

In his autobiography, Dunsany says

While we were in Rome [i.e., in late March through mid-April
1908 -- see Patches p. 138) there had come a letter from Mr.
Harold Hodge, the editor of The Saturday Review, asking me for
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contributions, and this was a great delight, as there were not
many people who would have believed at that time that anyone
would actually pay me for my writing; and pay he did, and
though I had my own ideals and hopes about my work, it was
very pleasant to have this rare corroboration that there was
somebody else who regarded it really as writing. And so all
my tales that were of a suitable length went now to The
Saturday Review. (Patches, p. 140)
Given that "In the Twilight" appeared in the March 7th issue
and "The Lord of Cities" followed two weeks later, this account of
Dunsany's cannot be the whole truth, even given the superior postal
service of his day.
What is more likely is that Dunsany had, on
another impulse like that which prompted him to write to Pinker,
sent the first story or two to the magazine and that Hodge, liking
what he saw, then wrote to Dunsany when the latter was abroad,
asking him to become a regular contributor.
15 By

A. Gordon Smith. This beautifully-illustrated gift book
provided him with, among other things, the idea for "The House of
the Sphinx" (see his description in the review of Smith's "Ghost
Story of the Flute's Tomb," The Saturday Review, 16 October 1909,
p. 472-473).
Other, more obscure, pieces he reviewed for the
journal are a performance of George Birmingham's Eleanor's
Enterprise, and Irish Eccelsiastical Architecture by Arthur C.
Champneys.
16similarly,
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in H. P. Lovecraft's "The Strange High House in
the Mist," his single best story, the main character, teacher
Thomas Olney, "weary with seeing the same things for many years,"
dares to climb the hill overlooking Seaport to the House of the
title ("for humdrum lives breed wistful longings of the unknown"),
but only his body comes back down.
This shell resumes Olney's
boring life, but the real Olney, the inner man, stays in the House,
much to the consternation of the locals. Likewise in "Celephais"
and The Dream-Quest of Unknown Kadath we meet a man in the
dreamlands who has long since died in the real world.
17campbell,

the Horatio Alger of comparative mythology, is also
the leading modern proponent of a school of myth and folklore
criticism for which fantasists like Dunsany and Tolkien had a
profound antipathy.
Like Sir James Frazer, Vladimir Propp,
Northrop Frye, and, to an extent, Carl Jung, Campbell is concerned
solely with the lowest common denominator.
The only things that
interest him in a story are the elements which it shares with every
other story and the degree to which it can be read as part of his
"monomyth" -- e.g., allegorically.
In contrast, Dunsany celebrates diversity. His fantasy is in
part an attempt to see how many different things can be done within
the confines of the form, and he would have agreed with Tolkien's
masterly attack on the reductive school in "On Fairy Stories."
More importantly, he lacks the facile optimism of Campbell, whose
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paradigm of all art, myth, and literature is a story in which a
young person sets out to seek his or her fortune, runs into trouble
which he overcomes with the help of a talisman or fairy godmother,
and returns home in triumph with a suitable mate, bringing back
some wonderful prize which bestows blessings all around.
Any
deviation from this pattern is viewed as incomplete or distorted,
not as a pattern in its own right. As I said, Horatio Alger would
have been proud.
Nothing could be further from Dunsany' s most
typical ending:
And without saying a word •.• they took him and neatly hanged
him on the outer wall, and the tale is one of those that hath
not a happy ending. ("The Hoard of the Gibbelins")
18 cf.,

(

for example, Henley's "Invictus. 11

19This tender moment is remarkably atypical of Dunsany•s work,
and I have quoted it at length for that reason. It is matched only
by one other brief passage previously quoted (p. 25) from "Two
Dreams of the Prophet," originally intended to stand as the closing
words of Time and the Gods.
Dunsany wrote no love poetry -- at
least, none that has ever been published -- and consistently
portrays the 'love interest', what there is of it in his novels,
only in the most cliched and distant terms.
Hence these two
isolated passages are important because they hint at a different
line of development Dunsany's work might have taken, and show that
he had a considerable talent for it; that he never followed up on
the promise of these bits is one of the sadder facts of his career.
20

compare Aldaric' s discovery of lost toys and songs out of his
childhood on the borders of Faerie during his two attempts to enter
Elfland in The King of Elfland's Daughter.

r take these names from the two poets' stated opposing
intentions in Lyrical Ballads and Biographia Litteraria. They are
sometimes called "low" and "high" fantasy, respectively (by Boyer
and Zahorski in their series of influential anthologies), and what
I term Coleridgian fantasy is also known as Secondary Worlds
fantasy (a terminology borrowed from Tolkien).
I have chosen my
terms in an attempt to avoid being judgmental, as "high fantasy"
and "low fantasy" (like Frye's "high mimetic" and "low mimetic")
cannot avoid being, whatever Boyer and Zahorski's stated intent.
21

22

This is "Coffeeroom" spelled backwards, a simple yet telling
example of how different the things we are most familiar with
become when viewed from a different angle -- in this case, by
looking at a name through the "wrong" (Chesterton would say, other)
side of a glass door.
23

Recovery is defined by Tolkien as "return ... renewal. .• seeing
things ••• freed from the drab blur of triteness or familiarity" (OFS
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p. 53); he argues that one of the three main functions of fantasy
is its ability to help us recapture a sense of wonder in the real
world.
24 Subcreation

is the creation of a fictional world with its own
laws.
A writer can make anything he or she wants happen in that
world, but it must be consistent: once the laws governing what is
and is not possible in that world have been laid down the author
has to stick to them.
This secondary world can be as like or
unlike the primary world of the reader as the author chooses, but
the term is usually reserved to mean fantasy worlds. An important
point of Tolkien' s theory is his belief that a reader's mind
becomes wholly engrossed in the world of the story and that it
becomes, to all intents and purposes, reality to him so long as he
continues reading -- hence it is vital that there be no discordant
notes to wrench the readers prematurely out of the story's world
and back into ours.
25 This uncollected story appeared in The Open Window in 1911.
Dunsany later re-worked material from it into Chapter 23 of his
late novel The strange Journeys of Col. Polders (1950).
26This
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passage comes from Le Guin' s essay "From Elfland to
Poughkeepsie," reprinted in her book The Language of the Night. To
be fair, the focus of her essay is on style and she is approaching
Dunsany from that angle. Yet she gives the same impression of his
work elsewhere in the same book, in her autobiographical essay "A
Citizen of Mondath" (p. 25-26)
Mondath being one of the
peaceable Inner Cities in the opening story of A Dreamer's Tales,
"Poltarnes, Beholder of Ocean."
Never does Le Guin give any
indication that Dunsany wrote any kind of story besides the
Dreamland/secondary world type.
One might mention in passing that years later Le Guin re-wrote
this story of Dunsany's, using it as the basis of her own grim tale
"Those Who Walk Away From Omelas," just as Lovecraft recast it into
his "The Strange High House in the Mist." Le Guin also borrowed
the name Ged for the hero of her Earthsea series from Dunsany's
"The Sword and the Idol," and may have found the inspiration for
The Tombs of Atuan in a late uncollected piece of Dunsany's called
"The Story of Tse Gah" (see Chapter III section iv).
27 In

the case of Poe this is particularly ironic, since the
common practice of reprinting a few familiar horror tales together
is one that Poe is on record as deploring. He specifically stated
that he strove for the greatest possible variety in collections of
his tales -- detective stories, horror stories, comic stories -and felt it distorted his work if one type was read in the absense
of the others.
Dunsany makes no comment on the point, but his
practice, in the pre-war stage of his career, follows Poe's lead.
28 In

his books Tolkien: A Look Behind The Lord of the Rings
(1969) and Imaginary Worlds (1973, p. 29-30). Carter also claimed
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that Dunsany introduced Orientalism to modern fantasy, blithely
forgetting that he had already made similar claims for Walter
Beckford's Vathek and George Meredith's The Shaving of Shagpat,
which predated Dunsany by a half-century and more. Meredith, we
might note, was a friend of Dunsany's father and that "The Fall of
Babbulkund" shows clear signs of Shagpat•s influence.
2911 From

Elf land to Poughkeepsie," p. 89. Oddly enough, Le Guin
praises Dunsany but does not include him as one of her three great
stylists in this defense of idiosyncratic style in fantasy,
reserving that honor for Kenneth Morris, E. R. Eddison, and J. R.
R. Tolkien.
She does, however, take the title of her essay from
him, not from one of the others, and suggests (p. 88) that she only
excluded him because she could not find a suitable passage of
dialogue in his work to quote, leaving her actual ranking of him
somewhat ambiguous.
30

cf. Tolkien' s argument that fantasy is only possible to those
who can distinguish imagination from reality; it is upon this
distinction that fantasy depends.
Nineteenth-century fantastic
stories tended to use dream as a device to deny the fantasy -i.e., the character wakes up to find out it was all just a dream,
like Alice or the narrator of the Sylvia books. Dunsany•s practice
is more akin to that of medieval dream vision (cf. Chaucer's The
Boke of the Duchess or the superlative Pearl).
Here, as in
Dunsany, dream takes one into a different realm of existence,
removed from our world but just as real ( in some cases, as in
Pearl, realer).
Awaking in such works is to drop back into our
world and is often viewed as a diminishing of perceptions.
31

He also claims to have found out "the secret of the universe"
but to have forgotten it, and to have seen God looking at Creation
and laughing. Cf. Douglas Adams' So Long. and Thanks for All the
Fish.
32

coleridge' s "Kubla Khan" is presented as an opium dream, as
are some of Poe's pieces, and only a few years later Clark Ashton
Smith, America's finest weird tale writer of the period, would
entitle his major poem The Opium Eater.
So consistently did Poe
employ the device that many readers have assumed he was an addict
himself, which is untrue (the evidence indicates he never tried
opium himself). It should be stressed that opium was quite legal
in Dunsany's day, although its use was looked on askance by the
proper. Holmes' use of drugs in Conan Doyle's stories was probably
meant for an eccentricity and sign of artistic temperment, not a
vice, and Watson's disapproval does not so much reflect Doyle's
attitude
as
it
characterizes Watson
as
conventional
and
conservative on this point, as so much else.
This story undoubtedly owed something to Sime's having earlier
illustrated an article on the effects of opium which described the
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hallucinations it causes in detail, as well as its side effects
("Hashish Hallucinations" The Strand, Dec. 1905; rpt in George
Locke's From a Dim Ultimate Thule). Dunsany himself did not take
opium any more than he was a Jorkensian alcoholic, a fact which was
spotted by Aleister Crowley. The notorious occultist wrote him a
fan letter praising the story but suggesting improvements to make
it more realistic -- having clearly mistaken the whole point.
Crowley also wrote a laudatory review of A Dreamer's Tales for
his periodical The Equinox, collected in Gems from The Equinox, ed.
Israel Regardie (1974), p. 976-977.
He particularly singles out
for praise the stories "Poltarnes, Beholder of Ocean" ("the best
tale ever written of the lure of the Sea"), "Bethmoora"/"The
Hashish Man" ("this is the perfection of the sublime in its
simplicity"), "Pore Ole Bill"[sic] ("derived from "The Rime of the
Ancient Mariner" and "The Yarn of the Nancy Bell"), and "The Sword
and the Idol" ("the best [atheistic pamphlet] ever written"). I am
grateful to Douglas Anderson for drawing this review to my
attention and providing me with a copy.
33An

interesting point arises out of consideration of this
story: did Le Guin in her autobiographical essay refer to herself
as "A Citizen of Mondath" because it represented for her a
desiderate paradise, or because she identifies with those for whom
a peaceful mundane existence is not enough, i.e. "Those Who Walk
Away"? Dunsany, with his infallible knack for seeing both sides of
the issue, can offer us no guidance here.

(

34

The Wanderers were transplanted wholesale by Lovecraft to his
own tale "The Cats of Ulthar," the only difference being that he
changed their totem animal from the snake to the cat.
35
This is one of the great bartering scenes in all literature,
and conveys Dunsany' s amusement at what he'd seen in the Arab
markets in Tangiers:

... the merchant ... offered him a price for his merchandise
that the captain declared to be an insult to himself and his
country's gods .... But the merchant waved his hands, which
were of great fatness ... and swore that of himself he thought
not at all, but only of the poor folk in the huts beyond the
city to whom he wished to sell the merchandise for as low a
price as possible, leaving no remuneration for himself ••..
Therefore the merchant said if he offered a piffek more the
poor folk must go without their toomarunds when the winter
came, and without their tollub in the evenings, or else he and
his aged father would starve together.
Thereat the captain
lifted his scimitar to his own throat, saying that he was now
a ruined man, and that nothing remained to him but death. And
while he was carefully lifting his beard with his left hand,
the merchant eyed the merchandise again, and said that rather
than see so worthy a captain die .•• he and his aged father
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should starve together and therefore he offered fifteen
piffeks more.
When he said this the captain prostrated himself and
prayed to his gods that they might yet sweeten this merchant's
bitter heart .•••
At last the merchant offered yet five piffeks more. Then
the captain wept, for he said he was deserted of his gods; and
the merchant also wept, and of how he soon would starve, and
he hid his weeping face with both his hands, and eyed the
tollub again between his fingers.
And so the bargain was
concluded, and the merchant took the toomarund and tollub,
paying for them out of a great clanking purse. And .•. three
of the merchant's slaves carried them upon their heads into
the city. And ••• a murmur of satisfaction arose among [the
sailors], and they began to compare it among themselves with
other bargains that they had known.
(A Dreamer's Tales, p. 42-43)
36.rhe same change in attitudes occurs in Lovecraft's
"Celephas ,II where the main character creates a dream-world for
himself very like Thomas Shap. He eventually dies and goes to the
dream-world permanently, to become the king of the city he created.
Lovecraft portrays this as a happy ending, but returned to the
character in The Dream-Quest of Unknown Kadath, where Randolph
Carter finds him desperately homesick for Cornwall now that he is
forever trapped in dreamland.
s. T. Joshi* reads this as
Lovecraft's rejection of Dunsanyism, not realizing that Lovecraft
here is faithfully following Dunsany•s_example in both cases.
*"Dunsanyism and Its End," H. P. Lovecraft:
The Decline of
the West, p. 191-197. See especially p. 192-193. My thanks
to Mr. Joshi for providing me with a copy of this section from
his forthcoming book.
37

The sequence of composition for The Book of Wonder tales, as
we can reconstruct it from references in Patches of Sunlight and
other sources, was as follows:
"The Distressing Tale of Thangobrind the Jeweller" was written
on May 10th, 1910, and "The House of the Sphinx" and "Miss Cubbidge
and the Dragon of Romance" shortly followed. ("The Unhappy Body,"
the last of A Dreamer's Tales, had been written Jan 29th and
published in The Saturday Review April 23rd).
After an
interruption, during which he composed the two sequel-stories to
"Idle Days on the Yann" that were later to go in Tales of Three
Hemispheres, "A Shop in Go-by Street" (June) and "The Avenger of
Perdondaris" (July), he wrote "The Probable Adventure of the Three
Literary Men," "The Injudicious Prayers of Pombo the Idolater,"
"The Wonderful Window," "The Loot of Bombasharna," "The Bride of
the Man-Horse, 11 "The Quest of the Queen's Tears, 11 and "The Hoard of
the Gibbelins" that autumn. "How Nuth Would Have Practised His Art
Upon the Gnoles" and "How One Came, as was Foretold, to The City of
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Never" followed in December, by which time A Dreamer's Tales was
out (Dunsany says a copy reached him in "autumn;" the Bodleian's
copy is marked as received Nov.08.1910).
"The Coronation of Mr.
Thomas Shap" came in January 1911, and the final story, "Chu-bu and
Sheemish," that November.
All but two were illustrated bys. H.
Sime (indeed, were based upon illustrations bys. H. Sime) and
appeared each week between December 21st, 1910 and March 8th, 1911
in The Sketch as "Episodes from the Book of Wonder, by Lord Dunsany
ands. H. Sime." The two exceptions, "The Wonderful Window" and
"Chu-bu and Sheemish," appeared in The Saturday Review on Feb. 4
1911 and Dec. 30 1911, respectively.
The ordering is of interest, because Dunsany had a marked
tendency in all his books to put his stories in the order they were
written in unless an out-of-sequence story made a better opening or
closing to the collection. But this is notably not the case i n ~
Book of Wonder, where he played around with the ordering for effect
in the twelve "Episodes" that appeared in The Sketch, then reshuffled them again for the book. For the original sequencing, see
Note 53 below.
38

Like J.R.R. Tolkien, Clark Ashton Smith, and William Morris,
Dunsany was artist as well as author:
he drew, sculpted, and
painted.
Dunsany's main artistic output was the making of little
clay figures three or four inches high; this seems to have largely
been a hobby of his old age. The trial and error process by which
he discovered how to fire them (sometimes with disastrous results)
is recounted, very amusingly, in his final autobiography, The
Sirens Wake, p. 14-15; this chapter was printed separately at about
the same time in The Atlantic Monthly as an essay under the title
"Where Do You Get the Clay?" and in this form was reprinted by
Schweitzer in The Ghosts of the Heaviside Layer. While clearly the
work of an amateur (Dunsany described himself as belonging to the
'pre-Tang' school "because I am ignorant of a great many things
that were known to those early potters who worked under the dynasty
of Tang") they are all the same fetching pieces, and Dunsany gave
an exhibition of them attended by the Queen in 1932. Mostly little
figures of soldiers, to which Dunsany added little captions like
"Had he only had ears there are no heights to which he would not
have risen" and "He had a perfect sense of the moment at which to
declare war", he also made cardinals, monks, prophets, devils, and
even one study with the very Sime-like title of "Judge condemning
a man suspected of belonging to the Middle Class."
39

Dunsany's own illustrations have
unfortunately, but they do survive and are
in his 1972 biography, p. 42-43.
Patches
few sketches by Dunsany,
mostly from
unremarkable except for an amusing one of
(p. 195).
40Amory•s

never been published,
described by Mark Amory
of Sunlight contains a
illustrated letters,
"A Dragon in Disguise"

mention of another series of drawings Dunsany did at
about this same period, called Punishments in Another World, seems
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to clinch this.
Sime had become famous through "Ye Shades," a
series of humourous afterlife sketches he did starting in the mid1890s for such journals as The Sketch, Pick-Me-Up, and The Idler.
These popular cartoons depicted ordinary people trying to cope with
their new surroundings in the afterlife: typical entries include
various damned souls comparing Hell -(favorably) with the London
Underground and Thames Embankment, a ghost on trial protesting with
horror to his demon judge "I object to the jury.
It is composed
entirely of men with whom I used to have business," a ragged tramp
arriving at Heaven's gate only to find st. Peter asleep and the
Gate unlocked (he comments "Well, here's a stroke of luck")
compare the ending of "Where the Tides Ebb and Flow" where the lost
soul finds "one of the smaller gates of Paradise (standing] ajar. i,
Nor is the plight of newly-made angels forgotten:
we see one
requesting "something with a handle" (i.e., a hurdy-gurdy or barrel
organ) instead of the proffered harp and two other rather scruffylooking angels shouldering their new harps rather awkwardly while
one says to the other "I say, I only know 'All in a Row' and 'Beer,
Glorious Beer'."
41

Author of the minor classic Three Men in a Boat <Not to
Mention the Dog}, one of the deservedly most popular books of the
late Victorian period.
Jerome founded The Idler in 1892 and
recruited Sime as one of its premier illustrators in February 1896.
Sime came into an inheritance in 1898 and bought the journal the
following year, installing himself as co-editor in May 1899.
He
sold the magazine in 1901, having no doubt found that editorial
labours took too much time away from his artwork.
He had also
briefly edited Eureka, a belles-arts magazine, between autumn 1897
and February 1898. His reputation was not limited to England, as
he also worked for a time for William Randolph Hearst.
For the
best account of Sime's career, see Heneage & Ford.
42

Frank Harris was one of those who first heard of Dunsany
through his connection with Sime; see Contemporary Portraits, 2nd
series, p. 143. Another seems to have been Spenser Pryce, the art
director of The Neolith, whom Nesbit credited with drawing The Gods
of Pegana to her attention.
43

sime 's portrait of Thulba Mleen for "The Hashish Man" is a
good example.
This gorgeous portrait appears at first glance
merely an opulent picture of some oriental ruler's court.
It is
only upon closer examination that the viewer notices that what is
going on in the foreground is in fact a torture. With very little
adjustment, the picture could serve as an illustration from R. W.
Chambers' The King in Yellow, so perfectly has Sime captured the
mix of decadence, luxury, and horror.
«Published in The Sketch, May 3 1905; reprinted in Skeeters,
p. 101.
45 The

narrator of "The Avenger of Perdondaris" passes through
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Wild Beast Wood on his way back to our world; the great Maelstrom
was featured in part ix of The Journey of the King before being
given a story of its own in The Sword of Welleran' s "The
Whirlpool;" the great city labelled in greek 'Moudiasma' (Numbness)
may have inspired "The Idle City" in A Dreamer's Tales;
Captain
Shard's floating island from The Book of Wonder's "The Loot of
Bombasharna" can clearly be seen in the map's extreme lower right
corner (the isle itself was re-drawn by Sime for the illustration
to "Poor Old Bill"). Dunsany later returned to this map one last
time for the setting of "The Opal Arrow Head," the fantasy portion
of which takes place in Sime's Amber Mountains.
46

As Dunsany tells the story (Patches, p. 149-150), he was
talking with Yeats one day and mentioned an idea that Yeats urged
him to turn into a play. When Dunsany demurred, Yeats mused aloud
that he'd have to give the idea to someone else then.
Stung,
Dunsany went upstairs and wrote the play out in less than three
hours. Dunsany seems never to have realized how Yeats manipulated
him. The end result was that within a month of Synge's death Yeats
had in the course of one evening secured for the Abbey a new
playwright -- moreover, one who had an aristocratic title and a
great deal of money, besides coming from a family noted for its
patronage (his Uncle Horace supported 'AE' Russell for most of his
adult life, and Dunsany himself was later to sponser Francis
Ledwidge in much the same way).
47-Enti tled "Outcasts," this picture was published in The Sketch
on May 17, 1905.
4

8The artist Sime most resembles in this is Edward Gorey,
particularly in such works as the latter's The Object-Lesson. In
his technical expertise, taste for oddities, morbid sense of humor
(cf. The Gashcrumb Tinies), and staunch independence, Gorey is the
closest thing our times has produced to another Sime.
49

see Dunsany's letter of April (6th] 1910 to the Society of
Authors, discussing his agreement with George Allen & Sons to
underwrite the cost of photogravature.
Note that while Dunsany
refused to spend money supporting his own work, the same scruples
did not hinder him from supporting Sime's (see also Note 1 and Noten
to this chapter).
50 sime

did a set of four drawings for this book, as well as the
cover design.
Machan took a great dislike to them and they were
not used, except for the cover design and one "less hideous than
the rest" which became the frontispiece.
Sime did successfully
illustrate other fantasists, providing several drawings for
Lawrence Housman's "The Mountains of the Moon" for its first
periodical appearance (Pall Mall Magazine May 1899), one of the
illustrations in Eden Philpot•s book of humorous fantasies, Fancy
Free (1901), and a frontispiece for William Hope Hodgson's The
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Ghost Pirates (1908).
He also did the set designs for the first
English production of Maeterlinck's The Blue Bird in 1909 (as well
as for several of Dunsany's plays).
51
rt had, of course, at least one major precedent in English
literature: The Pickwick Papers. Dickens (or 'Bez') had orginally
been hired to write copy to go along with Phiz's illustrations.

sz

[I called my next book] The Book of Wonder, and wonderful it
certainly was, for I had gone to the very sources of wonder,
which were Mr. Sime's pictures.
It happened like this:
I
found Mr. Sime one day, in his strange house at Worplesdon,
complaining that editors did not offer him very suitable
subjects for illustrations: so I said:
"Why not do any
pictures you like, and I will write stories explaining them,
which may add a little to their mystery?."
Mr. Sime
fortunately agreed: and so, reversing the order of story and
illustration which we had followed hitherto, we set about
putting together The Book of Wonder.
Some of Mr. Sime's
drawings were finished pictures, others the faintest sketches
on bits of paper •••. ! had particularly asked Mr. Sime not to
tell me what the pictures were about, and he only tried to
explain one to me, but I could not quite follow.
When I
showed him a story and asked him if it accurately described
what was going on in the picture he said:
"It sounds
extremely probable." (Patches p. 155)
It is of interest to note that Sime was the only person
Dunsany ever successfully collaborated with•: his early attempt to
write a story with Lord Howard de Waldon (Thomas Evelyn Ellis) was
never completed (Patches p. 75) and he wrote so speedily when
collaborating with Padraic Colum on the play Alexander that he had
finished the whole play before Colum got started on his part
(Patches p. 183).
Sime, by contrast, not only had an unusually
close working relationship with Dunsany but also with Lord Howard
de Waldon, providing set designs for The Cauldron of Annwn,
his
trilogy of operas based upon The Mabinogion (The Children of Don,
1912, Bronwen, 1922, Dylan, 1910).
He also collaborated with
composer Joseph Holbroke (who provided the music for Ellis' s
operas), writing lyrics which Holbroke set to music to accompany
Sime' s series of drawings published in The Sketch in 1905 as
"Beasts That Might Have Been:" the end result, published as Bogey
Beasts in 1923, is oddly reminiscent of Suess.
*His late "collaboration" with Kipling was entirely one-way:
see Chapter III section ii.
from The Book of Wonder, by Lord Dunsany and s. H.
Sime." These were published with the story and drawing on facing
pages. The sequence was different from that of the published book
(see Note37 above) and was as follows:
5311 Episodes
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Episode
Episode
Episode
Episode
Episode
Episode
Episode
Episode
Episode
Episode
Episode
Episode

One: The Injudicious Prayers of Pombo the Idolater
Two: The Loot of Bombasharna
Three: The House of the Sphinx
Four: The Distressing Tale of Thangobrind the Jeweller
Five: The Quest of the Queen's Tears
Six: The Hoard of the Gibbelins
Seven: The Bride of the Man-Horse
Eight: The Probable Adventure of the Three Literary Men
Ni~e: How Nuth Would Have Practised His Art Upon the Gnoles
Ten: How One Came, As Was Foretold, to the City of Never
Eleven: The Coronation of Mr. Thomas Shap
Twelve: Miss Cubbidge and the Dragon of Romance.

54

It is important to note that Sladden, who is thought "the
silliest young man in Business" by his employer because of his
imagination and love of romance, has his life briefly enriched by
magic; the last we hear of him he "is older •.• and knows more of
the world, and even has a Business of his own, 11 while Shap, an
excellent salesman whose employers find "no fault with his behavior
with customers" and who is regarded by all who know him as "a
sound, sane, level-headed man, 11 goes mad and ends up in the asylum.
Dunsany is touching here on a very important theme, the age-old
fear that to indulge one's imagination is to endanger one's grasp
on reality, a point addressed by pieces as diverse as Virginia
Woolf's story "Solid Objects," Le Guin's essay "Why Are Americana
Afraid of Dragons?", and the current c.ampaign to ban the game
Dungeons and Dragons. If I understand him rightly, Dunsany's point
is that a balance is needed; he would probably agree with Tolkien•s
dictum in "On Fairy-Stories" that one cannot appreciate fantasy
unless one has a firm grasp on reality.
As for the individual
fates of his characters, it is important that Shap's ambition is to
become King of all his imagination can survey, while Sladden only
wishes he could be a guardsman of the little city he sees through
his Window and help protect it.
Hubris and devotion have their
several rewards.
5511 It is a long journey from London to World's End, and Pombo
had no money left, yet within five weeks he was strolling along
Last Street; but how he contrived to get there I will not say, for
it was not entirely honest." (BW p. 41)

56 Dunsany•s dislike for politicians once he had abandoned his
own ambitions following his 1908 defeat shows up sporadically in
his work, such as in "The Day of the Poll" (The sword of Welleran),
various of the Fifty-one Tales (most brilliantly in "The Demogogue
and the Demimonde"), and passing references throughout. In "A Shop
in Go-by Street" he ascribes being able to return to Dreamland to
having given up politics; as if this were a necessary prerequiste
to saving one's artistic soul. The uncollected "A Cricket Match"
(1913) demonstrates that politics is ~•not cricket" by vividly
portraying the chaos that would result if politicians played
cricket by the rules t~ey use to run Parliament (The umpire gets
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sued for slander for calling the Prime Minister "out").
In "The
Long Porter's Tale" (The Last Book of Wonder) he contrasts the
unlikely -- having once seen a sheep borrow a shepherd's pipe -with the impossible -- "in the Hills of Sneg I met an honest
politician."
57see

"Kafka and His Precursors" in Labyrinths, p. 199-201.
It should be noted that Borges considers Dunsany one of Kafka's
'precursors', primarily for the story "Carcassonne. 11
58 Besides

being a thieves' tale a la "How Nuth ... ", this story
is also Smith's own sequel to "Bethmoora," as comparison of his
description of the deserted city and the reason for its desertion
will show; the only thing he has changed is to transport it from a
desert locale to a jungle.
59
_
Thangobrind' s price for stealing the Dead Man's Diamond is
his client's daughter's soul, and he amuses himself from time to
time on his journey by thinking of her screams.
Similarly the
brave Sir Alderic does not slay the dragon

who if peasants' prayers are heeded deserved to die, not alone
because of the number of maidens he cruelly slew, but because
he was bad for the crops
but promises him
if thou wouldst ever taste maiden's blood again thou shalt be
my trusty steed
and strikes a bargain with the creature, promising to spare him for
further rapine and murder if he'll serve him now.
(p.77-78)
60
The pattern repeats itself in Dunsany's most famous play, A
Night at an Inn, where the gang's leader, The Toff, first
masterminds their theft of a fabulous jewelled eye of an idol and
then lures the god's avenging priests into a death trap one by one.
Celebrations are cut short when the idol appears, reclaims its eye,
and settles scores all round. The Toff's dying words, "I did not
forsee it," would serve just as well for an epitath for Thangobrind
or Alderic.
The Gods of the Mountains, although not a thieves'
tale, contains a similar motif.
61

This exception is interesting, and it might be that Nuth is
spared by his creator because only he of all these thieves is
forthright about what he is.
Dunsany hides his characters'
professions under an array of euphemisms.
Thangobrind is "A
Jeweller" because he deals in jewels
••. in all his life he stole only four kinds of stone --the
ruby, the diamond, the emerald, and the sapphire; and, as
jewellers go, his honesty was great (p.11)

(
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(the implication being that jewellers do not go very far in that
particular direction).
Sippy and Slorg and Slith are "literary
men" because their desired loot is a box containing
•.• fifteen peerless odes ••• five sonnets .•• nine ballads in the
manner of Provence ••. fifteen lyrics on which no merchant would
dare set a price •.• [and so forth]
(p.34)
But Nuth "is a burglar by trade." Burglary is his Business,
and he has raised its practice to an art. While no more honorable
than the rest, he is more matter-of-fact about it. ("His terms are
moderate, so much cash down when the goods are delivered, so much
in blackmail afterwards. He consults your convenience."). He is
not just clever enough to send his apprentice in first in case
there is a trap (there is): he is craftsman enough to appreciate
the artistry of the trap when it is sprung.
Dunsany's use of euphemisms reminds one of Mr. Bilbo Baggins
in J. R.R. Tolkien•s The Hobbit, who, when he balks at being hired
as a burglar, is told "You can say Expert Treasure-hunter instead
of Burglar if you like.
Some of them do." (p. 27).
_Dunsany's
example may have had some influence on Tolkien I s casting of a
burglar for the hero of his story. Tolkien did own a copy of The
Book of Wonder, and in 1966 handed it to Clyde Kilby, who had come
to offer him editorial assistance on The Silmarillion, with
instructions that Kilby read it as a prerequisite to working with
Tolkien•s papers.*
*This fact was recounted by Kilby during his guest of honor
speech at the 1983 Marquette Tolkien Conference.
62

Jack first robs and then kills the cloud giant: Hansel and
Gretel roast the old witch alive: Snow White sends her stepmother
a pair of shoes that make her dance herself to death.
Like the
Greek Ulysses, we are not meant to admire the typical fairy-tale
hero or heroine's virtuous behavior but his or her resourcefulness.
Dunsany, in his use of rogues and anti-heroes, pioneered the way
for later writers like Leiber, Zelazny, Moorcock, and Donaldson.
63

Dunsany· followed this pattern himself in his detective
stories: in the Smethers stories the murderous Steeger is far more
interesting and active than the detective, Mr. Lindley:
see
Chapter III section iii.
64

The best way to find out more about this weal th of late
Victorian and Edwardian detective fiction
is
through the
anthologies of Sir Hugh Greene, starting with The Rivals of
Sherlock Holmes (1970).
E. F. Bleiler has also edited and made
available many forgotten titles from this era through Dover books.
65

original title: The Amateur Cracksman (1899): it was followed
by two more collections, The Black Mask (1901) and A Thief in the
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Night (1905), and a novel, Mr. Justice Raffles (1909).
Like
Holmes, Raffles has been the subject of many plays, movies, and
unauthorized sequels.
Holmes himself came to imitate Raffles in
such late stories as "Charles Augustus Milverton" and "The
Adventure of the Illustrious Client."
66James Whitlark, Illuminated Fantasy:
From Blake's Visions
to Recent Graphic Fiction (Rutherford, Madison,
&
Teaneck:
Fairleigh Dickinson University Press, 1988), p. 65-67. It should
be noted, in fairness to Dunsany, that Shepperalk is not human but
a centaur, a race renowned for its 1 ustihood.
Sombelene is
"unwooed" and "unwed" not by choice but because no one else dares
to love her. Although he takes her by surprise and sweeps her off
her feet and -- in a cave-man, touch -- hales her away by her hair,
there is no indication that she was unwilling in the least. If she
had been, it's difficult to believe any unarmed centaur could
survive half a minute against an angry sphinx. We are told that he
"took her, we know not where, to be her slave for all those
centuries that are allowed to his race" (p. 10).

67A

final return to this occurred in The King of Elfland' s
Daughter, which does not end when Aldaric gains his Princess's hand
with "and they lived happily ever after," but instead goes on to
show us what happened next.
68Aldreic

shouted, "Hath foul dragon ever slain true knight?"
And well the dragon knew that this had never been .••
(BW p-. 77-78)

69

According to de Camp, Tolkien accused Dunsany of deliberately
breaking the illusion of secondary reality for the sake of a joke
(de Camp p.243). Tolkien is of course judging Dunsany by his own
standards; for the effect Dunsany was probably seeking, see
Introduction p. 11.
70

Another contemporary who shares this characteristic with both
Dunsany and Saki is William Sidney Porter ("O. Henry"). All three
men rely extensively on trick endings, but o. Henry favored
real is tic settings for his sentimental tales, whereas Dunsany
preferred fantasy with a cynical twist and Saki was cynical and
witty within realistic trappings.
Late in life Dunsany wrote a
deliberate imitation of each man's work:
see "Rose Tibbet" and
"Ardor Canis" (both Phoenix), respectively, and Chapter III section
iv, p. 198.
71 It

is difficult to settle upon a single story as Dunsany's
best -- each student of his work would probably have a different
choice -- but the ones listed below would certainly be included on
any list of his finest work:
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"Alhireth-Hotep the Prophet"
"The Deeds of Mung"
"The Revolt of the Home Gods"
"The Relenting of Sarnidac"
"The Highwayman"
"The Fortress Unvanquishable, Save for Sacnoth"
"The Field"
"Bethmoora"
"Where the Tides Ebb and Flow"
"Chu-bu and Sheemish"
"Blagdaross"
"The Hashish Man"
"A Story of Land and Sea"
"A Narrow Escape"
"Poor Old Bill"
"The Three Sailors' Gambit"
"The Probable Adventure of the Three Literary Men"
"How Nuth Would Have Practised His Art Upon the Gnoles"
"The Hoard of the Gibbelins"
"The Bird of the Difficult Eye"
"The Bureau D'Exchange du Maux"
"The Wonderful Window"
"Charon"
"Time and the Tradesman"
"The Demigogue and the Demimonde" "Lobster Salad"
"Taking Up Piccadilly"
"The Sphinx in Thebes (Massachusetts)"
"The Trouble in Leafy-Green Street"
"By Night in the Forest".

n Actually there is a fifty-second tale, since the American
and English editions differ slightly, replacing "The Poet Speaks
with Earth" with "The Tomb of Pan." Dunsany seems to have finished
the book in 1912; see his letter to Elkin Matthews of 8 February
1912 (Elkin Matthews, p. 284). See also Noten below.
7311 The

King James Bible is indubitably one of the profoundest
formative influences on Dunsany's prose; another, I suspect, is
Irish daily speech. Those two influences alone, not to mention his
own gifts of a delicate ear for speech rhythms and a brilliantly
exact imagination, remove him from the reach of any would-be
imitator who is not an Irish peer brought up from the cradle on the
grand sonorities of Genesis and Ecclesiastes. 11
(Le Guin, "From
Elfland to Poughkeepsie," The Language of the Night, p. 88-89).
Dunsany himself credited the Bible (Patches p. 34, 37) as the
major influence on his style, and he defended English as it was
spoken in Ireland as purer than the native variety (Patches p. 28),
but he did not speak with an Irish accent himself. He was raised
in Kent by his English mother, and recalled that when visiting
Castle Dunsany in Ireland as a child he could not understand the
accent of the farmerworkers there (Patches p. 27-28). He also
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(Bierstadt, p. 185) distinguishes between the Irish pronounciation
of his name and the way he pronounced it himself.
Although he
criticized actors for putting "stage-Irish" into the mouths of his
characters, all his Irish characters do speak it: a folksy, faked
speech full of patent local-colorisms.
The contrast shows up
vividly in My Ireland, where Dunsany speaks the language he learned
at home and at Eton, while Old Mickey's talk is full of "Sure" and
"Begob." See Chapter III section ii.
74 see

also "How Ali Came to the Black Country" and the short
play The Kettle for more on the evils of steam and the havoc
Dunsany thought they wrought on 'the quiet life'
(cf. also
Tolkien•s late unpublished tale The Bovadium Fragments, the Ms. for
which is now in the Bodleian at oxford, which makes the same point
about automobiles).
75
T. R. "Teddy" Roosevelt, who along with his protege Taft and
his rival Wilson was the U. S. President at the time Dunsany was
writing these pieces, was a man after Dunsany' s own heart:
a
tireless
reformer,
former
soldier,
big
game
hunter,
conservationist, enemy of big business, and author; between them
these men passed a whole onslaught of legislature that banned or
restricted many of the practices Dunsany decried.
The impact of
Wilson alone on the modern world can be judged from the · three
constitutional amendments he sponsored, inaugurating prohibition,
the income tax, and women's sufferage.

76 ounsany's

difficulty in finding anyone willing to publish
this volume is chronicled in Elkin Matthews, p. 188.
Eventually
Matthews agreed to publish it, but Dunsany refused to subsidize the
printing this time, as he had for The Gods of Pegana (see Note 1 ) ,
showing how far he had come in less than ten years. That Matthews
accepted his refusal and eventually published the book anyway is
further testimony to Dunsany •·s growing stature.
nounsany' s mother was born Ernle Elizabeth Louisa Maria
Grosvenor Burton; her great-grandfather and Sir Richard Burton's
grandfather were brothers; her grandmother was the 13th Lord
Dunsany' s daughter.
After her estranged husband's death she
changed her surname to Plunkett-Ernle-Erle-Drax, for reasons which
are obscure.
Very little is told about her in either Dunsany's
biography or autobiography, but one gets the impression
unjustified, perhaps -- that she was slightly mad and lived a
hermit's existence at her home in Kent. Dunsany sent her an
inscribed copy of his first book, but other than that the two seem
to have had practically no contact with each other once he was sent
off to school, and very little before that. Like most upper-class
children, Dunsany was raised not by his parents but by servants
(see Christopher [Robin] Milne's The Enchanted Places).
He
includes several memories of his father in Patches -- going out
shooting together, &c -- but of his mother he only records that she
never let him read newspapers, lest it expose him to the wickedness
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of the world. Since his avowed intent in Patches of Sunlight was
to · record happy memories and excl ud~ any shadows, his mother's
near-absence is ominous.
nsir Reginald Aylmer Ranfurly Plunkett, like his mother, took
the additional surnames of Ernle-Erle-Drax after her death.
He
eventually became an Admiral and played a prominant role in World
war II. Author of several short books (England's Last Chance, The
Art of War, Mission to Moscow, World War III), in his extreme old
age he became an advocate of solar heating, and published a book on
solar-heated swimming pools in 1962. He died in 1967 at the age of
87.
~The Germans proved extremely adroit throughout the War in
exploiting the weaknesses of their enemies with a minimum of
effort.
Many historians have wondered why they gave Casement so
little aid when more might have made the difference, overlooking
the fact that the Germans did not seriously expect the Irish effort
to succeed: their only concern was to create enough of a
disturbance to hinder the British war effort at a crucial moment.
Similar to this were their attempts to foment a second MexicanAmerican war to distract a potential enemy from European affairs
and their successful importation of Lenin into Russia in 1917 to
unseat the pro-war government there.
So successful were they on
this last point that Germany would undoubtedly have won the war in
late 1918 had it not been for the entry of America onto the allied
side.

(

~Dunsany's uncle, Sir Horace Plunkett, came close. As Trevor
West points out in Horace Plunkett. co-operation and Politics: An
Irish Biography (Garrards cross, Bucks: Colin Smythe, 1986), Sir
Horace was deprived of his parliamentary seat in 1900 by the
unionists, driven from office in 1907 by the nationalists,
denounced in 1919 by Edward Carson, leader of the Ulsterists, for
espousing dominion home rule, and had his house burned in 1923 by
the republicans.
"Even in an embittered Ireland this constitutes
a unique, if undesirable, record!" (p. 217).
One. of twentiethcentury Ireland's greatest men, founder of the modern co-operative
farming movement, Plunkett fared so badly at the hands of his
contemporaries paradoxically because he cared so little for
politics, being concerned far less with the question of Irish
independence, the burning issue of the day, than in improving the
standard of living of his countrymen through economic reform.
Steadfastly pursuing his own goal, he angered those who thought
their own priorities should come first and was persecuted
accordingly.
81 ounsany

has been harshly criticized (e.g., by Frank Harris)
for fighting on the "wrong" side of the Easter Uprising, and much
of his current neglect by critics of Irish literature can be traced
directly back to his active opposition to the Irish cause.
In
fact, despite his best efforts, his only real contribution to
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putting down the revel t was to make the rebels expend a lot of
ammunition shooting at him.
82

Patches, p. 216 and 295 respectively. As for the comparison
of No Man's Land with Egypt, it's important to remember that
Dunsany had seen both.
A few years later he would call upon
memories of this wasteland to describe "The Ebbing of Elfland"
(Chapter X) in The King of Elfland' s Daughter, just as Tolkien
would base his description of the Land of Marder upon the same
desolation. See especially the stories "The Nightmare Countries"
and "Weeds and Wire" in Tales of War.
MFor more on these stories, see the Appendix.
~In addition to his mother's death and the quarrel with his
brother, while Dunsany was convalescing he heard that his cousin
John Hawksley, whom Amory describes as perhaps his closest friend,
had just been killed in the Somme.
"Of all his friends [who had
died in the War], Dunsany missed him most." (Amory, p. 131). For
Americans, whose troops only saw combat duty in the last six months
of the war, World War I has long since been overshadowed by World
War II. In Europe, the catastrophe of The Great War had a far more
devastating impact on a whole generation of German, French,
Russian, and English youth.
Over and over again in his autobiographies Dunsany refers to friends of his youth who died in the
war, at one point recounting attending the funeral of an old
teacher in 1930 and discovering that he was the only survivor of
the 100 .s tudents in his class. Cf. Tolkien's remark "By 1918 all
but one of my close friends were dead. 11 (Foreword to the 2nd
edition of The Lord of the Rings).
Furthermore, Dunsany in 1915
quarrelled with his favorite aunt, Mary Ponsonby, who felt he
should have suppressed Fifty-one Tales until the war was over.*
(Amory p. 119), leaving him even more isolated than before.
*George Russell commented: "You are offering your life, she
wants you to give your immortality"
(Amory, p. 119). Uncle
Horace seems to have supported Dunsany through this family
squabble.
85 His father's death, accor,ding to family tradition, was at
least in part due to his experiments with X-rays.
He had a
scientific bent and had the first x-ray machine in Ireland, with
which he experimented upon himself.
This seems all the more
plausible, given what we now know about radiation, and the role it
played in the deaths of such fellow experimenters as Marie Curie
and her daughter.

86ife had first mentioned this in a letter to "Mr. Rider," dated
Feb. 12th 1915.
In America he managed to achieve this, or
something very near it, with the John W. Luce editions of 1917.
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87The

British publisher also persuaded Dunsany to remove his
preface and substitute a brief cheery note in its place.
~he other was his obituary for Sime, reprinted in Ghosts of
the Heaviside Layer, of whom he said "We have lost, in a time of
losses, a genius, whose passing has been little more noted than the
shadow of some strange bird across the lawn of a tennis party."
89

The incident is recounted in a magazine article called "A
Dreamer's Message to America," which also reprints his preface to
The Last Book of Wonder.
The piece appeared in The Literary
Digest, November 25 1916, p. 1406.
90 Patches

p. 266-267; written by Dunsany sometime early in the
war, probably just before he was preparing to leave for the Front.
Another blow of the war was the death of his protege, the poet
Francis Ledwidge, in 1917.
91
By contrast, The Sword of Welleran had only twelve tales.
The nineteen tales of Time and the Gods' first half cover only 122
pages to The Last Book of Wonder's 213, and required the addition
of "The Journey of the King" to pad the volume out to book length.
The Gods of Pegana's thirty-one tales took up only 94 pages.

92 The

six were "The Bad Old Woman in Black" (May 13) , "The Bird
of the Difficult Eye" (May 20), "The Long Porter's Tale (May 27),
"The Loot of Loma" (June 3), "The Secret of the Sea" (June 10), and
"How Ali Came to the Black Country" (June 17). It should be noted,
however, that Dunsany no longer shares his by-line with Sime in
this second series.
9311
Bethmoora" and "The Hashish Man" (both DT); "Idle Days on
the Yann" (DT) with "A Shop in Go-by Street" and "The Avenger of
Perdondaris" (collected first in The Irish Review and later in
T3H); "The Loot of Bombasharna" (BW) and "A Tale of Land and Sea"
(LBW), two episodes from the life of Captain Shard; "The
Distressing Tale of Thangobrind the Jeweller" (BW) and "The Bird of
the Difficult Eye" (LBW).
94
E. g. , Neepy Thang, son of Thangobrind, from "The Bird of the
Difficult Eye" and "The Distressing Tale of Thangobrind the
Jeweller," respectively.

9511
A Tale of Land and Sea. 11 Prequels have become very popular
in fantasy in recent years, inspired by the example of Tolkien (who
seems to have coined the term in a 1965 interview) and the success
of The Silmarillion. Perhaps the most famous pre-Tolkien fantasy
prequel is E. R. Eddison's so-called Zimiamvian trilogy, a set of
three interlocking books in a projected series Eddison did not live
to complete.
Mistress of Mistresses, completed first, is the
latest in the internal chronology. A Fish Dinner at Memison, which
followed, tells of events in the preceeding generation. The
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unfinished Mezentian Gate begins a generation before that but would
have carried events almost up to the start of the first book.
Dunsany, rather less torturously, tells another story about the
same character which took place earlier, probably borrowing the
idea from Conan Doyle, whose The Hound of the Baskervilles was
written and published after Holmes' death in "The Final Problem"
and before his resurrection in "The Adventure of the Empty House."
Taking the pose of "now it can be told," the novel related a
notable case Holmes had investigated before his demise.
96.rhis is Lord Castle Norman, a figure of fun through whom
Dunsany pillories the rich plebian peers who bought their way into
titles, as well as foreigners who adopt English-sounding names to
hide their origins and in a (vain) bid for respectablity.
It is
Nuth who provides such folk with the trappings of nobility -ancestral portraits and the like (BW p. 85).
It might seem a
little self-serving for Dunsany, from the secure position of one
whose title dates back to 1439 and whose disreputable ancestors
(the robber-barons to the Pale) are all long-forgotten, to
denigrate such folk, and de Camp uses his treatment of Lord Castle
Norman as a pretext to accuse him of Anti-semitism (p.58).
Certainly Castle Norman is Jewish -- Nuth's assistant, Tommy
Tonkers, is able to rob his "Surrey residence" so easily because he
chooses a Saturday night, "for it chanced that Saturday was
observed as Sabbath in the family of Lord Castle Norman" Olli, p.
89).
We are also told -- LBW, p. 55 -- that castle Norman was
formerly "a money-lender from Cheapside."
But there is no
indication that for Dunsany Castle Norman's Jewishness is a bad
thing in itself;
Dunsany uses him as yet another example of
someone not being what he pretends to be, the descendant of old
English stock. No matter what their facade, it is the way people
speak that seems the keystone: Lady Birmingham in "The Kith of the
Elf-folk" mutters to herself in German; Lord Castle Norman's only
line of dialogue is pure Cockney (" 'Ere, you aren't 'arf taking
your time about those emeralds." --,Lfill p. 59), and his jewellers,
who rejoice in the thoroughly 'British' names of Mrssrs Grosvenor*
and Campbell, "were men of few words, in English, for it was not
their native tongue." We should also note, as evidence against the
charge of anti-Semitism, that Dunsany wrote a poem called "A
Dictator's Song" for The Jewish Chronicle, where it was published
in September 1938 (Wakes p.22).
*Grosvenor was one of Dunsany' s mother's names, we should
note, and Dunsany castle is, like the Plunkett family, 12thcentury Norman.
97other

examples include the comparison of Nuth and Slith' s
talent ("How Nuth Would Have Practised His Art Upon the Gnoles,"
"The Probable Adventure of the Three Literary Men") and Slith and
Pombo's fates ("The Probable Adverture of the Three Literary Men,"
"The Injudicious Prayers of Pombo the Idolater").
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Arguably one could include "The Hashish Man" in this group
as well, chronicling as it does the hapless sailor's fate when he
dares to revisit Bethmoora and falls into the hands of Thulba
Mleen's torturers. A late but minor addition to this category is
the amusing spoof "The Pirate of Round Pond" (Smethers).
~The exception to this rule are the captain and crew of The
Bird of the River in "Idle Days on the Yann," who are throughout
portrayed sympathetically as honest sailors.
100Thus in The Dream-Quest of Unknown Kadath Randolph Carter,
Lovecraft's persona, discovers that the Men of Leng have horns,
surely no very terrible thing compared with the ghouls and other
monsters he has dealt with. Yet Lovecraft cannot bring himself to
ever state the simple fact.
Instead he makes repeated references
to the two curious humps in their turbans, and when a horn is
briefly revealed describes it as "something quite unspeakable"
(Kadath, p. 16).
Contrasted with Dunsany's businesslike "where
they took him it is not good to ask and what they did with him I
shall not say" ( "How Nuth Would Have Practised His Art Upon the
Gnoles") and playful "then the stroke of midnight came and the eggs
hatched out .•• and it was a bad business indeed for Neepy Thang; I
haven't the heart to tell you any more" ( "The Bird of the Difficult
Eye"), Lovecraft's trick is shown to be just that: a trick, and
nothing more.
Like a bad mystery writer, he withholds a few
details to create a false sense of suspense.
It is interesting to contrast Lovecraft's practice with that
of his friend Clark Ashton Smith. Whereas Lovecraft almost always
at his story's climax falls back on the cliche that whatever
happened was "too horrible to describe," Smith, like Poe,*
dispassionately describes it
-- and it always proves to be
horrible indeed, and all the more effective for the absence of
hyperbole. In style and in effect Lovecraft's tactics most closely
resemble soft-porn; Smith's science fiction.

*compare the unpleasant but realistic detail of Poe's "The
Facts in the Case of M. Valdemar," which was reprinted in some
medical journals as a case history, with the vagueness of
Lovecraft's pastiche "Cool Air."
101 In "A School Story" the background remains entirely obscure;
neither the reader nor the narrators ever learn who the ghost was
or the motives for its revenge. In "Martin's Close" Old Saunders,
the only man who knew the full tale, dies before the narrator
arrives on the scene. In "An Episode in Cathedral History" no one
ever finds out whose was the tomb the creature is imprisoned in, or
indeed why it is there in the church at all. And in "A Neighbor's
Landmark" the two characters manage to piece out the story of what
happened only with great difficulty and a spot of good research.
102 cf.

Tolkien I s discussion of the evocative power of words in
"On Fairy-Stories, 11 especially in Note E (p. 70), where he not only
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gives a prescription for writing fantasy that he followed himself
shortly thereafter in writing The Lord of the Rings but which also
serves as an excellent description of Dunsany•s practice.
103other examples are the plays A Good Bargain (Plays of Near
and Far) and The Raffle (Seven Modern Comedies), several Jorkens
stories (see Chapter III Note 28 ), as well as "The Gratitude of the
Devil" (The Man Who Ate the Phoenix) and "Told Under Oath" (Ghosts
of the Heaviside Layer).
104 In

"Told Under Oath" he grants the narrator a perfect game
of golf (18 holes in one) in exchange for his ability to ever speak
the truth again.
105 Letter

of April 20, 1915 to H. L. Mencken, reprinted in
Letters of H. L. Mencken. ed. Guy J. Forgue (Boston: Northeastern
University Press, 1961; 2nd ed. 1981), p. 65-67.
106.rhis

makes it all the more regrettable that his only fulllength comedy, The Ginger Cat. has never been published.
As
opposed to the ornate language of the otherworld fantasies, these
plays use modern-day idiom with great success.
107Thus

in American high schools it is Romeo and Juliet, Julius
Caesar, and Macbeth (or possibly Hamlet) that students read; most
have to wait until college to discover As You Like It or Twelfth
Night.
1~on a personal note, I was aware of Dunsany as a 'founding
father' of fantasy, largely through the efforts of Lin Carter, long
before I read him.
When I did come to read him for myself, I
naturally picked up his "masterpiece," The King of El fl and' s
Daughter. Had a friend not urged me to read further and give the
short stories a try, I would gladly have stopped there, never
knowing what I would have been missing.

1~Pratt's

The Well of the Unicorn is a sequel to Dunsany's
play King Argimenes and the Unknown Warrior set in the time of
Argimenes' great-grandson.
Pratt is also the co-author, with de
Camp, of Tales from Gavagan's Bar, a series based directly upon the
Jorkens stories (see Chapter III, section i, p. 165). As well as
reviewing The Fourth Book of Jorkens for the NYTBR (7 Nov. 1948
p. 32), Pratt put his finger firmly on the central weakness in
Dunsany' s playcraft in his essay "A Critique of Science Fiction" in
Modern Science Fiction: Its Meaning and Future, ed. Reginald
Bretnor (New York: Coward-Mccann, 1953), p. 86.
110 It

is often stated (e.g., de Camp p.57; Joshi p.43;
Schweitzer p.56) that Dunsany had five plays running simultaneously
on Broadway, which makes the 1916 New York debute of his works
sound like a kind of early Beatlemania.
To set the record
straight: the 'five plays' were not at five separate and competing
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theatres. Instead Stuart Walker's Portmanteau Theater troupe* had
three Dunsany plays in their repertoire that they played on
alternating nights, while The Little Theater had two more which
they seem to have used as curtain-openers.
Dunsany's plays were
popular and did help create a 'Dunsany craze', but his popularity
was also the result of a determined campaign by H. L. Mencken via
The Smart Set.
The 'five plays running opposite each other on
Broadway• is a legend which has been perpetuated for some seventy
years and can surely now do with a rest.
As for the quality of the productions, it is hard to judge
from the scant surviving evidence. The Abbey Theatre production of
The Glittering Gate must have been very good, since this slight
play was popular in Dublin for years afterwards (cf. the parody by
Ernest Boyd, "The Glittering Fake"). Several talented actors and
actresses appeared in first productions of Dunsany plays, among
them Claude Rains (The Golden Doom, 1912), Lee J. Cobb (Mr.
Faithful, 1935), and Judith Lowry (Portmanteau Theater, 1916-1917).
*The name is misleading; this is a group of actors, not a
place, who travelled the country putting on plays in
auditoriums and the like.
111 The

(

'revisions' came about in this fashion: Dunsany read and
annotated the book at Bierstadt's request.
Bierstadt then
reprinted his first edition as it stood, adding only a preface
listing Dunsany' s corrections and comments and a new appendix
reprinting the essay "Nowadays."
The copy Dunsany marked
eventually became part of the Montgomery Evans Dunsany collection,
and I examined it when it was being offered for sale by a Chicago
auction house in October 1987.
112

It not only gave rise to two sequels -- More Portmanteau
Plays (1921) and Portmanteau Adaptations (1922) -- but the original
volume sold well enough to be reprinted in 1924.
113

See his letter to Claud Sykes, his partner in the enterprise
(Letters of James Joyce, edited by Richard Ellmann, New York: The
Viking Press, 1966; Vol. II, p. 409).
Ellmann dates the letter
(actually a postcard) as "[27 October 1917]" but it seems likely
from the context that it was sometime the following year (the
English Players were founded in March 1918 and seem to have
disbanded sometime in mid-to-late 1919). Rather than sending Sykes
some leisure reading material, Joyce probably sent him the volume
of Dunsany's plays mentioned in the letter to try and interest him
in including one in their next season. While this is, admittedly,
speculative, it is worth noting that the English players made it a
point to do a great many Irish plays in their brief career (Wilde,
Synge, Shaw, Martyn, Yeats), and that Ellmann elsewhere attests to
Joyce's interest in Dunsany: especially in the play A Night at an
Inn. (see Note 120 )
11411 ode

to a Dublin Critic," included in Fifty Poems (p. 7) and
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reprinted in While the Sirens Slept, p. 46-47.
115 Patches,

p. 153-154. Amory repeats the charge (p. 75-76).
In fact, as any reader of the two plays will soon discover, there
is no basis to the charge besides Dunsany's paranoia and dislike of
Gregory: Gregory's play is entirely unlike Dunsany' s. Whereas King
Argimenes and the Unknown Warrior is a typical Dunsany parable, an
exotica about reversals in fate, The Deliverer conflates the
stories of Parnell and Moses and castigates the Irish for turning
against their own leader.
Its ending -- where the stoned Moses
stalks across the stage like the ghost of Hamlet's father -- is
like nothing in all of Dunsany.
11611

The other day Nathan [George Nathan, his co-editor of The
Smart Set] and I had Dunsany to lunch. We couldn't escape it.
He wrote saying that he would die unhappy unless he met his
two American fathers.
It turned out a great farce.
It
appears that he laps up in all eagerness the adulation of the
social pushers. He told us, in fact, that the aristocracy of
St. Louis was charming .... And then, in the midst of that
blather, he outlined a new one-acter that he is writing -- a
genuinely beautiful thing.* A curious fellow."
(letter of Dec.20 [1919] to Ernest Boyd; Mencken p.165)

(

Mencken had tried to avoid the meeting -- "I shall not see
Dunsany if I can help it.
My news from Ireland is that he is
vastly swelled up by his notoriety." (Letter to Burton Rascoe, Oct.
13th 1919; Mencken, p. 156) -- but had not been able to. His final
judgment on Dunsany's character, as expressed in a letter to
Dreiser a year later, is uncomplimentary but succinct: "Dunsany is
an ass" (Mencken, p. 205), a comment he repeats in an undated
letter to Rascoe of about the same period (Mencken, p. 186). He
did, however, remain proud of the role he had played in introducing
Dunsany's work to the American public (Mencken, p. 298 & 340).
*This was undoubtedly A Good Bargain,
before. See Sirens p. 26.

written a

few days

117T. H. White's reaction to Dunsany upon meeting him twenty
years after Mencken was similarly equivocal: dislike for Dunsany
the man mixed with admiration for Dunsany the writer.
In his
journal, now in the Harry Ransom Humanities Research Center at
Austin, White wrote the following pen-portrait of Dunsany on August
15th 1939.

"Lunched at Dunsany Castle today.
Dunsany is the senior
bastion in the Irish peerage -- he must be somewhere between
the 15th and 20th since the creation, which took place five
hundred years ago this year.
It is very much to his credit
that he has tried to be a genius.
He could easily have sat
back in his luxuries and been a common peer, but he has the
decency to want to excel. One of his books, The Olarwoman's
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Shadow, would be perfect, if it were not for the language in
which it is written.
The plot, taste, morality, and
imagination of it are right, but the language is too mannered.
As usual, he believes the language to be the best part. He is
a decent, amusing, interested, selfish, vain, enlightened
fellow. He is not a genius. He thinks he is. He makes his
wife copy out in longhand any novel he writes, so that there
may be two copies in existence of each of his works before he
trusts it to the post. Then a typewriting bureau in England
makes fair copies, and posterity is safe. Why am I writing so
meanly about him? He must easily be the most enlightened peer
in the kingdom, and was polite to me. I liked him very much.
His wife is charming, the usual buffer, like Siegfried's. He
is a fine figure of a man, taller than I am, but my beard is
the more curious of the two.
He has the decency to be rude
and self-centered when he wants to, and the politeness to be
amusing.
It is only his taste in poetry which is cheap. He
has not read Hopkins or Joyce, admires AE, does not think much
of Yeats.
Has an exaggerated opinion of the "music" of his
own prose -- a thing which he ought to want to flee like
poison.
In fact, I should call him a mind of considerable
original value which has been mal-educated along that
extraordinary line of early 20th century criticism which felt
quite happy when it had defined "poetry" as "love expressed
through rhythm" or some such clap-trap.
It is a pity he was
not encouraged simply to say what he thought, for he thinks
enthusiastically and with originality.
It was peculiar, after ..•• ing for six months in an earth
closet, to be waited on by a butler and two footmen, still
more peculiar to stand beside the 1st Lord's effigy in the
ruined abbey; with the 18th Lord beside me. I asked him did
if feel strange to have a saint in the family (Blessed Oliver
Plunkett) and whether, if he had only been a catholic himself,
it would not have been stranger still.
I suppose, if one's
great-grand-grand-great uncle is a saint, one can invoke him
to find mislaid articles etc. with a good deal of assurance.
Dunsany said that it was fairly queer.
He has the blessed
man's ring in his possession, but has lately preferred to keep
it in a bank in Dublin, as he fears there have been attempts
to get hold of it.
He says that the Irish have been
forbearing towards him -- after all he has been there 500
years without being bombed to extermination and his house
destroyed -- and even when they shot him in the Dublin
rebellion, the man who shot him apologized afterwards.
He
gave me the impression that having a saint in one's family did
seem to help. The old abbey is very fine. I liked to see the
O'Neill arms on one wall.
The modern castle is fantastic beyond description, and
curiously nice. Just as a poor cottager might overcrowd his
den with too many china pots labelled A Present from Galway,
so Dunsany castle is crowded out.
But here the crowd is of
second empire clocks, antelopes, and stuffed lions. There
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really is a stuffed lion. As I recollect it, it waits to
pounce from between a vast chinese vase full of pampas grass,
half a dozen grandfather clocks, some gilt bronze ladies
holding up lamps and a contemporary portrait of the saint.
The recollection is confused, but the idea correct. The
castle gives the idea of being lived in, just as the cottage
would. So is it hideously ugly after all?
Treacherous to write like this, with his salt still inside
me.
But he is a great enough man to be worth a picture, and
I liked him.
11 8.rhis

letter, dated July 12, 1921, from Emil [?Ewil] Reack
[?Reeck), is in the Society of Authors collection, now in the
British Library.
119A

(

(

brief glance at the bibliography will show that each of
his first three books came out from different publishers. With the
exception of the period 1921-1929, when he released his books
exclusively through Putnam, Dunsany's bibliography shows how he
arbitrarily switched publishers and then came back again. He was
often publishing with three or four different firms at the same
time, almost in shifts. The chief reason for this, as the Society
of Authors correspondence makes clear, was his habit of withdrawing
works when a publisher refused to meet his unreasonable demands,
and taking it elsewhere. There would invariably be a falling out
with the new publisher somewhere along the line, in which case he
would often return with a new book to the original publisher and
start the cycle over again.
The history of Tales of War shows just how difficult Dunsany
could be. The stories that make up this book were written as part
of Dunsany' s job at the War Office as official anti-German
propaganda.
When he decided to make a book out of them, he
submitted the Ms. to Heinemann in June, 1918. Heinemann accepted
the book in July and, upon receiving letters from Dunsany on August
6th and 7th urging rapid publication so the book could appear
before the war ended, sent it to the printer. Then on August 15th
Dunsany wrote back, demanding the return of the Ms. because of
Heinemann's interminable delays. Heinemann got the book back from
the printer and returned it to Dunsany, who had in the meantime
arranged to have it published by Elkin Matthews.
Then Heinemann
sent Dunsany a bill for the printer's costs, at which point the
Irish lord wrote the society of Authors, saying "I need your help
to meet the most outrageous attempt that any publisher has hitherto
made to get the better of me, and I have known some bad ones" (D.
to Thring, Nov. 19, 1919; Society of Authors).
Heinemann simply
responded that if Dunsany didn't pay he would "leave the matter to
my ordinary debt collection agency" (H. to Thring, week of Nov. 1926, 1919; Society of Authors).
After Thring checked into the
matter and told Dunsany he didn't have a case (the delays were not
unreasonable,
especially with a wartime paper shortage to
consider), Dunsany charged that Heinemann had deliberately delayed
returning the Ms. to him in order to cook up the printer's fees:
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"In the light of ••• what we now know of the German stock does not
this seem to you very probable?" (D. to Thring, Nov. 28th, 1919;
Society of Authors). When he did pay, it was with an ill grace -he refused to send the money directly to Heinemann but instead had
Thring deliver the check for him, remarking that he was sure
Heinemann had cheated him "However this is a matter between Mr.
Heinemann and the Good Old German God" (D. to Thring, Nov. 30th,
1919; Society of Authors) • .
That he returned to Heinemann in later years and eventually
published ten more books through him does not mean he ever forgave
him; a chance remark in a letter to Mary Lavin many years later
("Mr. Heinemann is dead and I believe in Hell") shows otherwise.
He had a similarly unedifying squabble with Geo. Allen & Sons over
A Dreamer's Tales in 1910 (D. to Thring, Soc. of A. #1-#6). The
only publishers he seems to have gotten along with relatively well
were Elkin Matthews (who, he wrote Matthews' widow, would always
welcome him back again when others had turned down one of his less
publishable projects -- Elkin Matthews, p.110 & 269 -- and almost
made him forget the emni ty that he said was the natural state
between publisher and author) and G. P. Putnam, Amelia Earhart's
husband, who called Dunsany "my favorite Irishman" and · remembered
him fondly in his autobiography, Wide Margins (1942), p. 190-192.
(Putnam reprints a wonderful piece Dunsany once sent him, a
scathing review of his own first novel, intended like "Ode to a
Dublin Critic" to represent what the average reviewer would
think.)*
Perhaps the best indication of what he thought of
publishers as a species is summed up in a passing remark he made
about having met the Liveright of Boni & Liveright during his 1919
visit to New York: "I gather that he had made Boni walk the plank
some years ago." (D. to Thring, c July 1st, 1925).
*My thanks to Douglas Anderson for bringing this passage to my
attention and for providing me with a copy.
120

see the Society of Authors correspondence, especially for
the period 1921-1923, for full details.
121

Richard Ellmann, in his definitive biography of Joyce James
Joyce, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1959), gives a brief
account of Nino Frank's efforts to found a new literary magazine
called Bi fur, and notes that Dunsany was the only fellow Irish
writer whom Joyce would recommend to Frank as someone whose work he
should publish (Ellmann, p. 628).
In Frank's letter to Dunsany,
whom he calls "Sir & dear Master," dated 6th February 1927 (Society
of Authors collection), he refers to the name of the magazine as
Soo and requests permission to translate and publish "L'Auberge
Inn" [ e.g., A Night at an Inn] there.
Frank seems not to have
realized that Joyce's name carried no weight with Dunsany (Joyce
had exited the Dublin scene just months before Dunsany appeared
upon it, and it was not until 1947 that Dunsany read any of Joyce's
work or was favorably impressed by it).
In any case, Thring
advised the Dunsanys not to allow the translation or publication.
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Thring may have been influenced by an earlier run-in with Joyce,
since Ellmann admits that during the war the English Players, the
Zurich group Joyce organized with Claud Sykes, performed a play of
Shaw's without paying any royalty, much to Shaw's and Thring's
irritation (Ellmann, p. 479-480). Thus Dunsany passed up a chance
to appear in the company of Hemingway, Joyce, William Carlos
Williams, Sartre, Heiddinger: an ideal example of the kind of
decision that isolated him from the literary mainstream and the
writers of the younger generation.
122

The first person to suggest filming any of Dunsany' s work
seems to have been H. L. Mencken: see Dreiser-Mencken Letters: The
correspondence of Theodore Dreiser & H. L. Mencken 1907-1945, ed.
Thomas P. Rigglo (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press,
1986). In late 1915 Theodore Dreiser briefly became involved with
a film company and wrote (Oct. 10) to Mencken asking his
suggestions for suitable stories to translate into movies. Mencken
originally recommended, along with several Smart set stories, Willa
Cather's The Song of the Lark
( "the old Cinderella story") as
suitably sentimental to be a likely success (M. to Dr. Oct. 14).
Dreiser criticized Mencken's suggestions as "clever after their
kind but not very important" and said he wanted a "larger theme" to
last to feature length, "something with poetry and poignance in it"
(Dr. to M. Nov. 28). Mencken replied: "At the moment I can think
of nothing that would last 5 reels.
But I rather believe the
fantastic tales of Lord Dunsany, poetically done, would make a
colossal success in the movies. Do you know them? I am acquainted
with Dunsany, and, if he is not already killed in the war, I rather
think I could get you permission to use his stuff.
So far as I
know, no one else has ever touched it. And even if you don't use
it, it should suggest other fantastic stuff. Get his book, "Tales
of Wonder" (M. to Dr. Nov. 29). Dreiser eventually decided not to
accept the job and nothing came of Mencken's suggestion.
Despite
many other actors' and film companies' interest over the years,
from John Barrymore to Alfred Hitchcock (see Chapter III Note 50 ) ,
to my knowledge none of Dunsany's books were ever made into films.
As late as 1955 there was talk of filming thirty-nine Jorkens
stories for American television (Littlefield Smith, p.106), and
there were continual nibbles from Disney over the years, but
nothing ever came of them. Perhaps in a way Dunsany was lucky, and
escaped the horrors that Tolkien's and Beagle's works have suffered
in the hands of animators, but one cannot but regret that none of
his material ever made it onto the screen.
123

F. Scott Fitzgerald, This Side of Paradise (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1920), p. 54. That it is Dunsany's poetry
and not his plays or tales is interesting, since very little of it
had been published by the time Fitzgerald's book appeared, and what
little had was war poetry, unlikely to appeal to the aesthetic
Amory Blaine and his friend (Dunsany•s first book of poems, Fifty
Poems, did not appear until 1929, almost a decade later). On the
other hand, Dunsany often recited his poems during his lectures,
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and Fitzgerald might easily have attended one of these · the
preceding fall.
Then again, Fitzgerald might be using the term
"poetry" loosely a la Shelley to refer to the so-called "poetic"
quality of Dunsany's work.
I am grateful to Debby Reitz of
Marquette for bringing this passage to my attention.
124 Ernest Hemingway: Selected Letters 1917-1961, ed.
Carlos
Baker (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1981), p. 36.
Baker
believes that the book Hemingway was referring to was The Book of
Wonder (p. 38), but since Hemingway calls the book "Lord Dunsany's
Wonder Tales," it is more likely that it was Tales of Wonder, the
English edition of The Last Book of Wonder, which he had probably
picked up in Europe before returning from the war.
125

see The Clocks of Columbus: The Literary Career of James
Thurber by Charles s. Holmes (New York: Atheneum, 1972), p. 59-61.
126 For

accounts of his trip, see Sirens p. 13-32 and Amory p.
162-169.
The best source of information about this trip is the
pocket travel diary Dunsany kept, detailing where he went, who he
met, and what he wrote, as well as some indication of what he read
at various lectures.
This Ms. travel diary, which unfortunately
has never been published, is now part of the Harry Ransom
Humanities Research Center Collection at Austin.
127 For

Lovecraft's account of his going to see Dunsany' s
lecture in Boston, see his letter of November 9, 1919 to Reinhardt
Kleiner, printed in Selected Letters, ed. Donald Wandrei and August
Derleth (Sauk City, Wisconsin: Arkham House, 1965), Vol. I, p. 9193.
In light of the widespread claim that Lovecraft had begun
writing 'Dunsanian' tales before he ever read any of the real
thing, it is interesting to note that he refers to Dunsany in the
letter as one of his "favorite authors" at the time when he is
supposed to have just discovered his work. It is far likelier that
he had discovered Dunsany the year before and at once began
remodeling his own style upon the other's work.
T. E. D. Klein's introduction to the revised edition of Dagon
and Other Macabre Tales (1986) is very good at documenting the
degree to which Lovecraft identified with Dunsany and sought to
emulate him, progressing from noting similarities in their
appearance to arguing they came from the same stock to claiming
that the Irish lord was a distant relative to the surprising
statement "Dunsany is myself," differing only in having had a more
fortunate (he thought) upbringing -- twins separated at birth, so
to speak.
128 Dunsany

claimed "It was thought in America that I had
written that play after having become acquainted with this lady,
but I wrote it before I ever heard even the faintest toot of her
trumpet" (Sirens, p. 14). This is entirely untrue. Amory comments
"Fame and the Poet, which might seem to be directly inspired by the
hurly-burly of this trip, had in fact been written in the war ... "

l
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(p. 164). In fact Dunsany had written it sometime between Oct 27th
and the end of December 1916, immediately after having received one
of Stuart Walker's fulsome letters recounting the warm reception
his pre-war plays were getting in the States (Amory, p. 138).
129

The best description of what the writers of the new
generation, both Georgians and Modernists, found so objectionable
in the writings of the Edwardians can be found in Virginia Woolf's
attack on the Edwardian movement, "Mrs. Brown and Mr. Bennett. "
While Dunsany would fully agree with her analysis of the problem,
he would not have been so sympathetic with her solution.
130The poet Edward Thomas probably best illustrates what was
good in the Georgian movement and the effect the War had upon it.
A close friend of Robert Frost and probably his peer in poetry (he
is often called "The English Frost") , Thomas died in 1915 after
having published only one or two books of poetry which were largely
forgotten once the Modernist movement and its offshoots of the
post-war period got well underway.
In America, Frost survived
almost another fifty years and cemented his reputation as one of
the major poets of the century by writing poems very similar to
Thomas•s. It is only in recent years that Thomas has begun getting
the credit due him and that the Georgian movement as a whole has
begun to be re-evaluated as a
legitimate and interesting
development in twentieth-century literature: see Ken Millard's The
Georgians (Oxford University Press, forthcoming).
131

Insofar as it can be reconstructed from references in
Patches and the first-known publication dates of individual
stories, the composition history of T3H was as follows:
"The Last Dream of Bwana Khubla" -- written May 1914 (Patches
p. 246)
"How the Office of Postman Fell Vacant in Otford-Under-theWold" -- written January 25th 1914 (Patches, p. 254)
"The Prayer of Boob Ah era" -- UNKNOWN ( but see Note 132 below)
"East and West"
composition date unknown, but first
published in The Fabulist in the Spring 1916 issue. Since Dunsany
wrote no stories between August 1914 and early 1919, the tale must
therefore predate the war. It was reprinted in The Saturday Review
(Dec. 30 1916), Reedy's Mirror (Jan. 19 1917), The Smart Set (Dec
1919), and Famous Story Magazine (July 1926).
"A Pretty Quarrel"
composition date unknown; first
published in The Atlantic (April 1920).
"How the Gods Avenged _Meoul Ki Ning" -- composition date
unknown, but first published in The Smart Set in November 1917,
hence prewar in origin (see "East and West," above).
"The Gifts of the Gods" -- composition date unknown, but prewar; first published in To-Day in August 1917 (see "East and West,"
above).
·
"The Sack of Emeralds" -- written September 11th 1913 (Patches
p. 219).

(
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"The Old Brown Coat" -- composition date unknown; first known
periodical appearance was not until February 1934 in The Golden
Book.
"An Archive of the Older Mysteries" -- UNKNOWN
"A City of Wonder" -- from internal evidence,this essay was
presumably composed c October 1919 in New York city.
"Beyond the Fields We Know" :
.
Publisher's Note -- presumably written by Harrison Hale
Schaff in late 1919/early 1920.
First Tale: "Idle Days on the Yann" -- written October 1908
Second Tale: "A Shop in Go-by Street" -- written June 1910
Third Tale: "The Avenger of Perdondaris" --written July 1910.
132
Aside from the two illustrations to "Idle Days on the Yann"
which had already appeared in A Dreamer's Tales, there is an
unpublished illustration by Sime of "The Prayer of Boob Ahera," the
original of which is now hanging in the Sime gallery at Dunsany
Castle. Since Sime effectively retired in 1914, we can take this
picture's existence as circumstantial evidence that this story was
already in existence at that time.
It may have been a rejected
alternative episode from
The Graphic' s "Second Book of Wonder"

(1914).
133
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The absence of Sime illustrations and the presence in the
book of stories which Dunsany rejected when compiling The Last Book
of Wonder, along with Schaff's desperation to get a book out in
time to capitalize on Dunsany' s visit to America in OctoberDecember 1919 all support the argument that Schaff may have put the
book out himself in lieu of the volume of new plays he had hoped
Dunsany would give him.
On June 16th 1919 Schaff had written to
Dunsany "The autumn season is close on us and we are really very
dependent upon having a book from you to offer at that time ••.. !
hope you will find it possible to let us have your manuscript very
shortly as we should have the work under way." (Society of
Authors) .
Schaff even took the extraordinary step of paying
Dunsany the royalties due him, the only time there is any record of
his having done so. It is quite conceivable that when no Ms. was
forthcoming (Dunsany•s new play collections that Schaff had his eye
on for Luce went instead to Dunsany's new publisher, Putnam: Plays
of Near and Far and If) Schaff proceeded on his own and assembled
the book under his own initiative. Douglas Anderson has suggested
that he may even have been inspired by the list of unpublished
works given in Bierstadt (p. 212-213).
The main problem with this scenario is that it does not
explain where Schaff found the pieces which had still not been
published in any magazines by late 1919. It is entirely possible
that the original periodical publications of "The Prayer of Boob
Ahera," "A Pretty Quarrel," "The Sack of Emeralds," "The Old Brown
Coat," and "An Archive of the Older Mysteries" have simply not been
found yet and are awaiting discovery in some obscure magazine; in
the case of "Boob Ahera" the Sime illustration makes this all the
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more likely.
But since Dunsany nowhere denounced the book as
fraudulent, as he most certainly would have to the Society of
Authors, and since he allowed a UK edition the following year,*
it seems overwhelmingly probable that this is a genuine Dunsany
book.
Perhaps the best theory is that advanced by Douglas
Anderson, in his unpublished monograph on Luce, which suggests that
Dunsany gave the book to Luce to fulfill some contractual
obligation so that he could move on to Putnam, which was not only
a more reliable publisher but one that could release his books
simultaneously in Britain and the States, resolving him from the
headaches of having to arrange separate publication for each book.
*Although T3H bears the publication date 11 1919," there is some
reason to think it did not come out until early 1920 -- cf.
Mencken's letter of January 26th 1920 (Mencken, p. 170)
1
~The book is announced on the back cover of A Glimpse from a
Watch Tower as being a follow-up to that book planned for the
following year.
There seems no reason to doubt that the second
book was never released, just as the sequel to A Year, entitled
Another Year, remains unpublished.
Unlike the book-length poem,
however, the Ms. of which still belongs to the Dunsanys and is on
display at Dunsany Castle, there is no reason to think From an Old
Drawer was ever written.
135
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Beyond the Fields We Know was first collected in The Irish
Review, probably at the behest of James Stephens, Dunsany's friend
and admirer• who was one of its founders and editors. It appeared
in five installments in the first five issues "Idle Days on the
Yann" Part 1 (Sept. 1911), and Part 2 (Oct. 1911), "The [sic] Shop
in Go-by Street" (Nov. 1911), "The Avenger of Pordondaris" [sic]
(Dec. 1911), and "The Land of Dreams", the second half of
"Perdondaris", (Jan. 1912). Not until Tales of Three Hemispheres,
however, did it finally appear together in book form.
The nonappearance of the two sequels in The Book of Wonder, is a bit of a
mystery.
Dunsany may have felt that, unlike "A Tale of Land and
Sea" or "The Bird of the Difficult Eye," "Go-by" and "Perdondaris"
could not stand alone without "Yann" to explain them and had
excluded them from The Book of Wonder and The Last Book of Wonder
for this reason. ("Hashish" had been written in time to appear in
the same book as "Bethmoora", thus avoiding the problem).
Most
writers would simply have put out an expanded edition of A
Dreamer's Tales incorporating the two extra stories, but with
characteristic relunctance to disturb work he had already
completed, Dunsany left DT as it was. It was thus left for T3H to
present the stories together in a volume, and this is the main
justification for the book's existence.
•see Letters of James Stephens, ed. Richard J. Finneran (New
York: Macmillan, 1975), which reprints Stephens' side of the
correspondence.
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136wells is known for his science fiction, but such pieces as
"The Inexperienced Ghost," "The Door in the Wall," and especially
"The Truth About Pyecroft" show that he was a talented writer of
short fantasies as well.
137The

same can be said for Ernest Bramah' s popular Kai Lung
series, written at about the same time.
In contrast with such
Sinophiles is a third contemporary, the xenophobic Sax Rohmer's The
Insidious Dr. Fu Manchu.
see Note 131 for details.

138
139

He had of course already written several stories set in or
drawing their inspiration from Arabic North Africa and the Sahara,
most notably "A Tale of Land and Sea."
140

As well as looking ahead, it also looked back: in the dying
Englishman's ability to recreate London out of his fever dreams,
imagination, memory, and sheer willpower, we are perhaps seeing a
last echo of MANA-YOOD-SUSHAI's dreaming Pegana into being.
The
transfigured London of the mirage also clearly provided another
inspiration for the goal of Randolph Carter's quest in Lovecraft's
The Dream-Quest of Unknown Kadath.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER THREE
1Both

Lady Dunsany•s letter of February 27th 1926 and Thring's
reply of March 1st are part of the Society of Authors collection
now in the British Museum.
The magazines Thring recommended
Dunsany try were The Cornhill, Blackwood's, The Strand, and The
Windsor Magazine; some Jorkens stories did appear in the latter
two, but not until several years later.
It should be noted that
Dunsany's occasional references in the autobiographies to General
Hammond as his agent (e.g., Patches p.267) are misleading; Hammond,
who died during the early 1940s (Wakes p.127), was the estate agent
who managed his properties in Ireland.
His literary agent was
Curtis Brown, founder of the famous London agency, but there is no
evidence that Brown became his agent before c 1930 (Wakes p.6; see
Chapter II Note 7 ) .
Among the projects that Brown arranged for
Dunsany to write were My Ireland
(1936)
and the three
autobiographies.
2 Dunsany thought the play version of "The Bureau D 'Exchange de
Maux" "a great improvement of the original story" (Wakes p. 22),
but it is unlikely that anybody will agree with him. Both of these
cannibalizations dilute the story with "business" to fill out the
play which distract from the theme without providing any
compensation. Joshi, in his discussion of Golden Dragon City. the
play version of "The Wonderful Window," notes (p.78) that Dunsany
makes every character without exception in the play contemptible.
I agree, but · unlike Joshi do not think this a virtue.
Both
adaptations trivialize the original stories, and only serve to
emphasize how thoroughly Dunsany had lost touch with the
inspiration of his earlier work.
Better than these feeble adaptations are the original pieces
he wrote for radio, beginning in 1929 (Sirens p. 113): some he
broadcast himself while others were performed professionally. Some
were stories intended to be heard over the air, like "The Return,"
"The Sleuthing of Lily Bostum," and "The cut" (all three reproduced
in The Man Who Ate the Phoenix).
In each he was able to draw on
one of his greatest strengths, his excellent ear for realistic
speech, and all are enjoyable in different ways.
Others were
plays, including the delightfully wicked Time's Joke (about a young
man being scolded by his family for writing a poem on a pound note
and meekly promising never to do so again; the second scene skips
ahead a few years to an auction where the note in question is being
sold as a unique manuscript of a great poet) and Atmospherics
(about a man trapped in a railway carriage with a dangerous
lunatic; he escapes by pretending to be crazier than the maniac).
Both of these were published in Plays of Earth and Air (1937), but
none of Duns any' s plays written after that date have ever been
printed, although some, like Aurora Borealis, were broadcast and it
is conceivable that recordings survive in the BBC archives.
Since so very little of Dunsany's work remains unpublished, it
is worth listing the known unpublished plays.
They are Th,e
Highwayman (an adaptation of the story; see Patches p.154); an
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unnamed play written May 1st 1910 (Patches p.154); The Murderers,
which was performed but never printed (Bierstadt p.114-120, 244);
The Ginger Cat, his only full-length comedy, whose production was
aborted by the outbreak of World War I (Patches p. 179); The
strange Lover, performed in Dublin in 1938 (Wakes p. 37), which in
its portrayal of a full-grown man who is only a few days old may
have inspired F}ann O'Brien's use of a similar motif in At SwimsTwo-Birds, published the next year; Aurora Borealis, a war play
about P.O.W.s in a German concentration camp broadcast during the
Battle of Britain (Wakes p. 45); The Course of Justice, the
manuscript of which is now at Austin, based on a story told him by
his son Randal;* Power, an unfinished play mentioned by Amory,
written in 1954 (Amory p.278); an unnamed one-act play written in
October 1955 (Littlefield Smith p. 106); and Home to the Stage,
also at Austin, about an actor chosen to be king of a distant land
after its people see how good he is performing Henry V. Wickedly
funny, especially in these post-Reagan days, it builds on the
theory that appearance is more important than substance in politics
today and that people are happiest with someone who plays the part
well rather than someone who gets results.
All in all Dunsany' s association with the BBC forms an
important part of his later career that has never received the
attention it deserves. He was one of the first authors to make the
transition from print to electronic media, appearing on television
as early as 1938 (Wakes p. 39; see also the inner back flap of the
dustjacket to The Little Tales of Smethers and Other Stories). It
was a form well suited to the style of his post-War career,
offering him an outlet for his work and giving him access to a
large audience. And he made the leap successfully, as is indicated
by the fact that several of the pieces he wrote for the BBC were
broadcast not once, but repeatedly (e.g. "The Charm Against
Thirst," The Use of Man, and Atmospherics; cf. Sirens p. 113 and
Wakes p. 19 and p. 31).
*I am grateful to the present Lord Dunsany, Lt. Col. Randal
Plunkett, son of the writer, for this information, given to me
in an interview at Dunsany Castle on May 25th 1987. Dunsany's
son, who served for years in the colonial army in India as
well as at El Alamein, is probably also the "young officer" in
"A Fishing Story" (J. III. 7), as well as the source for "How
Abdul Din Saved Justice" (Phoenix).
3This
interesting document, now at Austin, gives a rare
insight into Dunsany's working methods. It reads as follows:

1. The men come to the old lord in his long room.
2. The old lord's son prepares to set off as his father bids
3. He comes to the guarding forest of the King of Elfland, and
passes through and comes over the lawns to the palace
4. He sees the King of Elf-lands daughter
5. He weds her.
6. They have a son. & the old lord dies. And one day she
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blows away in autumn.
7. The young lord dies.
8.
The outline breaks off at this point.
note reads

A related but independent

His mother comes to him, perhaps finding that he has made the
vale sufficiently unmaterialistic for her; she comes perhaps
wearing her crown of ice, perhaps queenly attended, bringing
the frontier of twilight before her over the valley.
Together these show that the indeterminate and unsatisfactory role
of Alveric in the final two-thirds of the book is due to his
surviving past the point when Dunsany has any role in the plot for
him to fulfill. They also show that the final climax was forseen
from the start.
4

For example, he was very upset when no excerpt from it was
included in an anthology of the greatest modern English prose in
1926 (Sirens p. 83).
This is more than vanity; given Dunsany's
cavalier and deprecatory attitude towards his novels in general
expressed throughout his autobiographies it is valuable testimony
to the fact that he thought The King of Elfland's Daughter stood
apart from the rest of his later work.
In 1953, when asked to autograph a copy, he told Hazel
Littlefield Smith that he had never spent so much time on any of
his other books, and (she claimed) was overheard to mutter "I shall
never write so well again." (Littlefield Smith, p. 80-81)
5Dunsany

clearly suffered agonies from writer's block
repeatedly during the 1914-1920 period. His attempts to move into
a new form, the novel, might well have stemmed in part from an
attempt on his part to circumvent the paralysis which prevented him
from writing in his pre-War mode.
One of the reasons he cut his
first American trip short in December of 1919 seems to have been
that he suddenly began writing again while on the road and was
eager to take advantage of this second wind before the moment
passed and the renewed inspiration was lost.
For more on the three stories written during this trip, "The
Emperor's Crystal" (Nov. 23rd 1919), "The Opal Arrow Head" (sic)
(Nov. 28th), and "The Inspiration of Monsieur de la Cerise" (Dec.
12th), see the unpublished American Diary (Austin) and section iv
of the present chapter.
6

For more on "The People's Budget," Lloyd-George's attempt to
finance social reform by depriving the aristocracy of inherited
wealth through gradual means like higher taxation and prohibitive
death duties, thereby transferring the bulk of England's privately
held fortunes into public moneys without the violent revolution
that threatened Europe on the eve of World War I, see Dangerfield's
The Strange Death of Liberal England.
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7Dunsany

blamed the coal mine disaster on his uncle, Horace
Plunkett, who had acted as his financial advisor and unofficial
guardian since his father had died thirty years before.
In vain
Uncle Horace protested that he had given the advice in good faith
and had lost money too (Amory p.205): Dunsany never forgave him
and, as Amory indiscreetly points out, included two unfavorable
portraits of him in his novels as a result: The Curse of the Wise
Woman and The story of Mona Sheehy.
In fairness to Sir Horace, we
should note that in 1918 he had urged Dunsany to let him sell off
their shares in the coal mine, fearing post-war nationalization,
and that Dunsany had vetoed the measure. See Sir Horace's letter
of August 19 1918, Dunsany's reply of August 20th, and Sir Horace's
response on the 22nd, all now at the Plunkett Institute in Oxford.
8
Dunsany and Jorkens had both visited India, Egypt, south
Africa, the Sahara, Kenya, the United States, Spain, and Greece
(although Dunsany admits -- Wakes p. 40 -- that Jorkens visited
Greece before he did) •
The few places Jorkens visited that
Dunsany didn't, so far as we know, are Canada ("A Drink from a
Running Stream, " J. I. 9) , Russia, both pre- ("A Large Diamond,"
J.I.6) and post- ("A Rash Remark," J.V.21) revolution, and Latin
America ("Jorkens Leaves Prison," J.IV.5 -- note, however, that
Dunsany's daughter-in-law was Brazilian). The only places Dunsany
visited which Jorkens omits to mention are Germany (as part of the
post-Armistice occupying army) and Turkey.
Exotic locale, like
Mars and the Asteroids, are fobbed off onto secondary narrators.
9

This was published in the 1926 Christmas color supplement to
The Graphic, p.7. It is interesting as a portrait, since it shows
that Dunsany, although not yet fifty, was already silver-haired and
had grown the goatee he kept throughout his old age.
10

Jorkens, if challenged on the point, would no doubt plead
self-defense, given that his Irish guide had just identified the
man he shot in cold blood as a dangerous spy who was about to kill
them.
Given, however, Dunsany' s opinions on the extraordinary
unreliability of the Irish (cf. "The Revenge of Four Bad Men"; "A
Day's Shooting") , it is entirely possible that we are meant to
discount Jorkens' excuses, just as we are certainly meant to
disbelieve him when he denies ever being a poacher.
Aside from the extremely suspicious circumstance that Jorkens
strenuously denies poaching when no one has ever suggested a thing,
we have additional proof, circumstantial but convincing. First, he
offers to prove it by suing anyone who says so for libel, which is
very suggestive in conjunction with the statement that the German
spy of "The Ingratiating Smile" won a libel suit against a person
who dared to call him a German; it is almost as if Dunsany is
suggesting that libel suits are a way for punishing people who
speak the truth (compare the similar reverse psychology of his
placing a number of completely sane men in lunatic asylums in "The
Persian Spell" (J.II.15) and "The Warning" (J.IV.6) ).
Secondly, Jorkens forgets himself and gives himself away. In
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both "One August on the Red Sea" (J. II. 6) and "On Other Paths"
(J.V.5) he claims not to have been poaching but "hunting
butterflies" (J.V.p.35).
How interesting, then, that the man he
meets who is smuggling a ton of ivory gives the exact same excuse
("The Ivory Poacher," J.III.26): he claims to be nothing more than
a simple hunter of butterflies.
There can be little doubt that
Dunsany meant for us to realize that this is another of Jorkens•
lies, nor that he, a lifelong sportsman, intended the hint of
Jorkens• poaching activities as yet another besetting sin.
However much Dunsany•s hunting activities may appall modern
sensibilities -- "One gets the impression he ••• was responsible
for putting half the creatures on the Endangered Species list"
(Schweitzer p.3) -- it is important to note that he shot animals
for the sport and disliked any wholesale killing for commercial
profit. "The Showman" (J. I.11) and the poems "At an Exhibition of
Caged Birds" and "The Bear" (To Awaken Pegusus) eloquently show
what he thought of putting animals in cages for zoos and sideshows.
He even wrote pieces for The Animal I s Advocate and similar journals
protesting cruel treatment of animals.
One piece, called "The
Export of Aunts," his own version of "A Modest Proposal" damning
the slaughtering of worn-out horses, was considered too strong to
publish (Wakes p. 35).
Finally, "The Experiment" (Phoenix)
suggests he thinks it only fair for a man who skins seals alive to
have the chance to find out how it feels. (see section iii).
11 For

dog's tails, a subject Dunsany never tired of preaching
on, see The Strange Journeys of Col. Polders, Chapters 3-5,
"Correcting Nature" (Heaviside Layer), "A Plea for a Humble
Possession" (uncollected; cf. Wakes p. 25), et al. On Chewit, see
Dunsany's play Cheese for a more explicit expression of Dunsany's
views on the subject: here a young clergyman cannot marry his love
because his refusal to believe in damnation prevents his ever
rising in his profession.
Her father manufactures all manner of
food substitutes and can always tell whether they will be
successful or not -- if two mice he keeps in a cage will eat it, so
will the public.
A problem arises when the mice eat Cheese and
die, but the entrepreneur decides to market it anyway, prompting
his prospective son-in-law to decide there must be damnation as
repayment for such a crime; the play ends "happily" with the
embittered clergyman's fiancee planning the wedding.
Dunsany
returns to the theme with Murabom in The Story of Mona Sheehy; the
villain of the piece is indicated by his interest in forcing the
public to eat his product rather than real mustard.
"The Reward"
(Fifty-one Tales) describes a special addition being added to Hell
to accomodate the creators of "Yeasto, 11 a cancer-causing food
substitute, and "The Gratitude of the Devil" (Phoenix) how he seeks
out the creator of Toddlums, a new breakfast cereal, to thank him
and give him a reward. Finally, in "A New Murder" (Smethers) the
murderer is again the creator of a new breakfast cereal, Jimjims,
who kills a man who has found out what they are made of.
"A man
that would ... sell Jimjims would" stop at nothing, his prospective
victim warns the skeptical police before his death. All in all,
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not very promising company for Jorkens to keep, and his friendship
with a man who would create yet another food substitute should be
absolute proof that Dunsany did not think much of him.
1211

[That's] the real reason why I don't go to Lady Clashion's
evening parties any more, and you can tell whom you please" (i.e.,
he gets tired of seeing all the little diamonds there after his
experiences with II A Large Diamond," J. I. 6. p. 12 4) •
See also
"Ozymandias" (J .II.9), with the tacit assumption that since (a) the
family described in the story are snobs who only move in the best
society and (b) since Jorkens is a friend of the family, then (c)
Jorkens must at that time have been able to satify their rather
demanding standards; note that he runs into the daughter of the
family at a gala reception some time later (p.136).
13 It was no doubt at Harrow that he learned to speak Attic
Greek ("A Doubtful Story," J.III.15), proving himself a better
scholar than young Edward Plunkett, who never quite mastered it at
Cheam and Eton.
Both the narrator ("Jorkens Looks Ahead") and
Amory (p.224) are careful to note that Jorkens' claims to have
attended these schools are not substantiated, so this may be part
of Jorkens' faked credentials. However, he must have gone to some
public school of note, since he was at school with criminal genius
Dr. Caber and is able to extract his stories by promising to buy
him an old school tie ( "The Invention of Dr. Caber," J. III. 4. p. 56
& 66)
14
Perhaps it was the murder of their top spy recounted in "The
Ingratiating Smile" (J. IV. 20) that provoked them. If their revenge
seems a bit excessive, we can put it down to Jorkens' overweening
sense of self-importance.

15Jorkens

Sr. has "lost" all his fortunes by giving them away,
a proceeding his son seems to disapprove of.
It is notable that
our Jorkens' only completely successful treasure-hunting expedition
is the one his father planned for him on his deathbed. Al though he
dies almost penniless in a rented room, by any human standards the
elder man is the more successful.
1611

A Desperado in Surrey" (J.V.30), "Jorkens' Watch" (J.V.22).
Why Dunsany chose Surrey and not his own neighboring Kent is not
clear; perhaps a residue of the instinct to keep himself and
Jorkens separate.
Interestingly enough, he set another of his
characters in Surrey: the retired detective Ripley of "Among the
Bean Rows," "The Death-Watch Beetle," "Murder by Lightning" (all
Smethers), and "Three Men in a Garden" (uncollected).
17

cf. "Out West" (J. IV. 32) , which takes place on the train to
Shoreham, the nearest town to Dunstall Priory, Dunsany's boyhood
home to which he retired in 1947 (Amory p. 272).
Jorkens also
refers to the narrator as "the prinicpal recorder" of his tales in
the very late tale "Misadventure" (J.V.31. p. 234); the narrator
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identifies himself as the author and refers to his public in "Idle
Tears" (J.V.14.p.101).
1811 The

Walk to Lingham" (J. II. 4.)
In point of fact Jorkens'
adventures are not very much like Munchausen's, due to the allimportant presence of the Club.
The only Munchausian exploit is
the very next story,"The Escape from the Valley" (J.II.5), which
was probably written with the reviewer's point in mind.
Even so,
it strongly points out the radical differences in the two series.
The Munchausen stories are meant to be as outrageous as possible,
with no attention to plausiblity, while Dunsany strives to ground
the Jorkens stories in as much realistic detail as possible. Thus
Munchausen's airy boast of having been carried away by birds is
transformed into Jorkens' painstaking account of how much each bird
could carry and the best way to distribute the weight.
19

Jorkens has claimed to have met a unicorn and carried away
its horn; he proves it by showing the horn to the club at large.
Terbut's comment:
bonzoline [i.e., plastic].
Lin Carter rather
ineptly renamed this story "Hunting the Unicorn" when he reprinted
it in over the Hills and Far Away (1974), thus missing the joke.
20 There

are five known uncollected Jorkens stories, three of
them written after the last book appeared in 1954. They are
"Jorkens' Problem" (J.Ad.1), clearly written as a companion
piece to "A Cricket Problem" (J.IV.18; seep. 96 & 98), published
in Chess magazine sometime just before January 1st 1948 and
reprinted in Heaviside Layer.
"In the Mohave," also alternatively known as "Mocking-Bird"
(J.Ad.2), written during one of Dunsany's last visits to America as
described in Littlefield Smith's memoir (Lord Dunsany:
King of
Dreams, p.75-76).
This popular piece appeared in both Harper's
Bazaar and Argosy, as well as an anthology called Modern Tales of
Action and Suspense (ed. Arthur J. Arkley, 1961) before being
reprinted in Heaviside Layer.
"Fatal Mistake" ( J. Ad. 3) is the last of Dunsany' s thieves'
tales; it appeared in the April 1955 issue of Argosy.
"Near the Back of Beyond" (J.Ad.4) was commissioned by Ellery
Queen for Ellery Queen's Mystery Magazine, where it appeared in
Nov. 1955.
"Echoing Dream" (J.Ad.5), the latest known tale, appeared in
Argosy in October 1956, about a year before Dunsany's death. None
of the last three have ever been reprinted to my knowledge.
Of these, "Jorkens' Problem" sets up a chess problem similar
to those Dunsany was fond of sending in to the London Times, which
printed several of them (Sirens p. 64; six of them were printed
along with two non-chess problems in The Week End Problem Book, ed.
by Hubert Phillips, in 1932). Schweitzer says that it was omitted
from The Fourth Book of Jorkens because it was "too technical"
(Heaviside Layer, p.5), but it is far more likely Dunsany left it
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out because of a critical flaw:
in setting up the problem he
forgot to include the white king anywhere on the board. There are
other problems with it as well, several of them pointed out in
letters to the editor of the magazine in which it first appeared.
It is unlikely that "In the Mohave" was written too late for
inclusion in Jorkens Borrows Another Whiskey. as Schweitzer
suggests (Heaviside Layer p.5); it was in existence a full year
before the latter appeared.
A more likely explanation for its
exclusion from the series is that it contradicts an earlier story.
Dunsany had already established in "The Charm Against Thirst" in
the very first book that Jorkens could not die of thirst, a fact
which makes this story about his being lost in the Mohave rather
pointless, however good the story is in itself.
It should be stressed that there might well be more Jorkens
stories out there awaiting discovery -- Amory (p. 223) claims that
some were left unpublished at Dunsany's death, but this is
extremely unlikely, given Dunsany•s habit of publishing everything
that he could find a market for, and the Jorkens stories were
certainly marketable above all else. It is more likely that Amory
was referring to uncollected stories such as the ones listed above.
There are very probably more of these that no bibliographer has yet
been able to trace -- an entire year passed between the publication
of the last known one and his death, and we have no record of any
year passing between 1929 and 1956 in which he did not write at
least one story for the series, usually more. Furthermore, while
we do have on record that Dunsany had definitely given up writing
novels as early as the spring of 1952(La Croix, p.28), we have no
reason to think he abandoned the series that more than anything
else provides a common link for his entire post-War career.
21 Jorkens

is "old Jorkens" from the moment we meet him; even
Dunsany refers to his as an old man in his autobiography (Sirens p.
78; written when Dunsany was in his mid-sixties).
Terbut, by
contrast, seems more a contemporary of the narrator's; while
Jorkens is "Mr. Jorkens" to both the narrator and his friend,
Terbut is just "Terbut. 11
22 one

is reminded of Hercule Poirot, who is an old man in 1914
(The Mysterious Affair at Styles, publ. 1920), already retired from
the Belgium police force after a long and active career, and is an
old man still in the 1960s (The Third Girl, publ. 1966); we are
later told that he died of extreme old age in 1939 (Curtains, publ.
1975).
His idiot sidekick, Hastings, however starts out a young
man and by the final book is old and dotering.
23
Jorkens' datable exploits are few and far between. However,
his active career runs from very early in the century until after
World War II, when he retired to Surrey.
"A Large Diamond" must
take place very soon after the Tsunga Incident in 1907, when there
was a tremendous explosion in Siberia thought to be the result of
some extraterrestrial object colliding with the Earth, whereas
"Fatal Mistake" celebrates the end of rationing in 1954.
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In between we have Jorkens smuggling whiskey during the early
days of Prohibition; i.e., 1920 or shortly thereafter ("A Drink
from a Running Stream"), his visit to the museum in Cairo before
the Tutankhamen exhibit arrived there; i.e., pre-1922 ("A Daughter
of Ramses") , being consulted on how to dispose of the world's
supply of gold bullion in the Great Depression; i.e., mid-1930s
("Jorkens in High Finance"), and being torpedoed during World War
II; i.e., 1939-1945 ("The Welcome").
The "Terner" stories about
Mars also are closely tied to the specific dates of Mars' closest
approach, in this case in 1924 and again in 1932. References to
the atomic bomb ("Strategy at the Billiards Club") help complete
the picture, although these had actually been the source of much
speculation long before the first successful explosion in 1945.
Finally, "Jorkens' Ride" seems to predate the Boer War (1898-1901)
with its Ridder Haggard-ish Zulu raid; the diamond-rush boomtown he
is riding to save also seems to date from anywhere in the 1870s to
the 1890s, but would fit best before the Zulu defeat at the hands
of the British in 1878.
All in all a long and active, if not
exactly honorable, career.
24

cf. "Poulet a la Richelieu" (J. V. 7. p. 49), where Terbut is
invited along to a dinner so his presence will stimulate or goad
Jorkens into telling a story, or "A Walk in the Night" (J.V.8.
p. 58), where Jorkens checks to make sure Terbut is listening
before launching into his story.
25
In the first few stories it is simply called "the Club"
(J.I. p. 3, 4, 23, 34, et al.); by the fifth story, it has become
"The Billiards Club" (p. 69), the name Dunsany stuck with for the
rest of the series. It is an interesting choice, since one of the
few things Dunsany explicitly tells us about the Club in the first
story is that it is a small club and doesn't even have a billiards
table (p. 3) -- an omission later rectified by the time of "What
Jorkens Has To Put Up With" (J. II. 8. p. 95)
26

In order of appearance, the following is a full tally of
clubmembers and the story or stories in which they appear. Those
underlined actually replace Jorkens as the main storyteller for the
story they are in.
Murcote, the narrator's friend who introduces him into the Club in
order to meet Jorkens ("The Abu Laheeb," "The King of Saharb,"
"How Jembu Played for Cambridge;" J.I.1-3).
Terbut, a lawyer; first mentioned in "How Jembu Played for
Cambridge" (J.I.3), then disappears for a few stories, reappearing
in "A Queer Island" (J.I.7). Thereafter he is featured in almost
all the stories that follow.
His chance to tell a story finally
comes in "Greek Meets Greek," the last story of the last book,
which is to the Jorkens series what Poe's "How to Write a Blackwood
Article" is to his horror tales; i.e., a splendid self-parody.
the unfortunate Carter -- expelled for calling Jorkens a liar; we
never actually meet him ("The Abu Laheeb," J.I.1)
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Alton, another lawyer ("Mrs. Jorkens," "The Witch of the Willows:"
J.I.12-13).

Watley, who knows more than Jorkens about Greek nuns ( "The Lost
Romance," J.II.1)
Malken, an investor ("Ozymandias," J .II.9)
Bettin, a bore who tells stories ("The Black Mamba," J.II.11)
Tutton, the witness ("How Ryan Got Out of Russia," J.II.19)
Soppit and his little car ("Jorkens' Revenge," J.III.1)
Meakers, grower of a large pumpkin ("The Invention of Dr. Caber,"
J.III.4)

Taravel, yet another lawyer ( "The Invention of Dr. Caber," J. III. 4)
Piffin
an Old Etonian ( "Jorkens Looks Forward," J. III.16)
Ellary, who had been up the Nile ("Elephant Shooting," J.III.18)
Jerrup, tells the story of the too-clever house agent and the
Harley Street doctor ( "The Sul tan, the Monkey, and the Banana, 11
J.III.23)

(

Smerthkins, tells the story of madman who had been to Mars
(Pundleton's Audience," J.III.24)
Chegley, a young golfer and doubter ("Mgamu," J.IV.2)
Sill et, a subadministrator in the East and burner of Loom-bah ( "The
Sacred City of Krakc:wlitz," J. IV. 7)
Dr. Corbet, who tells of an imaginary disease ("Jarton's Disease,"
J. IV. 9)
Rowston, who tells of an attempt to contact Mars ( "The Rebuff,"
J. IV .11)
Chidderling, a bad storyteller ("The Secret of the Sphinx,"
J. IV .13)
Chemsoln, an astronomer: a regular but silent member of Jorkens'
audience ("Stategy at the Billiards Club," J.IV.24)
Pearkes, a retired general ("Strategy at the Billiards Club, 11
J.IV.24)

Puggle,

who talks

of music to put Jorkens

off

("Idle Tears,"

J.V.14)

Tregart, "the traveller," who tells the story of the ruined Spanish
castle in Ireland ("A Spanish Castle," J.V.18)
Tegger, who tells tedious stories about taxis ( "The Verdict,"
J.V.26)
Midgely, "our scientific member" ("A Conversation in Bond Street,"
J.V.27)
Dr. Hennings, ochteotomist, who tells the story of the creaking
knee and the Mongolian Embassy ("Fatal Mistake," J.Ad.3).
In addition, other members are indicated only by some attribute:
"a young fellow" ("What Jorkens Has To Put Up With"), two
scientific members ( "The Persian Spell," J. II .15) , Something in the
City ("Jarton's Disease"), "one of our youngest members" ("A
Spanish Castle") , a man who once played at Lord's and another
cricketeer ("A Cricket Problem," J.IV.18), a lawyer who plays chess
("Jorkens' Problem," J.Ad.1): there may be some overlap here with
members named above.
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Finally, there are the waiters; in the best Austen tradition,
are seldom seen and never heard. They are always present but
mentioned when they bring Jorkens his whiskeys; only once are
described as showing any emotion ("The faces of the waiters
grave;" "A Walk in the Night," J.V.8. p. 57).

they
only
they
were

27 In each of these three stories Jorkens speaks through a
medium with an alien spirit who explains how he destroyed his own
world.
It is interesting to note the ascending scale of the
destruction: in the first story, it is the Moon; in the second, the
planet that became the Asteroids; in the third, the whole universe
("But it didn't really matter •••. You see, it all started again;"
cf. "The Return of Song" in Fifty-one Tales).
For another, nonJorkens attempt to combine science with the ghost story, see "The
Ghosts of the Heaviside Layer," the title story to Schweitzer's
collection of the same name.

28 cannibals

have been part of Western myth since at least the
time of the Odyssey (the Anthropophagi) • Recently W. Arens, in his
book The Man-Eating Myth (New York: Oxford University Press, 1979),
has convincingly argued that there is no evidence for the practice
of cannibalism by any culture on this planet in recorded history.
Arens argues that anthropologists• acceptance of stories of
cannibalism is a prime example of racism and cultural stereotyping,
given that not a single reliable eyewitness account exists. This
is not to say that isolated cases of cannibalism have not occurred
-- witness the Andes crash or the Donner party -- merely that
cannibalism is considered an abhorent act in every culture of which
we have any record,
without exception.
Dunsany was much
interested in what we might call "crisis cannibalism," as is
evidenced by the stories "Poor Old Bill," "The Two Bottles of
Relish," and "A Tale of Revenge."
29

"A Deal with the Devil" (J .IV.23), "An Unrecorded Test Match"
(J.V.13), and "The Devil Among the Willows" (J.V.17); compare the
similar distancing in "The Three Infernal Jokes·," "The Three
Sailors' Gambit," and "Told Under Oath." Schweitzer thinks Jorkens
boasts of having met the devil (p.115), which shows that he has
taken the joke that starts "The Devil Among the Willows" (J.V.17)
too literally.
Given that Jorkens claims elsewhere not to have
seen the devil but to know a man who has, I think we should not
take this spirited exchange too seriously.
30
Dunsany is here borrowing an old Conan Doyle trick, of giving
us the titles of stories which he then withholds (cf. "The Giant
Rat of Sumatra." As Keats wrote, "Unheard songs are sweetest," and
there's nothing like a little unsatisfied curiosity to keep our
attentions whetted (especially considering the circumstances -- a
conspiracy of clubmembers get someone else to tell a story for the
sole purpose of shutting Jorkens out, and when asked his opinion
after the story is over he merely replies it's not as remarkable as
the story of the sultan, the monkey, and the banana --which he then
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refuses to tell them, then or ever).
31 Each

of these stories, incidently, is parallel to one of
Dunsany's early fantasies: "In the Twilight," "Lobster Salad," and
"Idle Days on the Yann, 11 respectively.
They are almost like
shadows cast by the memory of his major period on his later, lesser
work.
32

A similar idea is the subject of a story by Borges, "The
Zahir," reprinted in Labyrinths.
Borges points out that it does
not matter what form the zahir takes, it always becomes an
inescapable obsession to its victim, ultimately driving him or her
mad.
33

significant as an example of Dunsany•s knack for seeing the
other side of the issue is the natives' motivation for killing any
westerner who comes near their emerald-mines:
a sort of holy man ••• had lived in one of those villages
... who was by no means the poor ignorant heathen one might
have supposed, but had a very accurate insight into the
exploitation of natives where wealth of this kind was discovered. And he taught his people to stick to their pastoral
ways, and not let their mountain be turned into any kind of
Johannesburg." ( "The Jorkens Family Emeralds," J. III. 6. p. 90)
Notice that a similar thought motivates the charming lady's silence
in "A Nice Lot of Diamonds" as well:
She had got some queer idea about the natives, this woman:
thought that the white man exploited them ••• and she wouldn't
give them away. She had been doctoring them and helping them
in various funny ways, and had seen diamonds among them, and
wasn't going to say where •... She was a queer woman. All she
seemed to care about was the health and well-being of a lot of
Bantu people, that most of us don't bother about. But if she
didn't seem to be quite all there about the value to be set
upon diamonds, she was very much all there when it came to
concealing where they were to be found.
(J.V.2. p. 17)
~The importance of the Billiard Club as a setting was fully
appreciated by Kipling, as this 1931 letter shows:
Batemans
Burwash
Sussex
Dear Dunsany
At first I resented the introduction, as camouflage, of your
Mister Jorkens. Now I begin to see why your imagination in vacuo
(& you've got more of it than anyone I know) had to have that peg
and background of the Billiard Club's atmosphere.
From my point of view it is real proper imagination, which is
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a very scarce article indeed.
And, over & above things in general, it has got luminosity and
compass and a lot of other incidentals which you realise as well as
I.

But we'll meet anon and talk a lot.
For sheer 'cheek' the
Mermaid yarn [e.g. , "Mrs. Jorkens"] is the best. I am not thinking
for the minute of anything except the audacity of it.
Ninethly and lastly, it isn't a collection that one can put in
a category. Selah!
Sincerely and gratefully,
Rudyard Kipling.
(Amory p.227)
~In his introduction.to The Peculiar Exploits of Brigadier
Ffellowes by Sterling Lanier (New York: Walker and Company, 1972),
dated November 24, 1971:
One of the major influences on my own writing career was
the great Irish fabulist Lord Dunsany.
I do not deny -indeed, I proudly proclaim -- that his ingenious Mr. Jorkens
was in no small way responsible for my own Tales from the
White Hart. The characteristics of a good Jorkens story are
that it should take place in some unusual but vividly
described locale, that it should be incapable of disproof -despite frequent attempts by its auditors -- and that it
should cast grave doubts on the commonly accepted view of the
universe.
Lord Dunsany died in 1957, but a part at least of his
mantle has descended upon Sterling Lanier. This is not to say
that Sterling's "Brigadier Ffellowes" is a carbon copy of Mr.
Jorkens (he is in almost every way a much more respectable
person) and is always in a position to buy a drink for
himself.· But when I came upon the Brigadier in the pages of
the magazine Fantasy and Science Fiction, I felt again a
frisson of wonder and excitement I had missed for a couple of
decades •...
36
Larry Niven and Steven Barnes paid tribute to the whole genre
in their novel Dream Park (New York: Ace, 1979). In this amusement
park of the future, one of the most popular attractions is
"Gavagan' s" (Pratt and de Camp), a restaurant decorated like a
twentieth-century English pub (Clarke) where customers can listen
to holograms of Jerkins (sic), Brigadier Ffellowes (Lanier), or
Harry Purvis (Clarke) tell them stories. (Niven & Barnes, p.32).

37The

Man Who Ate the Phoenix (1947) is a collection of short
stories made up of three parts: Irish stories ( "The Man Who Ate the
Phoenix;" "The Rose By-Pass"), stories written for the BBC ("The
Return;" "The Cut"), and a miscellany of any other short stories
Dunsany had written since Tales of Three Hemispheres which he
thought preserving ("Down Among the Kingcups;" "Little Snow White
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up to date"). Only the first part is covered in this section; the
latter two-thirds of the book are reserved for section iv.
38 Gogarty' s
official application form nominating "The Lord
Dunsany" for full membership as the author of too many important
works to enumerate, dated 24.XI. '34, is now in the National Library
in Dublin.

39 cf.
his letter of July 21 1939 to L. A. G. Strong and
Brinsley MacNamara's of August 1st replying to Dunsany•s of July
19th, both canvassing their support for his candidate.
(These
letters are now part of the Austin collection.)
Dunsany argued
that his nephew, Lord Longford (Edward Pakenham, son of Beatrice's
sister) , deserved membership for authoring the play Yahoo, for
founding a theater company, and for being a patron of the arts in
Ireland ("a country in which there is probably a higher percentage
of artistic ability than in most .•. and perhaps fewer outlets for
it than in any .•. ").
40 see Dunsany's letter to
year], also at Austin: "They
not yet quite big enough to
breed & thrive so well in the

L. A. G. strong, dated "Dec: 22" [no
are certainly good enough, & I hope
be excluded by the jealousies that
mild air of Dublin."

41
Dunsany's letter to O'Faolain is dated July 20th 1942; that
to Robinson August 6th 1942, and Robinson's replies August 6th,
7th, 8th, and 10th. Dunsany wrote

(

••• it is impossible for me to attend a meeting of the Council
of the.Academy. The reason is that without in any way having
merited it, and very likely without its having been intended,
I have been subjected to what looks very like an insult.
I
was very kindly offered the position of President: I accepted
it: and after nearly two years, without any other intimation
of my dismissal, I received a letter [with someone else's name
listed as president on the letterhead.]
I have no
literary jealousies, and I grudge nothing •.• but the more it
was an honour to me to be offered the position of President
the more it is insulting to dismiss me without explanation
either before or after.
I cannot very well under the
circumstances attend a meeting of the Council.
For that
matter I may have been dismissed from the Council as
contemptuously as I was dismissed from the position of
President. (Dunsany to Robinson, August 6th 1942; Austin)
42

one reviewer remarked that Bran, the dog, was "rather silent
for an Irishman," a rather clever way of praising Dunsany' s running
joke without giving it away.
The critic's supposed obtuseness has
been repeated by every commentator on the book since (Dunsany,
Wakes p. 32; Amory p. 238; Schweitzer p. 92; and, although with
some justified skepticism, Joshi p. 61).
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43The

possible exception to this statement is The Last
Revolution, which is roughly contemporaneous with "The New Master"
(Smethers) and "Misadventure" (J. V. 31) •
The science fiction
stories, however, do not form a · coherent group, nor are they
related to any one period. Most are Jorkens stories, the earliest
(and best), "Our Distant Cousins," predating the novel by twenty
years.
44 The

thesis of Schweitzer's chapter on Dunsany' s novels,
originally published as a two-part article in Mythlore, is that,
from The King of Elfland's Daughter on, Dunsany's imagination was
on the wane as he drifted further and further away from the vision
of his early work.
See especially pages so, 85, 88, 91, and 96.
He sees The Story of Mona Sheehy as "the final step in the
withdrawal from the magical.
It is the farewell to Elfland"
(Schweitzer p.76).
45

Kipli:ng's letter to Dunsany is reprinted in full in Lord
Birkenhead's Rudyard Kipling. p. 351-352. It seems worthwhile
providing the whole letter here, so as to make clear what parts of
this collaboration derive from Kipling's original outline and which
are Dunsany's innovations.
Private.
Bateman's
30th May, 1935
Dear Dunsany,
Here is a thing which has come up in my head which I can't
handle because I don't know present-day Irish (Mick) language
and backgrounds.
So I send it on to you to consider.
Substantially I have made it boil down to three or four IRArebels-Mountain Men, or cattle of that kidney, who, for their
own purposes, politics, row about a girl or what you please -have fired into[,] set alight, bombed or otherwise terrorized
a neighbour's house. Or, alternatively they have waylaid and
hammered a man in the dark, or cut off a girl's hair (you have
a large choice in the matter, I believe). Anyway, they find
themselves landed with a dead or dying person who must be
disposed of before the dawn breaks.
They discuss the situation among themselves and finally
pick up the corpse and bear it off with intent to dispose of
it in a kindly bog.
En route, they find that there has
attached himself to their little procession an odd-looking
person in some sort of clerical garb that they can't identify.
He seems to have taken · on himself charge of the whole
situation -- even to the extent of turning round and furiously
bidding them, in dumb show, to go on when they (Irish fashion)
begin to waver in their precise objective.It is his amazing eyes that they notice first of all. Then
it dawns on them that he is not of this earth, and, further,
that he is mad -- a mad ghost.
In great fear they follow his signals to the lip of the
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bog, where he takes charge of the committal and delivers a
sermon on the dead and on Ireland at large.
It is rather a
notable sermon -- as you will find when you try to write it;
he being, or, rather, having once been, Dean of St Patrick's
in whose crypt his body, he tells them, lies. cut it off at
that point, or if you like add frills and grace-notes at
discretion -- such as one of the lads telling the tale at
Confession, or something of that kind.
You are the only one who can do it with comprehension and
venom. So I put it to you.
Yours sincerely
Rudyard Kipling.
Dunsany seems to have written the story almost at once; it was
completed before July (Wakes p. 28).
Amory notes that Kipling
approved of the results, saying "You've made the thing much more
horrible in your implications" (Amory p. 228). My thanks to Mr.
Charles Noad of London for drawing this letter to my attention.

(

t.t.which came first, Dunsany' s story or White's episode, is
difficult to determine.
There is no record of when Dunsany
composed his story, but it was in existence by June 17 1943, when
it was broadcast on the BBC. According to Sylvia Townsend Warner,
White got the idea for The Book of Merlyn around November 15 1940
(Warner p. 176-179) and had completed the typescript by November of
1941 (Warner p. 186). When it was rejected by the publisher he rewrote the goose scene into The Sword in the Stone, but this version
was apparently not published until 1958, the year after Dunsany's
death.
The two men were in touch early in the war (see Ch. II
note 117 and Dunsany' s 1939 letters to Mary Lavin, where he promises
to introduce the two) and either could have read his piece to the
other, though it is doubtful they did so.
White's piece clearly
owes something to the similar animal transformation scenes in The
Sword in the Stone (1937) and also to his Grief for the Grey Geese
(1939), while Dunsany's is anticipated by "From the Life of a
Mouse" (1911) and My Talks with Dean Spanley (1936). I am inclined
to give White credit for inspiring Dunsany•s piece, but the
evidence is too slim to be conclusive.
47 In

addition to the original appearance in Time and Tide on
November 12th and 19th 1932, known reprints include the anthology
Powers of Darkness (London: Philip Allan, 1934),
Story magazine
(February 1936), the book 101 Years' Entertainment (ed. Ellery
Queen, November 1941), Ellery Queen's Mystery Magazine (March
1951), Tales To Be Told in the Dark: A selection of stories from
the great authors. arranged for reading and telling aloud (ed.
Basil Davenport, 1953), Suspense magazine (December 1959), Story
magazine (again; May/June 1963), and Thirteen Ways To Dispose of a
Body (ed. Basil Davenport, 1967).
48
In his introduction to "Near the Back of Beyond, " Ellery
Queen's Mystery Magazine, November 1955, p. 30.
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49oueen's ouorum: A History of the Detective-crime Short story
as Revealed by the 125 Most Important Books Published in this
Field. 1845-1967, p. 91. My thanks again to Douglas Anderson for
informing me of this reference.

50This

interview, originally published in the Calendar section
of the Los Angeles Times on May 6 1973 was reprinted in the
September 1973 issue of Fantasie, p. 7.
Hitchcock's synopsis of
the story is of interest in itself, differing from the original in
so many details that it seems likely he is remembering an actual
script; in any case, his comments give us a very good idea of how
he would have treated it:
The English poet Lord Dunsany wrote a short story called "Two
Bottles of Relish." It concerns a man and wife who go to live
in the English countryside. They rent a house surrounded by
trees.
The man cuts the trees down.
This is one of those
classic cases where the wife disappears.
As usual, the
neighbors begin to gossip. The talk grows and grows until the
police have a possible suspect for murder.
But they dig up
her grave and can't find the body. So the case is closed.
Long after, a professor at Oxford enters the case. Upon
making inquiries, he meets a traveling salesman in a local pub
who sells relish.
The salesman says "That Mr. So-and-so -meaning the accused -- did a peculiar thing. He bought two
bottles of relish in one week."
The professor solves the
problem. One bottle lasts a month. But why would the husband
want to cut down 12 trees? To give himself an appetite. He
ate his wife!
It's interesting that this story's not by a horror
writer, but by a poet.
MCA owns it; it was bought for TV.
But the networks wouldn't allow it.
51 Rex

Stout, the creator of the Nero Wolfe stories, may indeed
have taken Dunsany' s story as his paradigm: "The Two Bottles of
Relish" predates the first Nero Wolfe story, Fer-de-Lance (1934),
by two years.
5211 The

Man Who Didn't Write Fantasy:
Lord Dunsany and the
Self-Deprecatory Tradition in English Light Fiction." This paper
was presented as part of a panel at Wiscon, a science fiction
convention, in Madison, Wisconsin on February 21st 1987. Lobdell
compares Dunsany with humorous pieces by Chesterton, Saki, Nesbit
and argues that Eastern exoticism was inherently funny to the
English writers of the period. He also maintains, with Joshi, that
there is no decline in Dunsany•s powers after World War I and that
the Jorkens stories are fully the equal of his tales of wonder. My
thanks to Dr. Lobdell for providing me with a copy of his paper.
53This is in direct contrast to Holmes' Watson or Poirot' s
Hastings, both of whom are occasionally resentful of the dominant
partner's theatrics and not being taken into his confidence.
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Tolkien' s praise of World War I 'Tommys ' , and · his
attempting to recapture their qualities in his hobbits, see
Humphrey Carpenter's Tolkien: A Biography (London: George Allen &
Unwin, 1976), p. 176.
55 schweitzer,

p. 123. Despite Dannay•s championship* (Ellery
Queen's Mystery Magazine continues to reprint Dunsany's stories,
most recently with "The New Master" in the April 1989 issue) ,
Dunsany's detective stories are very little known today in the
field.
The only article on them is Janet Dunleavy' s entry in
British Mystery Writers, 1920-1939, ed. Bernard Benstock and Thomas
Staley (Detroit: Gale Research Inc, 1989), p. 110-116.
Dunleavy
praises the stories for their ingenuity and the way Lindley,
Smethers, and Inspector Ulton interact.
Oddly enough, she
considers The Curse of the Wise Woman "a murder mystery" (p.114)
and takes passing looks at Don Rodriguez and The Charwoman's Shadow
as "gothic tales of murder, theft, and narrow escapes from criminal
types" (p.114).
*Dannay was not only an admirer of Dunsany but a collector of
his work as well;
Dannay's papers, now at Austin, include
several letters Dunsany wrote to other people which Dannay had
either been given or had bought from booksellers and at
auction. He even owned one letter by Dunsany's grandfather,
probably purchased under the mfsapprehension that our Lord
Dunsany was its author.

(

56 Kriegblut -- originally named Eisenblut in the Ms. at Austin;
the name may have been changed to avoid the no doubt unintended
similarity to Eisenhower -- is disguised as a spy. While Lindley
and the rest rack their brains trying to think of what kind of
Englishman Kriegblut will pass himself off as, he is walking around
with a thick German accent looking too much like a spy for the
police to take seriously.

57Rather ahead of his time, Dunsany even includes explosions
set off by remote control ("An Enemy of Scotland Yard"), long
before such things existed in actuality. His last detective story,
"Three Men in a Garden" (uncollected), anticipates the "snuff"
movie by having a television director arrange a murder so he can
film it live. Unfortunately, the intended victim gets wind of the
plot and shoots the director instead; yet another of Dunsany' s
nemesis twists. This unusual tale was apparently first published
by Dannay two years after Dunsany' s death (August 1959 issue) • Old
Ripley, the retired detective, sums up the case by saying "The
strangest case I ever handled •.. ! never did really understand it. 11
58His

part in the debate on modern poetry with Ciardi appeared
six days before his death, Ciardi' s counter the day after; see
Dialogue with an Audience, p.124, where Ciardi denies having killed
Dunsany with his rejoinder.
"Silent Thunder, 11 when it appeared in
the April/June 1958 issue of The Poetry Review, was described by
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the journal's editor as "the last article Dunsany wrote" (de la
Troath p. 26).
59The

anthology was Jeremy Scott's The Mandrake Root (London:
Jarrolds, 1947). Joyce's contribution, the hellfire and damnation
sermon that inspires young Stephen Dedalus to repent and study for
the priesthood, was given the title "The Everlasting Fire." The
manuscript for Dunsany's review of this book, with his singling out
Joyce for special praise ( "It is a work of extraordinary and
astonishing power. I have not been a reader of Jam~s Joyce .•• he
had that last gift of all, rhythm"), is at Austin.
~Dunsany•s letters to Mary Lavin* are now at SONY-Binghamton.
Lavin became a close friend of both the Dunsanys, and there are 119
letters in all from both Dunsany and Beatrice, dating from 1939 to
1967. Dr. Zack Bowen has done a catalogue of the Lavin Collection,
which I thank him for providing me with a copy.
For a good
description of their contents, see Robert W. Caswell' s article
"Mary Lavin: Breaking a Pathway" Dublin Magazine Vol. 6 (1967) p.
32-44.

It is interesting that Dunsany was so impressed by her work,
which was entirely unlike his own, very much in the mode of
Dubliners but cast in a rural setting and from a woman's point of
view.
Dunsany himself compared her work to Chekhov, a fair
indication of the high opinion he held of it.
To his credit, he
did not attempt to influence her, feeling that their work was
(literally) worlds apart; his contribution to her career took the
form of encouragement -- something a struggling young writer most
needs. Without his constant urging, it is quite possible that she
would have abandoned her attempt to make writing her career.
*I am grateful to Mary Lavin and her husband for sharing their
reminiscences of Dunsany in an interview in their Dublin
apartment on May 23rd 1987.
61

Dunsany discovered Francis Ledwidge's poety in June of 1912,
quite early in his own career, and immediately became his patron,
editing Songs of the Fields (1912), Songs of Peace (1916), and Last
Songs (1917). He continued to manage Ledwidge's literary affairs
after the latter's death, arranging for Collected Poems (1919).
Ironically, whereas today Dunsany has been almost completely
forgotten by the Irish, Ledwidge 's poetry still enjoys some
popularity. When I visited Dublin in May of 1987, I was surprised
to learn that the woman who ran my B & B (who had never heard of
ounsany) was familiar with Ledwidge's name. Similarly, the County
Meath guidebooks available at Irish tourist organizations include
Ledwidge' s cottage as a site of interest, while nearby Dunsany
Castle is included only as a medieval landmark.

s. Eliot is the single man who sums up the thing I am
fighting against" --c. s. Lewis, 1933, quoted in Humphrey
Carpenter's The Inklngs (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1978),
6211 T.
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p. 49. Lewis's letters and essays are also contain a number of
attacks on Eliot, often gratuitous, similar to Dunsany's snipings
at Yeats.
Like Dunsany, Lewis saw Eliot's experimentation as
undermining the tradition of poetic diction and, again like
Dunsany, he was no doubt jealous of the (to his mind, undeserved)
acclaim Eliot received while his own verse languished.
MTolkien's comment is written on a student essay that later
became scratch paper for The Lord of the Rings and is now part of
the Marquette Mss. collection.
~In one notebook, he transcribes first lines 172-184a from
"East Coker," the second part of Four Quartets and one of Gerald's
speeches from The Family Reunion, then explodes
"This is called poetry!
This is printed in lines beginning
with capitals as tho they were verse! Of this they speak of
poetry coming back to the Stage!
before writing yet another of his parody poems ("A Bit of T.
Eliot," May 19th, [1952], Austin, Notebook XXIII, p. 237-238).

s.

65

Joshi (p. 77-78) cites one late story, "Darwin Superseded"
(uncollected) , in which Dunsany argues that modern poetry is
conclusive proof that the evolutionary process has reversed itself
and "should bring us back into the trees before the end of the
century."
Dunsany' s intolerance against modern verse is particularly sad
given his poem "Travelling Words," which he chose to close his last
collection of poetry, To Awaken Pegasus (1949), where he expresses
the hope that his words will never be used to discourage younger
writers from following their own muse:
May never verses that I write,
If read in any future time,
Be used to check the early flight
Of one who [use] some different rhyme

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Let no-one tell him that his verse
Would not have been approved by me.
So should my labour be a curse
To youth and hope and ecstasy.
(To Awaken Pegasus, p.80)
6611 when

you come upon words that are not readily clear to you,
you may suspect .•• that there is no message there at all."
(rpt Ciardi p.128)

"Sometimes a word such as chthonic will appear in a modern
verse •... I do not say the word chthonic has no meaning. It
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probably has. But I have not looked it up to see, because it
is not worthwhile. I have no use for it myself, because when
I have anything to say I try to make it clear to as many as
possible, and this word would not help me to do that, for
there are too many people, like myself, who do not know what
it means."
(rpt Ciardi p. 130)
67 "Modern

Poets Fail in Their Duty," originally submitted to
The Saturday Review as a stand-alone piece, but Ciardi's reaction
upon reading it -- "Not while I'm poetry editor" -- prompted Norman
Cousins, the journal's editor, to suggest they make it the first of
a two-part debate.
Dunsany' s piece appeared October 19, 1957;
Ciardi' s "The Poet's Duty to Poetry" in the next (October 26th)
issue.
Both are reprinted together in Ciardi's Dialogue with an
Audience (Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott, 1963) p. 124-143, under
the general rubric of "DUNSANY:
A Debate on Modern Poetry."
Ciardi also reprints the letters to the editor the debate provoked;
several readers applauded Ciardi's views, but a slight majority
seems to have favored Dunsany's position. The wittiest of all the
letters ran
d

ea rjohny
oum ay be
rightb uth
e

say sit
better.
(rpt Ciardi p.141)
~his is exactly what Dunsany did during his final visits to
America in 1953, 1954, and 1955. Rather than addressing Carnegie
Hall as he had in 1919, he stayed with a poetaster named Hazel
Littlefield Smith and spoke to small gatherings at garden parties
and receptions, as well as the occasional YMCA.
A few of the
young, however, came to pay homage; among them Ray Bradbury and Lin
Carter, both of whom have written brief accounts of the experience.
See Bradbury's "The Seeming Unimportance of Being Sime," the
preface to Sidney H. Sime: Master of Fantasy. and Carter's
introduction to the paperback Adult Fantasy Series reprint of The
King of Elfland's Daughter (New York: Ballantine, 1969), p. vii as
well as his introduction to the Dunsany story included in New
Worlds for Old (New York: Ballantine, 1971), p. 125. Littlefield
Smith herself left behind a memoir of Dunsany's visits called Lord
Dunsany: King of Dreams, an enjoyable if chatty and effusive book,
which she seems to have published on a vanity press (New York:
Exposition Press, 1959).
69
In addition to the original appearance in John Bull on April
29th 1950, it was reprinted in Lady Cynthia Asquith's The Second
Book of Ghost Stories (1952), Argosy (October 1953), Modern Tales
of Action and Suspense: An Anthology for Young People (ed. Arthur
J. Arkley, 1961), and elsewhere.
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70 Dunsany

has been luckier than some in that to date no one has
gone back and "re-written" his non-Jorkens stories to make them
part of the series, as L. Sprague de Camp did with several of
Robert Howard's stories in the mid-1960s.
This reprehensible
practice took as its justification (a) the stories were similar to
those featuring Conan, Howard's most popular hero and (b) Conan
would sell better.
Taking this as a warning, we can see that if
Dunsany wrote stories which, although in some way like the Jorkens
stories, nevertheless were carefully kept clear of the series, even
though he knew making it part of the series would guarantee
publication, then he must in each case have had a reason for
maintaining the separation.
71

"Our Distant Cousins"
(J. I. 5) ,
"Pundleton • s Audience"
(J.III.24), "The Rebuff" (J.IV.11), and "The Possibility of Life on
the Third Planet" (Phoenix).
nDunsany's usual portrayal of dogs as enthusiastic idiots who
worship man blindly is probably derived from Maeterlinck's The Blue
Bird; especially the dog in The Use of Man (both story and play).
~The manuscript at Austin is dated Jan. 30th 1949, and is
given the running title "Elfland."
This short piece represents
Dunsany's last return to the style and subject of his great works.
74
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Telephone interview with Edward Plunkett, July 8th 1987. The
manuscript itself is inscribed "story for Eddie." Dunsany did not
meet his only grandson until the latter was seven years old; this
story was written expressly for him to celebrate the occasion.
75

This untitled sketch for a story occurs in the same Ms
notebook as "The Use of Man" (written July 28 1929), "The Curse of
the Witch" (written December 14, 16, and 17, 1930), "The Black
Mamba" (written February 19-20, 1932), and "In the Garden of
Memories" (written March 5 [?1932]).
Since it is the third item
and Dunsany left six blank pages after the two pages of the story
he completed, he obviously hoped to come back to it at some time
but never did.
76

Lovecraft decried Dunsany' s later work as "tripe" in a letter of
November 15 1936 to Fritz Leiber (Selected Letters of H. P.
Lovecraft, Vol.V.p.354). He also lamented "Alas that no writer can
keep up the level of his best."
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NOTES TO THE APPENDIX
1

La Croix relegates them to a long footnote; Joshi mentions
them in passing; Schweitzer devotes only a single paragraph to both
books. Only Amory pays any attention to them, and his description
His total sincerity and the fact that he describes, without
mentioning politics, the destruction of war and incidents of
British courage stop him sounding like a profesional
persuader.
The published collection of these pieces,
identified by subject and tone, does not stand apart from his
other work. (Amory p. 149)
seems to me so wildly off the mark as to be of dubious value.
2They even went so far as to write this version of events into
the Versailles treaty, whereby Germany was forced to announce they
alone bore full responsibility for causing the war.
3

It is worth noting, since Dunsany makes so much of the
sufferings of the French and Belgium civilians because of German
actions during the war that whereas only 30,000 Belgium and 40,000
French civilians are thought to have died as a result of the war,
the estimated German fatality is three-quarters of a million. Most
of these starved to death between January and July 1919 because the
British fleet kept up its embargo of Germany eight months after the
surrender.
4
Dunsany•s son, Randal Plunkett (the present Lord Dunsany),
was also a career military man, serving in the colonial army in
India and in World War II, with distinction; see Who's Who.

5
One bonus of his job at Cape Town was that it was here that
he first met Kipling, although he immediately lost touch with him
again for almost thirty years.

6

[Dunsany Castle]
Feb: 1. 1935

Dear Hone
On the face of it it seems libellous for an officer on one
side to be accused of being very enthusiastic about the other.
Also I honestly believe it to be untrue, for though I talk a
good deal and never felt any rancour whatever against the
Boers, and have always given them ample credit for fair
fighting, I cannot imagine myself ever having backed the
opposite side against my own, as George Moore appears to have
thought I did. But I am not so much concerned about its being
untrue; one has many untrue things said about one. What I am
concerned about is the libel. For a libel is a thing that
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cannot be ignored, but must be opposed, with all its tedious
consequences. And in' those your publishers would be concerned
as well as you and me. Can't you drop the tiresome business
altogether? I have had many letters from George Moore, most
concerning my work, which is I hope of some interest, while my
alleged opinions of long ago can have none. Well, I cannot do
more than say that the accusation is untrue; that it is
libellous I think is obvious; and I hope I shall not have to
prove it.
Yours sincerely
Ounsany
[Ounsany Castle]
Feb.4.1935

Dear Hone
I am sorry if I expressed my view (about taking both sides)
too vigourously; but I didn't know how far the book had
got •••• I am very much obliged to you, and if ever I write my
memories of cricket in Ireland I will promise, in return,
never to suggest that you backed the opposite side to any one
that you may have been playing on.
I don't think I should like any praise of my work by George
Moore to be included in the book, because work is stuff that
must stand by itself. The best of luck to your book, for your
own sake and for the memory of George Moore •••

(

Both of these letters are now in the Humanities Research Center at
Austin.
7

one reader who admired Dunsany greatly but was horrified by
the war stories was Frank Harris, as his essay on Dunsany and Sime
makes clear. After pages of praise for both Dunsany and his works,
he concludes by blaming Dunsany•s Sandhurst/Eton upbringing for his
militancy:
He has been terribly handicapped by his name and position;
true, he had the good luck to be brought up on the Bible and
the fairy tales of Andersen and Grimm; but then he went to
Eton and he is still suffering from that infection. Eton made
him an athlete, it is said, and taught him to play cricket;
but it also taught him to sneer at woman's suffrage and to
revere the House of Lords.
At Eton he lost a little of his kindly Celtic humane manners
and learned "good form"; instead of prizing Celtic equality
and the Kingdom of man upon earth, he came to believe in
British imperialism and the world-devouring destinies of the
British Empire.
As every one knows, Dunsany is an Irish peer and yet he not
only went into the English army and fought the Germans; but
before that he had fought against the Boer farmers. and quite
lately he fought in Dublin against his own poor countrymen and
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was there grievously wounded, which should have taught him
sense. All this imperialistic foolery I put down to his Eton
training [.]
Frank Harris, "Dunsany and Sime," in Contemporary Portraits: Second
Series (New York: [Frank Harris], 1919), p. 151-152.
8unofficially, Dunsany wrote a great deal of propaganda during
World War II.
In general the war was Dunsany's most productive
period: he wrote a prodigious amount of verse (often two or three
poems a day), stories, a novel (Guerrilla), essays, and his third
and final autobiography (The Sirens Wake) concerning the war. Very
little of it has any permanent interest, especially the verse (some
of it collected in War Poems*, Wandering Songs, A Journey. and The
Year), although Guerrilla is not quite as bad as Schweitzer makes
out.
Most of the war stories appeared in Punch and range from
mildly funny to offensive; the exceptions are "The Cipher," about
a secret code that no one can crack except an ordinary soldier who
likes crosswords, and "A Lapse of Memory" (Phoenix), a superb
little story discussed in Chapter III section iv. Perhaps Dunsany
felt a little left out of things during the war and his frenzied
activity was part of his attempt to "do his bit" (his brother was
at the time an Admiral to whom Neville Chamberlain entrusted the
"Mission to Moscow," an abortive attempt to arrange a SovietEnglish pact in September 1939.). In any case, he left the safety
of neutral Ireland as soon as the Battle of Britain broke out,
smuggling a shotgun to Kent in order to shoot at low-flying German
bombers or be prepared to meet the invasion force on the beaches.
When the danger receded, he volunteered to take a post at the
University of Athens, which again put him in the thick of things,
as was no doubt his intention. He escaped the fall of Athens, and
was delighted to find himself a refugee on a cargo ship dodging
Italian bombers in the Mediterranean.
All in all, his world war
two material, minor though it is, is mostly based on personal
experience and thus a clear step up from the "official party line"
of the world war one pieces.
*Dunsany•s title for this book was Songs of a L.V.D. [i.e.,
"Local Defense Volunteers"]: he intended it to commemorate the
Kent Home Guard's part in the Battle of Britain.
911 On the Shores of the out-of-Date," a review of Amory, TLS 9
June 1972, p. 647:
"The young Ernest Hemingway is recorded as
studying Dunsany's Tales of War, in which there are passages that,
in their terseness, read like forerunners of the style Hemingway
was to make his own. 11
I suspect this is a confusion on the
reviewer's part for Tales of Wonder, see Chapter II Note 1~.

1°For

more information on Dunsany' s experiences with the
propaganda division of the War Office, see Patches p. 291-294,
Sirens p. 8-9, and Amory p. 148-149, 154, 162. Brian de la
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Troath's list
(p.
16-17; item # 233)
describes Dunsany's
contributions to The Green Book, an annual put out by alumni of the
office (officially known as M.I.7.B.(i).); de la Troath gives the
best information on who else worked with Dunsany in the department.
11 From

the information in Amory and Dunsany's autobiographies,
it seem clear that all of the stories in both books were written
between March and November 1918.
It is often possible to tie
specific stories to events in the war -- e.g., "The Prayer of the
Men of Daleswood" to the German offensive of March 1918 -- but I
have not done so here, this being beyond the scope of this
Appendix.

(

A SHORT BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE WRITINGS OF LORD DUNSANY

'

SHORT STORIES
I.

The Books of Wonder

The Gods of Pegana

(London: Elkin Matthews, 1905)

Preface.
[Before the Beginning]. The Gods of Pegana. Of Skarl
the Drummer. Of the Making of the Worlds. Of the Game of the
Gods. The Chaunt of the Gods. The Sayings of Kib. Concerning
Sish. The Sayings of Slid. The Deeds of Mung. The Chaunt of
the Priests. The Sayings of Limpang-Tung. Of Yoharneth-Lahai.
Of Roon, the God of Going, And the Thousand Home Gods. The
Revolt of the Home Gods. Of Dorozhand. The Eye in the Waste.
Of the Thing That Is Neither God Nor Beast. Yonath the Prophet.
Yug the Prophet. Alhireth-Hotep the Prophet. Kabok the Prophet.
Of the Calamity That Befel Yun-Ilara By The Sea, And the Building
of the Tower of the Ending of Days. Of How the Gods Whelmed
Sidith. Of How Imbaun Became High Prophet in Aradec of All the
Gods Save One. Of How Imbaun Met Zodrak. Pegana. The Sayings
of Imbaun. Of How Imbaun Spake of Death to the King. Of Ood.
The River. The Bird of Doom and The End.
Time and the Gods

(London: William Heinemann, 1906)

Preface.
Part I: Time and the Gods. The Coming of the Sea. A Legend of
the Dawn. The Vengence of Men. When the Gods Slept. The King
That Was Not. The Cave of Kai. The Sorrow of Search. The Men
of Yarnith. For the Honour of the Gods. Night and Morning.
Usury. Mlideen. The Secret of the Gods. The South Wind. In
the Land of Time. The Relenting of Sarnidac. The Jest of the
Gods. The Dreams of the Prophet.
Part II:

The Journey of the King.

The Sword of Welleran and Other stories (London: George Allen &
Sons, 1908)*
Preface. The Sword of Welleran. The Fall of Babbulkund. The
Kith of the Elf-folk. The Highwayman. In the Twilight. The
Ghosts. The Whirlpool. The Hurricane. The Fortress
Unvanquishable, Save for Sacnoth. The Lord of Cities. The Doom
of La Traviata. On the Dry Land.
*All citations are from the Modern Library Edition of A
Dreamer's Tales, which includes the full text of The Sword
of Welleran (New York: Boni & Liveright, 1917).
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A Dreamer's Tales

(London:

George Allen & Sons, 1910)*

Preface. Poltarnees, Beholder of Ocean. Blagdaross. The
Madness of Andelsprutz. Where the Tides Ebb and Flow.
Bethmoora. Idle Days on the Yann. The sword and the Idol.
The Idle City. The Hashish Man. Poor Old Bill. The Beggars.
Carcassonne. In Zaccarath. The Field. The Day of the Poll.
The Unhappy Body.
*All citations are from the Modern Library Edition (New
York: Boni & Liveright, 1917).
The Book of Wonder:
of the World

A Chronicle of Little Adventures at the Edge
(London: William Heinnemann, 1912)

Preface. *The Bride of the Man-Horse. *The Distressing Tale of
Thangobrind the Jeweller. *The House of the Sphinx. *The
Probable Adventure of the Three Literary Men. *The Injudicious
Prayers of Pombo the Idolator. *The Loot of Bombasharna. *Miss
Cubbidge and the Dragon of Romance. *The Quest of the Queen's
Tears. *The Hoard of the Gibbelins. *How Nuth Would Have
Practised His Art Upon the Gnoles. *How One came, As was
Foretold, to the City of Never. *The Coronation of Mr. Thomas
Shap. Chu-bu and Sheemish. The Wonderful Window. Epilogue.
* first appeared as "Episodes From The Book of Wonder"
Fifty-one Tales

(London:

Elkin Matthews, 1915)

The Assignation. Charon. The Death of Pan. The Sphinx at
Gizeh. The Hen. Wind and Fog. The Raft-Builders. The Workman.
The Guest. Death and Odysseus. Death and the Orange. The
Prayer of the Flowers. Time and the Tradesman. The Little City.
The Unpasturable Fields. The Worm and the Angel. The Songless
Country. The Latest Thing. The Demagogue and the Demi-Mende.
The Giant Poppy. Roses. The Man With the Golden Ear-Rings. The
Dream of King Karna-Vootra. The Storm. A Mistaken Identity.
The True History of the Hare and Tortoise. Alone the Immortals.
A Moral Little Tale. The Return of Song. Spring in Town. How
the Enemy Came to Thlunrana. A Losing Game. Taking Up
Piccadilly. After the Fire. The City. The Food of Death. The
Lonely Idol. The Sphinx in Thebes (Massachusetts). The Reward.
The Trouble in Leafy Green Street. *The Mist. Furrow-Maker.
Lobster Salad. The Return of the Exiles. Nature and Time. The
Song of the Blackbird. The Messengers. The Three Tall Sons.
Compromise. What We Have Come To. The Tomb of Pan.
*In the American edition of this book, "The Mist" was
dropped and a new story, "The Poet Speaks with Earth", was
added to close the book. All citations in this dissertation
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are from the 1974 Newcastle Forgotten Fantasy trade paperback edition, retitled The Food of Death (Van Nuys: Newcastle, 1974) which reprints the original British edition.
The Last Book of Wonder

(Boston:

John

w.

Luce, 1916)

Preface. A Tale of London. Thirteen at Table. The City on
Mallington Moor. Why the Milkman Shudders When He Perceives the
Dawn. *The Bad Old Woman in Black. *The Bird of the Difficult
Eye. *The Long Porter's Tale. *The Loot of Loma. *The Secret
of the Sea. *How Ali Came to the Black Country. The Bureau
D'Exchange De Maux. A story of Land and Sea. A Tale of the
Equator. A Narrow Escape. The Watch-Tower. How Plash-Goo Came
to the Land of None's Desire. The Three Sailors' Gambit. The
Exiles Club. The Three Infernal Jokes.
* first appeared as "Episodes From The Second Book of
Wonder". The British edition of The Last Book of Wonder,
which appeared after the American edition, was renamed Tales
of Wonder and given a new preface (London: Elkin Matthews,
1916).
Tales of Three Hemispheres

(Boston:

John

w.

Luce, 1919)*

The Last Dream of Bwona Khubla. How the Office of Postman Fell
Vacant in Otford-Under-the-Wold. The Prayer of Boob Aheera.
East and West. A Pretty Quarrel. How the Gods Avenged Meoul Ki
Ning. The Gifts of the Gods. The Sack of Emeralds. The Old
Brown Coat. An Archive of the Older Mysteries. A City of
Wonder.
"Beyond the Fields We Know":
Publisher's Note [by Harrison Hale Schaff]
First Tale: Idle Days on the Yann
Second Tale: A Shop in Go-by Street
Third Tale: The Avenger of Perdondaris
*All citations are from the Owlswick edition (Philadelphia:
Owlswick Press, 1976).

II.

Propaganda

Tales of War
1918)

(Dublin: The Talbot Press/ London: T. Fisher Unwin,

I. The Prayer of the Men of Daleswood.

II. The Road.

III. An
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Imperial Monument. IV. A Walk to the Trenches. V. A Walk in
Picardy. VI. What Happened on the Night of the Twenty-Seventh.
VII. Standing To. VIII. The Homing Plane.* IX. England. X.
Shells. XI. Two Degrees of Envy. XII. The Master of Noman•s
Land. XIII. Weeds and Wire. XIV. Spring in England and
Flanders. xv. The Nightmare Countries. XVI. Spring and the
Kaiser. XVII. Two Songs. XVIII. The Punishment. XIX. The
English Spirit. XX. An Investigation into the Causes and Origin
of the War. XXI. Lost. XXII. The Last Mirage. XXIII. A Famous
Man. XXIV. The Oases of Death. XXV. Anglo-Saxon Tyranny. XXVI.
Memories. XXVII. The Movement. XXVIII. Nature's Cad. XXIX. The
Home of Herr Schitzelhaaser. XXX. A Deed of Mercy. XXXI. Last
Scene of All. XXXII. Old England.
*In the US edition, "The Homing Plane is renamed "The
Splendid Traveller" and in the title of the twelth story
"Noman's Land" is spelled "No Man's Land".
Unhappy Far-Off Things

(London:

Elkin Matthews, 1919)

"A Dirge to Victory" (poem). Foreword.
I. The Cathedral of
Arras. II. A Good War. III. The House with Two Stories. IV.
Bermondsey versus Wurtemburg. V. On an Old Battle Field. VI.
The Real Thing. VII. A Garden of Arras. VIII. After Hell. IX.
A Happy Valley. X. In Bethune. XI. In an Old Drawing-Room.
XII. The Homes of Arras.

(
III.

Jorkens

The Travel Tales of Mr. Joseph Jorkens
Putnam's Sons, 1931)
Preface.
Chapter 1
Chapter 2
Chapter 3 :
Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 6
Chapter 7
Chapter 8
Chapter 9
Chapter 10:
Chapter 11:
Chapter 12:
Chapter 13:

(New York & London:

The Tale of the Abu Laheeb. (J.I.1)
The King of Sarahb. (J.I.2)
How Jembu Played for Cambridge. (J.I.3)
The Charm Against Thirst. (J.I.4)
Our Distant Cousin. (J.I.5)
A Large Diamond. (J.I.6)
A Queer Island. (J.I.7)
The Electric King. (J.I.8)
A Drink at a Running Stream. (J.I.9)
A Daughter of Rameses. (J.I.10)
The Showman. (J.I.11)
Mrs. Jorkens. (J.I.12)
The Witch of the Willows. (J.I.13)

G.P.
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Mr. Jorkens Remembers Africa (London:

William Heinemann, 1934)

Preface. The Lost Romance (J.II.1). The curse of the Witch
(J.II.2). The Pearly Beach (J.II.3). The Walk to Lingham
(J.II.4). The Escape from the Valley (J.II.5). One August in
the Red Sea (J.II.6). The Bare Truth (J.II.7). What Jorkens Has
to Put Up With (J.II.8). Ozymandias (J.II.9). At the End of the
Universe (J.II.10). The Black Mamba (J.II.11). In the Garden of
Memories (J.II.12). The Slugly Beast (J.II.13). Earth's Secret
(J.II.14). The Persian Spell (J.II.15). stranger than Fiction
(J.II.16). The Golden Gods (J.II.17). The Correct Kit
(J.II.18). How Ryan got out of Russia (J.II.19). The Club
Secretary (J.II.20). A Mystery of the East (J.II.21).
Jorkens Borrows a Large Whiskey
1940)

(London:

G. P. Putnam's Sons,

Preface. Jorkens' Revenge (J.III.1). Jorkens Retires From
Business (J.III.2). Jorkens Handles a Big Property (J.III.3).
The Invention of Dr. Caber (J.III.4). The Grecian Singer
(J.III.5). The Jorkens Family Emeralds (J.III.6). A Fishing
Story (J.III.7). Jorkens in High Finance (J.III.8). The Sign
(J.III.9). The Angelic Shepherd (J.III.10). The Neapolitan Ice
(J.III.11). The Development of the Rillswood Estate (J.III.12).
The Fancy Man (J.III.13). The Lion and the Unicorn (J.III.14).
A Doubtful Story (J.III.15). Jorkens Looks Forward (J.III.16).
Jorkens Among the Ghosts (J.III.17). Elephant Shooting
(J.III.18). African Magic (J.III.19). Jorkens Consults a
Prophet (J.III.20). A Matter of Business (J.III.21). The
Invention of the Age (J.III.22). The Sultan, The Monkey, and the
Banana (J.III.23). Pundleton's Audience (J.III.24). The Fight
in the Drawing Room (J.III.25). The Ivory Poacher (J.III.26).
The Fourth Book of Jorkens

(London:

Jarrolds, 1948)*

Making Fine Weather (J.IV.1). Mgamu (J.IV.2). The Haunting of
Halahanstown (J.IV.3). The Pale-Green Image (J.IV.4). Jorkens
Leaves Prison (J.IV.5). The Warning (J.IV.6). The Sacred City
of Krakovlitz (J.IV.7). Jorkens Practises Medicine and Magic
(J.IV.8). Jarton's Disease (J.IV.9). On the Other Side of the
Sun (J.IV.10). The Rebuff (J.IV.11). Jorkens' Ride (J.IV.12).
The Secret of the Sphinx (J.IV.13). The Khamseen (J.IV.14). The
Expulsion (J.IV.15). The Welcome (J.IV.16). By Command of
Pharaoh (J.IV.17). A Cricket Problem (J.IV.18). A Life's Work
(J.IV.19). The Ingratiating Smile (J.IV.20). The Last Bull
(J.IV.21). The Strange Drug of Dr. Caber (J.IV.22). A Deal with
the Devil (J.IV.23). Strategy at the Billiards Club (J.IV.24).
Jorkens in Witch Wood (J.IV.25). Lost (J.IV.26). The English
Magnifico (J.IV.27). The Cleverness of Dr. Caber (J.IV.28).
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[Part II] The Widow Flynn's Apple Tree. Where Everyone's
Business is Known. The Rose By-Pass. An Old Man's Tale. How
the Tinker Came to Skavangur. The Opal Arrow-head. The Sultan's
Pet. The Descent of the Sultan of Khash. The Policeman's
Prophecy. The Wind in the Wood. The Tiger's Skin. The Finding
of Mr. Jupkens. The Awful Dream. Mrs. Mulger. The Choice.
Rose Tibbets. Little Snow White up to date. The Return (BBC).
The Mad Ghost. The Cause. The Cut (BBC). The Sleuthing of Lily
Bostum (BBC). The Possibility of Life on the Third Planet (BBC).
Old Emma. How Abdul Din Saved Justice. The First Watch-dog.
The Chess-Player, the Financier, and Another. The Honorary
Member. The Experiment. Down Among the Kingcups. The Gratitude
of the Devil. The After-dinner Speech. The Je-Ne-Sais-Quoi.
Poseidon. A Near Thing. Ardor Canis. A Lapse of Memory. Forty
Years On. The Iron Door. The Great Scoop.
*Dunsany wrote a preface for this book which was not used;
the Ms. is at Austin.
The Little Tales of Smethers and Other Stories
Jarrolds, 1952)

(London:

[Part I: The Little Tales of Smethers]
[i] The Two Bottles of Relish.
[ii] The Shooting of Constable
Slugger.
[iii] An Enemy of Scotland Yard.
[iv] The Second
Front.
[v] The Two Assassins.
[vi] Kriegblut's Disguise.
[vii]
The Mug in the Gambling Hell.
[viii] The Clue.
[ix] Once Too
Often.
[Part II: And Other Stories]
An Alleged Murder. The Waiter's Story. A Trade Dispute. The
Pirate of the Round Pond. A Victim of Bad Luck. The New Master.
A New Murder. A Tale of Revenge. The Speech. The Lost
Scientist. The Unwritten Thriller. In Ravancore. Among the
Bean Rows. The Death-Watch Beetle. Murder by Lightning. The
Murder in Netherby Gardens. The Shield of Athene.

The Ghosts of the Heaviside Layer and Other Fantasms, ed. Darrell
Schwietzer (Philadelphia: Owlswick Press, 1980)
Foreword by Darrell Schweitzer
[Part I] Stories:
The Ghosts of the Heaviside Layer. Told Under Oath. The Field
Where the Satyrs Danced. By Night in the Forest. A Royal swan.
How the Lost Causes Were Removed from Valhalla. Correcting

(
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Nature. Autumn Cricket. In the Mojave. The Ghost of the
Valley. The Ghost in the Old Corridor. Jorken's Problem.
Revelation to Mr. Periple. A Fable for Moderns.

The

[Part II] Essays:
The Fantastic Dreams. Nowadays. Ghosts. Irish Writers I Have
Known. Four Poets. The Authorship of Barrack Room Ballads.
Sime. Artist and Tradesman. Spring Reaches England. Triad: I.
A Villa in Kent/ II. Sitting for Duck/ III. Thunderstorms. July.
or But a Wandering Voice. After the Shadow. A Moment in the
Life of a Dog. Seeing the World. A Word for Fallen Grandeur.
Where Do You Get the Clay? Decay in the Language. The Carving
of the Ivory.
[Part III] Plays:
The Prince of Stamboul
Lord Adrian

V.

(

Anthologies (reprinting previously published work)

Selections From the Writings of Lord Dunsany ed. William Butler
Yeats.
(Churchtown, Dundrum: The Cuala Press, 1912)
limited edition of 250 copies
Introduction by W. B. Yeats
The Gods of the Mountains. The First Act of King Argimenes and
the Unknown Warrior. The Fall of Babbulkund. The Sphinx at
Gizeh. Idle Days on the Yann. A Miracle[= the third inset tale
from The Idle City]. The Castle of Time[= excerpt from In the
Land of Time J •
The sword of Welleran and Other Tales of Enchantment (New York:
Devin-Adair, 1954)
"selected by Lord Dunsany, with the
assistance of Lady Dunsany ••• [as] the stories by which the
author most wishes to be remembered".
Publisher's Note.
The Sword of Welleran. The Kith of the Elf-folk. The
Distressing Tale of Thangobrind the Jeweller. The Three Sailors'
Gambit. A Story of Land and Sea. The Wonderful Window. Idle
Days on the Yann. The Widow Flynn's Apple Tree. The Exiles'
Club. East and West. The Assignation. The Hen. The Bride of
the Man-Horse. Bethmoora. Poltarnes, Beholder of Ocean. The
Return.
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At the Edge of the World ed. Lin Carter
Books, 1970). Adult Fantasy Series

(New York:

Ballantine

Introduction by Lin Carter
The Cave of Kai. Of the Gods of Averon [= The Sorrow of Search].
Mlideen. The King That Was Not. The Men of Yarnith. In the
Land of Time. Time and the Gods. The Opulence of Yahn[=
Usury]. The Fortress Unvanquishable, Save for Sacnoth.
Poltarnees, Beholder of Ocean. The Idle City. Bethmoora. Idle
Days on the Yann. The Hashish Man. Carcassonne. In Zaccarath.
The Dream of Kind Karna-Vootra. How the Enemy Came to Thlunrana.
The Distressing Tale of Thangobrind the Jeweller, and of the Doom
That Befell Him. A Shop in Go-by Street. The Avenger of
Perdondaris. How the Dwarfs Rose Up in War[= A Pretty Quarrel].
The Probable Adventure of the Three Literary Men. The Loot of
Bombasharna. The Injudicious Prayers of Pombo the Idolater. The
Bride of the Man-Horse. The Quest of the Queen's Tears. How One
Came, as Was Foretold, to the City of Never. A Day at the Edge
of the World[= The Long Porter's Tale]. Erlathdronion [= A Tale
of the Equator]. Epilogue [from The Book of Wonder].
Afterword by Lin Carter

Beyond the Fields We Known ed. Lin Carter (New York:
Ballantine, 1972). Adult Fantasy Series.
Introduction by Lin Carter
[Part I] The Gods of Pegana (reprints entire text of Dunsany's
first book) .
[Part II] "Tales from Pegana": How Slid Made War Against the
Gods[= The Coming of the Sea]. The Vengeance of Men. When the
God Slept. For the Honour of the Gods. The Wisdom of Ord[= The
South Wind]. Night and Morning. The Secret of the Gods. The
Relenting of Sarnidac. The Jest of the Gods. The Dreams of a
(sic) Prophet.
[Part III]

King Argimenes and the Unknown Warrior

[Part IV] "Poems": In The Sahara. Songs From an Evil Wood.
The Riders. The Watchers. The Enchanted People. The Happy
Isles. A Word in Season. The Quest.
[Part VJ "Other Tales": The Kith of the Elf-Folk (sic). The
Sword of Welleran. The Madness of Andelsprutz. The Sword and
the Idol. Miss Cubbidge and the Dragon of Romance. Chu-bu and
Sheemish. How Nuth Would Have Practiced (sic) His Art. A Story
of Land and Sea.
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[Afterword] "The Naming of Names: Notes on Lord Dunsany's
Influence on Modern Fantasy Writers". by Lin Carter.
over the Hills and Far Away ed. Lin Carter (New York:
Ballantine Books, 1974). Adult Fantasy Series.
Introduction by Lin Carter
I. "Tales of the World's Edge": The Journey of the King. The
Fall of Babbulkund. The Bird of the Difficult Eye. The Secret
of the Sea. The Compromise of the King of the Golden Isles
(play) .
II.
"Tales of Far Away": The House of the Sphinx. Blagdaross.
The Lonely Idol. An Archive of the Older Mysteries. The Loot of
Loma. The Last Dream of Bwana Khubla. The Queen's Enemies
(play). How Plash-Goo Came to the Land of None's Desire. The
Prayer of Boob Aheera. East and West. How the Gods Avenged
Meoul Ki Ning. The Man with the Golden Ear-Rings. Poor Old
Bill.
III. "Tales of Near at Hand": The Bad Old Woman in Black. The
Field. Where the Tides Ebb and Flow. The Little City. The
Highwayman. In the Twilight. The Ghosts. The Doom of La
Traviata. A Narrow Escape. The Lord of Cities. The Unhappy
Body. The Gifts of the Gods. On the Dry Land. The Unpasturable
Fields.

(

IV. "Tales Jorkens Told": The Curse of the Witch. Hunting the
Unicorn[= What Jorkens Has to Put Up With]. The Pale-Green
Image. The Sacred City of Krakovlitz.
"At sunset" (poem).

Gods. Men and Ghosts: The Best Supernatural Fiction of Lord
Dunsany. ed. E. F. Bleiler (New York: Dover, 1972).
Introduction by E. F. Bleiler.
[I] "Men": The Three Sailors' Gambit. The Three Infernal
Jokes. The Exiles' Club. Thirteen at Table. The Wonderful
Window. The Bureau d'Exchange de Maux. The Ghosts. The
Probable Adventure of the Three Literary Men. The Coronation
of Mr. Thomas Shap. Poor Old Bill.
[II] "Heroes and Wonders": The Hoard of the Gibbelins. How
Nuth Would Have Practised His Art upon the Gnoles. Chu-bu and
Sheemish. A Story of Land and Sea. The Distressing Tale of
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Thangobrind the Jeweller, and of the Doom That Befell Him.
The Sword of Welleran. The Fortress Unvanquishable, Save For
Sacnoth. The Injudicious Prayers of Pombo the Idolater. How
Plash-Goo Came to the Land of None•s Desire. Bethmoora.
Idle Days on the Yann. The Hashish Man. A Narrow Escape.
[III] "Jorkens": The Sign. The Neapolitan Ice. Jorkens
Consults a Prophet. The Walk to Lingham. How Ryan Got out of
Russia. A Mystery of the East.
[IV]
"Gods": Preface [to The Gods of Pegana]. Of Skarl the
Drummer. Of the Making of Worlds. Of the Game of the Gods.
Concerning Sish. The Deeds of Mung. The Revolt of the Home
Gods. Of the Thing That Is Neither God Nor Beast. Kabok the
Prophet. Of How Imbaun Became High Prophet in Aradec of All the
Gods Save One. Of How Imbaun Spake of Death to the King. Of
Ood. The River. The Bird of Doom and The End. Time and the
Gods. The Coming of the Sea. The Secret of the Gods.
In the
Land of Time.

NOVELS

The Chronicles of Rodriguez
(New York and London: G. P.
Putnam's Sons, 1922)
[U.S. title: Don Rodriguez:
Chronicles of Shadow Valleyl
The King of Elfland's Daughter
Putnam's Sons, 1924)
The Charwoman's Shadow
Sons, 1926)
The Blessing of Pan
1927)

(New York and London:

(New York and London:

The Curse of the Wise Woman
Up in the Hills
Rory and Bran

(London:
(London:

The Story of Mona Sheehy

(

(London:

(London:

G. P.

G. P. Putnam's

G. P. Putnam's Sons,

William Heinemann, 1933)

William Heinemann, 1935)
William Heinemann, 1936)

My Talks with Dean Spanley

Guerrilla

(New York and London:

(London:
(London:

William Heinemann, 1936)
William Heinemann, 1939)

William Heinemann, 1944)
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The strange Journeys of Colonel Polders
1950)
The Last Revolution

(London:

(London:

His Fellow Men

(London:

Jarrolds,

Jarrolds, 1951)

Jarrolds, 1952)

PLAYS

Five Plays

(London:

Grant Richards, 1914)

Introduction by Edwin Bjorkman.
The Gods of the Mountains. The Golden Doom. King Argimenes and
the Unknown Warrior. The Glittering Gate. The Lost Silk Hat.
A Night at an Inn

(New York:

The Sunwise Turn, 1916)

Plavs of Gods and Men (Dublin:
Fisher Unwin, 1917)

The Talbot Press/ London: T.

The Tents of the Arabs. The Laughter of the Gods.
Enemies. A Night at an Inn.

The Queen's

(
IF

(London: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1921).
William Beebe.

Plays of Near and Far
Sons, 1922)*

Introduction by

(New York and London:

G. P. Putnam's

The Compromise of the King of the Golden Isles. The Flight of
the Queen. Cheezo. A Good Bargain. If Shakespeare Lived
To-day. Fame and the Poet.
•the US edition has a special preface.
Alexander and Three Small Plays
1925)
Alexander. The Old King's Tale.
Amusements of Khan Khadruda.
Seven Modern Comedies
Sons, 1928)

(

(London:

G. P. Putnam's Sons,

The Evil Kettle.

(New York and London:

The

G. P. Putnam's
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Atalanta at Wimbledon. The Raffle. The Journey of the Soul. In
Holy Russia. His Sainted Grandmother. The Hopeless Passion of
Mr. Bunyan. The Jest of Hahalaba.
The Old Folk of the Centuries (London: Elkin Matthews
1930). Limited edition of 900 copies.

&

Marrot,

Lord Adrian (Waltham Saint Lawrence, Berkshire: Golden Cockrel
Press, 1933). Limited edition on belle-arts press.
Mr. Faithfyl

(New York:

Plays of Earth and Air

Samuel French, 1935)
(London:

Heinemann, 1937)

"Plays for Earth": Fame Comes Late.
Sliggen's Hour. The Pumpkin.

A Matter of Honour.

Mr.

The Use of Man. The Bureau de
Golden Dragon City. Time's Joke.

"Plays for Air" [radio plays):
Change. The Seventh Symphony.
Atmospherics.

AUTOBIOGRAPHIES
Patches of Sunlight

(London:

While the Sirens Slept
The Sirens Wake

William Heinemann, 1938) [Patches]

(London:

(London:

Jarrolds, 1944)

Hutchinson

&

Co., 1945)

[Sirens]
[Wakes)

POETRY
Fifty Poems

(New York and London:

Mirage Water

(London:

G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1929)

G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1938)

War Poems (London: Hutchinson & Co., 1940)
(Dunsany's title:
Songs of an L. D. V., i.e., the Home Guard]
Wandering Songs
A Journey
The Year

(London:

(London:
(London:

The Odes of Horace
[translation)

Hutchinson

Macdonald

&

&

Co., 1943)

Co, 1944)

Jarrolds, 1946)
(London:

William Heinemann, 1947)
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To Awaken Pegasus

ESSAYS:

(Oxford:

George Ronald, 1949)

SOCIAL AND LITERARY CRITICISM

Nowadays (Boston: The Four Seas Company, 1918)
"Building a Sentence"
p.705-707.

The Atlantic Monthly

December 1933.

If I Were Dictator: Pronouncements of the Grand Macaroni
(London: Methuen & Co., 1934)
"Decay in the Language" The Atlantic Monthly
p. 360-362.
My Ireland

(London:

March 1936,

Jarrolds, 1937)

"Among the Ruins" Essays by Diverse Hands: Transactions of the
Royal Society of Literature New Series, Vol. XXI (1944).
Ed. Walter de la Mare.
The Donellan Lectures. 1943

(

(London:

William Heinemann, 1945)

"Fuhrers and Kippers" in Voices on the Green ed. A. R. J. Wise
and Reginald A. Smith. (London: Michael Joseph, 1945)
p. 202-205:
A Glimpse from a Watch Tower
"Poetry Ancient and Modern"

(London:

Jarrolds, 1946)

Tomorrow

February 1949.

"A Dissenting Opinion on Modern Poetry"
p. 37-40.
"The Fall of the Muses"
1952. p. 201-204

Tomorrow

The Poetry Review

p. 54-57.

November 1950.

October-December

"What I Believe" What I Believe: Twelve Essays
Marchant, 1953.

ed. Sir James

"The Leaden Bells of Modern Poetry"· The Saturday Review
6 February 1954. p. 22.
"A Plea for the Return of the Muses"

Pedlar's Pack

Winter 1955
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"The Art of Longjuju: The Ultimate Message"
22 December 1956. p. 9.

The Saturday Review

"The Poets Fail in Their Duty" The Saturday Review 19 October
1957. p. 14-15.
(see also John Ciardi's Dialogue with an
Audience, which reprints this essay with his rejoinder; cf
Chapter III section iv.
"Silent Thunder"

The Poetry Review

April-June 1958.

MANUSCRIPTS

(

The bulk of Dunsany•s manuscripts, including his allimportant Record Book detailing when his works were written and
where each was first published, is still in the possession of his
family and, unfortunately, not available to the public. However,
in 1961 Lady Dunsany sold a wealth of material to the Humanities
Research Center of the University of Texas at Austin. This
collection, described in F. G. Stoddard's excellent article "The
Lord Dunsany Collection" (Library Chronicle of the University of
Texas, vol. VIII, Spring 1967, p. 27-32), gives us the best
evidence of Dunsany's working methods and contains several
unpublished items. A microfilm of the card catalogue is
available on request. A valuable source for Dunsany's opinions
on the craft of writing is the Dunsany-Lavin correspondence now
in the Mary Lavin Collection at the State University of New York
at Binghamton; a catalogue by Zack Bowen is available. A vast
amount of bibliographical information is contained in Dunsany•s
correspondence with the Society of Authors, now on deposit at the
British Library in London. There has never been a collected
volume of Dunsany's letters published, but in addition to the
holdings at Austin, Binghamton, and London smaller collections
can be found in the Bodleian Library in Oxford, the National
Library in Edinburg, the Plunkett Center in Oxford, Trinity
College Library, Dublin, University College Library, Dublin, the
National Library, Dublin, and elsewhere, and booksellers'
catalogues continually turn up more. A final valuable source for
understanding Dunsany is the Sime Gallery in Worplesdon; this
comprises Sime•s own collection of his work, including drafts and
working sketches, and together with the collection of Sime•s
illustrations in Dunsany Castle reveals much about the interests
and talent of Dunsany•s partner.
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WORKS FREQUENTLY CITED
punsany the Dramatist Edward Hale Bierstadt (Boston: Little,
Brown, and Company, 1917. Second expanded edition 1919).
[Bierstadt]
Lord Dunsany Joseph F. La Croix
doctoral dissertation,
University College, Dublin, 1956.
[La Croix]
Lord Dunsany: King of Dream Hazel Littlefield Smith
(New York: Exposition Press, 1959)
[Littlefield Smith]
"On Fairy-Stories" Tree and Leaf J. R.R. Tolkien (London:
George Allen & Unwin, 1964). A revised and expanded version
of the essay first printed in Essays Presented to Charles
Williams, ed. c. s. Lewis (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1947)
[OFS]
Lord Dunsany:
[Amory]

'

A Biography

The Language of the Night
Putnam, 1979)
[Le Guin]

Mark Amory

(London:

Ursula K. Le Guin

Collins, 1972)

(New York:

G. P.

Pathwavs to Elfland: The Writings of Lord Dunsany Darrell
Schweitzer (Philadelphia: Owlswick Press, 1989)
[Schweitzer]
"Lord Dunsany: The Career of a Fantaisiste" Chapter Two in The
Weird Tale: Arthur Machen. Lord Dunsany. Algernon
Blackwood. M. R. James. Ambrose Bierce. and H.P. Lovecraft
s. T. Joshi (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1990)
[Joshi]

(

UNCOLLECTED STORIES

(

(

The following checklist is drawn from many sources: the asyet-unpublished bibliography of Dunsany, compiled by Douglas A.
Anderson, s. T. Joshi, and Darrell Schweitzer; Mr. Brian de la
Troath' s thirty-one page catalogue, a copy of which was kindly
provided to me by Mr. John Child-Villers, Dunsany's literary
executor;
Joseph F.
La Croix's bibliography in his 1956
dissertation, which, although carelessly done with many omissions,
was clearly compiled with some help from Dunsany himself; a list
drawn up by Lady Dunsany at the time of her sale to the Humanities
Research Center of the University of Texas in Austin of most of her
late husband's manuscripts from the period 1932-1952, detailing
where many of those items had been published; and my own researches
over the last four years.
Items which I have not seen are marked
with an asterix. The division in Dunsany between what is an essay
and what is a story is sometimes a matter of opinion:
I have
listed here those that seemed to me to merit the designation of
"story," including the reverie "Jetsam," and excluded other,
similar pieces where the fictional element was minimal, e.g. "Pens"
(The Saturday Review, 13 March 1909. p. 332} or "Gondolas" (ibid,
26 September 1908, p. 392-393}. Despite my best efforts there are
no doubt errors among the items I have not seen.
Some may be
reprints of known stories under other names; some may be essays or
even poems; some may simply be bibliographic ghosts.
Still, it
seems to me to be worthwhile to compile here in one place all that
is known about Dunsany's uncollected tales.
Many of them,
especially most of the tales from Punch, are weak and can be
forgotten without harm, but a few ( e. g. "The Traveller to
Thundercliff," "A Walk in the Wastes of Time," "The Cup," "Cheng
Hi and the Window Framer," "The Romance of His Life"} are small
gems that Dunsany would surely have included in his books had the
opportunity arisen. If this checklist helps make these otherwiselost tales available to people who would be interested in reading
them, then it will have achieved its purpose.

"Romance"

The Saturday Review

"The Heart of Earth"
105
"Jetsam"

The Saturday Review

The Saturday Review

"From a Mouse's Point of View"
1911. p. 327-331
*"The Purple Emperor"

p. 685-686

24 July 1908.

p. 104-

25 June 1910
The Open Window

September-October

written January 7 1912; unpublished.

*"The Making of Al Baharb"
*"Business"

29 May 1909.

written January 26 1912; unpublished.

written February 8 1912; unpublished.

•
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*"The Tables Turned"
*"A Vision"

written July 8 1912; unpublished.

written July 31 1912; unpublished.

"The German Spy"
*"The Coffers"

The Saturday Review

10 August 1912.

written August 14 1912; unpublished.

*"The Honest Man"

written August 20 1912; unpublished.

"A Cricket Match"
357

The Saturday Review

"Exchange No Robbery"

21 September 1912.

The Saturday Review

"The Way of the World"
p. 641

"The Return of Ibrahim"
807

23 November 1912.

The Saturday Review

27 December 1913.

"How Care would have Dealt with the Nomads"
27 December 1913. p. 807-808

'

"The Eight Wishes"

The Saturday Review

"A Walk in the Wastes of Time"
*"For the Upkeep of a Statue"
p. 310
*"Hoch! Hoch! Hoch!"

15' May 1915.

The Smart Set

"Cheng Hi and the Window Framer"

April 1915
p. 504

October 1915

The New Republic

The Green Book

p. 558

6 March 1915. p. 249

The Smart Set

The Saturday Review

p.

The Saturday Review

28 November 1914.

"The Greatest Painter in the World"
"One More Tale"

23 November

The Saturday Review

The Saturday Review

p. 356-

19 October 1912. p. 487

The Saturday Review

"The Little Doings of Demos"
1912. p. 641

"Our Laurels"

p. 166-167

12 October 1918.

January 1919

The Smart Set

November 1919

*"The Emperor's Crystal" T.C.D. [= Trinity College Dublin campus
newspaper) June 3rd, 1920
*"The Golden City of Joy"
*"Two Sketches"

Vanity Fair

*"The Last of M.i.7.B (i)"

(

Vanity Fair

c 1920

c 1920
The Green Book

1921
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*"The Last Mobilization"
*"Fuel"

The Green Book

Bruno's Review of Two Worlds

"The Use of Man"

Harper's Bazaar

"The Scarecrow"

Time and Tide

"When the Moon Was Full"
known publication.
*"The Master"

*"We Called Him Thomas"

p. 602-603

6 December 1939.

10 January 1940.
Punch

"The Deeper Meanings of Sprigget"

3 April 1940.
Punch

p. 519-520

15 May 1940.

p. 544-545

"The Ghost in the Corner"

29 May 1940.

Good Housekeeping

"Into the Consomme"
"Biding His Time"

Punch
Punch

"Neutrality Over Berlin"
"Westward Ho!"

Punch

"The Higher Neutrality"

p. 379

8 May 1940.

Punch

Punch

p. 619

p. 50

"The Judgment of Mullaghagraney"

*"Temperament"

p. 588

June 1940. p. 16-17

11 September 1940.

p. 536

Punch

1942.

21 October

11 November 1942.

&

84

p. 282

27 November 1940.

Punch

p. 213

April 1939

Punch

"Intercepted by the Censor"

January-June 1938

10 February 1939.

29 November 1939.

Punch

108

28 June 1936

Lilliput

"Our War Aims Committee"
"Misunderstood"

&

p. 973-974

Pearson's Magazine

Punch

p. 85

p. 79-81

9 February 1935. p. 187-188

The Spectator

*"He Wasted His Time"
"Breaking Away"

August 1931.

29 May 1936.

This Week

*"The Omniscients"

November 1922.

written 21 June 1935; Ms. at Austin; no

The Spectator

*"House of Brass"

1922

p. 335

p. 398

2 December 1942.

p. 475

"Hot Work at Bremen" written 3 December 1942; Ms at Austin;
submitted to Punch but apparently rejected.
"A Handy Gun" [original title: "A New Gun"]
1943; Ms at Austin; no known publication.

(

written 3 January

•
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"The 220th Division"

Punch

"Very Secret"

14 April 1943.

Punch

17 February

"The Masterpiece of Creation League"

1943.

p. 305
Punch

"A Bit of Bad Luck"

Punch

9 June 1943.

"The Anonymous Dog"

Punch

11 August 1943.

"The Let-Off"

Punch

25 August 1943.

"A Matter of Principle"
known publication.
"A Bit of Strategy"
publication.

p. 147-149

28 April 1943.

p. 361

p. 492-493
p. 125

p. 167

written early 1944; Ms.

at Austin; no

written early 1944; Ms. at Austin; no known

"Tales for the Dark Continent"

Punch

24 May 1944. p. 452

"A Policeman at Home" written mid-1944; Ms. at Austin; submitted
to Punch but apparently rejected.
"Insanity Test"

(

Punch

5 July 1944

"The Battle of Killahoo"

Punch

27 September 1944. p. 263

"Sources of Information"

Punch

3 January 1945.

"The Cipher"
"The Revenge"

Punch
Punch

"The Great Apostate"

14 March 1945.
2 May 1945.

Punch

p. 219
p. 386

10 October 1945.

"The Poisoning of Mickie O'Dowd"
501

Punch

*"Time"

Punch

p. 316-317

12 December 1945.

*"Condensers of Time" in The Treasure Chest
York: E. P. Dutton & Co., 1946)
"Our Christmas Post"

"A Modern Portrait"
*"A Mountainy Singer"

Punch

9 January 1946.

Punch

8 May 1946.
15 May 1946.

p. 500-

ed. J. D. Adams

The Modern Mystic and Science Review

"Advance Regulations"

p. 17

(New

p. 28-29
February 1946

p. 405
p. 413

The Bell (Dublin) August 1946 p. 375-382

"Watching the Ballplatz"

Punch

18 September 1946. p. 217
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"The Coming Party"

Punch

"Great Robberies"

2 October 1946. p. 259

Punch Almanac

28 October 1946. p.[18]

"The Dwarf Holobolos & the Sword Hogbiter" written 26 November-1
December 1946; Ms at Austin; unpublished.
"A Day's Snipe-Shooting"
"A Deal in Livestock"

Punch

Punch

8 January 1947.

p. 522-523

p. 32

*"Helping the Fairies"

The Strand

June 1947.

*"A Difficult Defense"

Autumn Pie

September 1947

"The Rations of Murdoch Finucan"
"A Day on the Bog"

Punch

"An International Matter"

"The Story of Tse Gah"
"Advice to the Young"
"The Cup"

Punch

"Unreal Estate"

(

11 December 1946.

"An

Punch

Punch

December 1947.

26 May 1948.

p. 588

p. 19-20.

p. 454

p. 535

21 July 1948.

written mid-1948;

"A Scientific Experiment"
known publication.

p. 544-545

17 December 1947.

Tomorrow

Punch

8 October 1947. p. 340-341

3 December 1947.

23 June 1948.

Urgent Case"
publication.

"Lost Adjectives"
publication.

Punch

p. 152-153

p. 57
Ms.

at Austin;

no known

written mid-1948; Ms. at Austin; no

written September 1948; Ms. at Austin; no known

"From Bad to Worse"
written September 1948; Ms. at Austin; no
known publication.
"Little Tim Brannehan"

Punch

*"The Regimental Dinner"
"Making a Masterpiece"

10 November 1948.

Men Only
Punch

"The Predictions of Posnett"

"A Battle Long Ago"

(

Punch

December 1948

15 December 1948.
Punch Almanac

"To Account for Mickey Mulgrady"

p. 431

Punch

p. 583

1 November 1948. [26]

9 February 1949.

16 February 1949.

p. 165

p. 143

317

(

"An Ancient Mariner"

Punch

6 July 1949.

"The Revenge of Four Bad Men"

Punch

p. 4-5

29 July 1949.

p. 60-61

"Two Runs"

written ?mid-1949; Ms. at Austin; no known publication

"By Order"

written ?mid-1949; Ms. at Austin; no known publication

"At the Sign of the Batsman's Wicket"
Austin; no known publication.
"Progress"

The Evening News

"Two Christmas Dinners"
*"Cats"

The Observer

*"Christmas"

Queen

*"The Unprotected"

written ?mid-1949; Ms. at

November 1949; Ms at Austin

Punch Almanac

7 November 1949.

[3-4]

December 1949
December 1949

Winter Pie

December 1949

"A Tale of the Irish Countryside" written 5 December 1949; Ms at
Austin; place of publication unknown.
"The Memorial" written 7 December 1949; Ms at Austin; place of
publication unknown.
*"How Mickie Paid His Debt"

(

"A Crime Story"

Punch

*"Magic Casements"

The Evening News

4 January 1950.

Queen

p. 22-23

February 1950

"The Traveller to Thundercliff"

Colophon

*"A Lucky Escape"

John O'London's Weekly

*"A Day in April"

The Observer

*"The Prophecy"
"The Confession"

Everybody's
Punch

*"Boxes on the Ceiling"
*"Work"

Odhams Press

*"Nine Wonders"

Go

March 1950.
March 1950

May 1950

June 1950

21 June 1950.
Tomorrow

p. 674

August 1950

August 1950
September 1950

*"The Escape of a Stream"
*"Hop-Picking Time"

January 1950

The Observer

The Observer

October 1950

October 1950

p.16

318

(

*"Dog Stories"

Tail-Wagger

November 1950

*"The Dance at Weirdmoor Castle"

Homes and Gardens

*"Modern Magic"

January 1951

The Daily Mail

*"Chess at Hastings"

The Observer

*"A Witch in the Balkans"

*"A Talk in the Dark"
*"Mid snow and Ice"

January 1951

Everybody's

*"The Haunting of Whitebeams"

*"Darwin Superseded"

23 June 1951

July 1951.

Modern Reading

"The Romance of His Life"
229

April 1951 or 2 June 1951

John Bull

Tomorrow

p. 19

December 1951

Harper's Bazaar

The Spectator

March 1952,

October 3, 1952.

*"Wanted:
A Minister of Mirth and Mockery"
Magazine 5 October 1952. p. 17
*"Chambermaid of the Splendide"
*"Stolen Power"

(

Prediction

*"The Cook of Sante Maria"
*"A Goat in Trousers"
"The Awakening"
377

Everybody's

p. 420-421

November 1952

11 July 1953
July-September 1953.

The Observer
Time and Tide

16 May 1953

p. 375-

20 January 1954
28 August 1954.

*"A Channel Rescue"
Illustrated London News
Supplement p. 15-16

p. 1136

18 November 1954.

*"The Ghost of the Ballet" in The Third Book of Ghost Stories
Lady Cynthia Asquith. 1955.
"Fatal Mistake"

Argosy

*"A Snake's Story"
"Near

(

the Back of
November 1955.

&

December 1952

The Poetry Review

*"A Breeze at Rest"

p. 170

The New York Times

Homes and Gardens

Everybody's

*"The Hundred Fields"

November 1950

April 1955.

Chamber's Journal
Beyond"
p. 30-42

Ellery

p. 49-52

ed.
•

[J.Ad.3]

May 1955
Queen's

[J.Ad.4]

Mystery

Magazine

319
"Echoing Dream"

Argosy

"Three Men in a Garden"
1959. p. 86-89

October 1956.

p. 15-20

[J.Ad.5]

Ellery Queen's Mystery Magazine

August

"The Fable of the Elephant and the Tiger"
composition date
unknown; no known publication; Ms. at Austin.

(

(

